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Grammar starter test
Use this test to find out how much you know, and where to focus your practice.

1 Units 1 to 9

A Choose the best answer.
1 What will you do!are you doing this evening? Do you want to come to the cinema?
2 Where were you going when I saw/I was seeing you yesterday?
3 Since the end of June, I am/I have been in France.
4 When I got home, I realized I  left/I had left my books at school.
5 By the time we get to the theatre, the play will have started/has started.

6 What do you think of the party? Are you having/Do you have a good time?
7 This is the best ice cream I had ever tasted/I have ever tasted.

8 How much is a ticket to London costing?/does a ticket to London cost?

B Put the words in brackets in a suitable tense.
1 What time (the shops close).............. ...................................................on Thursday?
2 How long (you study).....................................................................................English?
3 I cant play tennis at the moment. I (break)..................................a bone in my foot.
4 You’d better take a pullover in case you (feel)..................................................... cold.
5 Sorry I’m late, (you wait)............................................................................... for long?
6 Where (Sam go)..................................................................for his holidays last year?
7 The Egyptians (build)..........................................the pyramids over 4,500 years ago.
8 This time next week we (sit)............................................ on the plane to New York.

2 Units 10 to 18

A Put one word in each space.
1 Pat me to wait outside until he came back.
2 I wish I ..................swim.
3 If I ..................some money in the street, I’d keep it.
4 If I ..................you, I’d take an umbrella.
5 Jan................. to be home by midnight.
6 Peter has ...............his car stolen.
7 If you................ harder, you would get better marks.
8 More oil has................... found in Scotland.

l



INTERMEDIATE LANGUAGE PRACTICE

B Choose the best answer.
1 Will you be able/have to help me with the cooking?
2 I don’t think you must/should eat any more.
3 I might have left/might leave my wallet in the shop, I suppose.
4 That mustn’t/cant be Ann. She’s in Canada.
5 We must have brought/should have brought our raincoats. We’re going to get wet.
6 The children havent/dont have to go to school tomorrow.
7 We needn’t have bought/must not have bought so much food. There is plenty for 

everyone.
8 I’ll wait here. Mary should/can be back soon.

3 Units 19 to 28

A Choose the best answer.
1 We haven’t got bread enough/enough bread.

2 What/Which I really want is something to eat!
3 Let’s going/go to the cinema tonight.
4 Harry continued playing football despite/in spite injuring his leg.
5 Which bus does leave/leaves from here?
6 Jane was very tired/too tired to do any more work.
7 The woman who/who she helped me spoke very good English.
8 Would you mind/like carrying this for me?

B Put one word in each space.
1 It w as.....SJAfttt....................?..........beautiful day that I went for a walk.
2 I’m in the wrong seat,.............................................. ?
3 Tina was too ill to go to school so she stayed................................................
4 Would.............................................. a soft drink, or some water?
5 We waited for the bus for ages an d ......................................................................

we decided to walk.
6 .............................................. to be something wrong with the camera.
7 Jeff bought a ladder.............................................. he could pick all the apples.
8 .............................................. it was raining, we went swimming.

4 Units 29 to 37

A Choose the best answer.
1 Wear a heavy coat today. It’s very freezing/really freezing.

2 The French/French drink a lot of wine.
3 There is/It is someone waiting for you outside.

2



GRAMMAR STARTER TEST

4 Tom has lived here since four years/for four years.

5 I hope to be back here until four oclock/by four o’clock.

6 This film is better as/better than the last one we saw.
7 Mark has long hair/long hairs.

8 Helen was grown up/brought up by her aunt and uncle.

B Put 
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

one word in each space.
Alan....MfeSS........... flftgy.... his father. They are very similar.
The room was empty. So far,........................................ the guests had arrived.
We drove to the beach..............................................................we had hired.
Maria is ........................................ student in the class. She is lm  80cms.
The 14.00 bus to Leeds left exactly........................................ at 14.00.
My teacher gave m e................... useful advice.
I’m really................... forward to my trip to Brazil.
The news................... on TV at nine o’clock.

5 Units 38 to 46

A Put one word in each space.
1 ....5y.?.tythlKV9.... has gone wrong today! I can’t believe it!
2 Do you............................waiting outside for a moment?
3 Sue will be in the team tomorrow.............................of Anna.
4 I wish the other students in the class........................... stop talking!
5 I don’t understand what you are talking..............................Can you explain?
6 This is Jim. He’s a friend o f ............................
7 I m ust.............................for being so late. I’m so sorry.
8 Does this bike.....:.........................to you?

B Make one correction in each sentence.
1 Someone phoned and I told it that you were out. ..tyicyw..............
2 Don’t forget being here by nine o’clock..............................
3 Helen was cut herself with a knife while she was cooking..............
4 Who’s books are these? Are they yours? ..........................
5 I offered carry her bags but she refused to let me............................
6 On the way home, I stopped buying some milk at the supermarket.
7 Could you explain me something please? ..........................
8 I took and my raincoat and my umbrella with me..........................

3



GRAMMAR

Introduction

Understanding grammar words

1 Match the examples (1-14) with the grammar words (a-n).
1 a/an, t h e ....
2 at, to, f o r ..........
3 do, have ..........
4 can, m u st..........
5 I f you do that, I ’l l ..........
6 she, someone, myself..........
7 all, some, both, either..........
8 past simple, present perfect..........
9 What’s your name? Where do you live? ..........

10 happy, important, good ..........
11 slowly, carefully, well..........
12 get up in the morning, look up a word ..........
13 The letter that arrived this morning is for you............
14 It is made of wood. The book was written in 2001............

a verb tenses f adjectives k phrasal verbs
b auxiliary verbs g adverbs 1 articles
c modal auxiliaries h conditional sentence m determiners
d prepositions i passive voice n relative clause
e questions j pronouns

2 Match the tenses in italics (1 -8) with their names (a-h).
1 Helen is leaving first thing in the morning.....!?.....
2 I ve been studying English for two years............
3 If I had a helicopter, I’d get to school more easily!..........
4 I get up at 7.30 every day...........
5 Next year I’ll be taking my final exams at university...........
6 By the time we got to the station, the train had left............
7 I’ve lived in Athens all my life............
8 While I was walking along the street a dog ran in front of a car.

a present simple e past simple
b present continuous f past continuous
c present perfect g past perfect
d present perfect continuous h future continuous



GRAMMAR 1 INTRODUCTION

Thinking about language in context

3 For each situation (1 -4) underline the best expression. The other alternatives 
may be wrong in grammar, or too informal/impolite, or too formal/polite for the 
situation.

1 Its your birthday on Saturday. Invite a friend to your party.
a) I’ll have a party on Saturday. You will come.
b) I’m having a party on Saturday. Do you want to come?
c) I have a party on Saturday. Are you coming?

2 You are on the bus. Ask a stranger to open the window.
a) Could you open the window, please?
b) Open the window.
c) Excuse me, but do you think you could possibly open the window?

3 You arrive late for class and apologize to your teacher.
a) I’m late, I apologize.
b) Sorry I’m late.
c) Please accept my most sincere apologies.

4 You are a witness to a minor accident. Explain what you saw to a policeman.
a) This car comes down the road and hits a tree, bang!
b) A car had come down the road and had hit a tree.
c) A car came down the road and hit a tree.

Other ways of learning

4 Which ways of learning English do you use? What could you start doing now?
1 Reading for pleasure.
2 Translating.
3 Making lists of words, or problem points, in a notebook.
4 Using a dictionary.
5 Listening to songs.
6 Keeping a diary.
7 Reviewing your written work.
8 Looking at English-language Internet sites.
9 Watching television, watching films or listening to the radio.

10 Using a self-study grammar/vocabulary book.

Which English?
English is a world language, and the English spoken in the USA or Australia differs 
from the English spoken in Britain. There are also differences between speakers from 
Scotland, Ireland and England, and between different parts of the same country. This 
book uses what is generally called Standard British English. References are also made 
to some differences in American English.



Present simple: form

•  Form the present simple with the infinitive form of the verb (without to). Add s in the 
third person singular he/she/it.

I like You like He/She/It likes We like They like
Some verbs are irregular: have, be.

I have You have He/She has We have They have
I am You are He/She is We are They are

•  Spelling changes
Verbs ending in o, s, ch, sh, x  add -es for the third person singular.

He goes She misses She watches He wishes He relaxes

•  Questions
Form yes/no questions with do + the infinitive (without to). Use does for he/she/it.

Do you like Italian food? Does she like Italian food?
Use do/does to form questions with when, what, why, where, how and, in certain 
situations, who.

What do you want? Where does she live?

•  Negatives
Form negatives with do not + the infinitive (without to). Use does not for he/she/it.

I do not like that. She does not like that.

•  Short forms (contractions)
In speech and informal writing, do not becomes don’t, and does not becomes doesn’t. 

I don’t like that. She doesn’t like that.

Present simple: meaning

•  The present simple can describe:
1 Habitual actions.

I usually get up at 7.30.
2 Actions and situations that are generally or usually true.

Liz plays in the school basketball team.
We like ice cream.

3 Facts which are always true.
The sun rises in the east.

•  The present simple also has some future meanings (see Grammar 9).

6



GRAMMAR 2 PRESENT TIME 1

Present simple: pronunciation
Verbs which end in Izl, /dz/, /s/, /sh/, /tsh/ and /ks/ have an extra syllable in the third 
person, pronounced lizl. 

watches misses relaxes
After /f/, /k/, /p/, /t/, third person sound is /s/: hits /hits/
Other third person /s/ endings are pronounced as /z/: sees /si:z/

Present continuous: form
•  Form the present continuous with the auxiliary be and the -ing form of the main verb.

I am relaxing. You are relaxing. He/She is relaxing.
We are relaxing. They are relaxing.

•  Spelling changes
Verbs ending -e drop the -e when they add -ing.

like liking decide deciding write writing 
Verbs with one syllable, ending in one vowel and one consonant, double the 
consonant when they add -ing.

sit sitting swim swimming dig digging 
Verbs ending -ie change -ie to -y.

lie lying tie tying die dying

•  Short forms (contractions)
In speech and informal writing, there are short forms:

I’m writing. You’re writing. He’s/She’s writing.
We’re writing. They’re writing.

•  Questions
Form yes/no questions by putting the auxiliary be before the subject.

Am I writing? Are you writing? Is he!she writing?
Are we writing? Are they writing?

Wh- questions follow the same pattern.
What are you writing? Why are we writing?

•  Negatives
Form negatives with the verb be + not.

I am not writing. He is not writing. They are not writing.
In speech and informal writing, there are short forms:

I’m not writing. He’s not writing. They’re not writing.
He isn’t writing. They aren’t writing.

Present continuous: meaning

•  Use the present continuous to describe:
1 Actions in progress at the present moment.

Sorry, I can’t speak to you, I’m washing my hair.
2 Actions happening ‘around now’, but not at the moment of speaking.

I’m reading The Lord of the Rings.

•  The present continuous also has future meanings (see Grammar 8).



INTERMEDIATE LANGUAGE PRACTICE

1 Underline the correct phrase in each sentence.
1 What time go you/do you go to bed on Saturdays?
2 Why are you waiting/do you waiting outside the door?
3 Don’t ask Tim. He doesn’t know/not knows the answer.
4 I having/I’m having my lunch at the moment.
5 When you leave/do you leave the house in the morning?
6 I don’t understand. What is happening/is happen?
7 Excuse me, does you know/do you know the time?
8 This is a great party. I ’m having/Am I having a lovely time.

2 Read the answers and then complete the questions.
1 W here....dftfts Su.$. Llyg..............................................................................................?

Sue? She lives at the end of Axwell Road.
2 D o ..................................................................................................................................?

Jim? No, I don’t know him.
3 W hat.............................................................................................................................. ?

At the moment? I’m doing my homework.
4 A re................................................................................................................................. ?

Here? No, I’m sitting over there.
5 D o .................................................................................................................................. ?

Here? No, we change trains at the next station.
6 W hy............................................................................................................................... ?

I’m wearing two pullovers because I feel cold!

3 Rewrite each sentence so that the verb in italics is a negative contraction.
1 Naomi and Bill are watching television.

....................................................

2 Peter likes chocolate cake.

3 I ’m using this pencil at the moment.

4 The children are having lunch in the kitchen.

5 I get up early on Saturday.

6 Elena is writing a novel.
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4 Complete each sentence with a present simple or present continuous form of 
the words in bold.

1 .............................................................cheese sandwiches?
you like

2 What tim e.................................................................................................... ?
the sun rise

3 W hat....................................................................................at the moment?
you read

4 I’ll talk to you later............................................................................. a bath.
I have

5 W e................................................................................................... at school.
not use computers

6 Look out of the window!..............................................................................
it snow

7 This is an examination! W hy.................................................................... ?
you talk

8 A nn .................................................................. to school by bus every day.

g°
9 .............................................................................a uniform at your school?

you wear
10 Pat has got an interesting hobby...................................................... a boat.

she build

5 Choose the correct spelling from each pair of words.
<^vriting£writting 9 using/useing
diging/digging 10 waiting/waitting
takeing/taking 11 washeing/washing
deciding/decideing 12 riding/rideing
swiming/swimming 13 flyeing/flying
having/haveing 14 studing/studying
lying/lieing
readding/reading

15 going/goeing

SEE ALSO
Grammar 3: Present time 2 
Grammar 8: Future 1 
Grammar 9: Future 2
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Present time 2
Present simple: frequency adverbs

•  Frequency adverbs explain how often something happens. The frequency adverb 
usually comes between subject and verb.

always / / / / / I always get up at 7.00.
usually / / / / It usually rains when I go on holiday!
often / / / Pat often goes to football matches.
sometimes / / We sometimes eat pizza for lunch.
rarely / Jane rarely listens to jazz.
never - My bus never arrives on time.

•  With the verb be the adverb comes after the verb.
Jim is usually late.

•  Other frequency adverbs are: frequently ( / / / / ) ,  normally ( / / / ) ,  
occasionally ( / / ) ,  seldom ( / ) ,  hardly ever (</).

•  Present continuous with always

We can use always with the present continuous when we are exaggerating or complaining. 
We emphasize always in speech in this case.

You’re always forgetting your keys!

State verbs and action verbs
A state is when something stays the same. An action is when something happens. State 
verbs are not usually used in any continuous form.
I know what you mean. (NOT I am knowing what you’re meaning.)

Examples of state verbs are:
• senses: appear, hear, look like, see, taste

• feeling: like, hate, love, prefer, want, wish

• thinking: agree, believe, forget, know, think, understand

• possession: belong to, contain, have, own

• being: be, exist

• other: cost, depend on, mean, need

Some of the verbs in the previous list can have a state’ meaning and an ‘action’ meaning. 
Examples include be, have, taste, think.

I have two sisters, (permanent state)
I ’m having problems with this computer, (temporary action)

t o
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Some state verbs can describe a temporary feeling.
How is your new school? I’m really loving it at the moment!

•  feel

There is almost no difference of meaning between the simple and continuous with feel. 
I feel awful! I’m feeling awful!
How do you feel now? How are you feeling now?

Present simple or continuous?
Compare:
Present simple 
permanent 
habits and routines 
facts that are always true 
general situations

I live in Budapest.
I’m living in Budapest.

This plane lands in Frankfurt.

We’re landing.

Present continuous
temporary
in progress now
events happening at the moment 
a particular situation 

(all the time)
(for a few months)
(routine)
(in progress now)

Present simple in narrative
In speech we can use the present simple to make a story or joke with past events appear 
more immediate and interesting.

A man walks into a bar and asks for a glass o f water. The barman says ...
We also use the present simple in written summaries such as plots of television series.

The story so far: Michael meets Susan in the library and tells her about the missing 
earrings ...

Present continuous: future meanings
The present continuous can be used with a future meaning to describe:

1 A fixed future arrangement. There is usually a future time expression.
Paul is leaving early tomorrow morning.
My parents are buying me a mountain bike for my birthday.

2 A social arrangement.
Are you doing anything on Saturday? We’re going skating.
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1 Underline the correct sentence for each situation.
1 You want to invite a friend to your party on Friday. You say:

a) I have a party on Friday. Do you want to come?
b) I’m having a party on Friday. Do you want to come?

2 You find a wallet on your desk and ask the people nearby:
a) Who does this wallet belong to?
b) Who is this wallet belonging to?

3 A friend invites you to a snack bar at lunch time. You say:
a) Thanks, but I always go home.
b) Thanks, but I’m always going home.

4 A friend opens the door and says: What are you doing? You reply:
a) I work as a secretary.
b) I’m repairing the computer.

5 You haven’t decided yet about buying a new bike. You say:
a) I think about it.
b) I’m thinking about it.

6 A friend asks: Do you like lemon tea? You reply:
a) I prefer tea with milk.
b) I’m preferring tea with milk.

7 A friend asks you if you have finished the book she lent you. You say
a) Sorry, I still read it.
b) Sorry, I’m still reading it.

8 It’s a hot day, but a friend has a heavy coat on. You ask:
a) Why do you wear a heavy coat?
b) Why are you wearing a heavy coat?

2 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.
1 That can’t be right! I don’t believe/I ’m not believing it!
2 Caroline can’t swim today. She has/is having a cold.
3 See you in the morning. I leave/I’m leaving now.
4 What do you dot are you doing? If you drop it, it will explode!
5 Stop doing that, Bill! You’re/Youre being very silly.
6 I drive/Vm driving! You can sit in the back with Martin.
7 What do we eat/are we eating this evening? I’m really hungry!
8 You’re a great cook! This cake tastes/is tasting wonderful.
9 Where do you go!are you going? I haven’t finished speaking to you! 

10 Chemistry is hard. I don’t understand/I’m not understanding it.

12
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3 Put each verb in brackets into the present simple or present continuous.
1 Ugh, take it away! I (hate).............. b/?t£............................................................. mice!
2 Who (you, go )...........................................................to the match on Saturday with?
3 In the winter, what (you, wear)................................................................................... ?
4 I can’t stand horror films. I (think).......................................................... they’re silly!
5 Diana (not, usually, sit).......................................................................... next to Ellen.
6 Why (you, look a t) ...................................................................................me like that?
7 Excuse me. (this bus, stop)...........................................................outside the station?
8 I (not take).............................................................................. the bus to school today.

4 Match each sentence (1-8) with a suitable response (a-h).
1 What do you usually do on your birthday? ....0....
2 Would you like to meet again on Saturday?..........
3 What do you usually do at the weekend?..........
4 Have you finished your homework?..........
5 What are you doing?..........
6 What are you doing on Friday?..........
7 Are you in the school basketball team?..........
8 What do you do?..........

a I have a party.
b I go out cycling with my friends, 
c I work in a travel agency, 
d Yes, we play every Friday, 
e I’m still doing it.
f It’s hot in here. I’m opening some windows, 
g I’m going back to Canada tomorrow, 
h I’m having a party.

5 Put each verb in brackets into the present simple or present continuous.
1 What (usually, you, d o )................... Glc!.yow.W5.K,(ll-.ty..C,li?...................after school?
2 Don’t worry about the cat. It (only, eat).................................................... once a day.
3 I can’t work out the answer, (you, know)....................................................what it is?
4 What’s the matter? Why (you, stare).................................................. at me like that?
5 (you, speak)..............................................................English? I’m looking for a hotel.
6 Elena (stay).......................................... with me while her house is being decorated.
7 You should go on a diet, (you, p u t).............................................................on weight.
8 (they, speak)....................................... French or German? I can’t tell the difference.
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Past time 1
Past simple: form

•  Regular verbs
Form the past simple of regular verbs by adding -ed to the infinitive (without to).
For verbs ending in -e, only add -d.

I  enjoyed the film. I loved the music. She decided to stay.
They opened the box.

The form is the same for I, you, he, she, it, we, they.

•  Spelling changes
Verbs ending in consonant + -y change -y to -ie. 

try tried cry cried
Verbs ending with one vowel and one consonant, double the final consonant. 

regret regretted f i t  fitted

•  Irregular verbs
There is a list of the most common irregular verbs on page 268. It is necessary to learn 
these forms.

eat ate drink drank wake woke

•  Questions
Form questions with did + the infinitive (without to).

Did you enjoy the film? Did you drink all the milk?
What did you do yesterday? Why did she leave?

•  Negatives
Form negatives with did not + the infinitive without to.

The coat did not f it me. Carol did not eat very much.
Short forms:

The coat didn’t f it me. Carol didn’t eat very much.

Past simple: meaning

•  1 The past simple describes actions and states in a completed period of time.
I enjoyed the film  we saw last night.
We listened to some new CDs yesterday afternoon.

•  2 The past simple also describes habitual actions in the past.
Every day we got up early and went to the beach.

14
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Past continuous: form

•  Form the past continuous with the past of the auxiliary be and the -ing form of the main verb.
I was sitting by the door. You were laughing. He/She was driving.
We were crying. They were eating.

•  Questions
Form yes/no questions by putting the auxiliary be before the subject.

Was I sleeping? Were you waiting? Was he/she driving?
Were we writing? Were they leaving?

Wh- questions follow the same pattern.
What were you writing? Why were they waiting?

•  Negatives
Form negatives with the auxiliary be + not and the -ing form of the main verb. There are 
short forms (contractions) in speech and informal writing.

/ was not listening. He was not playing. They were not looking.
I wasn’t listening. He wasn’t playing. They weren’t looking.

Past continuous: meaning

•  1 The past continuous describes an action in progress (continuing) in the past. We 
often use it to describe the background situation (what was happening) for a sudden 
event in the past simple (what happened).
Background situation Sudden event
While I was waiting for the bus, I met Karen.

continuing past action completed past event
PAST ------------------------------------------------► y  PRESENT

was waiting met
^------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------- ---.- ... - ...........

•  2 The past continuous can describe several situations in progress at the same time.
While James was cooking, David was phoning a friend.
The airport was full o f people. Some were sleeping on benches, some were shopping, 
others were reading. Everyone was waiting for news o f the delayed plane.

Time expressions

•  With the past simple
I arrived here two hours ago/in September/last week/at 6.00/on Sunday.
Helen lived in Madrid for three years/two years ago!at that time/once.

•  With the past continuous
Use when or while with the past continuous to mean ‘during the time that’.
While we were waiting it started to rain. I  cut my finger when 1 was peeling the potatoes. 
If we mean ‘at the time that’ then we only use when with the past simple.
She was very happy when she got her exam results.
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1 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.
1 While I washed!was washing my hair, the phone ram!rimed.

2 How did you felt!did you feel yesterday afternoon?
3 When I got!was getting home I received!was receiving a phone call.
4 Last summer I was going swimming/went swimming every weekend.
5 When the dog bit!was biting Lauras leg, she screamed!was screaming.

6 We sang!sung some songs and then ate!eat some sandwiches.
7 When you fell!felt over the cliff, what happened/was happening next?
8 While Mary washed up!was washing up, she broke!was breaking a cup.
9 I didn’t see!saw where the bus stop was, so I was missing!missed the bus.

10 What did you do!were you doing when I phoned/was phoning you last night? 
There was no reply.

2 Rewrite each sentence according to the instructions given.
1 I enjoyed the concert, (negative) ......!.$ .J r h ? . ........
2 You ate all the bread, (question) .................................................................
3 Did John spend a lot? (affirmative) .................................................................
4 I felt well yesterday, (negative) .................................................................
5 Anna didn’t buy a car. (affirmative) .................................................................
6 They won the prize, (question) .................................................................
7 Paul doesn’t speak Greek, (affirmative) .................................................................
8 I paid all the bills, (negative) ................................................................ .

3 Complete each sentence with a suitable time expression from the box. You can 
use an expression more than once.

ago in last week at when while

1 A burglar broke into the house ....VYhiTf......we were watching television.
2 ................... I met an old friend of mine in the city centre.
3 What were you doing................... the police officer knocked on the door?
4 Jan met Sarah................... half-past eight outside the cinema.
5 ................... Dick was preparing lunch, he cut his finger badly.
6 I first came to this town more than 20 years.....................
7 Jeff was studying to be a doctor................... he met Sally.
8 Tony bought his first motorbike...................  1992.
9  did you start playing basketball?

10 Most of the young people left this village a long time
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4 Match each sentence (1-8) with a suitable response (a-h).
1 What was Katrina doing when you knocked on the door? .....
2 How did Brenda spend her holiday?..........
3 What happened when the lights went out?..........
4 When did you meet Cathy?..........
5 What did Julie do when Tony called?..........
6 Did Suzannah hear what David said?..........
7 What did Lucy do when the bell rang at the end of the lesson?..........
8 Why did Alicia leave so early?..........

a She went sailing most days, and sunbathed at the beach, 
b She put the phone down, 
c She was listening to the radio in the kitchen, 
d She went to meet her parents at a restaurant, 
e She came to my brother’s birthday party, 
f  While Tina was looking for a torch, they came back on. 
g She wasn’t listening, 
h She put her books away and left.

5 Put each verb in brackets into either the past simple or past continuous.
1 When Harry (wake u p ).....wpJS&W-l*............ .. we (tell)...........bold...............

him the news.
2 Everyone (wait)..................................for the concert to begin when a message

(arrive)....................................
3 Charlotte (want)..................................a relaxing holiday, so she (choose)

..................................to stay on a small island.
4 When Roberto (study)..................................in America, his parents (phone)

..................................him every week.
5 I (find)..................................my pen while I (look for)................................ my bag.
6 Ann (watch)..................................a film on television when Julie (arrive)

7 When the lights (go ou t)................................... I (lie)................................. in bed
reading.

8 When you (go)..................................to the new Chinese restaurant, what (you eat)
................................... ?

-> SEE ALSO
Grammar 7: Present perfect 2
Grammar 29: Time expressions
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Past time 2

Past perfect: form

•  Form the past perfect with the auxiliary had and the past participle (third column in 
verb tables). The past participles are in the list of irregular verbs on page 268.

I had decided. She had left. We had eaten.
In speech and informal writing we use short forms (contractions):

I’d decided. She’d left. We’d eaten.

•  Questions and negatives
Form questions by putting had before the subject.

Had she left?
Form negatives with not. In speech and informal writing we use short forms 
(contractions):

She had not left. She hadn’t left.

Past perfect: meaning

•  1 Use the past perfect to show clearly that one past event happened before another 
past event. Use the past perfect for the earlier event.

Sue left at 7.00. We arrived at her house at 8.30.
When we arrived at Sue’s house, she had left.

•  2 When we use before or after to make the order of events clear, we need not use the 
past perfect, but it is possible to use it.

Sue left her house before we arrived.
OR Sue had left her house before we arrived.
We arrived at Sue’s house after she left.
OR We arrived at Sue’s house after she had left.

Past perfect event Past simple event
PAST ---------------- --------------------------------------► ▼ ---------------- ► PRESENT

(1) Sue had left her house ... (2) we arrived ^

•  3 We do not use the past perfect just because an event happened a long time ago. We 
use past simple.

The Chinese built the Great Wall over 2,000 years ago.

Past perfect: common uses

•  We often use the past perfect with verbs of thinking like think, know, be sure, realize, 
remember, suspect, understand etc. when we talk in the past about an event in the past.

I thought I’d seen the film  before, but I hadn’t.
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David knew he’d seen her somewhere before.
Ellen was sure she hadn’t locked the door.
When I got home I realized I’d lost my wallet.
The inspector suspected that the thief had used a special key.

Used to
Used to describes a habit or state in the past. Used to suggests that the action or 
situation is no longer true and so makes a contrast with the present.

I used to play tennis, but now I play football. -  a habit in the past
I used to have long hair when I was younger. -  a state in the past

There is no present form of used to. The present simple describes present states and 
habits.

•  Questions and negatives
Form questions and negatives with did or did not and use to.

Did you use to have long hair when you were younger?
I didn’t use to play tennis, but now I play most weekends.

•  Pronunciation
Used is pronounced /ju:st/. This is different from the past tense of the verb use, 
pronounced /juzd/.

Would
Would describes repeated actions in the past, but not states. It means the same as used 
to. It is more common in descriptive writing than in speech.

On winter days, we would sit/used to sit around the fire and tell stories. (action) 
I used to own a motorbike. (NOT I would own a motorbike.) (state)

Past perfect and past simple

•  Situation 1: the teacher arrives at 8.00,1 start writing at 7.50.
la) I started writing at 7.50, before my teacher arrived at 8.00.
lb) When my teacher arrived at 8.00, I had already started writing.

•  Situation 2: the film starts at 8.00,1 arrive at 8.10.
2a) The film  started at 8.00, but I arrived ten minutes late.
2b) I arrived at 8.10, but the film  had already started.

We can use the past simple for both verbs, as in la) and 2a). Or we can put the event 
that happened first into the past perfect, as in lb) and 2b). The sentence type we use 
depends on which part of the meaning we want to emphasize. The part we emphasize 
most comes first.

Past forms used in conditionals

•  Note that the past simple and past perfect are also used in conditional sentences 
(with i f . . .). In these sentences they have a different meaning.
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1 Underline the errors in these sentences. Rewrite each sentence.
1 When we had ate lunch, we were sitting in the garden.

Whf.iA. wg_h a d .gfltgkv l u M h ,.. w/j.s a t  liA. tkg gardg^c..........

2 While I looked for my keys, I remembered I left them at home.

3 Paula had used to play tennis when she had been at school.

4 When I got into bed, I was falling asleep immediately.

5 When I was finally finding the house, I was knocking at the door.

6 After Jill was giving Nick his books, she went home.

7 Maria would live in Sweden when she was a child.

8 I was using to get up early when I had gone sailing.

9 The Vikings had sailed to North America a thousand years ago.

10 Juliet was sure she was seeing the tall man before.

2 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.
1 While I had waited/was waiting/waited at the bus stop, I had noticed/was noticing/ 

noticed a new shop which wasn’t/hadn’t been in the street the day before.
2 I had gone/ went out into the garden to fetch my bike, but found/was finding that 

someone stole/had stolen it.
3 When George met/was meeting Diane at the party, he thought/was thinking that he 

saw/had seen/was seeing her somewhere before.
4 Emily got off/was getting off the bus and walked/was walking into the bank when 

she realized/had realized/was realizing that she left/had left/was leaving her 
handbag on the bus.

5 After I was buying/had bought my new bike, I discovered that it wasn’t having/ 
didn’t have a security lock.

6 I went to the post office to ask about my package, but they had said/said that it still 
hadn’t arrived/didn’t arrive.
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3 Put each verb given into the past simple, past continuous or past perfect. 
More than one answer may be possible.

The police suspected that Brian (1)........ ! ? . { ? . ? ! . . .......................(break)

the window at his house because he (2).......................................................

(want) to make them think that a burglar (3)....................................................

(steal) his valuable stamp collection. They (4)..................................................

(think) that Brian (5).......................................................(do) this because he

(6) ...................................................... (need) the money. However, they

(7) .................................................... (not know) that Brian

(8) ....................................................(fly) to Brazil the week before, and

(9) ....................................................(be) abroad when the burglary

(10) .....................................................(take place).
______

4 Complete each sentence using would or used to and the verb in brackets.
More than one answer may be possible.

1 Jack (have).......................................................................a beard but he shaved it off.
2 My mother (read)........................................................................... to me every night.
3 In the holidays we (meet).............................................. at the beach every morning.
4 I (not like).................................................................................spinach, but now I do.
5 Helen (write)..........................................................to me often, but now she phones.
6 Tina (live)..................................................................................in the house opposite.
7 When I was young, the summers (be)...........................................................warmer.
8 Whenever our teacher let us leave early, we (cheer)................................................. !
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5 For each question, complete the second sentence so that it means the same as 
the first, using no more than three words.

1 Michael took a deep breath and dived into the water.
After Michael........$£.KV........................ a deep breath, he dived into the water.

2 Terry was fatter.
Terry........................................to be so thin.

3 Gary was sure his keys were not in his pocket.
Gary was sure h e ....................................... his keys.

4 When he was younger David played tennis.
David........................................tennis when he was younger.

5 Last summer, Julia got up early every morning.
Last summer, Julia used to ....................................... early every morning.

6 We missed the bus so we took a taxi.
We took a taxi because........................................the bus.

7 In those days, we spent the summer in the mountains.
In those days, w e....................................... the summer in the mountains.

6 Combine the two sentences to make one sentence. Use when and the past 
perfect.

1 I washed and got ready. I went out to meet my friends.

2 I knew much more about the job. I visited their offices.

3 I looked at the new dress. I asked how much it cost.

4 I felt much more independent. I passed my driving test.

5 Anne went on holiday. She saved enough money.

6 The team finally won the match. They ran round the pitch to celebrate.

-> SEE ALSO
Grammar 12: Conditionals 1 
Grammar 13: Conditionals 2
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Present perfect 1
Present perfect: form

•  Form the present perfect with the auxiliary verb have/has and the past participle (third 
column in verb tables). The past participles are in the list of irregular verbs on page 
268.

I have decided to leave tomorrow, (regular)
Sue has sent an email to Lucy. (irregular)

In speech and informal writing we use short forms (contractions):
I have decided. I’ve decided. She has sent an email. She’s sent an email.

•  Questions and negatives
Form questions by putting have/has before the subject. In speech and informal 
writing we use short forms (contractions):

Have you decided yet? Has she left yet?
Sue has not sent an email to Lucy. She hasn’t sent an email to Lucy.

Present perfect: meaning
The present perfect describes past events which are connected to the present.
Use present perfect to describe:
1 Experiences in our life

Have you (ever) visited any other countries?
Yes, I’ve been to Italy and France.

This is a question about all our life until the present moment, and the answer has no 
time expression describing when we visited these countries. Compare:

Yes, I went to Italy and France in 2006. (past simple)
2 An event in the past with a result in the present.

Helen has broken her pencil.
I’ve hurt my foot.

There is no time expression because when it happened is not important. Our 
attention is on the present (Where is the pencil sharpener? / 1 cant play football). 
Compare:

I hurt my foot last week, (past simple)

action happening in a period of time up to the present, exact time not known 
PAST ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  PRESENT 
Helen has broken her pencil.
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3 A situation that started in the past and continues until the present.
I’ve lived here for ten years.
I’ve often seen Jim with his dog in the park.

Here there is a time expression, describing how long or how often something has 
happened.
4 The number of things finished so far.

I’ve read 100 pages o f this book.
An exact time is not mentioned.

Time expressions

•  never
Use ever and never to talk about our experiences in life.

Have you ever eaten Japanese food?
No, I ’ve never eaten it.

•  yet, so far  and already
Use yet in questions and negative sentences. It has a similar meaning to so far (or ‘up 
to now’), which is used in questions and positive sentences.

Have you finished this book yet?
No, I haven t finished yet. I ’m on page 56.
How many pages have you read?
I ’ve read 56 pages so far.

Use already in positive sentences to describe an action which happened before.
When are you going to finish your letter?
I ’ve already written it.

•  just
Use just to describe a very recent event.

Cathy has just phoned from the airport.

•  Frequency adverbs: always, often etc.
Frequency adverbs that are used with the present simple can also be used with the 
present perfect.

Peter has always loved animals, (a state)
We have often visited Spain. (a repeated event)

•  for and since
For describes the length of a time period.

Tom has worked here for three months.
Since describes the point when the time period started.

Tom has worked here since July 1 Oth.
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. 23 letters! 6 Oh no! I .... 
my pencil!

1 Put each verb into a form of the present perfect simple.
1 What’s the matter? (you cu t)......Q8&.GAifr....................................................yourself?
2 I (have)................................................................... a headache ever since lunchtime.
3 Nadia (never see)........................................................................... any Chinese films.
4 Someone (steal)..................................................................................Mr Grant’s bike.
5 The passengers are tired because they (not sleep)........................................all night.
6 I’m afraid we (just break)............................................................your window. Sorry!
7 David (not w in)...............................................................a prize this time, I’m afraid.
8 (you ever eat)......................................................................... Spanish food? It’s great!

2 Complete what each speaker says.

i We . . . ' v e . b j .....for
25 wonderful years!

snails4 I ..........
before!

on
holiday to Australia.

5 I ........................
the day we met!

. you since
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3 Complete each sentence with a time word or phrase from the box.

yet for since often ever never already so far just always

1 Luis has lived in the city centre ....SLKVft/!.....  1996.

2 Thanks for the present! I’v e ................... wanted a pet goldfish!
3 Have you................... drunk pineapple juice? It’s fantastic!
4 I’v e ................... heard some fantastic news! I’ve passed my exams!
5 Hurry up! Haven’t you finished................... ? You’re so slow!
6 Nina has worked in this company................... five years.
7 I’v e ................... been on a big ship before. It’s an interesting experience!
8 We’re very busy today.................... we’ve sold over a hundred bikes.
9 I’v e ................... passed this building, but this is the first time I’ve been inside.

10 Can I have a different book? I’v e ...................read this one.

4 For each question, complete the second sentence so that it means the same as 
the first, using no more than three words.

1 We started working here three years ago.
We .....'.ve. worked.h£M ......................................... ..............................for three years.

2 This is the first time I’ve been on a plane.
I ............................................................................... .........................on a plane before.

3 That’s strange! My pen isn’t here! *

That’s strange!........................................................
4 Nicky and Jan aren’t at this school any more.

Nicky and Jan......................................................... ................................... this school.
5 I saw a friend of yours a few moments ago.

I ...............................................................................
6 I’m still reading my notes.

I ............................................................................... .................. reading my notes yet.
7 Is this your first visit to South America?

Have....................................................................... ............ to South America before?
8 Oh no! My wallet is still in the car.

Oh no! I .................................................................. .....................my wallet in the car.
9 It’s a long time since we spoke to your sister.

W e........................................................................... ......to your sister for a long time.
10 Is Anna still asleep?

H as.......................................................................... ...........................................up yet?

SEE ALSO
Grammar 3: Present time 2
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Present perfect 2
Present perfect continuous: form

Form the present perfect continuous with the present perfect of be, and the -ing form 
of the verb.

I’ve been waiting here all morning.
What have you been doing lately?
I haven’t been sleeping well recently.

Present perfect continuous: meaning
Use present perfect:
1 To describe past events which are connected to the present, but with an action or 

situation in progress.
What have you been doing lately?
I’ve been working a lot.
How long have you been living here?

2 To emphasize the length of time of the action.
I’ve been waiting here all morning.
I’ve been feeling ill for weeks.

covering a period of time up to the present

PAST ---------------------------------------------------------► PRESENT
I’ve been waiting here all morning.

(It’s still morning now and I am still waiting.)

3 To emphasize that the action is temporary.
I’ve been staying in a hotel for the past month.

4 For repeated actions.
I’ve been phoning her for days, but she’s never at home.

5 For a finished or continuing action, depending on the situation.
I’ve been working hard all morning. Now I ’m going to have a rest, (finished) 
I’ve been reading a good book lately. (continuing)

Time expressions
Time expressions often used with the present perfect continuous include: 

all day, all morning, for days, for ages, lately, recently, since, for
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Present perfect or present perfect continuous?

•  With verbs like live, work there is very little difference between the two tenses:
I’ve worked/been working here for two years.
I’ve lived/been living here for two years.

•  The present perfect focuses attention on the finished result, but the present perfect 
continuous focuses attention on the action.

I’ve written that report for Jackie. It didn’t take long. (finished result)
I’ve been writing that report for Jackie and I still haven t finished, (action)

•  If we give details of how many or how much, we do not use a continuous form.
I’ve written four emails.
I’ve done a lot o f cooking and cleaning this afternoon.

Present simple or present perfect?
The present simple describes habits or states in the present, but the present perfect 
describes the time until the present.

I live in Prague.
(a permanent state -  I always live there)
I’ve lived in Prague for two years.
(I arrived two years ago and still live there)

Past simple or present perfect?
The past simple describes an event in a completed time period. The present perfect is 
used for a time period that includes the present.

I lived in Prague in the nineties. (now I live somewhere else)
I’ve lived in Prague since the nineties. (I still live there)

The choice of tense often depends on whether our attention is in the past or the present. 
I had an umbrella, but I left it on the bus.
(the event is distant in my mind)
Oh no! I’ve left my umbrella on the bus.
(the event is present in my mind)

H ave been  and have gone
If we have been to a place, we went there and have now returned. If we have gone to a 
place, we went there but have not returned.

Melissa has been to China. (and she has come back)
Melissa has gone to China. (and she is still there)
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1 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.
1 I live!I ’ve lived here since the end of last year.
2 I’m afraid the last train left/has left an hour ago.
3 Someone has just stolen/has just been stealing my bicycle.
4 Thank you for your offer, but I decided/l’ve decided not to accept.
5 Yesterday I lost/Vve lost my wallet.
6 Take your umbrella with you. It started/It’s started raining.
7 We’re enjoying our trip. We visited/We’ve visited two countries so far.
8 I’m standing/I’ve been standing here for hours and I feel tired.
9 This was/has been a busy day and it isn’t over yet!

10 I feel really tired. We went/We’ve been to a party last night.

2 Put each verb in brackets into either the present perfect, past simple or present 
simple.

1 Last week I (lose).................................... my scarf, and now I ...... l/?§t......................
my gloves.

2 I (work)........................... for BLC Bank now but I (decide).......................................
to change jobs.

3 We (be).................................. here for hours. Are you sure we (come).....................
to the right place?

4 (you see).....................................my mobile? I’m sure I (leave)...................................
it here earlier.

5 We (have).....................................some coffee and then (catch).................................
the bus home.

6 I (never eat)..........................octopus, but once on holiday I (eat).............................
some squid.

7 I (hope).....................................you aren’t a vegetarian. I (cook)................................
you some lamb chops.

8 Recently a lot of young people (take u p )............................................... charity work.
9 When we (reach)....................................the cinema, there (not be)...........................

any tickets left.
10 Please come quickly! Nick (have)....................................... an accident, and he

(go)....................................... to hospital.
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3 Complete each mini-dialogue by putting the verbs given in brackets into either 
the present perfect or present perfect continuous.

1 A: Love Actually is on at the Rex, (you see).................................................it?
B: No, not yet. Shall we go? I (look f o r w a r d ) ........

to seeing it for ages.
2 A: What’s the matter? You look really tired!

B: I am! I (study)................................................... all day,
and I (not finish)...................................................yet.

A: Oh well, time for a break.
3 A: I (phone)................................................ Carol all day, but there’s no reply.

B: I expect she (go)................................................. swimming with her friends.
4 A: (you hear)................................................ the news?

B: What news?
A: Someone (rob)................................................ the bank at the end of the road.

5 A: Why is your leg in plaster?
B: That’s a silly question! I (break)................................................ it, of course.
A: Someone (write)................................................. ‘Give me a break’ on the plaster!

4  For each question, complete the second sentence so that it means the same as 
the first, using no more than three words.

1 I came to live here three months ago.
I ..........Vf..̂ .?.?KV..IrkYk!A9..................... here for three months.

2 Sophie is out at the shops at the moment.
Sophie............................................................to the shops.

3 I’ve had French lessons since March.
I ............................................................. French lessons since March.

4 I’m still reading this book.
I ............................................................. reading this book yet.

5 Paul left the room a moment ago.
Paul h as ............................................................the room.

6 It’s ages since I last went to the cinema.
I ...........................................................to the cinema for ages.

7 This is the first time I’ve eaten Korean food.
I ............................................................. Korean food before.

8 I don’t remember Helen’s phone number.
I’v e ............................................................Helen’s phone number.
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5 Complete each sentence with one suitable word.

6 Underline the errors in these sentences. Rewrite each sentence.
1 My penfriend is writing to me for years.

... .My.p.e.̂ frk.tvd. .has. !j.«kv. to. me. .far:, years,........
2 We have started this course three weeks ago.

3 ‘What have you been doing all day?’ ‘I’ve been written letters’

4 When have you arrived in this city?

5 You have ever been to India?

6 Paula has been stayed in a hotel by the sea.

7 I’ve been feeling ill three weeks ago.

8 I live in this city since I was born.

9 I wait here for ages. Where have you been? 

10 Tony has leaved his books on the bus.

-► SEE ALSO 
Grammar 4: Past time 1
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G R A M M A R

Future 1
We can refer to the future in English by using will, be going to or by using present tenses. 
Sometimes there is little difference between will and be going to, but at other times we use 
them in different ways.

•  Form
Form will future using will + infinitive without to. The negative of will is wont. The 
short form of will in speech and informal writing is ’ll.

What do you think will happen? I’ll tell you later.
There won’t be any lessons tomorrow.

In formal English we also use shall with I  and we to refer to the future. This is becoming rare.

•  Meaning
Use will to talk generally about future beliefs, opinions, hopes and predictions. There 
is usually a time expression. Add perhaps, probably or definitely to show how certain 
or uncertain we are about our predictions.

In the next century, most people will probably live in big cities.
Perhaps it’ll rain tomorrow.
United will definitely win tonight.

Probably and definitely come after will but before won’t.
She’ll probably come with us tonight.
She probably won’t come with us tonight.

Be going to

•  Form
Form be going to future with the verb be + going + the infinitive.

Jean is going to learn to drive.
Tim and Ann are going to travel abroad next year.

•  Meaning
1 Use be going to for plans and intentions. The plan may be in the near future, or more 
distant.

I’m going to do lots of work this evening.
After I finish university I’m going to travel all over Europe by InterRail.

2 Use be going to for prediction when we can see in the present situation that
something is going to happen.

Look out! You’re going to drop the plates!

Will
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Present continuous

•  Form
See Grammar 2 for the form of the present continuous.

I’m meeting my mother for lunch at one.

•  Meaning
Use the present continuous future to talk about things we have arranged to do, such 
as social arrangements and appointments. There is usually a time expression.

A: Are you doing anything on Friday evening?
B: Not really. Why?
A: I’m having a party. Would you like to come?

State verbs (e.g. be, know) are not usually used in a continuous form (see Grammar 2), 
so we use will or going to with these verbs.

I ’ll be back on Friday.
I’m going to be back on Friday.

Will or going to?
We can make predictions with will and going to, and on most occasions either is possible.

I think it’s going to/it’ll probably rain tomorrow.
If there is strong evidence in the present situation, then we generally use going to:

I think it’s going to rain this afternoon, (looking up at black clouds in the sky)

Going to or present continuous?
We use going to and the present continuous for plans and arrangements, and either is 
usually possible.

I’m going to have/I’m having a party on Friday.
Going to suggests that the details are not yet finalized -  it’s still just a plan.

Jean is going to have another driving lesson soon, (a plan, with no specific time) 
The present continuous suggests that the arrangement is more fixed, with a time and a place. 

Jean is having her driving lesson this afternoon. (it’s fixed, in her diary)

Other meanings of will and shall
Will and shall have other meanings. See Grammar 9 and Grammar 22.

Is that the phone ringing? I ’ll answer it. (a spontaneous decision)
I’ll do the best that I can to help you. (a promise)
Shall I help you? (offer/suggestion)
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1 Underline the correct sentence, a) or b), in each mini-dialogue.
1 A: Can you come dancing tomorrow night?

B: a) Sorry, I’ll play basketball.
b) Sorry. I’m playing basketball.

2 A: What are your plans for the summer?
B: a) I’ll spend a month in the mountains.

b) I’m going to spend a month in the mountains.
3 A: What do you think about the weather?

B: a) It’ll probably rain tomorrow.
b) It’s raining tomorrow.

4 A: What about tomorrow at about 5.30?
B: a) OK, I’ll see you then.

b) OK, I’m seeing you then.
5 A: Mary is getting a dog in July for her birthday present.

B: a) Really? What is she calling it?
b) Really? What is she going to call it?

6 A: It would be nice to see you next week.
B: a) Are you doing anything on Wednesday? 

b) Will you do anything on Wednesday?

2 Put each verb in brackets into a form of will, going to or present continuous. 
More than one answer may be possible.

1 Have you heard the news? Harry (join).. i-.s.QqIKVg). to j {?( KV.. the Army!
2 Sorry to keep you waiting. I (not be)............................................................ long.
3 According to the weather forecast, it (snow).......................................................

tomorrow.
4 I’m sorry I can’t meet you tonight. I (go ou t)............................................................

with my parents.
5 Careful! You (knock)............................................................. that jug off the table!
6 In 50 years’ time, most people (probably ride).........................................................

bicycles to work.
7 Our teacher (give)............................................................ us a test tomorrow.
8 I (go)............................................................. to Manchester at the end of next week.
9 Look out! You (h it)............................................................. that tree!

10 I think our team (probably w in)..............................................................
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3 Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first 
sentence.

1 My party is on Thursday.
I ....KV0. #. T y ........................on Thursday.

2 Tomorrows weather forecast is for rain.
It’s ................................................. tomorrow.

3 I predict a victory for our team.
I th ink...............................................win.

4 Tomorrow I’ll be absent, Mrs Jones.
I .................................................here tomorrow, Mrs Jones.

5 Terry intends to finish painting the kitchen this evening.
Terry................................................. painting the kitchen this evening.

6 Meet me outside the station at 5.30.
I ................................................. outside the station at 5.30.

7 What’s our arrangement for lunch?
W here................................................. for lunch?

8 Everyone expects lots of tourism in this country next summer.
Everyone thinks a large number of tourists................................................. this
country next summer.

4 Rewrite the sentences which are incorrect. If the sentence is correct, put a 
tick (/).

1 I go swimming next Saturday. Would you like to come?
..........

2 What are you going to discuss at the next meeting?

3 The boat is turning over! I think it will sink!

4 Sue is going to lend me her skates.

5 The weather forecast says it’s definitely sunny tomorrow.

6 There is a lot to do. Is anyone going to help you?

7 Sorry, I’m not seeing you tomorrow. I have to go to London.

8 Bye for now. I see you later this evening.
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5 Rewrite each sentence so that it contains will or going to.
1 I plan to study engineering in France.

........
2 I’ve arranged a party for next Friday.

3 We’ve got an appointment at the doctor’s, so we can’t come.

4 Kelly is likely to get the job.

5 Martin’s wife is pregnant again.

6 Sarah is usually late and I expect her to be late tonight.

7 I predict a score of 3-0.

8 There’s a possibility of snow tomorrow.

Put one suitable word in each space.
1 I’ve got a test tomorrow, so I’m ................................... up early to do some revision.
2 That suitcase looks heavy................................................................ I carry it for you?
3 Sorry, but I ....................................... be here tomorrow. I have to go to the doctor’s.
4 Which team do you th ink ................................................................... win the match?
5 Bye for now................................................... I’ll see you next week, but I’m not sure.
6 We’r e .................................................. skating this afternoon. Do you want to come?
7 The weather isn’t very good, so there............... be many people at the beach today.
8 Where do you want me to put these books?.................................I leave them here?

-> SEE ALSO
Grammar 2: Present time 1 
Grammar 9: Future 2
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Future 2
Future continuous

•  Form
Form the future continuous with will + be + the -ing form of the verb.

This time tomorrow I’ll be eating lunch on the plane.

•  Meaning
1 Use future continuous to imagine an activity in progress in the future. We often

do this when we compare what we are doing now with what we will be doing in the 
future. There is nearly always a time expression.
Where will you be living in five years’ time?

2 Use the future continuous to say that we are sure something will happen.
We’ll be holding a meeting soon, so we can decide then.

Future perfect

•  Form
Form the future perfect with will + have + the past participle.

By the time we get to the cinema, the film  will have begun.

•  Meaning
Use the future perfect to look back from one point in the future to an earlier event.
We often use by or by the time with the future perfect.

By next week I’ll have collected over 1000 euros for charity.
The situation has not happened yet, but at a certain time in the future it will happen.

Present simple

•  We often use the present simple to talk about events in the future which are part of 
a timetable, programme or calendar.

Jim’s plane leaves at 12.00.
Our head teacher retires next year.

•  Time clauses
In some will sentences there is a time clause, with a time word followed by the present 
simple. These time words are always followed by the present simple to talk about the 
future: when, after, before, unless, in case, as soon as, until, by the time, the next time. 

When I see her again, I ’ll tell her your news.
Let’s run home before it rains.
Take an umbrella, in case it rains.
As soon as we’re ready, we’ll phone you.
Please wait here until Mrs Hall comes back.
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We can also use the present perfect with these words to emphasize that an action is 
complete.

Hand in your paper as soon as you have finished.

Functions using will and shall
When we say that a verb form has a ‘function, we mean that we use it for a purpose 
like ‘promising’ or ‘suggesting’ rather than to refer to time. Many uses of will and shall 
are more easily described in this way.

•  Promise
I’ll try as hard as I can.

•  Refusal
I won’t tell you!

•  Threat
Stop doing that, or I’ll tell my dad.

•  Decision made at the moment of speaking.
A: ‘Which one do you want?’
B: ‘I’ll take the blue silk one.’ (in a shop)

•  Offer
I’ll give you a lift in my car.
Will you have some more coffee?
Shall I open the door for you?

•  Request
Will you carry this bag for me?

•  Suggestion
Shall we play tennis?

•  Parting remark
I’ll see you tomorrow.
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1 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.
1 This time next week Billy will lie/will be lying on the beach.
2 Please stay in your seats until the bell rings/will ring.

3 We’ll have moved/We’ll be moving to our new house on Tuesday.
4 What time does your train leave/will your train leave?
5 Don’t forget to turn off the lights before you’re leaving/you leave.

6 Where will you work/will you be working in ten years’ time?
7 Wait for me. I ’ll be/I’ll have been ready in a moment.
8 John won’t stop/won’t have stopped talking all the time!

2 Complete each sentence (1-6) with one of the endings (a-f).
More than one answer may be possible.

1 As soon as I hear from Helen, ....£....
2 By the time Mary arrives, ..........
3 Please take a seat ..........
4 This time next week ..........
5 The next time you see me ..........
6 We’ll have time to have some lunch ..........

a until the dentist is ready.
b the match will be over.
c I’ll have had my hair cut and you won’t recognize me. 
d before the train leaves, 
e I’ll ask her to phone you. 
f we’ll be enjoying ourselves on holiday.

3 Underline the inappropriate verb forms and write the correct form in the space. 
If the sentence is correct, put a tick (/).

1 By the time the police get here, the burglars will have vanished............... ................
2 When you’ll grow older, you’ll change your mind about this. .........................
3 The bus leaves at 1.00, so we’ll leave the house at 11.30. .........................
4 I won’t leave until you will give me the money. .........................
5 As soon as the taxi will arrive, I’ll be letting you know. .........................
6 Will you have been using the computer next lesson? .........................
7 By the time we get to Emma’s house, she’ll leave. .........................
8 ‘Do you want me to carry this?’ ‘No that’s all right, I’m doing it.’ .........................
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4 Rewrite each sentence so that it contains will/shall or going to, and the verb 
underlined.

1 How about playing tennis?
...SM  ..............................................................................

2 I’ve decided to study Arabic in Cairo.

3 I promise to be home by midnight.

4 I hope to meet you later.

5 I’d like you to go to the shops for me.

6 We promise not to make too much noise.

7 Would you like me to help you with those bags?

8 We could come back later if you like.

5 Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first 
sentence.

1 The work wont take us longer than an hour.
We ............................................................... the work in an hour.

2 I promise to phone you before our next meeting.
Before w e..............................................................................................................you.

3 Would you like me to check the spelling for you?
Shall................................................................................................................. for you?

4 Sheila refuses to let me share her book.
Sheila won’t ...........................................................................................................book.

5 How about having a game of chess?
Shall...................................................................................................a game of chess?

6 Please stay here until I come back.
Please don’t .................................................................................................come back.

7 After the lesson we’ll meet and play tennis.
W hen................................................................................ . we’ll meet and play tennis.

8 What job will you have in 20 years’ time?
What w ill.......................................................................................... in 20 years’ time?
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CHECKPOINT 1

Units 1-9
1 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.

1 When I was a child, I  used to ride/I  was riding a tricycle.
2 That looks very heavy. Will I/Shall I help you?
3 I’m waiting for Sue. Have you seen her/Did you see her?
4 How long are you working/have you been working here?
5 I cant come out because I haven t finished/I didn’t finish my homework yet.
6 When the phone rang, I  washed/I was washing my hair in the bathroom.
7 Why do you stare/are you staring at me like that?
8 I’ve finished my exams so I ’m having/! have a party tomorrow.
9 We’d better wait here until the rain stops/will stop.

10 When did you last go/have you last been to the cinema?

2 For each question, complete the second sentence so that it means the same 
the first, using no more than three words.

1 Steve left before my arrival.
When I ......S t  gyg. h ad ......................... already left.

2 Do you need any help with your suitcase?
Shall.................................................. you with your suitcase?

3 What’s your usual time of arrival at school?
W hen................................................... arrive at school?

4 Alice started playing tennis six months ago.
Alice................................................... tennis for six months.

5 I’ll wait here until it stops raining.
When it stops raining,................................................... leave.

6 In the middle of the lesson, my phone rang.
While I ................................................... a lesson, my phone rang.

7 Jack has come to stay for the weekend.
Jack................................................... with me for the weekend.

8 I last saw David in 1990.
I ...................................................David since 1990.

9 Are you free tomorrow evening?
Are anything tomorrow evening?



INTERMEDIATE LANGUAGE PRACTICE

Put each verb in brackets into the present simple or continuous, or the past simple 
or continuous.

1 ‘What (you d o )..........dojQpu do ............  ........ ?’ ‘I’m an engineer.’
2 The door was open so the dog (run ).............................................. into the living room.
3 When we arrived home, Jan (sit)...................................................outside the door.
4 Can you help me? I (not understand)...................................................Spanish.
5 At the beginning of the film I (realize)................................................. I’d seen it before.
6 I’m sorry, I can’t talk long. I (study)................................................. for an examination.
7 At the moment of the earthquake Pat (read)...................................................in bed.
8 I’ll phone you as soon as I (know)................................................... the results.
9 I (stay)................................................... at the Hotel Tyrol. Why don’t you call me?

10 ‘What (you d o )................... ............................... when you saw the snake?’ ‘I ran!’

4 Decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits the space.

Maria’s homecoming

W hen the bus (1) ....Or..... in a small square, Maria (2)........... her magazine and
didn’t realize that she (3)........... at her destination.'This is Santa Teresa,’ Martin

said. ‘(4 )......... home! I suppose your cousin (5).......... for us. Come on. (6).......... the
bags.’ Maria thought, ‘All those years when I (7)........... in New York, I (8)..........of this
moment. And now it’s real, I can’t believe it! Here I am, (9)........... in the square ’. Santa
Teresa was Maria's birthplace, but she (10)........... the town at the age of six. She had some
memories of the town, and some photos, but (11)..........here still? She (12)............
Nobody (13)......... . in the square. Perhaps her cousin Pablo (14)......... Maria’s letter.
'What (15)......... now? ’ asked Martin.'There isn’t even a hotel here! ’

1 A has stopped
2 A was reading
3 A arrived
4 A You arrive
5 A waits
6 A I’ll carry
7 A live
8 A dream
9 A I really stand

10 A was leaving
11 A will she belong
12 A wasn’t knowing
13 A was waiting
14 A wasn’t receiving
15 A are we going to do

B stops 
B read 
B arrives 
B You’re arriving 
B will be waiting 
B I carry 
B have lived 
B am dreaming 
B I was really standing 
B had left 
B did she belong 
B hasn’t known 
B is waiting 
B didn’t use to receive 
B have we done

C stopped 
C had read 
C has arrived 
C You’ve been arriving 
C has waited 
C I’ve carried 
C was living 
C used to dream 
C I had really stood 
C used to leave 
C has she belonged 
C hadn’t known 
C waits
C hadn’t received 
C did we do

D was stopped 
D used to read 
D had arrived 
D You’ve arrived 
D is going to wait 
D I carried 
D am living 
D will dream 
D I ’m really standing 
D has left 
D does she belong 
D didn’t know 
D waited 
D hasn’t received 
D are we doing
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5 Put a suitable time word or expression in each space. Each space is for one word.
/■---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- '

K  Mail < -  Reply_____ | New Message Forward j  | j  Delete , ®  Junk j

Just a quick message (1) . . .  b e f o r e ...... | leave for the airport. Sorry I haven’t
been in touch (2 ) ..........................Wednesday, but I’ve been busy getting ready
(3 ) ...................................................... , and I haven’t collected my ticket (4 ) ...................
from the travel agency. (5 ) .................................................................................... I get to
Sydney, I’ll send you an e-mail. I've (6 ) ..........................been to Australia before but
I’ve been reading a lot about it (7 ) ............................ It sounds great! I’ll be in Sydney
(8 ) ..........................the end of next week, and then I’m travelling to Melbourne. I’ll be
there (9 ) ..........................a month. (1 0 ).....................................................................................I get
back, all my friends will have forgotten me!

6 Look carefully at each line. Some lines are correct but some have a word which 
should not be there. Tick (/) each correct line. If a line has a word which should 
not be there, write the word in the space.

D e w  Emm<n,

I’m sow-y I U^nven’V been  wriVVen Vo you l«nVely, buV I’ve 
been  working kewA. WUen I rece iv ed  your l«*sV leVVer 

I w«ns «ncVing in pl*ny <nV scUool, ev\A wUen 

I U<nve PlnlsUeA VU<nV, I went- on WoliA^y wiVU some PrlenAs.

I me^nnV Vo sen<4 you fos\-cewA, buV I U<nA PorgoV Vo V<*ke 

your e\AAress wiVU me. How ewe. you geVVing on <nV 

college? You AlAn’V s<ny very  mucU *nbouV VUis in 

your leVVer. I Uope you ewe sVill like iV, ew.A Aon’V 

been  work «nll VUe Vime! Do you sHll w<nnV Vo come 

e\\\A will sV<ny Por e\ Pew A<nys? I’m sKnrVing work in 

LonAon <nPVer I sU<nll le<nve scUool in July, <nnA I w<nnV 

Vo see you bePore VUen. I U<nve know you’re  busy, 

buV by VUe Vi me your Verm PlnisUes, I’ll U«nve 

sV<nrVe<A my job. I’ve been  Aone so m<nny VUings 

l«nVely! I’ve jusV le<nrneA Vo Arlve ew^A my pwenVs 

V\e\ye someVimes lenA me VUeir cew, so I oPVen go ouV 

wiVU PrienAs. M<nybe I’ll b e  Arive Vo NoWingU^nm ewA 

see  you one Ae\y.

BesV wlsUes, Luis<n
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7 Underline the errors in these sentences. Correct the error.
1 By the time I got to the phone it stopped ringing.

... had s t o r e d ...............................................................................

2 I’m not very good at this game. You see, I didn’t play it before.

3 When has Pete written to you last?

4 What do you do at weekends? Are you ever going to the cinema?

5 When I was on holiday last summer I was going to the beach every day.

6 Julie can’t meet you tomorrow. She will play basketball.

8 In everyday spoken English, we often leave out the subject pronoun and
auxiliary. Instead of saying, ‘Do you like it?' we say, ‘Like it?' Rewrite each sentence 
so that the verb underlined has a subject pronoun.

1 Finished yet? We’re all waiting!
.............................................................................................

2 Bye for now! See you tomorrow!

3 Good holiday? Had a nice time?

4 Paul’s a bit difficult. Know what I mean?

5 Hi, Tim. Coming out for a drink later?

6 Been waiting long? Sorry for the delay.

Check your grammar

1 Check the difference between the present simple and present continuous in 
Grammar 3. How can you show this difference in your language?

2 Does your language have a tense with the same form as the present perfect? Is 
it used in the same way? Can you show the difference in your language between 
the present perfect and past simple?

3 Do you have a future tense in your language? Does it express all the meanings 
of will, going to and the present continuous?
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Reported speech 1

Reported speech
•  Reporting and summarizing

We often tell people what other people have said. This is called reported or indirect 
speech. We rarely report the exact words, but usually just give a general summary. 
Sandra speaking to Petra: ‘Bye, Petra, it’s been great seeing you again. I’ll call you 
sometime next week when I get a chance.’
Petra reporting the conversation to Roberta: 7 saw Sandra yesterday. She said she’d 
call me next week.’
We usually change tenses (will -> would in the example above) and also other 
references like people, places and times (you -> me in the example above).

•  Exact words
We sometimes report the exact words someone says. We may need to change time 
references.

‘I ’ll call you tomorrow when I get the chance.’
She said she would call me the next day when she got the chance.

Tense changes
Statements are usually reported with a past tense verb (like said) and an optional that. 
The form of the verb that follows then ‘moves back’ in time. This is sometimes called 
backshift.
Present simple to past simple

Present continuous to
past continuous
Present perfect to past perfect

Past simple to past perfect 
(or stays the same)

be going to to was going to

will to would

7 need some help.’
She said (that) she needed some help.
‘We are having our lunch.’
She said( that) they were having their lunch. 
‘I’ve lost my keys.’
He said (that) he had lost his keys.
7 wrote two letters to her.’
He said (that) he had written two letters to her. 
He said (that) he wrote two letters to her.
‘They are going to come back.’
She said (that) they were going to come back.
7 will be home at 6.00.’
She said (that) she would be home at 6.00.

•  There is no change for must, might, could, should, would.

7 could be back later.’ He said he could be back later. 
With must we can also use had to.

7 must leave.’ He said he had to leave. •

•  If the actual words were in the past simple, the report can change or stay the same.
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•  If we write down the actual words that someone says we use speech marks (inverted 
commas). But if we write down a report of the words, there are no speech marks.

•  If the report is about something which is always true, it is not necessary to change 
tenses.

7 like apples more than I like oranges.’
She said that she likes apples more than she likes oranges.

But in cases like this it is not wrong to change tenses with backshift.

No tense changes

•  When we report immediately what someone says, we usually do not change tenses.
Jack speaking to Ted: ‘I’m going to the cinema tonight. Do you want to come?’
Ted reporting the conversation to Peter: 'Jack is on the phone. He says he’s going to 
the cinema tonight.’

Speakers in reported speech
When we write down the actual words, we give the speakers name at the beginning 
or end of the sentence. Notice the position of the comma, the final full stop and the 
speech marks.

Jack said, ‘We’re going to miss the train.’
'We’re going to miss the train,’ said Jack.

In reported speech the speaker is only mentioned at the beginning of the sentence. 
Jack said (that) they were going to miss the train.

People, places, times
In reported speech references to people, places and times often change, because the 
point of view changes.

‘I ’ll see you here tomorrow,’ said Sue.
Sue said (that) she would see me there the next day.
I bought this book yesterday,’ said Martin.
Martin said (that) he had bought the book the day before.

Say, tell, speak
We say something and we tell somebody something, or to do something. Say and tell 
can be followed by the optional that.

‘It’s warm today,’ she said.
She said (that) it was warm.
She told me (that) it was warm.
‘Sit down,’ she said. She told me to sit down.

We can use to after say, but we never use to after tell.
7 don’t believe Jim.’
She said to me (that) she didn’t believe Jim.
She told me (that) she didn’t believe Jim.

Speak describes the act of talking.
Simon spoke to me in the supermarket yesterday.
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1 Underline the errors in these sentences. Rewrite each sentence.
1 Sally told that she’d lost her keys.

.....................................................................

2 Chris said me that he must leave early.

GRAMMAR 10 REPORTED SPEECH 1

3 Maria and Tony said they shall see us tomorrow.

4 Tom said, I’m coming to your party.

5 Sue said that she had wrote a letter to Lisa.

6 Steve said us that he was arriving at 8.00.

7 ‘I had bought a new bike Pam told us.’

8 ‘What’s the matter? Ellen asked.

2 Rewrite each sentence in direct speech, ending as shown.
1 Anna told us that she’d finished.

‘ ....l.'.Vft.ftwishw!,.................................................. .. ’ Anna told us.
2 Simon said that he would be back at 6.00.

3 Beth said she was going to go shopping.
’ Simon said. 

’ said Beth.
4 Paul said that he wanted to make a phone call.

‘ ................................................................................ ’ said Paul.
5 Tina told the teacher she’d forgotten her homework.

‘ ................................................................................ ’ Tina told the teacher.
6 David said he had to be back by 3.30.

’ David said.
7 Jan told me she would let me know.

8 Bill said he was going to be late.
, ’ Jan told me. 

, ’ Bill said.
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3 Match each sentence in direct speech (1-5) with its summarized version in 
reported speech (a-e).

1 ‘Look, sorry about this, but I’m afraid I’m going to be a bit late.’ ....,£....
2 ‘Actually I’ve no idea at all where I am!’ ..........
3 ‘The thing is, I know it’s silly but I’ve missed the bus.’ ..........
4 ‘Anyway, I’ll be back in next to no time.’ ..........
5 ‘I did ring, you know, earlier in the evening.’ ..........

a She said she would be back soon.
b She said she had missed the bus. 
c She said she was going to be late, 
d She said she had already rung, 
e She said she didn’t know where she was.

4 Complete each sentence, using say, tell or speak in an appropriate form.
1 Daniel .....bpJrf?.........me that he was playing in the school basketball team.
2 I .................... to Helen, and she......................she would phone you.
3 ‘You’re lucky,’ .................... Steve. ‘I ......................you that you would win!’
4 A translator.................... the president what the Chinese visitors were

5 ‘Look,’ I .................... her, ‘why don’t you..................... me what you mean?’
6 I .................... my teacher that I ......................Chinese, but she didn’t believe me.

5 Rewrite each sentence in reported speech, beginning as shown.
1 ‘I won’t be there because I’m having a party,’ said Lucy.

Lucy told us that she

2 ‘I’ve lost the map and I don’t know the way,’ said Jack.
Jack told me that h e ......................................................................................................

3 ‘When I finish the book, I’m going to watch television,’ said Jessica. 
Jessica said that w hen..........................................................................

4 ‘I’m doing some homework but I won’t be long,’ said Mike. 
Mike said that h e ...................................................................

5 ‘I got up late and I missed the bus,’ said Richard. 
Richard said that h e .............................................
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Reported speech 2
Reporting questions

•  We can report questions with verbs like ask, wonder and want to know.
Tense change rules are the same as in Grammar 10.

‘Where do you live?’ he asked.
He asked me where I  lived. (NOT where I did live)
‘Do you live in Athens?’ he asked.
He wanted to know if  I lived in Athens. (NOT I f  I did live)

•  The word order in a reported question is like a normal statement, with the subject 
before the verb. The following are some examples of reported questions using some 
w/i-question words.

‘Where is the bus station?’ she asked.
She asked where the bus station was. (NOT where was the bus station)
‘What are you doing?’ he asked.
He wanted to know what I was doing.
‘Why did you go there?’ she asked.
She wondered why I had gone there.
‘Where have you come from?’ he asked.
He asked me where I had come from.

•  In reported yes/no questions (Do you, Did you, Are you etc.) we use if or whether and 
normal statement word order.

Does the London train stop here?’ she asked.
She asked me if the London train stopped here.
‘Did you speak to Rachel?’ he asked.
He wanted to know whether I had spoken to Rachel.
Are you a student?’ she asked.
She asked me if I was a student.

Reporting commands and requests

•  Commands are reported with tell and the infinitive.
‘Wait! Wait!’
I told him to wait.

•  Requests are reported with ask and the infinitive.
‘Please wait!’
I asked her to wait.
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Other reporting verbs

•  Other reporting verbs describe how the speaker feels or what the speaker does.
advise 7 wouldn’t buy that car, James, if I were you.’ 

1 advised James not to buy the car.

agree ‘OK, I ’ll give you a lift,’ said Jenny. 
Jenny agreed to give her a lift.
‘Yes, Jill, I think you’re right,’ said Mike. 
Mike agreed with Jill.

apologize for ‘I ’m really sorry for being so late,’ said Maria. 
Maria apologized for being late.

ask ‘Do you think you could help me, Sue?’ 
I asked Sue to help me.

congratulate on ‘Well done, Tina, you’ve passed the exam!’
I congratulated Tina on passing her exam.

decide ‘I ’ll have the fish soup, please,’ said Bill. 
Bill decided to have the fish soup.

deny ‘No, I didn’t take it! I wasn’t even there!’ said Alice. 
Alice denied taking it.

invite ‘Would you like to come to the cinema on Saturday, Pam?’ 
I invited Pam to the cinema on Saturday.

offer ‘Shall I carry your case, Dawn?’ said Peter. 
Peter offered to carry Dawn’s case.

promise ‘I ’ll definitely be home by eight,’ said Ann. 
Ann promised to be home by eight.

refuse ‘No, I won’t open the door!’ said Carol. 
Carol refused to open the door.

remind Don’t forget to send your mother a birthday card, Joe.’ 
I reminded Joe to send his mother a birthday card.

suggest ‘How about spending the day at the beach?’ said Carlos. 
Carlos suggested spending the day at the beach.

Reporting verbs have different patterns. A good dictionary shows this information. 
Study the example sentences in the previous section in relation to the patterns below.
Verb + to infinitive:
Verb + object + to infinitive: 
Verb + -ing form:
Verb + preposition + -ing form:

agree, decide, offer, promise, refuse 
advise, ask, invite, remind 
deny, suggest
apologize for, congratulate on
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1 Put one suitable word in each space.
1 Fiona asked me ...Wtortto.&T... I .....WAS...... going to school or not.
2 David asked his m other................... she .....................be coming home.
3 Peter asked u s ................... w e.....................ever been to Hungary.
4 Costas asked m e ................... I .....................many photographs.
5 Maria asked a policeman................... the museum was.
6 Dora asked her sister................... she.....................fed their dog.

2 Complete each question in direct speech, ending as shown.
1 Jack asked me whether I was having lunch or going out.

................................ ’ Jack asked me.
2 Carol asked Ann what she had done the day before.

‘....................................................................................................... . Ann?’ asked Carol.
3 John asked us if we often went sailing.

‘..........................................................................................................?’ John asked us.
4 Christine asked me how many German books I had read.

‘................................................................................................... V Christine asked me.
5 Kevin asked Sue if she was going to change schools.

‘........................................................................................................ . Sue?’ asked Kevin.
6 Alice asked me who I sat next to in class.

‘...........................................................................................................?’ Alice asked me.

3 Rewrite each sentence in reported speech, beginning as shown. Do not change 
the meaning.

1 Are you staying here all summer?’ the little girl asked me.
The little girl asked me ..kf/.WkljJ.tkter..1.W A S .thtM.&lLsUrM-yMX.............

2 ‘What does ‘procrastinate’ mean?’ I asked my teacher.
I asked my teacher..........................................................................................................

3 ‘Have you done your homework, or not?’ my mother asked me.
My mother asked m e .....................................................................................................

4 ‘When is your birthday?’ I asked Sue.
I asked Sue......................................................................................................................

5 ‘Did you remember to lock the door?’ my father asked me.
My father asked m e ........................................................................................................

6 ‘Why have you turned off the television?’ Ellen asked me.
Ellen asked m e ................................................................................................................
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4 Use a verb from the box to rewrite each sentence in reported speech, beginning 
as shown. Do not change the meaning.

advised apologized congratulated invited offered
pitnilravtl refused suggested

1 ‘I’ll definitely be at your house before 8.00, Sue,’ said Mike.
Mike Sue .. Jflfi Jfifi.<?t h t X . Jp.ftfpTC..$?,££,..........................

2 ‘Would you like to come to the cinema, Jean?’ asked Chris.
C hris...............................................................................................................................

3 ‘I wouldn’t eat too much if I were you, Dave,’ said Patsy.
Patsy...............................................................................................................................

4 ‘How about going for a walk?’ said Nick.
Nick................................................................................................................................

5 ‘I’m terribly sorry for breaking the window,’ said Carol.
Carol...............................................................................................................................

6 ‘Shall I do the washing-up?’ said Bill.
Bill..................................................................................................................................

7 ‘Well done, you’ve passed your driving test,’ said Tina’s mother.
Tina’s m other.................... h e r .....................................................................................

8 ‘No, I won’t open my mouth!’ said Pat.
Pat...................................................................................................................................

5 Complete the direct speech.
1 Jane decided to have the green pair of trousers.

‘I th ink .............J.'.lrlt.ki.(W£................................... the green pair of trousers,’ said Jane.
2 Peter reminded Julie to bring her dictionary to the lesson.

‘Don’t ............................................................................ to the lesson, Julie,’ said Peter.
3 The bank manager advised George to open a savings account.

‘I f ...............................................................a savings account,’ said the bank manager.
4 Carol promised not to be late again.

‘I ................................................................................................. late again,’ said Carol.
5 Nick refused to leave the room.

‘No, I ............................................................................................ the room,’ said Nick.
6 Sam denied selling the photographs to the Daily News.

‘I ......................................................... the photographs to the Daily News’, said Sam.

-> SEE ALSO
Grammar 10: Reported speech 1
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Conditionals 1
Conditions and results

•  Sentences with if where one event depends on another event are called conditionals. 
The i f . . .  clause is the condition and the other part of the sentence is the result. Here 
are four examples of conditionals used for talking about checking in at the airport for 
a flight:

0 I f you arrive early, you get a better seat.
1 If you arrive early, you’ll get a better seat.
2 If you arrived early, you’d get a better seat.
3 If you had arrived early, you’d have got a better seat.

•  Sentence 0 is talking generally about something that is always true. It is called a zero 
conditional.
Sentence 1 describes what someone thinks will happen in a real situation. You believe 
that the things you are talking about will happen. It is called a real condition or the 
first conditional.
Sentence 2 describes what might happen in the future, or things you can imagine 
happening. It is called an imaginary condition or the second conditional.
Sentence 3 describes things you can imagine happening in the past. It is impossible to 
change the past, so this is called an impossible condition, or the third conditional.

•  Zero, first and second conditionals are included in this unit. The third conditional is 
included in Grammar 13.

Zero conditional: if+  present sim ple ,... present simple

•  Things that are always or generally true. We can use when or if to introduce the sentence.
It’s a tropical country, so if it rains hard, everyone stays indoors.
It’s a tropical country, so when it rains hard, everyone stays indoors.

•  We can use an imperative structure in the result clause. An imperative is when we tell 
people what to do.

If you feel dizzy, stop taking the tablets.
If you change your mind, give me a ring.

First conditional: if+  present sim ple ,... will/won't

•  Future events that will happen, or are likely to happen. The event is a real possibility 
in the speakers mind, not imaginary (for imaginary situations see the second 
conditional).

I f  we walk so slowly, we’ll be late.
If we run, we won’t be late.
If we don’t run, we will be late.
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•  Example: You are at the supermarket with a friend. Your friend has put some eggs in a 
bag, and is picking up lots of other bags at the same time. You say:

If you carry too many bags, you’ll drop the eggs.
If you drop the eggs, they’ll break.
If the eggs break, there will be an awful mess on the floor!
If you are careful, you won’t break them.

•  In the condition clause it is possible to use other present tenses, not just the present 
simple.

If you’re driving, I ’ll come with you. (present continuous)
If I’ve seen the film  before, I ’ll let you know! (present perfect)

Second conditional: if+  past sim ple ,... would/wouldn't

•  Future events that are imaginary, unlikely or impossible.
If I had a helicopter, I’d fly  to school.
If I flew to school, 1 wouldn’t be late.

•  Example: You start talking to a friend about aliens. You say:
If some aliens landed on earth, I’d make friends with them.
If they didn’t speak English, I’d use sign language.
If they took me back to their planet, I’d learn their language.
If anyone believed my story, I’d become famous!

•  In speech and informal writing the short form of would is ‘d.

I’d become famous. (= I would become famous.)

•  A past simple tense form is used in the condition clause, but the time reference is the 
future.

•  We use the past forms of be in second conditionals (I  was, you were, he was etc.), or we 
can use I were and he/she were in more formal sentences.

I f I was/were an astronaut, I ’d enjoy being weightless!

Unless
Unless means ‘if not’ in sentences where we say that if something does not happen, 
something else will happen. These are sentences which have the same meaning.

Well go out for a walk if it doesn’t rain.
Well go out for a walk unless it rains.

Other uses of w ould
We use would in other situations which do not involve conditional sentences. 
Reporting what someone said: He said he would call back later.
Polite offer: Would you like some more tea?
Polite request: Would you open the window, please?
Reporting a refusal The boys wouldn’t keep quiet.
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1 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.
1 If we’d be/were late for class, our teacher will be/was angry.
2 If we would live/lived on another planet, well see/we’d see the Earth in the sky.
3 If we take/will take a taxi, we arrived/we’ll arrive sooner.
4 If we won’t hurry/don’t hurry, we’ll be/we’d be late.
5 If we were/are birds, we would be able to/are able to fly.
6 If you don’t wear/wouldn’t wear your pullover, you’ll feel/you felt cold.
7 If I studied/will study harder, I get/would get better marks.
8 If I have/had a motorbike, I rode/ld ride it to school.
9 If you will lend/lend me your bike, I ’ll let/I let you borrow my skateboard.

10 If I had/have lots of money, I gave/I’d give some to all my friends.

2 Complete the sentence for each situation using the verbs given.
1 You’re standing very close to the edge of a swimming pool. You’re wearing all your 

clothes, not a swimming costume. A friend says:
If you (fall in) ...fO.lLW'V....., your clothes (get) ...W.tl-.LgjJfc... wet!

2 You’re sitting in the classroom on a hot day. You’re day dreaming about going to 
the beach. You think:
If today (be)................... a holiday, I (go).....................to the beach.

3 You can’t answer a question in your English book. You ask a friend to help, but she 
doesn’t know the answer. She says:
If I (know)................... the answer, I (tell).....................you.

4 You’re walking towards the bus stop with a friend. Suddenly the bus arrives. The 
bus stop is far away, but you think there is a chance of catching the bus. You say:
If we (run )................... . we (catch)................... it!

5 You’re planning to go cycling tomorrow with some friends. You are not sure about 
the weather, because it sometimes rains at this time of the year. You arrange to 
meet tomorrow afternoon and say:
If it (rain)................... .. we (go)................... to the cinema instead.

6 You’re very busy, because you have lots of school work, and you also play in two 
teams. A friend asks you to join a computer club. You say:
If I (have)................... more free time, I (join).....................the club.
But it’s impossible at the moment because I’m too busy!
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Complete each sentence using if, unless or would.
1 If he asked me to help him, I ....... Wff&M............

We’ll have lunch outside in the garden,...............................it’s too cold.
John...............................win more races if he trained harder.
Come on!...............................we hurry, we’ll miss the plane!
...............................you like to use my laptop?
The manager won’t be long.................................you take a seat, please.
I’m sure that Connie..............................go to the cinema with you, if you asked her.

8 ...............................you feel like a chat, phone me tonight.
9 W hat...............................you do if you saw a big spider?

I don’t feel happy............................ I swim every day.
11 ...............................you lend me some money until Friday?
12 Could you phone m e ...............................you’ll be late?
13 ...............................you give me my pen back, I’ll tell the teacher!
14 I’ll come to your party ...............................Sam is coming. I really like her!
15 ...............................you feel cold, turn on the heating.

2
3
4
5
6 
7

10

4 Complete each sentence (1-14) with an ending (a -  n).
1 If you play the music too loud, ....j....... a the alarm would go off.
2 If aliens landed on Earth,.......... b I’ll buy a new bike.
3 If we don’t have enough ice cream,........ c I’ll be in Paris at 6.00.
4 If we leave now,.......... d you’ll feel ill.
5 If I found someone’s wallet,.......... e you wouldn’t talk to me!
6 If a burglar broke into this house,.......... f you would feel better.
7 If my train isn’t late,.......... g a lot of people would panic!
8 If you were famous,.......... h I’ll get it for you.
9 If you eat any more cake,.......... i you’ll get wet.

10 If my father lends me the money,.......... j you’ll wake up the neighbours.
11 If you fall in the water,.......... k you’d understand more.
12 If you took more exercise,.......... 1 we’ll get some more.
13 If you tell me what you want,.......... m I’d take it to the police station.
14 If you used a dictionary,.......... n we won’t miss the bus.
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5 Complete each sentence as either a first conditional or a second conditional 
sentence using the verb in brackets.

1 If I (have).....................arms five metres long, I (be able)...... .'.C’Lbft.G&U*........ to
reach the top of that shelf.

2 Don’t worry, you’ve just got a cold. If you (take)..................... an aspirin, you
(feel)................................better.

3 Vegetarians believe that if nobody (eat)..................... meat, everyone
(live)................................longer.

4 If I (become)..................... a famous rock star, I (buy)................................. my
parents an enormous house.

5 It says ‘No Parking’. If you (leave)..................... the car here, the police
(give)...............................you a parking fine.

6 It’s not far. If you (follow)..................... this path, you (come).................................
to the station.

7 If people (use)..................... bikes instead of cars, there (not b e )...............................
so much pollution.

8 Actually, Brutus is a very friendly dog. If you (touch)..................... him, he
(not bite)................................ you.

9 If you (leave)..................... your books on the desk, I (give).................................
them back to you at the end of the lesson.

10 If you (live).....................on the 100th floor of a skyscraper, your friends
(not want).............................. to visit you!

6 Rewrite each sentence so it begins as shown.
1 If you wear a pullover, you won’t feel cold.

If you don’t ...W.e.^K.0..^UoV.CK..yP^Ll..-f£d..C!GL(i......................................................
2 You’ll get wet, unless you take your umbrella.

I f ......................................................................................................................................
3 You’ll be late for school unless you get up now!

If you............................................................................................................................. !
4 You won’t get lost if you take a map.

Unless..............................................................................................................................
5 If we don’t feed the cat now, it will get very hungry.

The cat will......................................................................................................................
6 If it doesn’t rain, we’ll go for a walk.

We won’t .........................................................................................................................

-» SEE  A LSO
Grammar 13: Conditionals 2
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Conditionals 2
Third conditional: if+  past perfect,... would/wouldn't + have  + past 
participle

•  This type of sentence imagines a past event that didn’t actually happen, and its possible 
results in the past.

I f  you had arrived earlier, we wouldn’t have missed the train.
I f  you hadn’t warned me about the sun, I would have got sunburnt.

•  Example: You went for a long walk, but you did not take your umbrella. It rained, and 
you got wet.

If I had taken my umbrella, I wouldn’t have got wet.
If I’d heard the weather forecast, I wouldn’t have gone out.
If I hadn’t gone out, I would have finished my homework.

Modal verbs in conditional sentences

•  The examples in Grammar 12 and this unit have all used will/wont or would/wouldn’t 
in the result clause. We can also use any other modal verb, like can, could, may, might, 
must and should.

I f  you ever come to Istanbul, I can show you around the city.
I f  you ever come to Istanbul, you must phone me.

We often use might and could in conditional sentences when we want to say that we 
are not certain about the results. Compare:

I f  you carry too many bags, you will drop the eggs. (certain result)
I f  you carry too many bags, you might drop the eggs. (uncertain result)
I f anyone believed my story, I would become famous! (certain result)
I f  anyone believed my story, I could become famous! (uncertain result)

In third conditional sentences we use could have (done) or might have (done).
I f  I had brought some more money with me, I could have taken a taxi.

Conditionals without if
In everyday speech we can use imagine or supposing in place of if.

Imagine you saw a snake, what would you do?
Supposing you owned a helicopter, what would you use it for?

If  I w ere yo u , ...
We can give advice by using a second conditional sentence beginning I f I were you. 

If I were you, I ’d spend more time on your written work.
If I were you, I wouldn’t eat so much chocolate!

It is also possible to put the i/-clause at the end.
I ’d be more careful, if I were you.
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1 Rewrite each comment, beginning as shown. Do not change the meaning.
1 Supposing you had wings, what would you do?

What ..VV!C>.̂ W.y/?.H.jd/?if.yjP.W,.hArf..Vykirt<0£................................................................... ?
2 Why don’t you leave now? That’s what I’d do.

If ...........................................................................................................................................
3 Imagine you lived on Mars. How would you feel?

How......................................................................................................................!............ ?
4 I think you should buy a bike. That’s what I’d do.

I f ...........................................................................................................................................
5 Imagine you were rich. What would you do?

W hat..................................................................... . *.......................................................... ?
6 Supposing Jim came with us, what would you say?

W hat.................................................................................................................................. ?
7 Why don’t you take the bus? That’s what I’d do.

If ...........................................................................................................................................
8 Imagine you lost your keys. What would you do?

W hat.................................................................................................................................. ?

2 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.
1 If you phoned/had phoned me yesterday, I had given/would have given you the news.
2 If you took/would have taken more exercise, you might feel/had felt better.
3 If Tim drove/had driven more carefully, he wouldn't have crashed/didn’t crash.

4 If you had come!came to see the film, you had enjoyed/would have enjoyed it.
5 If I ’d known/I would know it was your birthday, I would send/would have sent you a 

card.
6 If people had helped/helped one another more often, the world might be/was a better 

place.
7 If our team had tried/tried harder, we had won!could have won.

8 If you would have worn/wore a coat, you wouldn't get/didn’t get cold.
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3 Complete the sentence for each situation.

1 Charlotte didn’t leave early, and so she missed the bus.
If Charlotte.................... bftd.iiSfk.efixiy..........................................
she.................. .vyfiKt-.dî '.t.InCtVC.KiivicSSCC!.......................... the bus.

2 I didn’t buy more milk, so I didn’t have enough for breakfast.

If I ...........................................................................................
I .........................................................................................enough for breakfast.

3 We forgot to take a map, so we got lost in the mountains.
If w e...........................................................................................
w e.........................................................................................in the mountains.

4 I didn’t go to bed early, so I didn’t wake up at 7.00.
If I ........................................................................................ early,
I .........................................................................................at 7.00.

5 Mike didn’t make a shopping list, and he forgot to buy some coffee.
If M ike........................................................................................ ..
h e .........................................................................................some coffee.

6 I didn’t realize you were tired when I asked you to go for a walk.

If I ...........................................................................................
I ........................................................................................ for a walk.

7 The Romans didn’t sail across the Atlantic, so they didn’t reach America.
If the Romans........................................................................................ .
they.........................................................................................America.

8 I didn’t turn left at the station, and I lost my way.
If I .........................................................................................,1
.........................................................................................my way.

S E E  A LS O
G ra m m a r 12: C o nd itio nals 1 
G ra m m a r 17: M odals 1 
G ra m m a r 18: M odals 2
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Wishes
Wishes about the present

•  For wishes about the present we use I wish + the past simple. We use past simple as in 
a second conditional sentence.

I wish I owned a helicopter. (If I owned a helicopter, I would be happy.)
I wish I didn’t have to go to school! (If I didn’t go to school, I would be happy.)

•  Could
We use I wish I could to refer to something that is difficult or impossible. This can 
refer to the present or future.

I wish I could fly!
I wish I could stay at home tomorrow.

•  As in the second conditional, the past simple form does not refer to past time.

Wishes about the past
For wishes about the past we use I wish + the past perfect. We use past perfect as in a 
third conditional sentence.

I wish I had lived in the eighteenth century!
(If I had lived in the eighteenth century, I would have been happy.)

I wish I hadn’t eaten so much! I  feel awful!
(If I hadn’t eaten so much, I wouldn’t feel awful.)

Hope
When we wish for something to happen, we can use hope. This is not followed by a 
conditional form -  it is simply followed by the present simple or will.

I hope you have a good time at the party.
I hope the weather will be fine tomorrow.

If only
We can replace I wish with if  only for emphasis. We stress only in speech.

I f  only I owned a helicopter.
I f  only I hadn’t eaten so much!
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1 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.
1 I’m sunburnt. I wish I hadn’t sunbathed/didn’t sunbathe for so long.
2 I don’t feel well. I wish I could stay!stayed at home today.
3 I’m not a good swimmer, but I wish I could swim/would swim well.
4 I wish I had/have a puppy or a kitten!
5 I wish I could see!saw you tomorrow, but it’s impossible.
6 I wish Jim didn't sit/doesn't sit next to me. He’s so annoying!
7 If only we had/would have some money, we could take the bus.
8 I hope you enjoyed/enjoy yourselves at the dance tomorrow.
9 I wish I can/could speak English better!

10 I hope rU/I’d win the lottery!

2 Underline the correct continuation for each sentence.
1 I’ve got lots of work to do, and I’m tired, but I can’t stop, 

a) I wish I had taken a rest, b) I wish I could take a rest.
2 I wasn’t paying attention in class, and now I can’t do my homework.

a) I wish I listened to my teacher, b) I wish I’d listened to my teacher.
3 Sarah painted her room green, but she doesn’t like it.

a) She wishes she’d painted it blue, b) She wishes she painted it blue.
4 This is a very puzzling problem!

a) I wish I’d known the answer, b) I wish I knew the answer.
5 It’s really cold and miserable here in the winter.

a) I wish we lived in a warm place, b) I hope we live in a warm place.
6 I can’t repair my bike because I haven’t got any tools.

a) If only I would have a screwdriver, b) If only I had a screwdriver.
7 I’m worried about my basketball team. Perhaps they won’t win! 

a) I wish they play well, b) I hope they play well.
8 You promised not to tell anyone my secrets but you did! 

a) I wish I hadn’t told you. b) I wish I didn’t tell you.
9 I’ve been feeling ill all week.

a) I hope I feel better soon, b) I hope I’d feel better soon.
10 I want to see my sister. I haven’t seen her for ages.

a) I wish I could speak to her. b) I wish I spoke to her.
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3 Complete each sentence with a suitable form of the verb in brackets.
1 I’m soaked to the skin! If only I (bring)......... .bR.<l.b.r:C>V£.0.ht;........ an umbrella!
2 This pullover was really cheap. I wish I (buy)............................................two of

them!
3 I like your school. I wish I (go)........................................... there too.
4 I must get in touch with Sue. If only I (know)........................................... her phone

number!
5 This bus is really slow! I wish we (take)............................................the train.
6 I’m disappointed in this camera. I wish I (not buy)........................................ it.
7 I answered three questions well. If only I (finish)............................................the

whole test!
8 I can’t understand Marie! I wish I (speak)........................................... French.

4 Complete each sentence in a suitable way.
1 I’m hungry. If only.........(.b.flpl.fl .........with me.
2 Enjoy your holiday. I hope................................................... time.
3 This is a lovely place. I wish w e................................................... longer.
4 It’s a pity you live so far away. If only you ................................................... nearer.
5 Ellen is a fantastic dancer. I wish I ................................................... as well as her!

5 Rita isn't very happy at the moment. Complete her words.
1 She wasted a lot of money on expensive clothes.

‘I wish I .......b # W #.$*;?.?!..........so much money on expensive clothes!’
2 She thinks jobs are difficult to find.

‘I wish jobs............................................. so difficult to find.’
3 She thinks it’s difficult to learn to drive.

‘I wish i t ............................................. easier to learn to drive.’
4 She can’t go on holiday this summer.

‘I wish I ............................................. on holiday.’
5 She doesn’t have very good qualifications.

‘I wish I .............................................better qualifications.’
6 She has to do the washing-up. She hates doing it.

‘I wish I ..............................................do the washing-up.’
7 She is sorry her family moved to the suburbs.

‘I wish w e............................................. to the suburbs.’
8 She thinks she is very untidy.

‘I wish I ..............................................so untidy.’

SEE ALSO
G ra m m ar 12: Cond itionals 1 
G ra m m ar 13: Cond itionals 2
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Passive 1
Passive: form

Form the passive with be and a past participle. Compare the active and passive forms 
in these examples:

•  Present simple The Government builds hundreds o f houses every year.

Hundreds o f houses are built every year.

•  Present continuous The authorities are questioning two men.

•  Present perfect

Two men are being questioned by the authorities.

We have chosen Helen as the new president.

Helen has been chosen as the new president.

•  Past simple The police arrested one protester. 
One protester was arrested.

•  Will They will play the match on Wednesday evening.

The match will be played on Wednesday evening.

•  The object in the active form (hundreds o f houses, two men, Helen) moves to the front 
in the passive sentence and becomes the subject.

Passive: use •

•  Focus on important information
Compare:
(active)
(passive)
Active sentence: 
Passive sentence:

The Government built hundreds of houses last year.
Hundreds of houses were built by the Government last year. 
more emphasis on who did the action -  the Government. 
more emphasis on the thing affected by the action -  the number
o f houses.

Emphasized information usually comes at the beginning of the sentence.

•  Spoken and written
The passive is used a lot in formal writing, especially scientific writing. It is common 
in speech and writing in general.
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Using by and with

•  The ‘agent’ is the person or thing that does the action. We use by + agent.
Hundreds o f houses were built last year.
Hundreds o f houses were built by the Government last year.
A lot o f stones were thrown.
A lot o f stones were thrown by angry football fans.

•  The ‘instrument’ is the thing used to perform the action. We use with + instrument.
The windows were broken with a baseball bat.

Sentences without an agent
It is not always necessary to mention the agent. There are several reasons for this:
1 Agent not known: Brendas motorbike was stolen last night.

We do not know who stole the motorbike.
2 Agent obvious: One protester was arrested.

We know that it is always the police who arrest people. However, we can add these 
words if we want to.

3 Agent unimportant: A lot o f small cars are sold every year.
Who sells the cars is not important. If it was important, we could use by and the 
names of the people or companies who sell the cars.

Transitive and intransitive verbs

•  Verbs with objects are called transitive verbs (example: help). In this sentence, ‘the old 
lady’ is the object.

A young man helped the old lady across the road.

•  Verbs without objects are called intransitive verbs (example: sit).

Diane sits near the front of the class.

•  Dictionaries show this information with T  or I. Only transitive verbs can be made 
passive.

The old lady was helped across the road by a young man.

•  Some verbs can have both transitive and intransitive meanings.
Diane walks to school. (walk - intransitive)
When she gets home, she walks the dog. (walk = ‘take for a walk’ -  transitive)
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1 Underline the phrases which are not necessary in these sentences. Sometimes 
every phrase is necessary.

1 My wallet has been stolen by someone.
2 We were taught by a different teacher yesterday.
3 Nick was operated on at the hospital by a doctor.
4 The meal was served by a waiter in a red coat.
5 We were shown round the museum by a guide.
6 Two letters were delivered this morning by the postman.
7 Three men have been arrested by the police.
8 Yesterday a window was broken by someone.

2 Complete each sentence with a passive verb.
1 The police questioned George.

George..... ,W.«S. .quest ...............by the police.
2 Millions of people watch this programme.

This programme................................................... by millions of people.
3 They will finish our new house at the end of the month.

Our new house...................................................at the end of the month.
4 They’ve elected a new president.

A new president.....................................................
5 They’re rebuilding the damaged stadium.

The damaged stadium.....................................................
6 They’ve closed the mountain road.

The mountain road.....................................................
7 Students write most of this magazine.

Most of this magazine...................................................by students.
8 A burglar stole my laptop.

My laptop................................................... by a burglar.
9 Somebody will meet you at the bus station.

You................................................... at the bus station.
10 The girls’ team won the cup last year.

Last year the cup ...................................................by the girls’ team.
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3 Underline the errors in these sentences. Rewrite each sentence.
1 Many pet dogs are losing every year.

....Kv.y. jtefc .(fogs..« re. .every, y  Mr,...........................
2 The injured man was been taken to hospital.

3 A new bridge is be built across the river.

4 All the food at the party was ate.

5 Nothing will being decided before next Saturday.

6 The match is playing on Friday evening.

7 The robber unlocked the door by a false key.

8 This book was writing by Sam’s father.

4 For every question, complete the second sentence so that it means the same as 
the first, using no more than three words.

1 Archaeologists have discovered a new tomb in Egypt.
A new tomb . . . . l ............ by archaeologists in Egypt.

2 The President will open the new sports stadium on Saturday.
The new sports stadium......................................................by the President on
Saturday.

3 Picasso painted this portrait.
This portrait...................................................... Picasso.

4 They will announce the results of the competition tomorrow.
The results of the competition...................................................... tomorrow.

5 They’re redecorating our school during the summer holidays.
Our school......................................................during the summer holidays.

6 The police in New York have arrested three terrorists.
Three terrorists....................................................... in New York.

7 Our company sells more than 1,000 cars every week.
More than 1,000 cars......................................................our company every week.

8 They’re building a new museum in the city centre.
A new museum....................................................... in the city centre.
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5 Rewrite each sentence so that it contains a passive verb, and so that the names 
of people are not mentioned.

1 The authorities have closed the casino.
...The. efts u/yo has. b yy. cLps$M...................................................................................

2 The clubs have postponed the match.

3 People all over the world speak English.

4 The authorities have opened the new swimming pool.

5 Someone left this purse in the classroom yesterday.

6 The city council has banned traffic from the city centre.

7 People have elected a new government.

8 Someone broke into the flat last night.

6 Rewrite the sentences so that they contain a passive verb, where possible. Some 
sentences cannot be rewritten in this way.

1 Fleming discovered penicillin in 1928.
.̂ f.̂ kaLLlLiA, wp.£. fil . !?y. .ff.UKkVk̂ 9.-.........................................

2 Everyone in the class arrived on time yesterday.
. . .K v e fc .p jjs & to .U :.....................................................................................................................................................................................

3 A helicopter rescued the six survivors from the water.

4 The president congratulated the winner of the race.

5 Two prisoners escaped from the jail yesterday evening.

6 A policewoman found the two missing children in a local park.

7 They will publish her new book next year.

8 Suddenly a strange red light appeared in the sky.
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Passive 2
Verbs with two objects

•  Some verbs can have two objects. We can:
give, lend, offer, promise, sell, send, take something to somebody, 
buy, keep, make, prepare, save something for somebody.

•  In active sentences we can use these verbs in two ways:
Peter gave Karen a present.
Peter gave a present to Karen.

Each way can be made passive:
Karen was given a present by Peter.
A present was given to Karen by Peter.

•  The form without to/for is more usual, in both active and passive sentences.

To be bom
To be born is a passive form but does not have an obvious passive meaning.

I was born in Uruguay.

Have something done

•  When a professional person, e.g. a mechanic, a plumber etc. does some work for us, 
we can use have something done. Have can be used in any tense.

We had our house painted last year.
I ’m having my car serviced tomorrow.
I ’ve had my room decorated.

•  We can use get in informal use with the same meaning.
I ’m getting my car serviced tomorrow.

•  We also use have something done and get for unpleasant happenings.
She had her house broken into.
Tim got his arm broken playing rugby.

Passive + infinitive
The verbs believe, expect, know, report, say, think, suppose, understand are often used 
in the present simple passive followed by an infinitive (to do/to be doing). This use is 
common in news reports, to describe current or future events.

The economy is expected to grow by 2% this year.
The escaped prisoner is said to be living in South America.
The new shopping centre is supposed to open next spring.
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1 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.
1 I’m having my hair cutting!cut no have cut tomorrow.
2 The children were took!taken!taking to the seaside for the day.
3 I was sending!sent!send here b) the manager.
4 Kate is having her car services!servicing!serviced tomorrow.
5 Sue had her windows breaking!broken/broke by vandals.
6 David has been offer!offering!offered a new job in Brazil.
7 Where exactly were you born!did you born/did you bear?
8 I’ve just had my bike repaired!repair!repairing.

9 I was given!gave!did give this b< >ok by Emily.
10 This cake makes!made!was made for her birthday.

2 Rewrite each sentence beginning and ending as shown. Do not change the 
meaning.

1 Someone stole Bob’s bike.
Bob............................ hfld.hi*..................  ........... bike stolen.

2 John lent me this book.
This book......................................................................... John.

3 The dentist took out one of my teeth yesterday.
Yesterday I .........................................................................out.

4 Cairo is my place of birth.
I ................................................ .........................in Cairo.

5 A rock concert ticket was sold to me by a friend.
I w as......................................................................... by a friend.

6 Someone broke into Tom’s home last week.
Tom h ad ......................................................................... last week.

7 What is your date of birth?
When exactly........................... ..............................................born?

8 My parents gave me this ring.
I ................................................. ........................parents.

9 I’m keeping this bottle of wine for a special occasion.
This bottle of w ine......................................................................... for a special
occasion.

10 We will send you a letter with your exam results.
A letter......................................................................... to you with your exam
results.
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3 Rewrite each sentence so that it has a similar meaning and contains the word in
bold.

1 They’re servicing my car tomorrow, 
having

.............................................................

2 Yesterday they stole my bike, 
had

3 Last year they painted our house, 
had

4 They’re taking out my tooth tomorrow! 
having

5 They’ve just cut my hair, 
had

6 They’re fitting our new carpet tomorrow, 
having

7 They’ve just painted Ann’s portrait, 
had

4 Rewrite the first sentence as a news report using present simple passive + 
infinitive.

1 Lots of people believe the criminal is living abroad.
The criminal.........................................................................abroad.

2 Economists suppose that inflation will fall next year.
Inflation....................................................................... next year.

3 Everyone expects that Professor Jones will win the Nobel prize.
Professor Jones.........................................................................the Nobel prize.

4 People think the government is planning a new airport.
The government.........................................................................a new airport.

5 They say he is making a new movie about the Civil War.
H e ....................................................................... a new movie about the Civil War.

6 Journalists report that the finance minister disagrees with the President.
The finance minister....................................................................... with the
President.
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Modals 1: present and future
Modal verbs: form and meaning

•  Modal verbs are auxiliary verbs -  they are used with other main verbs. Modal verbs 
are can, could, will, would, may, might, shall, should and must.

•  Note these important rules:
-  two modal verbs cannot be put together 

(NOT He can will meet you tomorrow.)
-  modal verbs are followed by the infinitive without to 

(NOT He must to meet you tomorrow.)
-  modal verbs do not have third person s 

(NOT He cans meet you tomorrow.)
-  modal verbs do not form tenses with -ing, -ed etc.

(NOT I ’m sorry I canned not meet you yesterday.)
-  modal verbs use inversion in questions (like the verb be), not do/does. 

(NOT Do can you meet me tomorrow?)

Questions are made by putting the modal in front of the subject. Negatives are made 
by putting not immediately after the modal (often shortened to -n’t in spoken and 
informal written English).
Can I ...? 
Could I ...? 
W illi...?  
Would I ...?  
May I ...?  
Might I ...? 
Shall I ...?  
Should I ...? 
Must I ...?

I cannot (can’t)
I could not (couldn’t)
I  will not (won’t)
I would not (wouldn’t) 
I may not 
I might not 
I shall not (shan’t)
I should not (shouldn’t) 
I  must not (mustn’t)

•  Modal verbs show the speakers attitude or feelings about a situation, e.g. how probable 
or necessary it is, and are also used in offering and requesting. The same modal verb 
can be used in different ways with different meanings, depending on the situation.

Ability

•  We use can and cant for ability (or cannot in formal writing).
I can swim. Can you swim?

•  Pronunciation: can is normally unstressed /kon/, but is stressed for emphasis /kaen/.
A: Can you speak Chinese?
B: No, but I  can speak Japanese.
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•  We sometimes use be able to instead of can. Be able to forms tenses.
Will you be able to help me move my furniture tomorrow?

•  We also use can and can’t for permission: to describe what is allowed or not allowed.
Can I leave early, please?
I can’t come skating tomorrow.

Certainty and uncertainty

Study this table of probability and the notes below:
100%

95%-100%
80%
30%-70%
0%

certainty
deduction
expectation
uncertainty
certainty

will
must, can’t 
should
may, might, could 
won’t

•  We use will and won’t when we are certain about something in the future.

•  We use must and can’t for ‘deduction. This is when we know something is certain 
because it is logical, or when we make an assumption because of the facts of the 
situation.

He must be stuck in the traffic.
(I’m sure he is -  it’s the only possibility.)

She can’t be in Italy! I saw her today!
(I’m sure she isn’t -  it’s impossible.)

•  We use should when we expect that something will happen.
They should arrive here at about 6.30.

We use may, might and could when we are uncertain.
I may not have time to finish tonight.
President Jones might win the next election.
I may/might have some news for you next week. 
He could be stuck in the traffic.

(I don’t know) 
(it’s possible) 
(perhaps I will) 
(perhaps he is)

Obligation

•  We use must or have to to explain that something is necessary.
I must finish my homework before 8.00.
I have to phone Jan at 9.00.

•  Have to is not a modal verb, and has all the forms of have.
Ann has to leave now. Why does she have to go? You don’t have to do it.
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•  There are differences between must and have to in some situations. In formal speech 
and writing we can use either must or have to.

We use have to when the situation makes something necessary, for example because 
of official rules.

At our school, we have to wear a uniform.
Every player in a football team has to have a number.
When the traffic lights are red, you have to stop.

In everyday speech, we can use have got to instead of have to.

We use must when the speaker personally feels that something is important.
You really must stop working so hard and try to relax.
You must be here by 8.00, or the bus will leave without you.

Note that we do not use to after must.

•  In their negative forms mustn’t and don’t have to have different meanings.
We use mustn’t when an action is prohibited/forbidden.

You mustn’t cross the road when the red light is showing.
We use don’t have to when the action is not necessary -  you have a choice.

You don’t have to turn on the central heating. It’s automatic.

Opinions and advice

•  We use should and shouldn’t to give an opinion about what is the best thing to do. 
When we speak to another person our opinion becomes advice.

I think the police should arrest hooligans. (opinion)
I think you should talk to your teacher about it. (advice)

Note the other use of should for expectation.

•  We can use ought to and ought not to to mean the same as should and shouldn’t. Ought 
to is not as common as should and is a little more formal, especially in questions and 
negatives.

I think she ought to talk to her teacher about it.
Ought to has no third person ‘s’, and forms questions and negatives without do/does. 

You ought not to go. Ought we to tell the director? •

•  With think in the negative, we use I don’t think + should rather than the negative forms 
of should and ought to.

I don’t think you should/ought to go.

•  Had better is used for strong opinions. Had is usually a short form.
I think you’d better talk to your teacher about it.
We’d better not forget to turn off the computer!
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1 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.
1 Look at those clouds. I think it can!might! must rain.
2 This is impossible! It can’t be/mustn’t be/may not be the answer.
3 Well done! You may be/must be/might be very pleased!
4 I’ve no idea where Jane is. She could be/must be anywhere!
5 I suppose it’s possible. I might/can/must come to your party.
6 I’m not sure. I must not/may not be able to get there in time.
7 That can’t be/mustnt be/may not be David. He hasn’t got a bike.
8 Lisa isn’t here yet. She can be/must be on her way.
9 There’s someone at the door. It can be/could be the postman.

10 Sorry, I can’t come/may not come out tonight. I have to do my homework.

2 Rewrite each sentence using can, can't, might or must, and beginning and 
ending as shown.

1 Sarah is really good at swimming.
Sarah...........................................................well.

2 It’s possible that our team will win.
Our team ...........................................................win.

3 I’m sure this isn’t the right road.
This..........................................................the right road.

4 I’m sure you work very hard!
You...........................................................very hard!

5 Caroline isn’t allowed to come to our party.
Caroline.................. ........................................ to our party.

6 It’s possible that I’ll see you tomorrow, but I’m not sure.
I ............................................................ but I’m not sure.

7 I’m afraid that your teacher is unable to come today.
I’m afraid tha t...........................................................today.

8 I’m sure it’s very hot here in summer.
I t ...........................................................here in summer.

9 Excuse me, is it all right if I open the window?
Excuse m e,...........................................................the window?

10 I suppose you’re Mrs Perry. How do you do?
You...........................................................Mrs Perry. How do you do?
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INTERMEDIATE LANGUAGE PRACTICE

3 Decide whether each pair of sentences have a similar meaning, or whether they 
are different. Write 5 for same or D for different.

1 You’d better go. You should go. ...5...
2 You don’t have to press this button. You mustn’t press this button....
3 You should have a rest. You ought to have a rest.........
4 You must be crazy! You should be crazy!........
5 You must be here before 8.30. You have to be here before 8.30.
6 You mustn’t do that! You don’t have to do that!.......
7 You shouldn’t eat so much. You ought not to eat so much....
8 We have to work harder. We must work harder.........
9 I’d better write my letters. I must write my letters.........

10 I ought to leave now. I have to leave now.........

4 Rewrite each sentence so that it has a similar meaning and contains the word in
bold.

1 It would be a good idea for you to see a dentist, 
ought
......<?. &0.ht tft .« .ff.t.wki&t-.............................................................................

2 It’s not necessary for us to go to school tomorrow, 
have

3 I’m sure that isn’t John, because he’s in Paris, 
be

4 Perhaps Ann is at home, 
be

5 You ought to wear a warm coat today, 
had

6 It’s possible that I’ll be late, 
may

7 I wouldn’t go skiing if I were you. 
think

8 It is forbidden to leave your bike here, 
can’t
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GRAMMAR 17 MODALS 1: PRESENT AND FUTURE

5 Complete each sentence with one suitable modal auxiliary.
1 Soldiers.........................to obey orders.
2 I think you......................... take your umbrella.
3 Sorry, I .........................go now. I don’t want to be late.
4 I’m not sure, but I .........................be able to help you.
5 Francesca isn’t at home, so she......................... be on her way here.
6 W e.........................better not leave any windows open.
7 I t .........................be a star, it’s too bright. Perhaps it’s an alien spaceship!
8 I don’t ......................... to go to work today. It’s a holiday.
9 Sorry, but I wasn’t ......................... to finish all the work you gave me.

10 I think you .........................to ask your teacher for some advice.

6 Rewrite each sentence so that it does not contain the phrase in italics.
1 I f  I  were you, I’d take more exercise.

. . . . . i . t l ................
2 I expect the plane will land soon.

3 You are not allowed to use a dictionary.

4 It’s impossible for that to be Sue. She’s abroad.

5 It’s possible that I’ll come to your party.

6 It’s against the law to drop litter in the street.

7 It’s not necessary for you to wait.

8 You’d better stay in bed today.

9 Perhaps I’ll see you at the end of the week.

10 It’s very important for you to be here on time tomorrow.

11 Perhaps you should go to the dentist’s.

12 I ’m sure Jane feels very tired after her long journey.

-» SEE ALSO 
Grammar 22: Functions
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G R A M M A R

Modals 2: past
Ability

•  Use could, couldn’t and was able to, wasn’t able to for general past ability.
Jane could swim/was able to swim when she was ten.
Michael couldn’t/wasn’t able to ride a horse when he was younger.

•  Use was able to for one specific past action
When David fell in the river, Jane was able to rescue him.

Certainty and uncertainty
Use must/can’t/might/may/could + have + past participle for deductions or uncertainty 
about the past. See Grammar 17.

You must have left your passport on the plane.
(deduction: I’m sure you did)

Lina can’t have written this.
(deduction: I’m sure she didn’t)

Maria might/may/could have taken the bus.
(uncertainty: perhaps she did)

Obligation

•  Use had to, didn’t have to, didn’t need to, needn't have done for obligation in the past. 
There is no past form of must.

When I was at school, we had to/didn’t have to wear a uniform.

•  There is sometimes a difference between didn’t need to and needn’t have done.

I didn’t need to do any homework yesterday. (no homework was given)
/  needn’t have done any homework yesterday. (I did it, but it wasn’t necessary)

Opinions and advice

•  Use should + have + past participle for opinions about the past. See Grammar 17.

•  These forms mean that we are making a criticism, saying ‘I think that was wrong’.
I think you should have worked harder. (you didn’t -  I think that was wrong)
You shouldn’t have eaten so much! (you did -  I think that was wrong)

We can use ought to have done and ought not to have done in the same way.
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GRAMMAR 18 MODALS 2: PAST

1 For each question, complete the second sentence so that it means the same as 
the first, using no more than three words. Contractions count as one word.

1 I’m sure you dropped your wallet at the bus stop.
You...... h C f J .....................your wallet at the bus stop.

2 Maybe Joanna missed the last bus.
Joanna................................................ the last bus.

3 Peter knew how to skate when he was twelve.
Peter................................................... skate when he was 12.

4 Emma was wrong not to tell you the answer.
Emma...................................................you the answer.

5 It wasn’t necessary for us to pay to get in.
W e................................................... pay to get in.

6 I’m sure that Diana didn’t take your books.
Diana...........................................................your books.

7 Perhaps David didn’t notice you.
David................................................... noticed you.

8 Terry arrived early, but it wasn’t necessary.
Terry...........................................................arrived early.

9 It wasn’t necessary for me to buy any food yesterday.
I didn’t ...................................................any food yesterday.

10 It was a bad idea for us to be rude to the policeman!
W e................................................... been rude to the policeman!

2 Rewrite each sentence beginning as shown. Do not change the meaning.
1 You were wrong to study so late!

You shouldn’t ........................ k>.RYJJ.SfeAfi!kCfi(.S!?..Utt6................................................
2 Did you manage to stop him?

Were............................................................................................................................
3 It wasn’t necessary to work hard.

I didn’t ........................................................................................................................
4 Perhaps Tim has lost his way.

Tim m ight...................................................................................................................
5 It was possible for you to hurt yourself.

You could....................................................................................................................
6 It would have been a good idea to tell me.

You should..................................................................................................................
7 I’m sure the class enjoyed it.

The class m ust............................................................................................................
8 I helped her but it wasn’t necessary.

I needn’t .......................................................................................................................
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INTERMEDIATE LANGUAGE PRACTICE

3 Complete each sentence so that it contains the words in bold.
1 I’m completely soaked! W e..........VjI . ......................................

should/umbrella
2 I’ve lost my bag. I think I ...............................................................................................

must/bus
3 I tried to phone Sam, but I ............................................................................................

couldn’t/get through
4 I forgot Kate’s birthday. I ...............................................................................................

should/present
5 Cats don’t like fruit! You...............................................................................................

shouldn’t/oranges
6 Jo isn’t here yet. I suppose she ......................................................................................

might/address
7 I did badly in the test. I .................................................................................................

ought/harder
8 It’s a shame we didn’t go on holiday. W e......................................................................

could/fun

4 Rewrite each sentence so it does not contain the words in italics.
1 Luckily Anna managed to put out the fire before the fire engine arrived.

A ] . w as. ablf.to .p.ict th  £ .fir?, bf.fp.rj;. t

2 You were wrong to spend so much time on Question 1.

3 I suppose the thief broke the window to get in.

4 You cleaned all the windows, which wasn’t necessary.

5 I ’m sure someone took the money from your coat.

6 It’s impossible, you didn’t see Jack because he was at home.

7 At my school it wasn’t necessary for us to take lots of exams.

8 The bus left at 6.00am, so I needed to go to bed early.

9 It’s possible that I left my keys at home, but I’m sure I had them when I left.

10 It would have been a good idea for us to stay at home!
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CHECKPOINT 2

Units 10-18
1 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.

1 Jim asked/told the teacher if the book was his.
2 I have had/had two teeth taken out last week.
3 I can’t do these sums. I wish I have/had a calculator with me.
4 Ann refused/said she didn’t want me to borrow her bike.
5 Helen cant have stolen/must have stolen the money from the office. She didn’t 

come in to the office on the day it was stolen.
6 If I have/had more money, I’d pay for you too.
7 It’s getting very late, so I think you’d better/you could leave.
8 Tracey phoned earlier and said that she had been/would be late.

2 Look carefully at each line. Some lines are correct, and some have a word which 
should not be there. Tick (/) each correct line. If a line has a word which should 
not be there, write the word in the space.

Do -It - Yourself
Last week my brother and I decided to paint our 1
lied rooms if while our parents were out for the 2
day. Our parents usually they have the painting done 3
by a local firm, but we thought we could to save some 4
money if we did paint it ourselves. We had watched the 5 
painters the last time the house had to been painted, 6 
so we thought we would be able to do the job. 7
First all the surfaces must have to be washed,’ my 8
brother said. That can’t have lie very difficult,’ I 9
replied. We’d better if put some newspapers on 10
the carpet. If we can make a mess, we ll get into 11
trouble.’ After that had been have done, we looked 12 
for some paint in the garden shed. We could use 13
this red paint, I was suggested. My brother said that 14 
he preferred green paint Just as if we were going to 15 
shirt, our parents arrived home. You should have been lb 
askisl us first, my mother said us. You can paint the 17 
rest of the house too!’ 18

/

E
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3 Decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits the space.

Making arrangements with Paul
A few days ago Paul phoned me and (1) whether I (2)......... looking after his dog
when he (3 )......... away. I (4 )..........that I didn’t really like dogs, but he said that he
(5 )......... all his other friends, and that I (6 )...........his only hope. He invited me round to
his house (7 )......... to meet the dog, and he told me that he (8)...........dinner for me. An
hour later he phoned again and said that he (9)......... after all, so I (10)...........meeting
the following day for lunch. The next morning he cancelled this appointment and, after

. he (11)......... , said that he (12)...........the dog to my house at 6.00. ‘I don’t know exactly
(13)......... ,’ he said. ‘Could you tell me how (14)...........there?’ I quickly said I (15)..........
out and put the phone down. Luckily I haven’t heard from him since.

INTERMEDIATE LANGUAGE PRACTICE

1 A told B said me C asked me D spoke
2 A would mind B want C like D will help
3 A has gone B went C would go D will go
4 A told him B said him C asked him D replied him
5 A asks B would ask C will ask D had already asked
6 A am B will be C had been D was
7 A this evening B that evening C the evening D in evening
8 A is cooking B will cook C would cook D had cooked
9 A had to go out B went out C goes out D has to go out

10 A had suggested B would suggest C suggested D suggest
11 A has done B told me sorry C asked D had apologized
12 A would bring B had brought C brought D brings
13 A where is it B if it is C where it is D how was it
14 A do I get BIget CI  will get D I’m getting
15 A went B go C will go D was going

4 Complete each sentence with a suitable word or phrase from the box.

could don’t have to might have must 
should had to have to mustn’t

1 We ......wear a uniform at my school.
2 You...................................play with matches! It’s very dangerous!
3 I’m not sure, but I think I ...................................left my wallet in the bank.
4 I’m getting up early, because I ...................................go running before school.
5 Sorry I can’t stay any longer, but I really...................................go home.
6 If you want to, w e...................................go swimming this afternoon.
7 Sorry I’m late, but I ...................................take my dog to the vet’s.
8 I think you...................................go to bed earlier, and stop drinking coffee.
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5 Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence.
1 I don’t know the answer, so I can’t help you.

if i .......the. .!. yvmUH. b.e.Lf>. y/?m-........................................................
2 Don’t run fast, or you’ll feel tired.

I f ....................................................................................................................................
3 Two policewomen arrested the robber.

The robber...................................................................................................................
4 We didn’t leave early, so we missed the train.

If w e..............................................................................................................................
5 I ate all the ice cream, and now I regret it.

I w ish..........................................................................................................................
6 Where is the bus station?

Could you ....................................................................................................................
7 The local council is building a new sports centre.

A new sports centre....................................................................................................
8 I think you should go to the doctor’s.

If I .................................................................................................................................
9 Someone used a hammer to break the window.

The window.................................................................................................................
10 ‘Don’t forget to buy some milk, Amy,’ I said.

I reminded.................................................................................................................

6 For each question, complete the second sentence so that it means the same as 
the first, using no more than three words.

1 It wasn’t necessary for me to go to work yesterday.
I didn’t .............bAVC.fcfi.00................. to work yesterday.

2 I’d like to be rich!
I w ish.................................................. rich!

3 I’m going to the hairdresser’s tomorrow.
I’m having  .............................................. tomorrow.

4 Perhaps Mark missed the bus.
Mark m ight.................................................. the bus.

5 Marconi was the inventor of radio.
Radio.................................................. by Marconi.

6 I think you were wrong to forget the map!
You shouldn’t .................................................. the map!

7 It would be a good idea for us to take an umbrella.
W e.................................................. better take an umbrella.

8 I’m sure that Maria worked very hard.
Maria.................................................. very hard.
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INTERMEDIATE LANGUAGE PRACTICE

7 For each question, complete the second sentence so that it means the same as 
the first, using no more than three words.

1 The painters are coming to our house tomorrow.
We are ...................................................painted tomorrow.

2 Someone stole Peters car last week.
Peter................................................... stolen last week.

3 ‘I’ve lost my ticket, Kate,’ said Danny.
Danny told Kate th a t................................................... lost his ticket.

4 Carl advised Diane not to take the job.
‘I ................................................... the job, if I were you, Diane,’ said Carl.

5 When does the play start?
Could you................................................... the play starts?

6 Let’s go for a picnic if the weather’s good.
Let’s go for a picnic................................................... the weather’s bad.

7 I stayed up late because I didn’t feel tired.
If I had felt tired, I ................................................... stayed up late.

8 Jim lived in Spain then, so it was impossible that you met him here.
You................................................... met Jim here, because he lived in Spain then.

Check your grammar

1 Do you change tenses when you use reported speech in your language? If you 
need to check the punctuation of direct speech you can look at Grammar 44.

2 Check the difference between the second and third conditionals. Remember 
that the past tense verb in a second conditional does not refer to past time.

3 When do we use the passive? Does your language use passives like English does?
4  How do we use must, have to and should? When might you say:

a) Jim has to get up early every day.
b) Jim must get up early every day.
c) Jim should get up early every day.

5 Explain the difference between each pair of sentences.
a) I’m cutting my hair.

I’m having my hair cut.
b) I must have lost my keys.

I can’t have lost my keys.
c) I didn’t need to buy any food yesterday.

I needn’t have bought any food yesterday.
d) If you came by bus, you’d get here faster.

If you had come by bus, you would have got here faster.
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GRAMMAR

Purpose
Purpose: to  and for

For describing a purpose, and saying why we do things, use to infinitive. This is called 
‘the infinitive of purpose’.

Alistair went to the station to meet his parents. (NOT fo r to meet)

•  In formal speech and writing we can use in order to. This is not as common as the 
infinitive of purpose.

The president made a speech in order to explain the policy.

•  We can use for followed by a noun to say why we do something. This is very common 
following verbs of motion.

I went to the shops for some milk.

Purpose: so that
If the subject of the first part of the sentence and the subject of the purpose clause are 
different, we can’t use the infinitive of purpose to. We have to use so (that).

Helen played the piano to entertain her friends. (same subject)
Helen played the piano so (that) everyone else could dance, (different subject) 

After so (that) we use subject + one of the following verb forms:

•  Can or the present simple for a habitual purpose
I leave the window open so (that) the cat can get in and out.
Bill wears thick socks in bed so (that) his feet don’t get cold.

•  Can, will or the present simple for a future purpose
Dora is going to leave class early so (that) she can go to the dentist.
We’ll take an umbrella so (that) we don’t get wet.

•  Could, would or the past simple for a past purpose
Dora left class early so (that) she could go to the dentist.
We took an umbrella so (that) we wouldn’t get wet.
We took an umbrella so (that) we didn’t get wet.
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INTERMEDIATE LANGUAGE PRACTICE

1 Put one suitable word in each space. Contractions count as one word.
1 I wrote the date in my diary........5P.........................................I wouldn’t forget it.
2 Most tourists come here.........................visit the ancient temples.
3 Mary called a meeting...............................................................................announce

the team.
4 The thief dressed in black so that nobody.........................see him.
5 Jack came to m e......................... advice.
6 Our teacher made us sit far apart so that w e......................... cheat!
7 I’ll leave the box open so that you.........................help yourself.
8 Lisa got up early so that she......................... finish her homework.

2 Rewrite each sentence so that it contains the word in bold.
1 I went to the shops to get some eggs, 

for
...... ! .w6Kvt.&>. thfLs.heps. .-far. .sg^uj. 600$,........ ............

2 Nicola came here for a meeting with the director, 
to

3 We went on holiday to have a rest, 
for

4 Mike plays chess for relaxation, 
to

5 I opened the window to let in some air. 
for

6 Cristina went shopping to buy some new clothes, 
for

7 I went to a private school for English lessons, 
to

8 Sam went to a specialist to get treatment, 
for
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GRAMMAR 19 PURPOSE

3 Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first 
sentence.

1 Paul had to go to the doctors, and left work early.
Paul................................................... so th a t..............y&.HntM.QQ................to the
doctors.

2 The school was rebuilt because it wasn’t large enough.
The school...................................................in order to ...............................................
larger.

3 Sophia wanted Jack to call her, and gave him her phone number.
Sophia......................................................so th a t..................................................her.

4 I might get sunburnt, so I’ll put on some suntan oil.
I’l l ....................................... ............. so th a t..................................................sunburnt.

5 Cathy hid the presents and nobody saw them.
Cathy......................................................so th a t..................................................them.

6 We wanted people to dance, so we had the party in a large hall.
W e......................................................so th a t..................................................dance.

7 Dick wanted to get a good seat, so he arrived early.
Dick................................................. so tha t.............................................a good seat.

8 I couldn’t see well in the cinema, and changed seats.
I ......................................................so th a t..................................................better.

9 We didn’t want to feel hungry, so we took some sandwiches.
We took.....................................................so that w e....................................................

10 Jane needed plenty of time at the airport to check in, so she arrived early.
Jane.................................................. so th a t..............................................to check in.

11 Tony had to wake up at 6.00am so he set his alarm clock.
Tony...................................................so th a t...............................................at 6.00am.

12 We didn’t want to get cold in the snow so we wore heavy clothes.
W e................................................... so th a t............................................... in the snow.

13 I didn’t want the dog to frighten the children, so I kept it on its lead.
I kept............................................... so th a t...........................................the children.

14 Harry wanted his friends to notice him so he wore a funny hat.
H arry......................................................so that him.
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G R A M M A R

Reason and result
Because, as and since

•  Use because, as and since to explain the reason for something. As and since are more 
common in formal speech and writing.

Tim didn’t feel well, because he had eaten 15 ice creams.
As/Since Tim had eaten 15 ice creams, he didn’t feel very well.
Tim didn’t feel well, as/since he had eaten 15 ice creams.

•  As and since can come at the beginning of the sentence. Normally we do not begin 
sentences with because, but this is possible in informal speech.

Because Tim had eaten 15 ice creams, he didn’t feel very well.

•  So: to express a result. Note the relation between because and so.

Tim had eaten 15 ice creams, so he didn’t feel very well.

So and such for emphasis

•  Use so many/much (that) and sofew/little (that) with nouns, for emphasis. That is 
usually left out in informal speech and writing. Note the rules:

Countable nouns
I bought so many books (that) I couldn’t carry them all.
There were so few people in the theatre (that) the actors didn’t perform well. 

Uncountable nouns
There is so much rain at the moment (that) we hardly ever go out.
We have so little free time (that) we don’t watch television.

•  Use so + adjective + that with adjectives by themselves.
Last night was so hot (that) I couldn’t sleep.
The trousers were so cheap (that) I bought two pairs.

•  With an adjective followed by a noun, we use such a.

It was such a lovely day (that) we went for a walk in the country.
It was such a good film (that) I saw it twice.

Too and not enough for a difficulty

•  Too + adjective means ‘more than is necessary or good’. It suggests a difficulty, and 
that something cannot be done.

It was too far. (so I didn’t go)
It was too difficult. (so I didn’t do it)
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GRAMMAR 20 REASON AND RESULT

•  If we say what the action is we use to + infinitive.
It was too far to walk so we took a taxi.
The mountain was too difficult (for us) to climb.

•  Not + adjective + enough means ‘less than is necessary or good’. Compare the use of 
too and not enough.

Little Gerry is too young to walk to school.
Little Gerry is not old enough to walk to school.

•  With nouns we can use too many/much, too few/little and not enough.

Countable nouns
There are too many people in the class.
There are too few books.
We haven’t got enough books.

Uncountable nouns 
There’s too little time.
We haven’t got enough time.

•  Enough comes after adjectives (‘old’) but before nouns (‘booksYtime’).

Very, so  and too

•  Very and too do not have the same meaning.
So is like very, and is used for emphasis. The speakers opinion can be positive or negative. 
Too means ‘more than enough’. It suggests a difficulty, that something cannot be done 
or will not happen.

It’s very expensive, (a fact)
It’s so expensive. (I’m surprised, but I still might buy it)
It’s too expensive. (so I won’t buy it)

Result phrases: as a result, in the end, eventually
We can also express result with a linking phrase like as a result, or a time expression 
like in the end or eventually. These are more common in formal speech and writing. 

Two metres o f snow fell during the night. As a result, several main roads were 
blocked, (in speech we would just use so here)
It started raining while we were having our picnic, and eventually we decided to go home. 
Kate waited for a bus for a long time, and in the end she took a taxi.

Linking words

•  Because and so are often called ‘linking words’.
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INTERMEDIATE LANGUAGE PRACTICE

1 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.
1 It was such/so a delicious drink that I had to have another glass.
2 Andrew ate so much/so many cakes that he could hardly walk!
3 Kates offer sounded so/too good to be true!
4 There are sofew/so little good programmes on TV that I rarely watch it.
5 I felt so/too weak that I couldn’t stand up.
6 We had so much/so many free time that we got bored.
7 I waited for Elaine for ages, and as a result/in the end I gave up.
8 There was so much/so many rain last night that the roads were flooded.
9 David was too tall/tall enough/enough tall/very tall to reach the shelf.

10 I had sofew/so little knowledge of the subject that I got zero in the test.

2 Complete each sentence with one of these words: too, enough, so, such, much,
many, little, few.

1 It’s ........SC............. late and there are still lots of people in the club.
2 It’s ......................... late to catch a bus. I’ll have to get a taxi home.
3 I have so ......................... work to do!
4 I have s o ......................... things to finish before I leave.
5 I don’t have......................... money to go on holiday this year.
6 I have to o .........................money to go on holiday this year.
7 I have to o ..........................euros in my bank account to go on holiday this year.
8 It w as......................... an exciting film.
9 The film w as......................... exciting.

10 It’s ......................... cold to swim today. It must be nearly zero!
11 It’s ......................... hot on the beach! It’s great for sunbathing!

3 Put 
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9

10

one suitable word in each space.
My tea is .......%QQ............ hot to drink at the moment.
I had to stand at the back,......................... there weren’t any seats left.
Thomas h ad ....................................................homework that he had to stay up late.
There w ere................................................ people in front of us that we couldn’t see.
Helen missed the bus,......................... she took a taxi.
There were.................................................... customers that the shop closed down.
The room wasn’t large......................... for so many guests.
Hannah w as......................... tired that she fell asleep on the train.
We h ad .................................................... money that we couldn’t even buy a drink.
......................... it was raining, the school picnic was postponed.
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4 Rewrite each sentence so that it has a similar meaning and contains the word in 
bold.

1 I felt really tired, so I stayed at home and had a rest, 
because

y  6$..at. he kw6. h.Q.d. a. Kgst. ̂ causc..!. .fs.Lt . t  wr/JCl......................
2 I didn’t use that piece of string, because it was too short, 

enough

3 The question was so difficult that I had to ask for help, 
such

4 There weren’t enough seats for all the guests, 
few

5 There weren’t enough seats for all the guests, 
many

6 We can’t put that box in the car as there isn’t much space, 
little

7 I haven’t got enough time to do all my work, 
too

8 I’ve got such a lot of work that I can’t go out. 
so

9 She had lots of children and didn’t know what to do. 
many

10 It was such a good play that the audience cheered, 
so
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5 Underline the errors in these sentences. Rewrite each sentence.
1 Sorry, but I haven’t got little time.

S o m ^ . but .1.bnv$jA/t got £ ^ .u g  k. .............................

2 Erica is not enough old to drive a car.

3 Paul has so much friends that he’s always busy.

4 We had too few time to go sightseeing.

5 It’s too hot that I can’t think!

6 There was too much snow that we couldn’t travel.

7 It was so a long way that we decided to drive there.

8 So that I had run a long way, I felt exhausted.

6 Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first 
sentence.

1 Of course you’re not too short to be in the basketball team!
Of course you’re ta ll............. tfi. .b&.tXk t.lfl£. ll wi,.......

2 It’s not very far to the house, so we can walk.
We can walk........................................................................................................

3 The film was so long that we missed our last bus.
It w as...................................................................................................................

4 Tina felt unhappy and she cried.
Tina felt so ..........................................................................................................

5 Tom has lots of money, and doesn’t know what to do with it.
Tom has so ..........................................................................................................

6 Jim is too young to get married.
Jim isn’t ...............................................................................................................

7 I can’t afford to buy this bike.
I haven’t go t.....................................................................................................

8 There are too few plates I’m afraid.
There aren’t .........................................................................................................
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Contrast
But, yet and although

•  Use but and although to make a contrast. Although is more typical of careful or formal 
speech or writing.

Maria felt ill, but she went to school.
Maria went to school although she was ill.

The clause with although can come at the beginning.
Although she was ill, Maria went to school.

•  Emphasize but and although with still and anyway.
Maria felt ill, but she went to school anyway.
Maria felt ill, but she still went to school.
Although she was ill, Maria went to school anyway.

•  Use yet instead of but in writing.
Maria felt ill, yet she went to school.

Even though  and though

•  Use even though like although to give a stronger contrast.
Even though she felt very ill, Maria went to school.

•  Use though like although in informal speech and writing. We often make two separate 
sentences and put though at the end.

Though Maria was ill, she went to school.
Maria went to school. She was ill, though.

While and w hereas

•  Use while and whereas in formal speech and writing to compare two facts and 
emphasize the difference between them.

While/Whereas some experts expect the Government to win the election, most 
believe that the opposition will win.

Despite  and in spite o f

•  Use despite and in spite o f to make a contrast. They are followed by a noun or noun 
phrase (not subject + verb like although). The -mg form of the verb acts like a noun 
here.

Despite her illness, Maria went to school. (NOT Despite she felt ill, Maria ...) 
Despite being ill, Maria went to school.
In spite of her illness, Maria went to school.
In spite of being ill, Maria went to school.
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However a n d  on the other hand

•  However introduces or completes a contrasting sentence. However always has 
punctuation before and after.

Maria was ill. H o w e v e r ,  she went to school.
Maria went to school. She was ill, h o w e v e r .

However is more common in formal speech and writing.

•  We cannot say:
H o w e v e r  s h e  w a s  i l l ,  M a r t a  w e n t  t o  s c h o o l .

•  O n  t h e  o t h e r  h a n d  introduces a contrasting opinion. It is more common in formal 
speech and writing.

Television has many advantages. It keeps us informed about the latest news, and also 
provides entertainment in the home. O n  t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  television has been blamed 
for the violent behaviour of some young people, and for encouraging children to sit 
indoors, instead o f taking exercise.

L in k in g  w o rd s

•  But, although and however are called ‘linking words’.
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1 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.
1 I read the book you suggested. I didn’t enjoy it, although/however.

2 In spite of/Although we warned him, Harry still got lost.
3 Although/However I like it here, I won’t stay here long.
4 Cars are convenient. On the other hand/Whereas, they cause pollution.
5 I didn’t have much time, but/however I managed to visit lots of places.
6 Catherine won the race, although/despite falling over.
7 Although/In spite of the delay, the train arrived on time.
8 I didn’t manage to jump over the wall, although/yet I tried twice.

2 Complete each sentence with one suitable word.
1 ....AftbQ.UQk Tim felt tired, he stayed up to finish his homework.
2 Sam didn’t like skating,........................... he went with his friends all the same.
3 I found French hard at first.............................. I soon started to enjoy it.
4 Jane kept running,........................... though she knew she couldn’t win.
5 Mike was lost, but h e ...........................refused to look at the map.
6 Carol went to see the film,...........................she had seen it before.
7 ...........................the rain, the school sports were a great success.
8 Helen won the swimming competition, in ........................... of her cold.

3 Rewrite each sentence, beginning as shown. Do not change the meaning.
1 Although it was snowing, we went out for a walk.

Despite th  6 £ KVCWr. Wfc w6Kit.Gut.ffty. fl .wfllfe:..............................................
2 Some experts think prices will fall, but others disagree.

W hile.......................................................................................................................
3 Even though they were losing at half time, our team won in the end.

Despite.....................................................................................................................
4 Despite the heat, Diana wore her winter clothes.

Although.................................................................................................................
5 Whereas last summer was good, this summer it’s rained all the time.

Last summer was good..........................................................................................
6 James had a headache, but he still read until late.

In spite o f ................................................................................................................
7 Although Jon hadn’t studied, he did well in the test.

Jon hadn’t studied..................................................................................................

SEE ALSO
Grammar 43: Linking words
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Functions
W h a t is a fu n c t io n ?

•  A function is a way of describing language according to its purpose (how it is used). 
Functions can be short phrases as well as single words. Typical functions are: offering 
something, asking for permission, making a suggestion etc.

•  The same function can use different words. Our choice of words depends on:
-  The situation we are in: is it public or private? Who else is present?
-  The person we are talking to: someone of our own age? How well do we know 

them?
-  What we are talking about: is the topic sensitive? Or is it light and unimportant?

•  The functions below are classified as formal (= polite), neutral or informal, but the 
choice of words depends on many things. You might be talking to a friend and you 
want to borrow a pen, so you are informal. If you are talking to the same friend and 
you want to borrow a large amount of money, you will use more formal language.

A sk in g  fo r in fo rm a tio n

•  To ask for information we can use an indirect question form (see Grammar 26):
C a n  y o u  t e l l  me what time the bus from Glasgow arrives? (neutral)
C o u l d  y o u  t e l l  me what time the bus from Glasgow arrives? (neutral)
-> O f course. It arrives at 9.30.
W o u l d  y o u  m i n d  t e l l i n g  me what time the bus from Glasgow arrives?
-*• O f course not. It arrives at 9.30. (formal)

•  Note the indirect question form (NOT what time does ...).

O ffe rs
Offering help:

S h a l l  I  c a r r y  this suitcase for you? (neutral)
L e t  m e  c a r r y  your suitcase. (neutral)
Thank you very much. /  Thanks, but I can manage.

Offering things:
W o u l d  y o u  l i k e  a soft drink? (neutral)
-> Yes, please, I ’ll have an orange juice. /  No thanks, it’s OK.
W o u l d  y o u  l i k e  tea or coffee? (neutral)
—> I ’d rather have coffee, please. /  I ’d prefer tea, please. / 1 don’t mind.
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P e rm iss io n
I s  i t  a l l  r i g h t  if I leave early? (informal)
C a n  I  leave early, please? (neutral)
-> Yes, o f course.
-* Sorry, but you cant. You have to stay to the end.
C o u l d  I  p o s s i b l y  leave a bit early, please? (formal)
—> Yes, you can.
M a y  I  leave early, please? (formal)
-* Yes, you may.

When we reply we often repeat the modal verb, but notice that when we reply to 
could we say can not could.

P ro m isin g
I ’ l l  b e  back at 11.30. (neutral)
I  w o n ’ t  d o  anything silly! (neutral)

Will is used in many functions.

R e q u e sts
C a n  y o u  open the window, please?
C a n  y o u  h e l p  me?
C o u l d  y o u  open the window please?
W i l l / W o u l d  y o u  w a i t  h e r e ,  please?

We can reply to a request by agreeing or refusing:
—> Sure. /  No problem. /  O f course.
-> Actually, it’s a bit inconvenient. /  I ’m sorry but

R e q u e sts  w ith  mind

•  Requests with mind are confusing because Would you m ind ... means ‘Is it a problem 
for you?’. So we say ‘no’ if we want to be helpful.

W o u l d  y o u  m i n d  helping me?
-*• No, o f course not.
—► Actually, I ’m quite busy at the moment. Perhaps later.

•  We use an -ing form after Would you mind.

S u g g e st in g  a n d  a d v is in g
L e t ’s  g o  to the cinema. (neutral)
W h y  d o n ’ t  w e  g o  to the cinema? (neutral)
H o w  a b o u t  g o i n g  to the cinema? (neutral)
W e  c o u l d  g o  to the cinema. (neutral)

If we make a suggestion to another person it is advice:
I  t h i n k  y o u  s h o u l d  stay at home. (formal)
I f  I  w e r e  y o u ,  I’d stay at home. (formal)

(neutral)
(neutral)
(formal)
(formal)

that’s not possible.
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1 Match what people say (1-10) with the functions (a-j).
1 Would you like a cup of tea? ....?!....
2 Excuse me, do you know what time the museum opens? ..........
3 Actually, I think I’d rather have a Chinese meal.............
4 I know, we could walk along the river. How about that? ..........
5 Sorry, but I won’t do it.............
6 That looks difficult. Shall I help you? ..........
7 Excuse me, but do you think you could turn your music down a bit?
8 Well, to be honest, I think you should go to the police.............
9 Is it all right if I go out to the shops for a moment? ..........

10 I’ll definitely be there at 6.00.1 won’t be late! ..........
a Giving advice 
b Asking for information 
c Offering help 
d Offering something 
e Asking permission 
f Refusing to do something 
g Expressing a preference 
h Making a promise 
i Making a request 
j Making a suggestion

2 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.
1 I’m very busy. Let’s/Would you mind giving me a hand?
2 I f  I were you, I ’d write/How about you write the letter again.
3 Why don’t we go/going to the theatre tomorrow?
4 Would you mind/Could you close the door please?
5 Do you like/ Would you like some more water?
6 I promise I won’t do it/I don’t do it again.
7 I’m quite good at cooking too. Shall I help/Would I  help you?
8 I’ve a suggestion. Why don’t you go/Could you go to the beach?
9 Would I borrow/Could I borrow your ruler?

10 Are you tired? I think you can go/should go to bed early.
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3 For each question, complete the second sentence so that it means the same as 
the first, using no more than three words.

1 Please take a seat.
Would................. ......................................................a seat?

2 Fruit juice would be better for me.
I ....................................................................... fruit juice.

3 I’d like you to wait for me.
........................................................................ for me, please?

4 Will you allow me to leave the room?
........................................................................ the room?

5 I’d like you to turn off the television.
Could....................................................................... the television?

6 Let’s go for a walk.
........................................................................ for a walk?

7 I promise not to talk to Richard again.
I ....................................................................... to Richard again.

8 Would you like me to help you?
....................................................................... you?

9 When does the plane arrive?
Would you....................................................................... when the plane arrives?

10 My advice is to see a doctor.
If I .............................................................. I’d see a doctor.

4 Complete each sentence with one suitable word. More than one answer may be 
possible.

1 I think you ...$.hPH.W.........spend more time on your homework.
2 .........................you help me carry these bags?
3 Excuse me...........................you tell me what street this is?
4 What a terrible noise!......................... you please be quiet!
5 .........................go skating tomorrow.
6 Would you......................... telling me what time it is?
7 Thanks for the offer, but I’d ......................... stay at home.
8 .........................you sign your name here, please, sir?
9 .........................you like another slice of pizza?

10 Please.........................I leave the table?

-> SEE ALSO 
Grammar 9: Future 2 
Grammar 26: Questions 2
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Relative clauses 1
Relative clauses

Relative clauses are short phrases beginning with words like who, that and which 
(called ‘relative pronouns’) that define or describe people and things. There are two 
types:

•  Defining relative clauses identify exactly which person or thing we mean. The 
information is necessary for the sentence to make sense.

The doctor who treated me told me not to worry.
In this example there is more than one doctor and we only know which one by the 
relative clause.

•  Non-defining relative clauses give extra information. The information is not necessary 
for the sentence to make sense. To show this in writing we use commas.

Pablo Picasso, who died in 1973, was a painter and sculptor.

Relative pronouns

•  Which, that
Which refers to things and that refers to people and things. That is more common, 
especially in speech.

The bus which goes to Cairo leaves from here.
The woman that we spoke to gave us directions.
The road that we took led to an ancient temple.

In non-defining clauses, we use which, not that.
The bus, which broke down twice, arrived four hours late.

•  Who, that and whom
Who and that refer to people.

The people who live next door make a lot o f noise.
The people that live next door make a lot o f noise.

In formal speech and writing we can use whom instead of who where who is the 
object of the sentence (see below). However, this is becoming less common and in 
modern English speakers rarely use whom -  instead they use who or that.

It was the same boy whom I met yesterday.
(T is the subject, ‘whom’ is the object)
It was the same boy that/who I met yesterday.

We use whom after a preposition in formal speech or writing.
No one knows by whom the victim was shot.
(after the preposition ‘by’, but very rare in modern English)
No one knows who the victim was shot by.
(normal usage in speech and writing)
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•  Whose
Whose shows that something belongs to someone.

The girl whose case had been stolen went to the police station.

Leaving out the relative pronoun

•  The relative pronoun can sometimes be left out, but this depends on whether the 
relative clause refers to the subject or object of the sentence.
A relative clause that refers to the subject of the sentence:

The doctor who treated me told me not to worry.
The doctor (subject) treated me (object).

A relative clause that refers to the object of the sentence:
The doctor that/who/whom I spoke to told me not to worry.
I (subject) spoke to the doctor (object).

•  We can leave out the relative pronoun in a defining relative clause that refers to the 
object.

The doctor I spoke to told me not to worry.

•  We can also leave out the relative pronoun after a superlative.
That was the best meal (that) I ’ve ever eaten!

•  We cannot leave out the relative pronoun in a defining relative clause that refers to the 
subject.

The doctor who treated me told me not to worry.

•  In a non-defining relative clause we must keep the relative pronoun.
Pablo Picasso, who died in 1973, was a painter and sculptor.
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1 Underline the correct word in each sentence.
1 An old man, who/which was carrying a suitcase, knocked at the door.
2 The winner, which/whose bike was an unusual design, won a medal.
3 The girl who/which spoke to me turned out to be in my class.
4 The museum, which/whose was in a beautiful building, was closed.
5 A policewoman that/which we asked told us how to get there.
6 The boy whose/whom house I was staying at was an old friend.
7 The last person which/whose pen I borrowed didn’t get it back.

2 Complete each sentence with who, whose or that.
1 The friend ...w.b.P.S?.. .... house I stayed in is coming to stay with us.
2 The guidebook........ ...........we bought explained everything.
3 The couple.............. ....house I bought both worked in my office.
4 I’d like you to tell me ................... you were talking to.
5 The g irl................... ruler I had borrowed wanted it back.
6 I can’t remember..... ............. I lent my bike to.
7 Do you know ........... ........Catherine works for?

3 Decide whether the clause in italics is defining or non-defining. Write D or N 
next to each sentence.

1 The girl who was waiting was becoming impatient. .......£ ........ .
2 The room, which was enormous, was filled with lines of chairs..........................
3 The students, who were late, waited in the playground. .................. .
4 The food which was left was eaten the following day. ...................
5 A tall girl, who was wearing a hat, came into the room. .................. .
6 The dog, which was lying on the sofa, had long pointed ears. .................. .
7 The train which leaves at 8.00 doesn’t stop at Bath. .................. .

4 Underline any relative pronouns that can be left out in these sentences.
1 The book that John was reading was a bit frightening.
2 The travel agency which sold me the ticket was near my office.
3 In the end, our holiday was the best that we had ever had.
4 The dentist who I go to isn’t very expensive.
5 The film which we saw last week was much better than this one.
6 The people who were leaving couldn’t find their coats.
7 The garden, which wasn’t very large, was full of flowers.
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5 Rewrite each formal sentence as an informal one, ending with the word given.
These are the boys with whom I went on holiday.

T f t . e s . e .  . a  r.t. . t h  e . b a y s . . ! . v y . e . ^ t  .g  m * .  y .................................................................................................with.
This is the letter for which I’ve been waiting.

.................. for.
That is the shop from which Sue bought her bike.

............... from.
That is the hotel at which I stayed.

.................... at.
Tim is someone to whom I hardly ever write.

.................... to.
Do you know by whom this book was written?

.................. by?
Ravenna was the most interesting town in which we stayed.

.................... in.
United were the best team against which we played.

............against.

6 Add a relative pronoun to each sentence.
1 Friday was the last time I saw Jim.

...........................................................
2 The island we visited was extremely beautiful.

3 The girl I met was a friend of Philips.

4 The meal we ate wasn’t very tasty.

5 Gina was the first person I asked.

6 The book I read didn’t explain the problem.

7 The teacher we usually have was away ill.

8 The friends I met last night send you their love.
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Relative clauses 2
Combining sentences

•  We can combine these sentences using relative clauses.
1 A bus goes to Cairo. It leaves from here.

The bus that goes to Cairo leaves from here.
2 A  woman teaches us music. She also plays in an orchestra.

The woman who teaches us music also plays in an orchestra.
3 We took a road. It led to an ancient temple.

The road (that) we took led to an ancient temple.
4 We spoke to a woman. She gave us directions.

The woman (that) we spoke to gave us directions.

•  Note that articles often change (e.g. from alan to the) when sentences are combined.
A girl’s case was stolen. She went to the police station.
The girl whose case was stolen went to the police station.
A doctor treated me. She told me not to worry.
The doctor who treated me told me not to worry.
I spoke to a doctor. She told me not to worry.
The doctor I spoke to told me not to worry.

•  Note this common error: The bus that goes to Cairo it leaves from here.

When we combine sentences we do not repeat the subject by adding another 
pronoun (The bus ... it).

Relative clauses with an -ing form
The relative clause often has a continuous verb form:

Can all the students who are leaving tomorrow give back their books?
I sent a card to the girl who was living across the street.

In this case we can leave out both the relative pronoun and the verb be.
Can all the students leaving tomorrow give back their books?
I sent a card to the girl living across the street.

W hat as a relative pronoun
We can use the relative pronoun what to mean the thing(s) that.

We didn’t understand what she said. (= the things that she said)
What I want now is a cup o f tea. (= the thing that I want)
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1 Underline the correct word in each sentence.
1 The train which/who goes to Brighton leaves from here.
2 That/What I like best is an afternoon at the beach.
3 I didn’t know who/which to ask about my timetable.
4 The people which/whose luggage was lost had to wait a long time.
5 Where’s the ruler whose!that I left on this desk?
6 The shop what/that I went to didn’t have any milk.
7 Do you know whom!whose bag this is?
8 Everyone who/which was there will remember the day forever.
9 The second bus, which/whose was full, didn’t stop either.

10 Jim was helped by someone who/whom told him the answer.

2 Some sentences have a word which should not be there. Write the word in the 
space. If the sentence is correct, put a tick (/).

1 The man whose his car had been damaged was very angry. .....hfS........
2 That was the longest film I’ve ever seen. ...................
3 The train which it goes to London leaves from here. ...................
4 The policewoman who she stopped me asked me my name. ...................
5 The Eiffel Tower, which it was finished in 1889, is made of iron.........................
6 Everyone that Elena spoke to advised her to try again. ...................
7 The children that they live next door are my friends. ...................

3 Rewrite each pair of sentences as one sentence, and include the word in bold. 
Begin as shown, and make any necessary changes.

1 We want to visit a museum. It opens at 12.00. 
that
T he......WC. M l .&>. V.Ukt At .Iwk.GGb.........................................................

2 A boy’s bike was taken. He visited the police station, 
whose
T he..............................................................................................................................

3 A friend met me at the airport. He carried my suitcase, 
who
T he..............................................................................................................................

4 Tom cooked a meal. It was delicious, 
that
T he..............................................................................................................................

5 A friend is staying with me. She comes from Paris, 
who
T he..............................................................................................................................
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6 I found a man’s wallet. He gave me a reward, 
whose
T he.......................................................................................................................

7 I go to a shop in the centre. It is cheaper, 
that
T he...................................................... .................................................................

8 I went to a girl’s party. She phoned me. 
whose
T he.......................................................................................................................

9 I know someone. This person likes you. 
who
I ............................................................................................................................

10 We saw a film last week. It was more interesting, 
that
W e........................................................................................................................

4 Put one word in each space, or tick (/) the space if the sentence is correct.
1 We sent a present to the children..................... living next door.
2 Mike doesn’t really know..................... he wants.
3 I started talking to some boys..................... sitting by the side of the road.
4 I asked M ary..................... she was thinking, but she wouldn’t tell me.
5 There were lots of people at the party ..................... we went to.
6 I don’t really know..................... you’re talking about.
7 We saw two rabbits..................... playing in the garden.
8 Is this the bike..................... your parents bought you for your birthday?
9 The police officer..................... stopped me wanted to see my identity card.

10   ......... we need now is a map and a compass.

A map and a compass would be very useful now.’
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Questions 1
Yes/No questions

Yes/No questions are questions with the answer yes or no. Form yes/no questions with 
an auxiliary verb + subject + main verb.
The auxiliary can be do, be, have or a modal verb like can, will etc.
Present simple 
Present continuous 
Present perfect 
Past simple 
Past continuous 
Past perfect 
can/could 
must/have to

Do you live in Prague?
Are you sitting comfortably? 
Have you ever eaten octopus? 
Did you phone Sue?
Were you having a bath?
Had you already left?
Can you swim? Could you see? 
Must you go? Do you have to go?

Wh- questions
Wh- questions begin: what, why, when, who, whose, which and how. After the question 
word use the same structure as a yes/no question: auxiliary verb + subject + main 
verb.
Present simple 
Present continuous 
Present perfect 
Past simple 
Past continuous 
Past perfect 
can/could 
must/have to

When do you usually leave?
What are you doing?
Why have you stopped?
How did you feel?
Where were you living?
Who had you told?
What can I do? Where could he go? 
What must I do? What do I have to do?

Subject and object questions
When the question word is the subject of the sentence, we do not use do/does/did. 

Who did you meet in England? (‘you’ is the subject)
Who met you at the airport? (‘who’ is the subject, you’ is the object)
What do cats eat? (‘cats’ is the subject)
Who eats seafood? (‘who’ is the subject, ‘seafood’ is the object)
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Negative questions
A positive question could have a yes or no answer.

Do you like dogs?
—> Yes, I do. /  No, I  don’t.

Use negative questions when the answer expected is no. In social situations this makes 
it easier for the other person to reply politely. Compare:

Do you like Mexican food?
—> No, not really. (the answer seems very strong)
Don’t you like Mexican food?
—> No, not really. (the same answer seems more polite)

Short answers
To make a short answer we repeat the auxiliary verb.

Do you speak French? 
Have you seen this film? 
Did you stay long?
Will you be late?
Have you got a pen? 
Can you drive?

Yes, I do.
No, I haven’t. 
No, I didn’t. 
No, I won’t. 
Yes, I have. 
No, I can’t.
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1 Write a question for each answer.
1 .W h a t . d o  . y p u . .q c t.up? Get up? At about 7.30 usually.

2 ....................................................................  I was reading War and Peace.

3 ....................................................................  I went there to buy some food.
4 ....................................................................  So far I’ve only eaten breakfast.
5 ....................................................................  Now you have to put it in the oven!
6 ....................................................................  Yesterday? I felt absolutely awful.
7 ....................................................................  I’m washing my hair. I can’t talk, sorry.
8 ....................................................................  I had to leave early to catch a train.

That’s why.
9 ....................................................................  My bike? I left it at school.

10   My party? All my friends are coming.

2 Write a who or what question for each answer.
1 .......... W h o . l i v e s d o o r l .................  A family of three lives next door.
2 ....................................................................  I play with my little brother.
3 ....................................................................  Mrs Dawson teaches me maths.
4 ....................................................................  I usually eat a sandwich for lunch.
5 ....................................................................  Horror films frighten me.
6 ....................................................................  I talk most to my friend Dina.
7 ....................................................................  I sit next to Maria in English.
8 ....................................................................  Music helps me study.

3 Write a short answer for each question, beginning as shown.
1 Have you been ill long?
2 Are you waiting for me?
3 Did you go to the cinema?
4 Will you be here tomorrow?
5 Did you have to pay a lot?
6 Can you help me with this problem?
7 Do you know where the theatre is?
8 Is George going to be there?

No, ...........l.haVfWt.

Yes,..............................
Yes,..............................
Yes,..............................
No, .............................
No, .............................
Yes,..............................
No, .............................
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Questions 2
Tag questions

•  A tag question is a short phrase at the end of a statement that turns it into a question. 
Form tag questions using auxiliaries (do, be, have or a modal). A positive statement 
has a negative tag, and vice versa.

•  We use negative tags when we expect the answer will be yes.

A: You speak French, don’t you?
B: Yes, that’s right, I do.

The intonation on the tag can either rise or fall. If it rises then it is a real question -  the 
speaker is not sure and needs information.

The other person will continue speaking afterwards.
A: You speak French, don’t you?
B: Yes, that’s right, I  do. I learned while I lived in France when I was a student.

If it falls then it is just a question for confirmation: the first speaker wants to check 
information and will continue speaking afterwards.

A: You speak French, don’t you?
B: Yes, that’s right, I do.
A: Good, because we need someone to translate this email which we’ve just received.

•  We use positive tags when we expect the answer will be no.
A: You don’t speak French, do you?
B: No, sorry, I don’t.

The intonation can rise or fall just like with a negative tag.

You speak French, don’t you? (negative tag)
You don’t speak French, do you? (positive tag)

•  These examples have a mixture of positive and negative tags.
Present simple 
Present continuous 
Present perfect 
Past simple 
Past continuous 
Past perfect 
can 
could 
should

You don’t know the answer, do you? 
We’re enjoying ourselves, aren’t we?
He’s moved house, hasn’t he?
You didn’t tell her, did you?
I wasn’t driving fast, was I?
She hadn’t met him then, had she?
They can’t be here yet, can they?
You couldn’t give me a hand, could you? 
You shouldn’t do that, should you?
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Irregular tags

•  The tag for I am is aren’t. The tag for let’s is shall.

I ’m a fool, aren’t I?
Let’s go to the cinema, shall we?

•  After an imperative we use will you? or won’t you?

Sit down, will you? Sit down, won’t you?
The imperative with be also uses will or won’t.

Be quiet, will you? Be quiet, won’t you? This is an order!
The imperative with have also uses will or won’t.

Have a seat, won’t you?

Reply questions
We can use a short question to reply to what someone says. We do this to show 
interest, surprise or uncertainty. The meaning is like Really? or Is that true?

I ’ve never eaten spaghetti.
-> Haven’t you? (surprise)
We’re leaving at 6.00.
—> Are we? (not sure)

The reply question uses an auxiliary verb like a tag question, but there is no change of 
positive to negative.

Indirect questions

•  We can be more polite by beginning a question with a short phrase like:
Could you tell me ... ? Do you know ... ?

•  The word order of an indirect question is like a statement, not like a direct question,
direct: Where is the post office?
indirect: Could you tell me where the post office is? (NOT where is the post office)
direct: When does the film start?
indirect Do you know when the film starts? (NOT when does the film  start)

•  Yes/No questions use if.
direct: Is this the right street?
indirect: Do you know if this is the right street?
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This unit also includes further practice for Grammar 25.

1 Add a short answer to each sentence.
1 Have you ever been to Brazil?
2 Do you like sausages?
3 Are you coming to the match tomorrow?
4 Did Helen phone you today?
5 Has Jack done his homework?
6 Can Robert and Sue skate?
7 Will you be late?
8 Has Julie got a brother?
9 Is that your house?

10 Did Jane give you that book?

No, ...........i.hayew t

Yes, ............................
Yes, ............................
No, ............................
Yes, ............................
Yes, ............................
No, ............................
No, ............................
Yes, ............................
No, ............................

2 Add a reply question to each sentence.
1 We’ve got a test tomorrow. .............tf&V&.W.C.

2 I don’t understand this sentence. .............................
3 Fiona phoned me last night. .............................
4 I don’t like ice cream. .............................
5 Tom is leaving tomorrow. .............................
6 There’s a policeman at the door. .............................
7 Lisa has just had a baby. .............................
8 I haven’t eaten Chinese food. .............................
9 There isn’t any milk in the fridge. .............................

10 I met David in France. .............................

3 Add a tag question to each sentence.
1 We’re nearly there, .......?
2 You haven’t got a spare pen, .............................?
3 You’re coming to my party,............................. ?
4 You won’t be late,............................. ?
5 Harry’s 15,............................. ?
6 Kate and Pat live in Leeds,.............................?
7 You don’t feel well,............................. ?
8 You like fish,............................. ?
9 Richard’s bought a new bike,.............................?

10 I shouldn’t tell you th is,.............................?
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4 Make a new sentence with a tag question which has the same meaning as the 
first sentence, beginning as shown. Make any necessary changes.

1 I’m sure that Paul doesn’t like football.
Paul.....de^KV.'t lite.fQ&toA&.A.............. , ....................... fa te .h fl l .....................

2 I’m checking that you’ve got a sister.
You................................................................. ...........................................................

3 I don’t think that you’ve done your homework!
You................................................................ ...........................................................

4 I’m angry that you sat next to Ellen!
You..............................................................., ............................................................

5 I’m surprised that the guests have arrived.
The guests .................................................. .. ...........................................................

6 I’m checking that your name is John.
Your name ................................................. .. ........................................................... .

7 I’m surprised to meet you and think that your name might be John.
Your name ................................................. . ........................................................... .

8 You’re certain that you didn’t leave your wallet on the desk.

I ..................................................................................................................................

5 Underline the best sentence in each context.
1 Why did you forget your books? You are silly!

a) I didn’t tell you to forget them, did I?
b) I told you not to forget them, didn’t I?

2 Ugh! I can’t believe it! I’m sure they must taste horrible!
a) You like eating snails, don’t you?
b) You don’t like eating snails, do you?

3 If we go to Brazil, we might have problems with the language.
a) You speak Portuguese, don’t you?
b) You don’t speak Portuguese, do you?

4 I told you to keep the party a secret. It’s supposed to be a surprise for Stella.
So, I just want to make sure.
a) You didn’t tell her, did you?
b) You told her, didn’t you?

5 Well, Mr Robinson, I think it’s time you told the police the truth. You see, we’ve 
found your fingerprints on the murder weapon.
a) You didn’t murder Lord Chumley, did you?
b) You murdered Lord Chumley, didn’t you?

6 Only two minutes to the end of the match and United are still 5-1 in the lead. It 
looks certain now.
a) United aren’t going to win, are they?
b) United are going to win, aren’t they? 113
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6 Rewrite each question, beginning as shown. Do not change the meaning.
1 What’s the time?

Could you tell m e ............................Wbftt.tMft.tWWJAS........................................... ?
2 What does this mean?

Do you know.............................................................................................................. ?
3 How much does this cost?

Could you tell m e .........................................................................................................?
4 What time does the museum open?

Do you know ............................................................................................................... ?
5 Am I in the right seat?

Could you tell m e .........................................................................................................?
6 Where’s Asham Street?

Do you know ............................................................................................................... ?
7 Is this Trafalgar Square?

Could you tell m e .........................................................................................................?
8 When does this bus leave?

Do you know ................................................................................................................?

7 Choose the best answer.
1 Helen is going to be late,...........Jp...................?

a) isn’t it b) isn’t she c) doesn’t she
2 Do you know................................?

a) has the film started b) if the film has started c) the film has started
3 “I’ve never learnt how to swim.” “............................?”

a) Haven’t you b) Have you c) Did you
4 Peter doesn’t come to this class any more,.................. ?

a) does he b) doesn’t he c) won’t he
5 You won’t be here tomorrow,....................... ?

a) won’t you b) won’t it c) will you
6 Do you know........................................... ?

a) when leaves the train b) when does the train leave c) when the train leaves
7 Maria doesn’t like Chinese food,............................?

a) doesn’t she b) does she c) does it
8 Could you tell m e ..............................?

a) where the bus station is b) where the bus station c) where is the bus station
9 Clearly, I’m wrong,....................... ?

a) isn’t it b) aren’t I c) am not I
10 Most people here.......................quite friendly, don’t they?

a) seem b) behave c) are
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I t  and t h e r e

Introducing new information

•  Use there to introduce new information like this:
something exists: 
something happens: 
number or amount: 
modals:
There seems/appears to be:

There are many possibilities.
There’s a football match every Saturday. 
There are 12 students in this class.
There could/may/shouldn’t be a problem. 
There seems/appears to be a mistake.

•  Use it to introduce new information like this:
times, days, dates: 
the weather: 
opinions: 
adjectives:
It looks like:
It seems/appears:

I t ’s one o’ clock. I t’s Tuesday.
I t ’s raining. It rained all night.
It was a difficult choice.
I t ’s strange that we’ve never spoken before.
It looks like the sun is going to come out this afternoon. 
It seems/appears (that) our new teacher is Jane.

•  Look, seem and appear
Look is usually followed by as if  + subject + verb, or by like + noun phrase.

It looks as if Carol has won. She looks like a real champion.
Seem and appear are followed by (that) + subject + verb.

It seems (that) the Brazilians are going to win.
It appears (that) one of the customers called the police.

Referring back
It refers back to something already mentioned.

There is a shop at the end o f the street. It is open every day.
Notice in this example how the new information is introduced with there.

Referring to a place
There can refer to a place.

A famous writer used to live there. Who is that over there?

It's and its
It’s is a contraction of it is or it has. Its is the possessive form of it.

I like this hotel. It’s ( -  it is) comfortable and its restaurant is good. 
It’s (= it has) got a lovely swimming pool, too.

They're and their
They’re is a contraction of they are. Their is the possessive form of they. 

Nancy and Dominique have arrived. They’re both wearing the same dress! 
Ask them to leave their coats in the hall.
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1 Underline the correct word in each sentence.
1 Are their/there any eggs in the fridge?
2 Its/Its really cold this morning.
3 Peter says they’re/there arriving at about 5.00.
4 I like this bike but its/it’s wheels are too small.
5 Is there/they’re anybody their/there7.
6 It’s/Its a pity we missed the opening of the film.
7 Patrick and Bridget have sold their/they’re house.
8 What a lovely dog. What’s its/its name?

2 Put it or there in each space.
1 ....TrJCre....is a tree in the garden.......... !£....... is an apple tree.
2 ................. looks as i f ...................is going to rain.
3 ..................is strange th a t...................are no restaurants in this town.
4 ‘Who’s that at the door?’ *................. is only me!’
5 ‘Which house is yours?’ ‘ ................. is the one at the end of the street.’
6 ..................seems to be something under the cupboard, but what i s ...................?
7 ................. appears th a t...................was nobody...................when I phoned.

3 Rewrite each sentence, ending as shown, so that it has a similar meaning to the 
first sentence, and so that it contains it or there.

1 Near the hotel is a small restaurant.
....Ifo.erc. k .a . S K K 0 . W * . .......................................................near the hotel.

2 You went to Thailand for your holiday too, which is strange.
...................................................................................................... to Thailand for your
holiday too.

3 My road has a big tree at the end of it.
................................................................................................................................. road.

4 Brian seems to have left.
............................................................................................................................ has left.

5 Today is really cold!
................................................................................................................................ today.

6 Budapest is a long way from here.
.................................................................................................................... to Budapest.

7 Your torch hasn’t got any batteries in it. 
................................................................................................................................ torch.

8 We appear to be lost again!
....................................................................................................................... lost again!

-» SEE ALSO 
Grammar 42: Possession
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Place and position

In, inside, out, outside

•  In and inside are prepositions and describe something contained by something else.
There are some cups in that cupboard.

Inside has the same meaning with more emphasis.
Luckily there was nobody inside the burning house.

•  Out and outside are adverbs; in and inside can also be used as adverbs.
Out means ‘away from the inside’ and also ‘not in the place where you usually are’. 

Close the door on your way out.
I ’m sorry, Kate’s not here right now. She’s out. (= she’s not at home)
Is the director in? (=in the office)

Outside means ‘out of a room or building, but still near if: Kate’s outside in the garden. 
Inside means in the room or space etc: I  opened the box and there was a key inside.

Use of in
There are many uses of in. This is a selection. Sometimes the definite article the is not used.

Use of on
On describes a thing touching the surface of another thing.

Don’t leave your bag on the floor. There’s a photograph o f London on the wall. 
There are many uses of on. This is a selection.

countries
cities
streets
roads
‘the mirror’ 
‘hole/crack in’ 
hand’ 
‘armchair’
‘the country’
hospital
prison

My parents are in Canada at the moment, (no article)
My sister lives in Madrid, (no article)
Jack lives in Garden Avenue, (no article)
She was walking in the road, not on the pavement.
Tony could see his face in the mirror.
There was a hole in my shoe.
Ellen had a bunch o f flowers in one hand.
She sat in an armchair.
Paul and Mary live in the country, not in the city.
Sally is ill and is in hospital, (no article)
Keith stole some money and ended up in prison, (no article)

transport There were few  passengers on the plane/bus/train. 
chair’ She sat on a chair.
‘television’ What’s on television/the radio this evening?
‘wall’ Let’s hang this picture on that wall.
injuries Tim cut his foot on a piece of glass.
‘leftYrighf There’s a cinema on the left.
‘side’ There are small houses on this side of the street.
‘pavement’ She was walking in the road, not on the pavement.
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At, in or to?

•  At and in both describe position. At shows a general location at a point or place. In is used 
with the name of a container, place or area to show that someone or something is inside it.

•  To is used with verbs of motion.
Last night we went to the cinema.
Could you take this letter to the post office? I sent a parcel to my sister.

Use of at
There are many uses of at. This is a selection. Sometimes the definite article the is not used, 
‘the beginningTthe end’ There’s a cafe at the end of the street.
‘the front’Ahe back’ Do you sit at the front or at the back of the class?
‘school’ John isn’t at school. (no article)
‘home’ He’s at home. (no article)
‘work’ Mr King wasn’t at work yesterday. (no article)

Above/below , over/under

•  Above/below mean ‘higher/lower than. They can be used with or without an object.
You can see the top of the tower above the trees.
From the mountain, I could see the lake below.

Over/under mean ‘directly above/below’. They both need an object.
The alien spaceship hovered over the building.
I keep my suitcase under my bed.

•  Over can also be used like ‘across’ or ‘covering’.
There is a footbridge over the motorway. (= across)
There was a plastic sheet over the hole in the roof. (= covering)

N ext to/beside, near/by

•  Next to and beside mean exactly at the side of’. Beside can be more formal.
Maria sits next to Paula. Come and sit beside me on the sofa.

•  Near means ‘close to’. By means ‘at the side of’ and is often used to describe things in a 
room.

Tom’s house is near the sports centre. There was a table by the window.
We had a holiday near the sea. (close to the sea -  a few kilometres away)

Opposite means ‘exactly on the other side of’ a space. It can be used without an object. 
There is a baker’s opposite our house. Jane lives here, and Brian lives opposite.

We met at the airport.
We met in the airport building. 
I ’ll see you at the cinema.
I ’ll see you in the cinema.
We arrived at Prague Airport. 
We arrived in Prague.

(the place in general) 
(inside the building) 
(the place in general) 
(inside the building) 
(the place)
(the city)

O pposite
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1 Underline the correct word in each sentence.
1 There’s a small shop at/by the end of the road.
2 Paula was standing on/with one foot.
3 Laura has moved at/to Barcelona.
4 Don’t walk at/in the road! It’s dangerous!
5 From the plane we could see the mountains below/under.

6 Brian spent his holiday at/in Hungary.
7 When the horse came to a small stream it jumped above/over it.
8 Julia’s house is at/on the other side of the street.
9 Lisa cut her foot at/'on some broken glass.

10 Tim was sitting in/on an armchair.

2 If the word underlined is not appropriate, write a new word in the space. Tick (/) 
the space if the word is correct.

1 Jane’s sister has a job at Manchester Airport. ...................
2 I met David yesterday by the city centre. ...................
3 Ellen had a large hole at her left boot. ...................
4 Jack sits in the back of the class. ...................
5 There was a small table at the bed. ...................
6 The robber was holding a gun in one hand. ..................
7 There was a beautiful portrait hanging at the wall. ....................
8 William didn’t feel well and his doctor sent him to hospital. ...................
9 The children usually sit at the back seat of the car. ...................

10 To reach our village we take a road above the mountains. ....................

3 Complete each sentence with one suitable preposition.
1 Maria lives......f.lA........ Bellingham Road.
2 Can you put the plates back................... the shelf please?
3 Please don’t stand................... your desks!
4 I’d really like to live................... the country.
5 Go down this street, and you’ll see the cinema................... the right.
6 The police searched the building but there was no one.....................
7 I met A nna................... the bus yesterday.
8 Sorry, George isn’t here at the moment. He’s .....................
9 Alice wants to know what’s ................... television this evening.

10 Just as Tom arrived................... the bus stop, the bus left.
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4 Complete each sentence with one suitable preposition.
1 The statue was holding a sword......iKV........ one hand.
2 What’s o n ................... the cinema this week?
3 When I look................... the mirror, I don’t recognize myself!
4 What have you g o t................... your bag?
5 Pete found someone’s wallet................... the pavement.
6 My family moved from the country................... the city.
7 You’ve got a small hole................... your pullover.
8 The burglar climbed................... the fence and into the garden.

5 Underline the correct word in each sentence.
1 Karen is living at/in Green Street.
2 Maggie sits by/next to Sally in the physics class.
3 I want to send this letter at/to Brazil.
4 When I opened the box, there was nothing iti/inside.

5 Exactly by/opposite the cinema, there’s a really good restaurant.
6 We had a holiday in a small village by/near Monte Carlo.
7 Paula lay down at/on the floor to do her exercises.
8 We had a lovely meal in/on the plane.

6 Complete each sentence with one suitable preposition.
1 Bye for now. I’ll see you.........................school tomorrow.
2 We put a blanket......................... the injured man to keep him warm.
3 It’s not far. We’re getting...........................
4 We found our cat hiding......................... a car.
5 Daniel hung his coat......................... the back of a chair.
6 I decided to visit my grandmother.........................hospital.
7 What time is the news......................... the radio?
8 I decided to go to the shops......................... my bike.

1 2 0
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Units 19-28
1 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.

1 We arrived early, so that we/in order to get tickets.
2 It was too/enough long to wait, so we went home.
3 Tim and Helen have arrived, and they’re/there waiting outside.
4 The boy which/whose bike I borrowed had forgotten about it.
5 We went to the beach for/so that a swim.
6 Ann felt lonely because/so no one had invited her to the party.
7 Despite/Although I felt tired, I worked until late.
8 We spent a lovely holiday in/into the country.
9 Yesterday was so/such cold that I stayed at home.

10 However/In spite o f the rain, we went cycling.

2 For each question, complete the second sentence so that it means the same as 
the first, using no more than three words.

1 Although it was late, we decided to go for a walk.
It was late..................................................to go for a walk.

2 John is someone with whom I used to work.
John is someone I .................................................. with.

3 The exam was so difficult that I couldn’t finish it.
It w as.................................................. difficult exam that I couldn’t finish it.

4 Although it was raining, we worked in the garden.
Despite.................................................. . we worked in the garden.

5 Let’s spend the afternoon at the beach.
How.................................................. the afternoon at the beach?

6 Ann’s house has got four large bedrooms.
.................................................. four large bedrooms in Ann’s house.

7 We might feel hungry, so we’ll take some sandwiches.
We’ll take some sandwiches so that w e......................... ;........................hungry.

8 The cat hasn’t come home, which is strange.
.................................................. that the cat hasn’t come home.

9 Harry can’t afford to go on holiday.
Harry hasn’t go t.................................................. to go on holiday.

10 Where’s the National Museum?
Would.................................................. telling me where the National Museum is?
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3 Decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each space.

A case of mistaken identity
When Diana got off the train, (1) was a woman waiting for her (2)......... the platform.
'(3)........ ?'she asked.'(4)......... a car waiting for you (5)......... .'Diana was not very surprised, (6).......
she thought that her aunt must have been (7)........busy to meet her (8)......... the station. (9).......
she did not recognize the woman, (10)........was dressed very formally, and had a small briefcase
(11)........ her arm, she was (12).........tired after the journey that she was happy to get (13).........
the car.The woman, (14)........ Just said a few words to the driver, and then walked away. Diana
wondered (15)........ she was.'It's strange that she didn't even introduce herself,' she thought.

1 A who B there C whose D it
2 A below B to C on D in
3 A You Diana, 

are you
B You’re Diana, 

isn’t it
C Are you Diana D You aren’t 

Diana
4 A There’s B Theirs C its D It’s
5 A out B in C inside D outside
6 A so B despite C too D as
7 A so B too C enough D very
8 A at B to C in D for
9 A However B Since C In spite of D Although

10 A she B who C and D whose
11 A at B in C under D by
12 A enough B so C too D very
13 A with B by C at D into
14 A however B despite C although D in spite of
15 A whether B there C who D however

4 Complete each sentence with one suitable preposition.

Murcott House
There was another woman (1)....... ftkk....... the bus, and Kate sat (2)......................her
and started chatting. She said she was going (3).....................Forbes Road too. ‘I’ve got an
interview (4).....................a place called Murcott House,’ said Kate. ‘Is it (5).......................
the bus stop?’ ‘It’s not far. It’s (6).....................the right (7)...................... the end of the
street,’ the woman replied. ‘In fact, I live (8).......................When I look out of my window,
I can see people working (9).......................’ When they arrived (10)................. the stop,
they got off and walked up the street together.
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5 What would you say in these situations?
1 You want to know if Andrew has ever been to America. Ask him.

Have..you. ever beery to America ?
2 You want to know if Andrew has ever been to America. Ask Amanda.

f f (?$. / W  rew  ever, bee kv. £<?. A  wus rtafl ? ....................................................

3 You want to know if Rita likes rap music. Ask Isabel.

4 You want to know if Rita likes rap music. Ask her.

5 You want to know if Nigel enjoyed the film. Ask him.

6 You want to know if Nigel enjoyed the film. Ask Petra.

7 You want to know if Maria is going to London next summer. Ask her.

8 You want to know if Maria is going to London next summer. Ask Patricia.

9 You want to ask Patricia if you can borrow her mobile phone. Ask her.

10 You want to ask Patricia if she could lend you her mobile phone. Ask her.

6 Complete each sentence, using the verb given where necessary.
1 ‘(have got).......... .Y?uV$..got.............a book, haven’t you?’ ‘Yes, thanks.’
2 ‘They’ll be back by 6.00,............................................. ?’ ‘I expect so.’
3 ‘(go)............................................. for a walk, shall we? ‘Good idea!’
4 ‘You (leave)............................................. now, are you? Stay a bit longer.’ ‘Sorry,

I can’t. I have to catch the bus.’
5 ‘Jim and Sara have seen the film,............................................. ?’ ‘Yes, I think so.’
6 ‘You can meet Helen at the station,............................................. ?’ ‘Yes, of course

I can.’
7 ‘(be)............................................. here yesterday, were you?’ ‘No, I wasn’t.’
8 ‘You don’t happen to know the tim e,........................... ..................?’ ‘Sorry, I don’t.’
9 ‘Both drivers were driving too fast,............................................. ?’ ‘Yes, that’s right.’

10 ‘You (forget)............................................. the milk, did you?’ ‘No. Here it is.’
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7 Rewrite each pair of sentences as one sentence, including the word in bold.
Do not change the meaning.

1 Sue read a book. She really enjoyed it. 
which
Sue....................... ??(.. f?. .IP. f? o fe. wjh Lc. h .she. re a L L ......................................... enjoyed.

2 Some friends visited me. They brought me a present, 
who
The friends........................................................................................................present.

3 I stayed in a hotel. It was cheaper than this one. 
that
The hotel.......................................................................................................this one.

4 I borrowed a friends bike. He wanted it back, 
whose
T he......................................................................................................................... back.

5 I saw the vase in the shop. I wanted to buy it. 
that
I wanted............................................................................................................... shop.

6 A girl sings in the group. She’s got green hair, 
who
The g irl......................................................................................................... green hair.

7 I met a girl. Her brother is in my class, 
whose
................................................................................................................................. class.

8 Were taking the train. It leaves at 4.30. 
that
The tra in ............................................................................................................at 4.30.

9 A man knocked at the door. He was selling brushes, 
who
The m an ............................................................................................................brushes.

10 I saw a film with Luke. It was interesting, 
which
The film ........................................................................................................ interesting.
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8 Look carefully at each line. Some lines are correct but some have a word which 
should not be there. Tick (/) each correct line. If a line has a word which should 
not be there, write the word in the space.

A case of mistaken identity
After a few minutes, the car stopped in front of 
a large hotel. The driver who opened the door, and 
said, ‘Please follow me.’ They went up in to a lift.
Then there was a long corridor with two or three 
doors. Although it seemed strange so that the car hadn’t 
taken her to her aunt’s house, Diana who wasn’t surprised.
Her aunt, who she was very rich, owned several large 
hotels, which she often stayed in them. I suppose she felt 
so much bored at home that she decided to stay here.
‘Please you wait here, will you?’ said the driver, and 
disappeared into a room at the end of the corridor.
There seemed to be a lot of people that in one of the 
rooms. Then the driver, who he hadn’t been gone long, 
came back at and asked Diana to follow him. They went 
into a large room full of people, who all started clapping.
There was a poster that it said, ‘Diana Harris, Supermodel.’
‘Oh dear,’ said Diana, ‘I think so there’s been a mistake!’

Grammar check

1 Check the different uses of so, too and enough in Grammar 20.
When do we use so and such?

2 Check the differences between although, however and despite/in spite of in 
Grammar 21.

3 Can you add any more expressions to the list of functions in Grammar 22? 
How important is the intonation of your voice in sounding polite?
What do you say in similar situations in your language?

4  Check in Grammar 23 for when you can leave out relative pronouns.

5 Check in Grammar 27 for the meaning of they're, their and there.

6 Check in Grammar 28 for the differences between at, in and to.

2 ... .who.
3 ..............

4 ..............
5 ..............
6 ..............

7 ..............
8 ..............
9 ................

10 ..............
11 ..............
12 .............
13 ..............

14 ..............
15 .............
16 .............

17 .............
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Time expressions
In

On

At

Years in 1999
Months in January
Seasons in the summer
Parts of the day in the morning/afternoon/evening

Days of the week on Wednesday, on Friday morning
Special days on my birthday, on Christmas Day

Times of the day at 4.00, at midday, at midnight
‘the weekend’ at the weekend
Holiday periods at Christmas/Easter
Meals at breakfast/lunch/dinner
Parts of the day: ‘night’ at night

Relation to today
5 September the day before yesterday 8 September tomorrow
6 September yesterday 9 September the day after tomorrow
7 September today

Parts of yesterday, today and tomorrow
yesterday morning yesterday afternoon last night
this morning this afternoon tonight
tomorrow morning tomorrow afternoon tomorrow night

Calendar references

•  In GB English:
People say the seventh of September or September the seventh, but write 7 September or 
7th September or September 7th. Full dates are written Day/Month/Year: 7/9/03.

•  In US English:
People say September seven and write September 7. Full dates are written Month/Day/ 
Year: 9/7/03.

For, since  and ago
Use for  and since with the present perfect to talk about time. For refers to a period of 
time and since refers to when it started.

I ’ve lived here for six years. I studied French for two years.
I ’ve lived here since 2001. I ’ve been waiting since 3.30.

Ago means ‘before the present’: We arrived five hours ago.
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During o r for?
Use both during and for for periods of time.
During answers the question ‘When?’. For answers the question ‘How long?’.

I didn’t feel nervous during the performance.
The performance lasted for 45 minutes.

By o r until?
By means ‘on or before’. Until means ‘up to’.

We’ll be there by 6.00.
I waited for Alex until 6.00, and then I left.
Please give me your homework by Friday.
I ’ll be away until Friday.

On time o r in time?
On time means ‘at the right time’. In time means ‘with enough time to do something’. 

The plane took off on time. We arrived in time to have a meal before the plane left.

Once a n d  one day
Once means ‘at one time in my life’ and only refers to the past. One day can refer to 
the past or the future.

Once I  owned a motorbike.
One day I was walking through town when I met Jill. One day I ’ll be famous!

Now a n d  nowadays
Now means ‘at the present time’ or ‘immediately’. Nowadays also means ‘at the present 
time’ and is used to make a strong contrast with the past.

Peter used to live in Rome, but now he’s living in Florence.
Nowadays people are not as polite as they used to be.

The word actually in English does not mean ‘at the present time! It means ‘in fact’ or ‘really!

Then, afterwards, after a n d  later
Then and afterwards are similar. Then is used like ‘next’ in a sequence, afterwards is 
used like ‘at a later time! Afterwards can come at the end of the sentence.

We went to the cinema, and then we had a pizza.
We went to the cinema, and afterwards we had a pizza.
We went to the cinema, and had a pizza afterwards.

•  After is usually followed by an object: After thefdm we had pizza. After that we went home.

•  Later means ‘after some time’: Tom isn’t here at the moment. Can you come back later?

At the end, in the end a n d  at last

•  At the end refers to a point in time: At the end of the film  we all cried.

•  In the end means ‘after a lot of time’ or eventually’: We waited for Tim for ages, and in 
the end we left. •

•  At last makes a comment that we are pleased a long wait has ended: At last we can
be together! 127
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1 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.
1 I met Tina a day lone day last week.
2 In these days/Nowadays everyone seems to watch too much television.
3 This morning/The morning I was busy in the garden.
4 We have to finish this project by/until the end of the week.
5 Bye. I’ll see you the day after tomorrow/the next day.

6 During/While the film I remembered where I’d left my keys.
7 John played tennis, and after/afterwards had a shower.
8 Helens birthday is in/on January 10th.

2 Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence.
1 We had lunch, and afterwards we went for a coffee.

A fter.....w?.k\ffd/.ftQ&. kad.IuyytV\y_,wg for a.eoffe.£.....................................

2 Jill is never late for lessons.
Jill is always....................................................................................................................

3 I won’t leave before 8.00.
I’ll be here.......................................................................................................................

4 I’ve been living here for three months.
I started living here.....................................................................................................

5 When we met for lunch it was 12.00.
We met for lunch...........................................................................................................

6 What do you do in your country on January 1st?
What do you do in your country on th e .................................................................... ?

7 I’ll see you not tomorrow but the next day.
I’ll see you th e ................................................................................................................

8 It’s 10.00 and I’ve been waiting here since 7.00.
I’ve been waiting here........................................................................................ hours.

3 Complete each sentence with one suitable word.
1 Would you like to go o u t......../?.(&........... my birthday?
2 Rita moved to this town four years...........................
3 I won’t phone Jason now. I’ll phone h im ...........................
4 I woke up twice......................... the night.
5 ......................... midnight the frog turned into a prince.
6 People in cities used to take the bus, b u t.........................most use their cars.
7 Luckily Rachel arrived ju s t......................... time to catch the train.
8 We felt fine in the restaurant, but we both felt il l...........................
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4 Rewrite each sentence so that it has a similar meaning and contains the word in bold.
1 I spend the summer at the seaside, 

in
.... .I..0O tothc.sensLde.liA/ the. summer...........................................................

2 I started at this school in 2009. 
since

3 George had a bath and after that washed his hair, 
then

4 Dina left my house at 10.00. 
until

5 The train arrived exactly when it was supposed to. 
on

6 I won’t arrive later than 2.00. 
by

7 Paul tried hard but finally gave up. 
end

8 I was too late to say goodbye to Lisa, 
time

5 Complete each sentence with one suitable word.
1 Did you sleep well............UlSS............night?
2 ...............................the hot weather, we have our meals in the garden.
3 ...............................the lesson, Mike and Carmen decided to play basketball.
4 John hasn’t seen Cristina...............................three weeks.
5 I know th a t...............................day you will be a star!
6 It’s very important to arrive............................... time for the examination.
7 The robber ran out of the bank and was arrested shortly...............................
8 There is a lot of noise in our street...............................night.
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Countable and uncountable nouns
•  Countable nouns

1 A countable noun has a singular and a plural form (the plural may be irregular).
2 We can use numbers with a countable noun.

one person, three people one child, two children one woman, four women

•  Uncountable nouns
1 An uncountable noun has only one form.
2 We cannot use numbers with an uncountable noun.

work love progress water information English (language)

•  Typical uncountables are:
Materials and substances: plastic, iron, wood, paper, water, air, coffee
Abstract ideas: life, fun, freedom, progress, health, time
Activities: work, travel, sleep, football, help, research
Human feelings: happiness, anger, honesty, hope, respect, courage

•  These words are uncountable in English but countable in many other languages: 
accommodation, advice, behaviour, business, cash, equipment, furniture, health, homework, 
information, knowledge, luggage, money, permission, rubbish, scenery, traffic, travel weather, work

S in g u la r  o r p lu ra l?

•  Countable nouns can be singular or plural.
The book is over there. The books are over there.

Uncountable nouns are always singular.
French is difficult. His advice was very useful.

•  With countable nouns we can use alan and some.
Sue has got a book/some books about Ancient Egypt.

With uncountable nouns we cannot use a/an.
Sue has got some money to go on holiday this year. Could I have some information?

Some o r any?

•  Some is common in positive sentences. Any is common in questions and negatives.
We’ve got some juice, but we haven’t got any glasses.
Have you got any cups?

•  We can use some in a question if it is an offer or request.
Could I  have some more tea, please?

We can use any in positive sentences if we mean ‘it doesn’t matter which’.
I ’m free any day next week.
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Any always has the meaning of ‘no limit’. Compare:
Is there something I can do to help? (I know what to do)
Is there anything I can do to help? (I’ll do whatever I can)
Have you got some letters for me? (There are particular letters I am expecting) 
Have you got any letters for me? (I have no idea if you have letters for me or not)

Many a n d  much
Use many with countable nouns and much with uncountable nouns. They are used 
mainly in questions and negatives.

How many chairs are there? There aren’t many cushions.
How much money have we got? There isn’t much water here.

C h a n g e  o f m e a n in g

•  Some words can be countable or uncountable with a change in meaning. The 
uncountable meaning is more general.
a fish (the animal) 
a business (a company) 
a noise (a specific noise) 
a hair (a single piece) 
a painting (one object) 
a work (a work of art) 
a loaf (a loaf of bread) 
a coffee (a cup of coffee) 
a paper (a newspaper) 
a wood (a small forest) 
an iron (for pressing clothes) 
a glass (for drinking)
I heard a strange noise.
I bought a painting last week. 
Diana had a very good education. 
A knowledge of boats is useful. 
Can you buy a loaf from the shop?

some fish (a portion of food) 
business (in general) 
noise (in general) 
hair (all together) 
painting (the activity/hobby) 
work (in general) 
some bread (in general) 
some coffee (the material) 
some paper (the material) 
some wood (the material) 
some iron (the material) 
some glass (the material)
I can’t stand noise.
Do you like painting?
Education is very important.
Knowledge is the key to success.
Can you buy some bread from the shop?

O th e r  g ro u p s o f n o u n s

•  Some nouns have only a plural form with a plural verb: clothes, contents, feelings, 
glasses (for your eyes), jeans, stairs, trousers.

My trousers are too tight. The stairs are very steep.

•  Some nouns have either a singular or plural verb: army, audience, class, company, 
crowd, family, government, group, public, team.

The Government has/have decided to resign.

•  The word ‘news’ is followed by a singular verb.
The news is on.

•  The word ‘police’ is followed by a plural verb.
The police are coming. 131
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1 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.
1 How much/How many pasta have we got?
2 Where is/are my new trousers?
3 I put some/any chocolate somewhere, but where is it?
4 Peter went to buy a/some glass so he could fix the broken windows.
5 I’m afraid we haven’t got much/many time.
6 How much/How many furniture shops are there?
7 I’ve found the milk but I can’t find a/some glass.
8 Mary’s advice was/were not very useful.

2 Put one word in each space. Put a dash (-) if the space should be blank.
1 My trousers need ironing. Have you go t.....,?.KV........ iron?
2 Could you go to the baker’s and buy................... loaf, please?
3 I’d like................... information about trains to Paris.
4 Louise has................... very good health.
5 The war ended................... years ago.
6 Vanessa bought................... paper and read it on the bus.
7 Could you give m e ................... advice, please?
8 Do you know................... people in this village?

3 Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first 
sentence and contains the word in bold.

1 Let me tell you what I think you should do. 
advice
Let m e .............................................................................................................................

2 I need a clean pair of trousers, 
any
I haven’t go t..................................................................................................................

3 There isn’t a lot of water in the pool, 
much
............................................................................................................water in the pool.

4 I have to wash my hair, 
washing
My h a ir...........................................................................................................................

5 The book didn’t contain any information, 
in
The information............................................................................................................
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4 Choose the best alternative, a) or b), to complete each sentence.
1 The fire is going to go out. Can you go and get...........SCKVWJ..W.GGGI......

a) a wood b) some wood
2 ................................................money all over the floor!

a) There was b) There were
3 Lemonade? Sorry, no, we haven’t go t..................................................

a) some b) any
4 Peter keeps................................................ at the bottom of his garden.

a) a chicken b) some chicken
5 The information we were given..............................................................

a) were very useful b) was very useful
6 ................................................ people were there on the bus?

a) How many b) How much
7 Look at Rita’s hair................................................. !

a) It’s green b) They’re green
8 I’ve called the police an d ..............................................................

a) they’re on their way b) it’s on its way
9 The assembly hall was full o f ..................................................

a) a noise b) noise

5 Complete each sentence with one suitable word.
1 I wanted to have a bath but there wasn’t any hot ....wetter:....................
2 When is th e ...................................... on? I haven’t heard any today.
3 Tim’s eyesight was bad and he had to have new ....................................
4 Laura had to pay extra at the airport because she had too much

5 If you want to make an omelette there are some..................
fridge.

6 You can’t cut that with a knife. You need som e.....................
7 We need some bread. Could you go and buy a large............
8 When the burglar ran out of the house he was arrested by a

in the

?
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Articles 1

Indefinite article: a/an

Use a/an:

•  when the listener does not know which person or thing we are talking about. 
Tim works in a factory. (we don’t know which factory)
Tim works in the factory down the road, (we know which factory)

•  to describe something.
It’s a lovely day. Kazakhstan is an enormous country.

Note these two ways of saying the same thing:
An ocelot is a wild animal, similar to a leopard.
Ocelots are wild animals, similar to leopards.

•  to describe the job or the character of a person.
Mary is an engineer. Peter is a fool!

•  If we refer to something for the first time, it will be new information for the listener 
and so we use a/an. Other references to the same thing use the because now the 
listener knows what we are talking about.

I ’ve bought a new mobile phone. It’s great. The phone connects to the Internet.

•  A/An mean one’, so we cannot use a/an with uncountable nouns.
I ’ve got a brother and a sister. (not two)
Can you give me some information? (not an information)

•  Note that a/an are unstressed, and are pronounced h i  and /on/.

Zero article (no article) 

Use zero article:

with plurals and uncountable nouns to talk generally.
Dogs are not allowed in this shop. (dogs in general)
The dogs next door bark all night. (some particular dogs)
Milk is good for you. (milk in general)
The milk on the top shelf is fat-free. (we know which milk)

Materials:
Food and drink. 
Abstract ideas: 
Languages: 
Activities:

This chair is made o f plastic and leather.
I love chocolate. I don’t like orange juice.
War is a terrible thing.
Spanish is spoken by about 300 million people. 
Speaking is not permitted during the examination.
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•  with most countries, states and cities.
Marie comes from France. Los Angeles is in California.

Countries which are a group or plural have a definite article.
We left the United Kingdom and crossed to the Netherlands.

Note also that Great Britain has zero article.

•  with geographical areas, lakes, mountains and islands.
We visited Lake Victoria. It’s in East Africa. They climbed Mt. Everest in record time. 
Helen spent her holidays on Crete.

•  with most streets.
I bought this dress from a shop in Bond Street.

We use the for the phrase the High Street (the main shopping street in a town).

•  with names of buildings with a place name before.
We visited Blenheim Palace and Coventry Cathedral.

We use the when there is a phrase with of after the noun.
We visited the Houses of Parliament.

•  with names, but the is used with titles.
Carol Parker is the Minister of Communications.

•  with meals when we refer to them in general.
Dinner is at 7.30.

Compare with these examples where we are not talking generally:
At the end o f the conference there was a dinner. (mentioned for first time)
The dinner they serve here is really fantastic. (we know which dinner)

•  with general historical references.
Prehistoric Europe/Ancient Rome is a fascinating period o f history.

•  with by for general forms of transport.
We went there by car.

Compare with these examples where we are not talking generally:
We went there in a really old car. (mentioned for first time)
We went there in the car my sister uses. (we know which car)

Note also that we say on foot. •

•  with certain buildings, where the purpose of the building is more important than the 
place itself.

Jim is in prison. (which prison is not important)
My company is rebuilding the prison. (one particular building)

Words of this type are:
be in or go to hospital, prison, bed, class, court
be at or go to work, school, university, sea
with ‘home’ be at home, go home
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See Grammar 32 for activities including the.

1 Underline the errors in these sentences. Rewrite each sentence.
1 Have you ever visited United Kingdom?

... htcMt. ym . .ever, visited, .the. mja.&w!. ..............
2 On our trip, we visited the Canterbury Cathedral.

3 Love is wonderful thing.

4 The pets are not permitted in this hotel.

5 Rabbit is small wild furry animal with long ears.

6 The New York is in United States of the America.

2 Put a/an in each space, or leave the space blank.
1 ....—... love makes the world go round.
2 Sheila has go t..........German car.
3 Rita works in ..........office i n ...........West Street.
4 I’ve go t..........friend who is ...........electrician.
5 Paul goes to ..........special school fo r...........musicians.
6 Jack is in ..........hospital and cant go to ........... school.
7 Valerie wants to go to ..........university and study to b e ...........doctor.

3 For each question, complete the second sentence so that it means the same as 
the first, using no more than three words.

1 Mary teaches English.
M ary................ i-S.-AW-...................English teacher.

2 Charles has a factory job.
Charles works............................................. factory.

3 You are not allowed to park here.
............................................. not allowed here.

4 Fabio is on a ship at the moment.
At the m om ent............................................. sea.

5 We walked to the station.
We went t o ............................................. foot.

-» SEE ALSO
G ra m m a r 30 : C o un tab le  and un co u n tab le  nouns
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Articles 2
Definite article: the

Use the :

•  when it is clear which thing or person we are talking about. The points below explain 
this in more detail. Compare:

The war between the two countries lasted for six weeks, (we know which war)
War is a terrible thing, (war in general, so zero article)

•  when we refer to something that we mentioned before, using a/an.
We saw a good film last night. It was the new film by Tim Burton.

We can use the to refer to something for the first time if it is clear which one we mean 
from the context.

Where’s the newspaper?

•  with phrases including of which give more information about the noun. Compare:
The film  was about the love of a girl for her cat.
Love is a wonderful thing! (love in general, so zero article)

•  when there is only one of something. It is clear which one we mean.
How many astronauts have landed on the moon?

•  for nationalities and other groups.
I really admire the Italians.
The old, the sick and the unemployed need our special care.

•  Other uses of the:
Playing musical instruments: 
Time:

Superlatives:
Fixed phrases:
Names of ships:
Oceans:
Rivers:

Do you play the guitar? 
in the past/in the future
But: at present
This is the biggest one. /  You are the first. 
The sooner the better.
We sailed on the Neptune, 
the Pacific, the Atlantic 
the Amazon, the Danube

•  The is usually pronounced /So/ before consonants and /Qi:/ before vowels. 
the beginning the end
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Includes practice of Grammar 31 and 32.

1 Underline the correct word in each sentence.
1 Where’s an/the electric heater? I can’t find it.
2 What happened at an/the end of a/the film?
3 David has an/the appointment at a/the optician’s.
4 An/The old person sometimes feels lonely.
5 Peter built a/the largest model plane in a/the world.
6 Luckily a/the fire brigade soon came and put out a/the fire.
7 Harry’s mother bought him a/the guitar for his birthday present.
8 I’m thinking of buying a/the new pair of trousers.
9 In the end there was a/the war between the two countries.

10 I didn’t know an/the answer to a/the question, so I left it out.

2 For each question, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar 
meaning to the first sentence.

1 Frances is a very good pianist.
Frances...............J?l îyS.:th6.'pWlKVP........................very well.

2 Poor people need help from the Government.
The Government should.................................................................... poor.

3 Tracey’s bike is faster than everyone else’s.
Tracey’s .................................................................... fastest.

4 Tom has a doctor’s appointment.
Tom.................................................................... doctor’s.

5 The film was about an artist’s life.
The film .................................................................... of an artist.

6 The only goal of the match was scored by Italy.
The only goal of the m atch.................................................................... Italians.

3 Put a/an/the in each space, or leave the space blank.
1 ...Tfte... President is ...tklC... largest cruise ship in ...fcbfi.. world.
2 Everyone in ..........class agreed th a t........... happiness was important.
3 There’s ..........strange person a t ........... door.
4 Someone who saw..........robbery called...........police.
5 A t..........beginning o f ...........film ,........... tall man sat in front of me.
6 When I arrived a t ..........station, I a te ........... sandwich and waited fo r...........train.
7 ..........person w ith ...........good education usually gets...........good job.
8 Have you seen..........new film a t ...........Embassy cinema?
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4 Put a/an/the in each space, or leave the space blank.
1 I*).?/-. Italians eat ....Q....lot o f s p a g h e t t i .
2 ..........most people thought th a t...........Beatles were........... very good group.
3 I usually drink ..........glass o f ...........milk in ...........morning.
4 What’s ..........difference between........... rabbit an d ...........hare?
5 ..........first person who crosses........... finishing line is ...........winner.
6 ..........playing...........guitar i s ........... interesting...........hobby.
7 ..........Rebecca got o n ...........bus and bought........... ticket.
8 There’s ..........newspaper shop a t ...........end o f ........... street.
9 In ..........past, most o f ...........population lived in ........... country.

10 I needed..........new pair of trousers so my mother gave m e ...........money.
11 ..........only book I read........... last month w as...........novel b y ........... famous

Italian author.
12 Sue was in ..........hospital w ith ...........broken leg and missed...........exam.

5 Correct the errors in these sentences by adding or removing a/an/the.
1 Could you get loaf of bread from baker’s?

... .ftpuTd. Mjp.uc ,Q_ct a . Ip.flf. of. Jp. r&n 4. .fw>. tw tktc. .!a a.feeir.'s.?................................

2 The milk is good for the children.

3 The John is at a work at moment.

4 We travelled to the Hungary by a car.

5 Have you got a brother or the sister?

6 War between two countries was longest in the history.

7 Who was first astronaut who walked on moon?

8 Nile is longest river in world.

9 First time I saw Kate I knew she was girl for me!

10 Jim is studying the maths and wants to be teacher.

11 We went to the USA for holiday and had good time.

12 When I’m at the home in evening I like to listen to radio.
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6 Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first 
sentence.

1 I didn’t expect to see Helen.
...............htf.Irfi&.Jft'AS.feh?............................. last person I expected to see.

2 Do you have a dog in your house?
D o ....................................................................... home?

3 Nick teaches chemistry.
Nick is ....................................................................... teacher.

4 My friends gave me a wonderful present. 
....................................................................... gave me was wonderful.

5 The Australian capital is Canberra.
Canberra....................................................................... Australia.

6 The French lesson is the first tomorrow. 
....................................................................... French.

7 Someone is phoning you.
There’s someone o n .........................................................................

8 We saw a very entertaining film last night. 
....................................................................... was very entertaining.

7 In each pair of sentences, fill in one space with the and the other space with a 
dash (-) to show no article.

1 a) For m e,.......... football is my life.
b) ...."JM.... football in the second division is a much lower standard.

2 a) They say th a t..........love makes the world go round.
b) They say th a t..........love of a mother for her child is the strongest kind.

3 a) ..........information in this article will be very useful for my project.
b) ..........information about the Government’s defence plans is hard to find.

4 a) ..........students in my new class all seem very friendly.
b) .........students should be in their classes by 9.00.

5 a) I need..........help!
b) Thanks very much fo r..........help you gave me yesterday.

6 a) ..........computers in the January sale are not too expensive.
b) These days everybody needs to know how to u se ..........computers.

7 a) ..........English are famous for their strange sense of humour.
b) ..........English programmes are quite easy to find on satellite TV.

8 a) Many of my friends are studying..........business at university.
b) My father is involved in ..........business of buying and selling houses.

SEE ALSO
Grammar 35: Making comparisons
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Determiners and pronouns

All

•  We usually use all with a plural noun and verb.
All students are expected to arrive on time.

In the expressions all day, all night, all the time, the noun is singular.

•  In the expression all (of) the ... we can replace the by a possessive adjective (my etc.).
All (of) the tickets for the match had been sold.
All (of) my friends have bikes.

•  We can use not + all.

Not all students have bikes.
Not all (of) my friends have bikes.

•  We can use all as a pronoun at the beginning of a sentence.
All I  want is some peace and quiet!
All I  need is £400! All I  have is £50!

All is not normally used as a single-word object. Instead we use everything.
Tell me everything that happened on your holiday.

(NOT Tell me all that happened ...)

Som e
We usually use some with a plural noun and verb, and we can say some of the . . .  . 
We do not use some with not.

Some students are expected to help.
Some ofthe tickets for the match had been sold.

No, none

•  No
Use no with a singular noun or a plural noun.

No students arrived on time for the last lesson!
No student arrived on time for the last lesson!

If there is another negative word we use any (not no).
I didn’t see any students arriving on time for the last lesson.

•  None
Use none ofthe + noun, or none on its own.

None ofthe guests are here yet.
‘Were there any letters for me?’ ‘Sorry, none for you.’

Note that in the first example there is a plural verb are’. This is more common, 
although a singular verb is possible.
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We do not use no of... or no the ....
Use none at all, or not one, or not a ... to add emphasis.

‘How many people were surfing?’-*■ ‘None at all!’
‘How many people were surfing?’ —> ‘Not one!’
How many people were surfing?’-* ‘Not a single one!’

Other examples:
Not one person has done any homework! I haven’t had a single call today.

Each, every
The meaning of each and every is similar and either word may be possible. They are 
both followed by a singular noun.

Each/Every person in the room was wearing a hat.

•  We use each when we think of the members of a group separately, one by one.
She spent some time talking to each person in the room.

Each is often used with one.
There were ten people in the room. Each one was wearing a hat.

Each of... can be used: Each of you can carry one parcel.
Each can be used after the subject, or at the end of a sentence.

My sisters each have their own room.
My uncle gave my brother and I $50 each. (= gave $50 to each o f us)

•  We use every when we think of all the members of a group together.
Every box was wrapped in coloured paper.

We cannot say every of.
We cannot use every after the subject, or at the end of a sentence.

Both, either, neither

•  Both + plural noun + plural verb refers to two things and means ‘the one and the other’.
Both people/Both the people/Both of the people in the room were wearing hats.
The people in the room were both wearing hats.
There were two people in the room. Both (of them) were wearing hats.
Both of you can help me. You can both help me.

•  Either + singular noun and singular verb means ‘this one or the other one’.
We can paint it green or blue. Either colour matches the walls.

When we use either with the words end’ or ‘side’ the meaning changes to both.
There are trees on either side of the street.

Either of+ the + plural noun means the same as either + zero article + singular noun. 
Either of the books/Either book will be very useful.

•  Neither means ‘not this one or the other one’.
We can’t paint it green or blue. Neither colour matches the walls.
There are trees on neither side of the street. Neither of these books will be useful.
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1 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.
1 There were none/no. people at the bus stop.
2 My two brothers each/every have their own car.
3 Not one/Not no student has come late this week!
4 Some of '/Some restaurants charge extra for bread.
5 Sorry, but I can’t hear either/neither of you properly.
6 When I got on my bike I noticed that both tyres/every tyre were flat.

2 Put one suitable word in each space.
1 I sent letters to ten people, b u t...........................ovyt...... replied!
2 I’m sorry, but there are ................... tickets left for the concert.
3 ................... I ate for breakfast was a banana.
4 I tried ................... the supermarkets, b u t.....................one was closed.
5 I had two phone calls, but there were................... for you, I’m afraid.
6 Both roads lead to the city centre. You can take................... one.

3 Rewrite each sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence and 
contains the word in bold.

1 All the dogs in the garden were barking, 
every
........... WYf.ty. Aq.q. iw  t.to. .0.8 M ew. .•..........................................................

2 Nobody at all came to the meeting, 
single

3 Not one of my friends has got a car. 
none

4 This chair is not comfortable, and nor is the other one. 
neither

5 There weren’t any boys in the class, 
no

6 We only want to try our new computer game, 
all

7 The two books are interesting, 
both
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4 Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first 
sentence.

1 These books aren’t interesting.
None ................................................

2 You have only ten minutes left.
A ll........................................................................................................................

3 The hotels were both unsuitable.
Neither................................................................................................................

4 No one replied to my letter.
Not a ........................................................................... ........................................

5 Paul and his brother David are ill.
Both....................................................................................................................

6 Nobody in the team played badly.
A ll.......................................................................................................................

7 The police searched all the houses in the street.
Every.................................................................................................................. .

8 Not all the questions in the test were easy.
Some...................................................................................................................

5 Underline the correct continuation of each sentence.
1 We looked at two different houses b u t ...

a) both of them were too small, b) either of them was too small.
2 Liz invited a dozen guests to her party b u t... 

a) no turned up. b) none turned up.
3 Helen and Mark are well behaved, but please let me know i f ... 

a) both of them misbehave, b) either of them misbehaves.
4 Michaela feels so tired because she ...

a) didn’t sleep for a single moment, b) slept all for a moment.
5 Write down the number of the car on this lis t...

a) each time one passes, b) all the time one passes.
6 How many presents did you get on your birthday? ... 

a) One at all. b) None at all.
7 There were ten people standing at the bus stop and ...

a) all people had umbrellas, b) each one had an umbrella.
8 We wrote all our answers on the blackboard b u t... 

a) no one of us was right, b) none of us was right.

SEE ALSO
Grammar 41: Pronouns
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Adjectives and adverbs

Adjectives
Adjectives describe nouns. The word order is adjective + noun. They have the same 
form for singular and plural. They do not change for male and female.

Order of adjectives

With more than one adjective, use this order:
Opinion:
Size:
Age:
Shape:
Temperature:
Colour:
Material:
Purpose (what it is for?): 
Final noun:

lovely, difficult 
large, long 
old, second-hand 
round, square 
hot, cold 
green, blue 
wooden, plastic 
swimming pool 
swimming pool

An old leather football boot. (age, material, purpose, noun)
A lovely green silk shirt. (opinion, colour, material, noun)

Avoid putting more than three adjectives together.

•  In the ‘material’ and ‘purpose’ categories we can use nouns as adjectives: plastic, steel, 
swimming, football.

A new swimming pool.

Gradable adjectives

-> freezing

Some adjectives can form a sequence:

boilings---------------------  hot warm cool cold
Adjectives in the middle of the sequence are called ‘gradable’. We can make them 
stronger or weaker with words like very, a bit, extremely, rather, quite.

It was verytextremelytrather/quite warm last night.
Adjectives at the end of the sequence are called ‘non-gradable’. We cannot make them 
stronger or weaker because they are already extreme. But we can emphasise them 
with absolutely.

It was absolutely boiling in Athens last week.
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Adjectives ending -ing and -ed

•  Adjectives ending -ing describe something outside us that we have feelings about. 
Adjectives ending -ed describe feelings inside us.

My work was tiring. It made me tired.
This film  is interesting. I ’m interested in the film.

Others of the same kind are: excited/exciting, embarrassed/embarrassing, worried/ 
worrying, bored/boring.

Adjectives with be, becom e, feel, look

•  Adjectives can be used on their own, without a noun, after these verbs.
This beach is fantastic Sue has become rich.
I feel terrible! You look ill!

We use ‘and’ between two adjectives. With three adjectives we use a comma between the 
first two, then ‘and’ before the last.

Sue has become happy and rich. Sue has become happy, rich and famous.

One

•  We can use one instead of repeating a noun.
I like your new coat. It’s a really lovely one!

Adverbs

•  Most adverbs describe the action of verbs. An adverb says how {quickly), when 
(tomorrow) or where {over there) something happens.
Many ‘how’ adverbs are formed by adding -ly to an adjective. 

slow -  slowly quick -  quickly careful -  carefully

•  Some adverbs have the same form as adjectives. Examples include: fast, hard, early, 
late, high, low, right, wrong.

This train is very fast, (adj) This train goes fast, (adv)
It was a very hard question, (adj) We worked hard, (adv)

•  The adverb hardly is not related to the meaning of hard.
I could hardly stand up. (‘hardly’ = almost not)

•  Remember that frequency adverbs come after be and auxiliaries, but before other 
verbs.

Katherine is never late. She has never arrived late.
Katherine never arrives late.

Adverbs of degree (intensifiers)

•  Adverbs of degree with adjectives describe how much.

Peter is very/really/extremely happy at his new school.
Other adverbs of degree are: a little, a bit, quite, terribly.
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1 Put each group of words into the best order.
1 old a plastic large bag green

.....a. large, old . M g ...........

2 wooden square two tables

3 red a dress silk beautiful

4 silver a of jugs antique pair

5 bowl small a plastic

6 winding road country long a

7 boots some old football dirty

8 cotton long a skirt yellow

9 squeezed cold juice a freshly glass orange of

2 Underline the correct adjective in each sentence.
1 I can’t drink this tea! It’s warm/boilingl

2 Look at that skyscraper! It’s large/gigantic'.
3 Jill couldn’t drive any further that day as she was so tired/tiring.

4 I love summer evenings when at last it feels cool/freezing.

5 The first part of the film was really excited/exciting.

6 That was the best play I’ve ever seen! It was good/fantastic'.

7 You look worried/worrying. Is anything the matter?
8 We won’t go camping until the weather is boiling/warmer.

9 If you feel bored/boring, why don’t we go to the cinema?
10 I didn’t think you were interested/interesting in ancient history.
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3 Rewrite each sentence so that it has a similar meaning and contains the word in 
bold.

1 The old couple lived together and were happy, 
happily
............... ..............................................................................................................................

2 This has been hard work for you. 
worked

3 Chris and Paul are slow walkers, 
walk

4 Georgia is a good pianist, 
plays

5 Sue is a graceful dancer, 
dances

6 Kate is ill. 
well

7 Michael’s skating was wonderful, 
skated

8 Mary is a careful writer, 
writes

9 Alex didn’t sleep well, 
slept

10 Ann completed the course with success, 
successfully
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4 Complete each sentence with one of the words from the box. Use each word 
once only.

extremely fast good happy hard hardly 
ill quite terrible well

1 When I heard that Suzannah had passed her driving test I was really

....toW ......
2 Jack dances very......................... and never steps on peoples feet.
3 Alan was so tired that he could......................... keep his eyes open.
4 The hotel w as......................... .. but we didn’t like the food in the restaurant.
5 Alison was extremely......................... and spent a month in hospital.
6 George was driving to o ......................... and was stopped by the police.
7 It’s not a wonderful film, but it’s ......................... good.
8 Gina worked very......................... and was given an extra holiday.
9 When I realized I hadn’t paid for the coat, I felt...........................

10 I can’t afford to buy that bike because it’s .........................expensive.

5 Underline the errors in these sentences. Rewrite each sentence.
1 Peter has been working very hardly.

...P&ter.M0A.bee .̂W£>rk(<Kv0.N/exy.Ja0rcl.............................................................
2 My sister bought me a blue lovely woollen sweater.

3 This book I’m reading is extremely excellent.

4 David felt badly because he’d shouted at his mother.

5 Everyone in the team played good.

6 Too much exercise can make you feel tiring.

7 Paula felt happily when her exams were over.

8 Carlos has arrived late at school never.

9 One boxer hit the other really hardly right on the chin.

10 I’m not really interesting in this car.

-> SEE ALSO
Grammar 3: Present time 2 149
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Making comparisons
Comparatives and superlatives: meaning

Comparatives compare two separate things.
Mary is a better player than Monica.

Superlatives compare one thing in a group with all the others.
Sarah is the best player in the team.

Comparatives and superlatives: form

•  One syllable
Comparative adjectives with one syllable are normally formed by adding -er to the 
adjective. In one syllable words ending with one consonant, the final consonant is 
doubled. Words ending in consonant + -y change -y to -i.

long -  longer big -  bigger dry -  drier 
Superlative adjectives are normally formed by adding -est to the adjective. 

long -  the longest big -  the biggest dry -  the driest

•  Two or more syllables
Comparative adjectives with two or more syllables are normally formed with more.

modern - more modern interesting -  more interesting 
Superlative adjectives are normally formed with most.

modern -  the most modern interesting -  the most interesting 
Some adjectives with two syllables can be formed in either way. 

common commoner the commonest OR
common more common the most common

Other examples include: quiet, tired, clever, polite, simple.

•  We normally use the with a superlative + noun. The + superlative can also be used 
without a noun.

Sarah is the best swimmer. Sarah is the best.

Irregular forms
Note the following irregular forms:

good
bad
far
little
much/many

better
worse
farther/further 
less

the best 
the worst
the farthest/furthest 
the least

more the most
And there is a special use of old to describe family members that has an irregular form: 

old elder the eldest
This is my elder brother. Jane is their eldest daughter.
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Adverbs
Comparative and superlative adverbs are formed in the same way as adjectives. Many 
common short adverbs can form comparatives in two ways.

Could you drive slower, please?
Could you drive more slowly, please?
Can you work quicker?
Can you work more quickly?

Adverbs that can use both forms like this include: loud, quick, slow.

Making comparisons

•  Use than with a comparative to compare two things.
Mary is better than Monica.
Mary is a better player than Monica.

•  When we compare actions, we can use an auxiliary at the end of the sentence instead 
of the full verb.

Mary plays better than Monica does. (NOT ... than Monica plays)
You’ve done more work than I have. (NOT ... than I have done)

We can also say:
Mary plays better than Monica.
You’ve done more work than me.

•  Use just as ... as to compare two equal things.
Mary is just as good as Cathy.
Mary is just as good a player as Cathy.

•  Use not as ... as to compare two things that are not equal.
Cathy is not as good as Mary.
Cathy is not as good a player as Mary.

•  More ... than and less ... than
This game is more interesting than the last one.
I think this game is less interesting than that one.

Intensifiers
We can use adverbs of degree a bit, much, a lot, far  etc. with comparatives.

This house is much/a lot/far bigger than that one.
The Italian film  was much more interesting than this one.
That film  was far less frightening than this one.
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1 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.
1 The fish was so tasty as/as tasty as the meat.
2 This book is the most interesting/the more interesting I’ve ever read.
3 This temple is the eldest/oldest in Europe.
4 That dress is a lot longer than/that the other one.
5 Nothing is worse/worst than being stuck in a traffic jam.
6 That skyscraper is one of the taller/tallest buildings in the world.
7 The test wasn’t as hard as/hard as I thought.
8 Actually, today I feel more bad/worse than I did yesterday.
9 Our journey took longer than/the longest we expected.

10 Could you work more quietly/more quieter please?

2 Complete each sentence with a comparative or superlative form of the adjective 
in bold. Include any other necessary words.

1 The Nile is ....................................................................................... river in the world.
long

2 I was disappointed as the film w as....................................................than I expected.
entertaining

3 Most planes go a lo t........................................................................................... trains.
fast

4 Yesterday was one o f .......................................................................... days of the year.
hot

5 I think this book is m uch...................................................................... the other one.
good

6 The twins are the same height. Tim is .................................................................. Sue.
tall

7 The first exercise was easy but this one is ....................................................................
difficult

8 The Mediterranean is n o t.............................................................. the Pacific Ocean.
large

9 This classroom is ............................................................................ the one next door.
big

10 This is ......................................................... television programme I’ve ever watched.
bad
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3 Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence.
1 David is a better runner than Paul.

Paul is n o t .0.90d. .yy^Y^YS'tr, Rs. &ByLd.(Is)...................................................

2 Nobody in the class is taller than Anna.
Anna is th e ....................................................................................................................

3 I haven’t written as much as you.
You’ve written...............................................................................................................

4 Jane’s hair isn’t as long as Sophie’s.
Sophie’s hair i s ...............................................................................................................

5 No student in the school is noisier than I am!
I’m th e ...........................................................................................................................

6 This exhibition is much more interesting than the last one.
The last exhibition was n o t..........................................................................................

7 This is as fast as the car can go.
The car can’t ..................................................................................................................

8 Kate ate much less than Helen did.
Kate didn’t .....................................................................................................................

4 Put one suitable word in each space.
1 Our team is .. jktSfe........ d.$.......... good......d$.......your team. They’re both the same.
2 This is one o f ................................. famous paintings in the world.
3 Everyone d id ................w ork.................Philip...................
4 You’re not a safe driver! You should drive................slowly.
5 Ann is taller................Mike but their son Dave is ................. tallest in the family.
6 What an awful book. It’s one o f ................................. interesting I’ve ever read.
7 It makes no difference, because this road is ..................................b ad .................

that one.
8 Today i s ................cold................. yesterday, so I’m wearing my shorts.

5 Correct the spelling of these words where necessary.

1 bigest ..M.gcjgst... 6 fater .................. . 11 fiter ....
2 greattest ................... 7 smalest ............. 12 tighter
3 shorter ................... 8 longest .............. 13 newest
4 likeliest ................... 9 hardder ............. 14 heavier
5 tallest ................... 10 wettest .............. 15 widder

-♦ SEE ALSO
Grammar 34: Adjectives and adverbs
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Phrasal verbs 1
Understanding phrasal verbs

•  A ‘phrasal verb’ is a normal verb like get, look, take followed by one or two prepositions 
like back, off, up etc.

1 Please take this note to my teacher.
(normal verb meaning: ‘to move something from one place to another’)

2 Take off your shoes before you come in.
(phrasal verb meaning: ‘to remove something’)

3 We took off in the middle o f a storm.
(phrasal verb meaning: ‘when a plane goes up into the air’)
Adding a preposition changes the meaning of the verb. You can sometimes guess the meaning 
(see 2 above), but there often is a new meaning that is completely different (see 3 above).

•  There are different types of phrasal verbs. This depends on whether there is one 
preposition or two, and whether the verb and preposition can be separated. In this 
book Grammar 36 and 37 cover different types.

•  When you see a new phrasal verb for the first time you should study the context of 
use, and check the meaning in a dictionary. Phrasal verbs are common in both writing 
and speech. Some are informal, but others are in general use. There are many phrasal 
verbs. Only a few are listed here.

Verbs with three parts
Most of the verbs in the list below need an object, and the object can only come at the 
end, after both prepositions:

I ’m looking forward to my holidays.
With verbs marked with an asterisk *, when no object is used, the final preposition is 
left out.

catch up with * (reach someone by going faster)
You can rest now and catch up with us later. (with object)
You’re going too fast! I cant catch up! (without object)
cut down on * (reduce the amount of)
Sheila has decided to cut down on holidays this year.
You’re eating too many sweets. You should cut down, 
drop in on * (visit for a short time)
Let’s drop in on David while we’re in Paris.
The next time you’re nearby, please do drop in!
get along/on with * (have a friendly relationship with)
James doesn’t get on well with his maths teacher.
We work in the same office, but we don't get on.
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keep up with * (move at the same speed as)
You’re going too fast! I  cant keep up with you.
Patty finds this class difficult, and cant keep up. 
live up to (be as good as someone expects)
The film  didn’t live up to our expectations, 

look forward to (think you will enjoy)
I ’m looking forward to going on holiday this year.

Note that to is a preposition here and so is followed by the -ing form of the verb. 
look out onto/over (have a view of)
Our hotel room looks out onto the lake, 
put up with (accept without complaining)
I can’t put up with all this noise!

run out of * (have no more of)
I think the car is about to run out of petrol!
There isn’t any more milk. We’ve run out.

Verbs with two parts: transitive and inseparable
These phrasal verbs take an object. We call this type of verb ‘transitive’. The object 
must come after the preposition, not between the verb and the preposition. We call 
this type of phrasal verb ‘inseparable’.

call for (come to your house and collect)
Well call for you about 8.00 so please be ready. (NOT call you for) 
call on (visit for a short time)
I called on Professor Jones and wished her a Happy Birthday, 
deal with (take action to solve a problem)
Could you deal with this customer’s problem, please? 
get at (try to say, suggest)
Helen couldn’t understand what her boss was getting at. 
get over (recover from)
Peter was ill with flu, but he’s getting over it now. 
head for (go in the direction of)
The escaped prisoner is thought to be heading for London, 
join in (take part in, contribute to)
When Alex started singing, everyone joined in. 
see to (pay attention to, often meaning ‘repair’)
The brakes on your car need seeing to. 
standfor (tolerate)
I will not stand for so much talking!

take after (be similar in appearance or character)
Karen takes after her mother. They’re very similar.
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1 C o m p le te  e a c h  s e n te n c e  (1 -8 )  w ith  a n  e n d in g  (a -h ) .

1 If you have any kind of problem, just call me and I’ll deal ...ft.....
2 I’ve been so busy lately that I’ve decided to cut ..........
3 Ann and Sue are really looking ..........
4 Our teacher told us that she would not stand ..........
5 Nearly everybody says that Mark takes ..........
6 Monica is very friendly and generally gets ..........
7 Halfway through the race, Martin found that he couldn’t keep ..........
8 We were told that the concert was going to be good but it didn’t live ..........

a for cheating in our end-of-term test.
b on well with the people she works with, 
c with it as soon as I can. 
d after his father’s side of the family.
e down on the amount of time I spend watching television, 
f up with the others any more, 
g up to our expectations at all. 
h forward to seeing you both again in July.

2 Underline the correct preposition in each sentence.
1 Can you explain that again? I don’t know what you’re getting by/with/at.

2 He’s a very strict teacher. He doesn’t stand for/up/with any bad behaviour in class.
3 I enjoyed London, but it didn’t really live up to/with/for my expectations.
4 I smoke 20 cigarettes a day, but I’m trying to cut off/through/down.

5 I think she has got over/by/down the break-up with her boyfriend.
6 I’ll call by/in/for you at eight o’clock, and then we’ll go to the party together.
7 I’m going crazy! I can’t put off/up/down with so much confusion!
8 I’m lucky, I get on/off/over really well with my colleagues.
9 If you miss too many lessons, it’s difficult to catch over/up/with.

10 It’s difficult to keep along/by/up with changes in biotechnology.
11 My car needs a service -  the engine needs seeing in/to/at.

12 The printer is working, but it’s run away!out!down of ink.
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3 Complete each sentence with a suitable form of one of the phrasal verbs in the 
box. Use each one once only.

catch up with cut down on drop in on get on with 
keep up with (not) live up to look forward to run out of

1 The book you lent m e ........didn't.U.V&.t£p.fcQ........... my expectations.
2 Any time you’re in the area, feel free t o ................................................... us.
3 Sorry, we have................................................... orange juice. Would you like some

water?
4 Unfortunately Susie doesn’t ................................................... her new neighbours.
5 Bill left before I did, but I ran an d ................................................... him.
6 I’m really................................................... my holiday in Italy next week.
7 It was a difficult class, and I couldn’t ................................................... the other

students.
8 You should................................................... smoking if you can’t stop completely.

4 Rewrite each sentence so that it does not contain the words in italics, but does 
contain a phrasal verb.

1 Brian and his mother are very similar.
... kv. takes, after, .tots, rather,............................................................

2 There isn’t any food leftl

3 Mike and Tom aren’t very good friends.

4 Jean is very good at handling people’s problems.

5 The handlebars on my bike need fixing.

6 Julia was very ill, but she’s recovered now.

7 What exactly are you suggesting?

8 Paul’s new school wasn’t as good as he expected it to be.
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Phrasal verbs 2
Verbs with two parts: transitive and separable

These phrasal verbs take an object. We call this type of verb ‘transitive’. This object 
can come after the preposition or between the verb and the preposition. We call this 
type of phrasal verb ‘separable’.

We brought up this child. We brought her up.
In general, as in the examples above, object phrases usually go after the preposition. 
Pronouns (such as you, it, him, her, us, them) always go between the verb and the 
preposition.

bring up (look after a child until adult)
Tom’s aunt brought him up after his parents died, 
call off (cancel)
The school called off the match because of bad weather, 
clear up (make clean and tidy)
Could you help me clear up the room after the party?

cut off (be disconnected during a phone call)
I ’d just got through to Delhi when I was cut off.

This is usually used in the passive. 
fill in (complete by writing)
Could you fill this form in with all your details, please? 
give up (stop doing something)
Paul had to give up gymnastics because o f injury, 
knock out (make unconscious)
Bryson knocked his opponent out in the second round.

let down (disappoint, fail to keep a promise)
Ann said she would help, but she let me down, 
look up (find information in a reference book)
I  looked this word up in a dictionary and in an encyclopedia, 
pick up (collect in a car)
The taxi will pick you up at 6.30.

put off (postpone)
The weather was bad, so they put off the match for a week, 
put up (provide accommodation in someone’s house)
A friend in Prague put me up for a couple of nights.
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take up (start a hobby or activity)
Sam has just taken up parachuting.

try on (put on clothes to see if they are suitable)
I tried the coat on, but it was too big and the wrong colour.

turn on/off (begin or stop operating electrical equipment) 
Don’t forget to turn off the light before you go to bed. 
wash up (clean plates, knives and forks etc.)
After the party, Martin washed up all the glasses.

Verbs with two parts: intransitive
These phrasal verbs do not have an object. 

break down (stop working, especially cars)
The car broke down when we were on the motorway.

drop out (stop before you finish)
Two of the runners dropped out halfway through the race, 
get on (make progress)
Nina likes her new college, and is getting on well, 
get away (escape)
One o f the burglars was caught, but the other got away.
grow up (change from a child to an adult)
I grew up in a small town in Peru.

set off/out (begin a journey)
We set off early to avoid the traffic.

take off (when a plane leaves the ground)
Our plane took off more than three hours late, 
turn up (arrive, often unexpectedly)
We invited 20 people, but only five turned up.
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1 Complete each sentence with one suitable word.
1 Tina asked if she could help m e ......YVflS.b.........up the dirty dishes.
2 I need a dictionary, so I can ......................... up this word.
3 If I were you, I’d ......................... off early because Edinburgh is a long way.
4 Our meeting tomorrow has been......................... off, I’m afraid.
5 I’m not sure about the size of this coat, so can I ......................... it on?
6 Robert had to ......................... in a form, giving all his personal details.
7 You’ll never guess w ho......................... up at our school party last week!
8 Six people applied for the job, but one of them ......................... out.

2 Rewrite each sentence so that it has a similar meaning and contains the word in
bold.

1 Don’t leave the lights on when you leave the school, 
turn
....... thjs.SAhcof.........................................................................................................

2 Jack arrived halfway through the lesson, 
turned

3 You can stay with us for a week, 
put

4 Marta is doing well in her English class, 
getting

5 Anna spent her childhood in Uruguay, 
grew

6 How do you start the computer? 
turn

7 Carol checked the dates in an encyclopedia, 
looked

8 Surfing is a great sport. When did you start doing it? 
take
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3 Complete each sentence (1-8) with an ending (a-h).
1 It’s very cold and wet at the moment so we’ve put ....
2 Mary’s parents were quite strict and brought her ..........
3 Your room is very untidy! Could you clear ..........
4 I was talking to Helen when suddenly we were cut ..........
5 Zoe tried to persuade her mother to give ..........
6 George started painting his room this morning and he’s getting ..........
7 If you like, we could come and pick ..........
8 A branch of a tree fell and knocked ..........

a it up please, and put everything away.
b Peter out for a few moments, 
c off our garden party until next week, 
d up smoking, but she didn’t have much success, 
e on very well so far.
f off and I couldn’t get her number after that, 
g you up in our car at about 7.00. 
h up to be very polite and obedient.

4 Rewrite each sentence so it has a similar meaning and contains the word in bold.
1 As soon as we had packed our bags, we started on our journey, 

set
.......AS.sopiA; ns wg.h a d .f?ncfeftd. ou r bnejs,. wg sg t.o ff .p u p u rjp u rry g y .........

2 You should use a dictionary to check the meaning of new words, 
look

3 The opening of the new stadium was postponed for a week, 
put

4 The doctor told Mr Davidson to stop smoking, 
give

5 Can I see whether this coat is the right size? 
try

6 What a mess your room is in! Can you tidy it, please? 
clear •*

•* SEE ALSO
Grammar 36: Phrasal verbs 1
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Units 29-37
1 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.

1 I think my school is just as good/better than yours.
2 There are enough apples for one each/every.

3 Sue has been working very hard/hardly.

4 Could you give me an!some information, please?
5 This is the best/better ice cream in the world!
6 I’ve been working in this company for/since three months.
7 There are no/none eggs left in the fridge.
8 The news is/are on in a few minutes.

2 Decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each space.

------------------------  Life on the farm ------------------------
I was (1) ...£... by my uncle and aunt and (2).....on a small farm in the west of England. I think it
was better (3)......living in a city, because (4)............day I ran about in the open air. (5)......... I went
to school, (6)........ I did was play on the farm all day. (7)......... my aunt and uncle worked with the
animals, and although they worked very (8).......... they always explained (9)......... things to me. They
didn't have (10)........money, but they (11)..........well with everyone, and we didn't have (12).........
of the problems of living in the city. I always felt (13)........on the farm. There was (14)......... noise or
pollution, and it was (15).........peaceful. That's probably why I became a farmer when I was older.

1 A lived up to B taken after C grown up D brought up
2 A grew up B joined in C turned up D put off
3 A as B more C than D the
4 A every Bin C for D both
5 A By B Nowadays C In time D Until
6 A every B each C none Dali
7 A Either B Both C Neither D All
8 A hardly B harder C hard D hardest
9 A interests B interesting C interest D interested

10 A much B lots C many D too
11 A dropped in B got along C kept up D dealt with
12 A much B none C no D any
13 A happily B a happy C happy D the happy
14 A any B no C none of D not
15 A too B much C really D as162
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3 Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first, using no 
more than three words.

1 These classrooms aren’t very large.
N one................. .................................... classrooms are very large.

2 Lisa won’t leave here before the end of April.
Lisa will be here...................................................... the end of April.

3 We don’t allow smoking in this cinema.
N o ...................................................... in this cinema.

4 Can you tell me what you think I should do?
Can you give m e ...................................................... ?

5 You’ve been waiting longer than I have.
I haven’t been waiting...................................................... you have.

6 It’s 4.00 now, and I started waiting here two hours ago.
I’ve been waiting here...................................................... 2.00.

7 All classrooms must be kept clean.
Each......................................................must be kept clean.

8 Most of the class walks to school.
Most of the class comes to school........................................................

9 This is as far as we can go along this road.
We can’t g o ...................................................... along this road.

10 The fire brigade arrived too late to save the burning house.
The fire brigade didn’t arrive...................................................... to save the
burning house.

4 Rewrite each sentence so that it contains a form of a phrasal verb using the 
word in bold. Make any other necessary changes.

1 You can come and stay with me. 
put
......I. .ftfi .ia, u±. WQ kt. k<r£.-.........................................................................................

2 Carlos can’t stand the noise of planes anymore, 
put

3 Peter is making good progress at university, 
getting

4 I’ll tidy up the room if you do the washing-up. 
clear
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5 We’re going in the direction of Madrid, 
heading

6 Why don’t you search for this word in the dictionary? 
look

7 Jane is very similar to her father, 
takes

8 Nina’s father is trying to stop smoking, 
give

5 Look carefully at each line. Some lines are correct but some have a word which 
should not be there. Tick (/) each correct line. If a line has a word which should 
not be there, write the word in the space.

Holiday problems

Last month we decided to drive to Scotland for a 1
few days, for a short holiday. We were the really 2
looking it forward to a quiet rest in the country. 3
Unfortunately, a lots of things went wrong. First 4
of all, the car was broke down just after we had left 5
home, and we had to phone a garage and then 6
wait by the side of the road for hours ago. By the 7
time the car had been repaired, it was too much late 8
to go on, so we went the home. The next day we set 9
off more early to avoid the traffic, but we had forgotten 10 
that it was a public holiday. Every one single person 11
in the country must have had the same idea, so we 12
found ourselves in a long traffic jam. We after decided 13 
that the best thing to do was to take after a different 14
road, and look up for a hotel. First we got lost on 15
a narrow country road, and then the car once ran 16
out of the petrol. Finally, we gave up and went home 17
for the second time. 18

/

the.
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6 Put one suitable word in each space, or leave the space blank.

While Tina was visiting (1 ) ...... th e ........United States, she decided to go by (2 ) ........................
plane from (3 ) .......................New York to (4) ......................... West Coast. She had already stayed
with her friends (5 ) ....................... two weeks, and they'd told her that (6 ) ......................... California
was a (7 ) .......................more exciting. 'It's (8 ) ..........................warmer, and you'll be able to swim in
(9 ) .......................Pacific Ocean!', they said. Tina didn't have (1 0 ) ......................... information about
flights, so she went to (1 1 ) ....................... travel agent's next door to (12) ......................... block of
flats where she was staying. She discovered that there were two flights (13) .......................next
morning, but she couldn't get (1 4 ) ....................... seat on (1 5 ) ..........................of them.

7 Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first, using no 
more than three words.

1 Nobody at all picked up the litter.
N ot............ flL.SkW<0.l6................person picked up the litter.

2 There isn’t any cheese in the fridge.
There is ........................ .....................in the fridge.

3 People who are rich aren’t necessarily happy.
T he............................................. not necessarily happy.

4 Jane’s drawing is beautiful.
Jane draws...............................................

5 I haven’t seen a worse film than this one.
This is ............................................. I have ever seen.

6 Helen left Paris in July.
Helen stayed in Paris............................................. July.

8 Put one suitable word in each space.
1 You work ...JM-.WAh.....harder .....thflJ'V....... I do.
2 In ................... future, people will live longer.....................they do now.
3 Alex plays ....................guitar in .....................rock band.
4 There is ................... hot water left, but there isn’t .......................
5 He could go now he’d answered................... the questions o n .....................sides

of the form.
6 Jogging isn’t ................... interesting.....................playing tennis.
7 I’ll wait here................... 6.00, so try and be here.....................then.
8 That was great! It was th e ................... meal you’v e .....................cooked!
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9 Underline the errors in these sentences. Rewrite each sentence.
1 I’m really interesting in the travel.

IVw. renILy uy trayel..........................................

2 Kate’s brother is doctor.

3 I ate a food with Jack, and after that I went home.

4 The milk is good for you.

5 Can you give me an advice?

6 I’ve looked in the box. All is broken, I’m afraid.

7 They will have finished the new hospital until the end of May.

8 There’s a police waiting outside.

9 I come to class with the feet.

10 Your hair are very beautiful.

Grammar check

1 Time words like for, since and ago are linked to the use of tenses. Check 
Grammar 4, 5, 6 and 7.

2 The same word can be countable and uncountable with a change of meaning. 
Which words of this kind do you know? Check with Grammar 30.

3 Compare the uses of articles with articles in your language (if it has articles). 
Note that the choice of article can depend on meaning and context. Check with 
Grammar 31 and 32.

4 Avoid using more than three adjectives together. Note the difference between 
hard and hardly. Check with Grammar 34.

5 What is the difference between comparative and superlatives? Are they used in 
the same ways in your language? Check with Grammar 35.

6 Phrasal verbs can have many meanings, so check in a dictionary. Make sure that you 
know where in the entry for the main verb you can find the phrasal verbs (it is right 
at the end of the entry, after the various meanings of the main verb used alone).



GRAMMAR

Verbs followed by or infinitive 1
When you learn a new verb, check in a dictionary to see whether it is followed by the 
-ing form (also called the gerund) or an infinitive with or without to. Grammar 38 
and 39 include some of the most common verbs, but these are only a selection.

Verbs followed by -ing or infinitive: little or no change of meaning

•  Some verbs can be followed either by an -ing form, or to + infinitive, and there is little 
or no change in meaning. Verbs in this list include begin, continue, not bear, hate, 
intend, like, love, prefer, start.

When she stood up, the President began to speak/speaking.
Some people at the back continued chatting/to chat.
I cant bear listening/to listen for a long time.
What do you intend doing/to do about it?
I don’t like watching television. I prefer reading/to read.
I think you should start practising/to practise now!

•  There can be a small difference between like to do and like doing.

To + infinitive suggests that something is a habit or something you think is a good idea.
I like to get most of my work done before midday.

The -ing form shows you enjoy an activity.
I  like listening to the radio.

•  We prefer one thing to another thing. If the things are activities, the -ing form is used.
Tom prefers reading to watching television.

•  Hate doing is more common, except in the fixed expression T hate to tell you this, 
b u t...’ .

I hate doing the washing-up!
I hate to tell you this, but we’ve missed the last train!

•  With would like, would love, would prefer and would hate we use to + infinitive.
I ’d like to go to Portugal this summer. I ’d prefer to do it myself, if  you don’t mind.

Verbs followed by to  + infinitive
Some verbs are followed only by the infinitive with to. These include afford, ask, 
choose, happen, help, manage, offer, refuse, wait, want.

I can’t afford to go to the cinema twice in one week.
In the end, Laura chose to study Economics.
Do you happen to know the time?
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Could someone help me to carry this?
(Help is also used without to: Could you help me carry this?) 

Jim can’t manage to come this evening.
I  offered to give her a lift, but she said she’d ordered a taxi. 
The manager refused to see me.
There are some people waiting to see you.
What do you want to do this evening?

Verbs followed by to + infinitive, or tfiat-clause

Some verbs are followed by the infinitive with to, or a fhat-clause. We often leave out 
that in everyday speech. These verbs include agree, decide, expect, hope, learn, pretend, 
promise, seem, wish.

We decided to go home. 
Mike expects to win.
I hope to see you later. 
Helen pretended to be ill.

We decided (that) we would go home. 
Mike expects (that) he will win.
I hope (that) I ’ll see you later.
Helen pretended (that) she was ill.

•  If we use a fhat-clause we follow the tense rules of reported speech. So, for example, 
will changes to would in the past:

Sarah agrees to meet you after school.
Sarah agrees that she will meet you after school.
Sarah agreed to meet me after school.
Sarah agreed (that) she would meet me after school.

•  There is a small difference between learn to and learn that.

A t school Tony learned to speak French, (learn a skill)
A t school we learned that the Earth goes round the Sun. (learn information)

•  There are two forms of seem.

1 You/he/she/we/they + seem + to + infinitive 
You seem to know the answer!

2 It + seem + that-dause.
It seems that you know the answer.

•  Wish followed by to + infinitive has a similar meaning to want. 
I  wish to leave early today.

In a that-clause after wish we usually use would or could.
I wish (that) I  could leave early.
I wish (that) my teacher would let me leave early.
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1 Underline the errors in these sentences. Some sentences do not have errors. 
Rewrite each sentence that has an error and tick (/) the sentences which are 
correct.

1 Jim can’t afford going to the cinema twice a week.
..J l m . fl.ffarEt t c . W K V l t K V V f l ..............................

2 David wishes leaving the room.

3 Are you waiting to use the phone?

4 I’d really like going swimming on Saturday.

5 Emma pretended leaving, but waited outside.

6 James agreed to meet me at the beach.

7 My bike seems having something wrong with it.

8 The director refused answering Helens phone call.

2 Complete each sentence with a form of one of the verbs from the box. Use each 
verb once only.

afford bear continue expect happen
learn love offer prefer pretend

1 John really.......Loves........spending all day at the beach.
2 I’m completely broke, so I can’t ......................... to go on holiday.
3 Excuse me, but do you ......................... to know the way to Old Street?
4 W e.........................our team to win, but they were badly beaten.
5 N ina......................... to speak French and German when she was at school.
6 Even when the examiner told him to stop, Robert......................... speaking.
7 I’m sorry, but I can’t ......................... to listen to this awful music!
8 Last week Chris......................... to help me paint my bike.
9 Paul......................... to have a bad leg so he didn’t have to go to the gym.

10 Sam usually.........................playing football to doing homework.
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3 Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first 
sentence.

1 My teacher wouldn’t let me leave early.
My teacher refused................................................................................................

2 Jill sang without stopping for an hour.
Jill continued..........................................................................................................

3 Apparently you’ve passed the exam.
It seems.................................................................................................................. .

4 Richard thinks he’s going to do well.
Richard expects......................................................................................................

5 What are your plans for the summer?
What do you intend.............................................................................................. .

6 Clearing up my room is something I dislike!
I hate.....................................................................................................................

7 Liz said she’d go to the cinema with me.
Liz agreed...............................................................................................................

8 Tina and Brian are getting married.
Tina and Brian have decided................................................................................

9 See you later, I hope.
I hope...................................................................................................................

10 What do you fancy doing this evening?
What do you w ant.................................................................................................

4 Complete each sentence with one of the words from the box. Use each verb
once only.

agreed asked chose decided hate 
hopes like refused seems want

1 Greg often to be worried.
2 I ................... to tell you this, but we’ve lost all our money.
3 Do you ................... to go for a walk this afternoon?
4 I ................... Ann to wait for me, but she didn’t.
5 Katrina................... to become a champion skater.
6 The police officer................... to listen to my explanation.
7 Peter................... to work on Saturday instead of on Friday.
8 I’d ................... to see you again some time.
9 After a lot of thought, Jim finally....

10 I asked my teacher for help, and she
to spend his holiday in Peru. 
....to give me extra lessons.
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5 Rewrite each sentence so that it has a similar meaning and contains the word in 
bold.

1 What are you thinking of doing? 
intend
...........w hat dgup.M. .mEe kvM to .do?.............................................................

2 I find getting up early unbearable! 
bear

3 I’ll see you in the morning, I expect, 
to

4 Til be back at 6.00,’ said Susan, 
promised

5 ‘I won’t help!’ said Tom. 
refused

6 ‘Would you like me to help you?’ I asked Joe. 
offered

7 Ellen didn’t have enough money for the ticket, 
afford

8 Pat was taught to drive when he was young, 
learned

-> SEE ALSO
Grammar 10: Reported speech 1 
Grammar 11: Reported speech 2 
Grammar 39: Verbs followed by -ing or infinitive 2
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Verbs followed by - i n g  or infinitive 2
Verbs followed by -ing or infinitive: change of meaning

Some verbs can be followed either by an -ing form, or to + infinitive, and there is a 
change in meaning.

•  Remember and forget
We use remember/forget doing (or remember/forget followed by that-dmse) for 
memories of the past, when the action happens before the remembering. We 
use remember/forget to do for actions someone is/was supposed to do, when the 
remembering happens before the action.

I remember telling you!
Then I remembered that you were out.
Remember to take your keys!
I ’ll never forget learning to drive!
I forgot that I ’d  promised to phone you.
Sorry, I forgot to post your letter.

•  Mean
We use mean doing (or mean followed by fhai-clause) when one thing results in or 
involves another. We use mean to do to express an intention.

Keeping f i t  means taking exercise every day! ( -  involves)
When I miss the bus, it means that I  have to walk to school. (= involves)
Jane meant to watch the programme, but she forgot. (= intended)

•  Stop
We use stop doing when we end an action. We use stop to do when we give the reason 
for stopping.

Joe has stopped learning French. (= gave up learning)
We stopped to look at the view. { -  in order to look)

Stop is not followed by a i/iai-clause.

•  Try
We use try doing when we do something and see what happens. We use try to do 
when we make an effort to do something, but don’t necessarily succeed.

I f  you have a headache, try taking two o f these pills. (= experiment)
Peter tried to lift the table, but it was too heavy. (he failed in this case)

Try is not followed by a that-clause.

Verbs followed by -ing or infinitive without to: change of meaning

•  Some verbs can be followed by an object + ing, or an infinitive without to. There is a 
change in meaning. These verbs are sometimes called ‘verbs of perception’ and include 
feel, hear, listen to, see, watch.

(tell <— remember)
(go out <— remember) 
(remember -> take) 
(learn «- forget) 
(promise *- forget) 
(forget -> post)
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•  If we see or hear only part of the action, or it continues, we use the -ing form. If we see 
or hear the whole action from beginning to end, we use the infinitive without to. 
Compare:

I could feel my hands shaking with fear! (continuing action)
I felt the building move! (completed action)
We watched Joe eating his lunch. (part of the action)
We watched Joe eat his lunch. (whole action)

•  These verbs can be used with a that-clause with a change of meaning.
I feel that this is the time to resign. (= believe)
We heard that you were ill. (= receive news)
I saw that it was too late. (= realize)

Verbs followed by -ing or noun
Some verbs can be followed by another verb in an -ing form or a noun.
These include: dislike, enjoy, fancy, *cant help, *keep, mind, practise, can’t stand. Those 
marked * have two meanings.

1 dislike going out in the rain.
I really dislike my new boss.
Everyone enjoys going to parties.
I enjoyed this lesson.
Do you fancy going to the cinema?
I fancy a swim!
I can’t help feeling hungry.
I can’t help myself! (= I can’t stop)
Keep this. Don’t throw it away.
Sue keeps phoning me late at night. { -  continues with a bad habit)
Do you mind waiting?
Do you mind cold weather?
I must practise speaking French more often.
Julia practises the violin every day.
1 can’t stand waking up early.
I can’t stand hot and spicy food.

Verbs followed by -ing, or noun, or that-clause

•  Some verbs can be followed either by another verb in an -ing form, or a noun, or a 
that-dause. These include admit, deny, imagine, suggest.

The Minister admitted taking a bribe. Paul admitted that he was wrong.
Tina denied stealing the money. Both men denied that they had done anything wrong. 
Imagine travelling to another planet! Do you really imagine that I want to see you again? 
I suggest going for a pizza. I suggest that we go for a pizza.

•  Suggest can also be followed by should.
I suggest that we should go for a pizza.
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Contrasts with verbs from Grammar 38 are included here.

1 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.
1 Tom suddenly realized hed forgotten to lock/lockim  his door.
2 On the way back we stopped to have/having some tea.
3 Could you stop to talk/talking, please.
4 Learning a language means to be/being interested in another culture.
5 Ann tried to open/opening the window, but it was too high to reach.
6 Please remember to take/taking the dog for a walk.
7 Cathy says she’ll never forget to sky-dive/sky-diving for the first time.
8 I don’t really remember to start/starting school when I was five.

2 Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first, using no 
more than three words.

1 Would you like to go to the beach?
D o ..............QQ.U-..f.Qvvc.Q................. going to the beach?

2 The boy admitted stealing the bike.
The boy admitted......................................................stolen the bike.

3 Why don’t we wait for the bus?
....................................................... waiting for the bus.

4 David often interrupts me.
David......................................................me.

5 Is it all right if you come back later?
....................................................... coming back later?

6 Think what being a millionaire would be like!
...................................................... a millionaire!

7 It’s not my fault if I eat a lot.
I ....................................................... eating a lot.

3 Underline the correct verb in each sentence.
1 Helen enioved/'chose to learn French.
2 I really can’t stand/afford to travel by plane.
3 Do you mind/want coming back in half an hour?
4 Tina suggested/meant to buy some potatoes, but she forgot.
5 Emily denied/refused opening the office safe.
6 Bill admitted/agreed making a serious mistake.
7 My parents disliked/decided to send me to a different school.
8 I really like/fancy a trip to the country.
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4 Complete each sentence with a form of one of the verbs in the box.

deny expect imagine mean try practise pretend refuse

1 If you.......t r y ........... to work a bit harder, I’m sure you’ll pass the exam.
2 Kevin......................... to have toothache, and left school early.
3 The builders are not sure of the exact date, b u t......................... to start work soon.
4 Laura......................... to call you last week, but she forgot.
5 The woman arrested by the police......................... robbing the bank.
6 You should......................... speaking to an audience, to gain confidence.
7 It’s interesting to ......................... myself living on a desert island.
8 I phoned the director six times, but she......................... to speak to me.

5 Complete each sentence with one suitable word.
1 Don’t .....■forget........ to buy some milk on your way home.
2 If I’m late, i t ......................... I have to wait until the next lesson begins.
3 I ......................... throwing the ball, but I didn’t break the window.
4 Paul can’t ...................... . thinking about his favourite team.
5 Lisa......................... forgetting where she put her keys.
6 G ina......................... to climb in through the window, but it was locked.
7 I .........................playing with my friends when I was little.
8 I can’t .........................walking home in the rain! It’s horrible!

6 Complete each sentence with a form of one of the verbs in the box. 

fancy hear keep mind see stop

1 Helen doesn’t go to the gym any more.
HteUuv kns stopped .Qot^Q.to. .0,wnc:................................ .

2 Someone told me that you have passed your driving test.

3 I don’t understand how we can do it.

4 Does getting home late annoy you?

5 I’d really like to spend the day at the beach tomorrow.

6 Your dog is always chasing my cat.

-¥ SEE ALSO
Grammar 38: Verbs followed by -ing or infinitive 1
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Verbs followed by prepositions
Verb + preposition

•  Some verbs are followed by a particular preposition. Always check in a dictionary for 
meaning and use.

About
dream I dreamed about Harry last night.
know Do you know a lot about economics?
talk What are you talking about?
At
laugh Don’t laugh at me.
look Look at that beautiful cherry tree!

For
apologize I must apologize for being late.
apply Jill has applied for a new job.
ask Why don’t we ask for the bill?
look I ’m looking for the bus station.
pay Sheila paid for my ticket.
wait I ’ll wait for you outside.
In
believe Do you believe in ghosts?
succeed Helen succeeded in collecting £35 for charity.

Of
accuse Albert was accused of spying.
remind This city reminds me of Buenos Aires.
taste Does your coffee taste of soap?
On
depend I might come. It depends on the weather.
rely You can rely on Ann to work hard.
To
belong Does this belong to you?
explain Could you explain something to me please?
lend Brian lent his car to me for the weekend.

We can also say: Brian lent me his car.

listen You’re not listening to me!
talk Ellen was talking to her mother on the phone.
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•  In questions the preposition usually goes at the end.
What are you talking about?
Who are you looking for?
What are you listening to?

Be + adjective + preposition
Note that in the list below the following adjectives occur twice: angry, annoyed, 
pleased, sorry. One of the prepositions is used when they refer to people and one 
when they refer to things (this is shown in the list).

About angry (+ things), annoyed (+ things), excited, happy, pleased
(+ things), right, sorry (+ things), upset 
Helen is excited about winning the prize.
I ’m sorry about your difficulties. Can I help?

At bad, good
Dora is really good at maths.

For famous, late, ready, sorry (+ people)
Our city is famous for its beautiful buildings.
I was sorry for George when he came last in the race.

From different
This room is different from the other one.

In interested
Are you interested in computers?

O f afraid, fond, frightened, full, jealous, tired
My sleeping bag was full of ants!

On keen
I ’m not very keen on fried food.

To kind, married, used
Ellen is married to Jack.

With angry (+ people), annoyed (+ people), bored, pleased (+ people)
I ’m really angry with you.
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1 Complete each sentence with one suitable word.
1 Fiona is very different ......her sister.
2 Please try and listen................... my instructions.
3 My home town is famous................... its peaches.
4 Excuse me, but does this umbrella belong................... you?
5 What exactly was Alan talking................... ?
6 I think we should ask................... some information.
7 Sarah is very keen................... growing her own vegetables.

2 Complete each sentence with one word from list A and one from list B.

A apologizes belongs depends knows laughs reminds succeeds 
B about at for in of on to

1 I don’t like him. I think h e ....................................... A t...... me behind my back.
2 I’ll be surprised if h e ...................................................walking to the top of the

mountain.
3 Isabel sends her love an d ............................. ......................not contacting you. She’s

been really busy.
4 It’s difficult to know when the bus will come. I t ...................................................the

time of day.
5 She’s very intelligent. She.............................a lo t..................... economics and

things like that.
6 This dictionary isn’t mine. I think i t ................................................... John.
7 This music.............................m e .......... ........... the time I spent in India.

3 Complete each sentence with one word from list A and one from list B.

A right good famous interested frightened kind annoyed 
B about at for in of to with

1 I was ................................ B.lfiG&t... the train times. It does leave at 16.30.
2 I love science, but I’m not very............................................... mathematics.
3 Istanbul i s ............................................... the beautiful Blue Mosque.
4 Are you ............................................... American movies from the fifties?
5 I’m ............................................... Paul. He should have called me, but he hasn’t.
6 Helen is very............................................... her dog. She walks it every day.
7 I know it’s ridiculous, but I’m quite............................................... spiders.
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4 Rewrite each sentence so that it has a similar meaning and contains the word in 
bold.

1 Dick found his work boring, 
bored
..... w as. bo red with. hi Is worfe..............................................................................

2 This town is a bit like Glasgow, 
reminds

3 Emma has a good knowledge of biology, 
knows

4 I’m trying to find the art gallery, 
looking

5 I like cream cakes, 
fond

6 Sue is Adrians wife, 
to

7 Dina always treats animals kindly, 
kind

8 Ugh! This cake has a rubbery taste! 
rubber

9 You make Lisa feel jealous! 
is

10 Our new house makes me feel excited! 
about
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more than three words.
1 You’ve made me angry.

I ...'m.fljAogry.w.tfcb..................................... ... you.
2 I’d like my lunch now.

I’m ............................................................... .......for lunch.
3 Geography is Richard’s best subject.

Richard is very............................................ ..........................geography.
4 The bad news made me feel upset.

I .................................................................... ... the bad news.
5 My dog was in my dreams last night!

I .................................................................... ... my dog last night.
6 Sue is a reliable person.

You can ........................................................ .............. Sue.
7 Jack borrowed my bike for the weekend.

I lent m y ........................................................................for the weekend.
8 The dark makes me afraid.

I’m ................................................................ .......the dark.

6 Complete each sentence with one suitable verb and preposition.
1 We asked our teacher t o ......CKpUftWA........ a difficult problem...........£?...............us.
2 The ring I found..........................................................an old lady in my block of flats.
3 We may come to your party, but i t ........................................................... our finding

a babysitter.
4 When Joe flew to Australia, his aun t........................................................... his

ticket.
5 H arry............................. to his neighbours.............................. his bad behaviour.
6 You.............................m e .............................. my brother. You’re very alike!
7 Tony............................................................passing his driving test at the first

attempt.
8 See you in a minute! I’l l ............................................................you outside the

cinema.

7 Complete each part sentence (1-7) with one of the endings (a-g).
1 Ellen is not really interested ..A..... a at making new friends.
2 The hotel was different .......... b about losing my new calculator.
3 Little Suzie was jealous .......... c for another big meal.
4 I was really annoyed .......... d in learning how to ski.
5 Paul is very keen .......... e of her new sister at first.
6 Jane is really good .......... f from what we expected.
7 I don’t think I’m ready .......... g on collecting old bottles.
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Pronouns
Indefinite pronouns

Words like everyone, anything etc. are called indefinite pronouns. They refer to 
people, things or places without saying exactly who, what or where they are.
People: someone anyone everyone no one
Things: something anything everything nothing
Places: somewhere anywhere everywhere nowhere
Time: sometime anytime (all the time) (never)

•  In the ‘People’ list we can make a form with -body with no change in meaning: 
somebody, anybody, everybody, nobody.

•  Indefinite pronouns are followed by a singular verb, but we refer back to them in a 
sentence with they/them/their.

Someone is waiting for you. They have been waiting for some time.
Someone phoned, and I told them you were out.

Som eone, anyone  etc.
Words with some- and any- follow the rules given in Grammar 30:

•  Some is common in positive sentences and any in questions and negatives.
There's someone at the door. Something is worrying me.
Does anyone know the answer? There isn’t anybody at home.

•  We can use some in a question if it is an offer or request.
Can I ask you something?

•  We can use any in positive sentences to mean ‘it doesn’t matter which’.
We can go anywhere we want during our holidays.

Some has the idea of something specific, and any has the meaning of ‘no limit’.
Is someone coming to collect you? 
Is anyone coming to collect you? 
Have you got some letters for me? 
Have you got any letters for me?

(there must be a particular person)
(anyone at all)
(there are particular letters I am expecting)
(I have no idea if you have letters for me or not)

Everyone, no one  etc.

•  Words with every- mean all the people, things or places in a group.
Everybody likes Sue. Everything in the room was red.

•  Every one (two words) has a different meaning. It means each single one and is used to 
give emphasis. In pronunciation, both words have equal stress.

There were ten chocolates in the box and you’ve eaten every one!
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•  Everything is used as a single word subject instead of all.

Everything has gone wrong. (NOT All has gone wrong.)
All my plans have gone wrong.

•  Words with no- mean no people, things or places.
No one knows the answer.
Nobody is at home.
There is nothing to eat.

•  Double negatives are not used.
No one knows. (NOT No one doesn’t know.)

Reflexive pronouns: m yself etc.

•  Reflexive pronouns are used for actions that we do to ourselves.
I  have cut myself. We enjoyed ourselves.
Did you cut yourself? Have you hurt yourselves?
He cut himself. They introduced themselves.
She introduced herself.

•  Verbs often used in this way include cut, enjoy, hurt, introduce, kill.

A t the end o f the play, Cleopatra kills herself.
But other verbs are not normally used with a reflexive pronoun, even though they 
are in other languages. Examples: change (clothes), complain, decide, dress, feel, meet, 
relax, remember, rest, sit down, stand up, wake up, wash, worry.

•  Reflexive pronouns are also used for emphasis.
Mark cooked all the food himself. (no one helped him)

Impersonal one

•  In everyday speech we use you to refer to ‘people in general’.
As you get older you tend to forget things.
You take the train to the airport from Central Station.

But in formal speech and writing we can use one with this meaning. This is 
considered over-formal by many speakers.

One takes the train to the airport from Central Station.

•  There is a possessive form: ones.

One’s luggage is carried in a special compartment.

•  If one is used as a subject, all later references also use one.

One takes the train to the airport from Central Station and one can reserve one’s seat 
in advance.

If you use one, you must continue to use it. Do not mix one and you.

•  In everyday speech it is more common to use you or a passive than to use one.
You can reserve seats in advance.
Seats can be reserved in advance.
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1 Underline the correct word in each sentence.
1 There isn’t anyone/no one in the garden.
2 Excuse me, could you move? I can’t see anything/something.

3 There is anything/nothing to drink.
4 There’s anyone/someone to see you outside.
5 You can do anything/something you want.
6 Anyone/Someone stole the money, but we don’t know who.
7 I don’t know anything/nothing about it.
8 No one/Someone would tell me the answer, so I guessed.
9 I’ve lost my bag and I can’t find it somewhere/anywhere.

10 I must have put my bag somewhere/anywhere, but I don’t know where.

2 Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first 
sentence.

1 There was nothing I could do.
I couldn’t .....djP..flKV.y.tMu&0........................................................................................

2 I know Mary better than anyone.
No one............................................................................................................................

3 No one was on time yesterday.
Everyone.........................................................................................................................

4 I haven’t got any work.
I’ve go t...................................................................................................................to do.

5 There’s something I’d like to ask you.
May I .............................................................................................................................?

6 We’re all milk drinkers here!
Everybody............................................................................................................ milk.

7 When I phoned, there was no reply.
No one............................................................................................................................

8 Are we going to be driven there?
Is ................................................................................................................................... ?

9 I make new friends wherever I go.
Everywhere.....................................................................................................................

10 You had a call this morning.
Someone.........................................................................................................................
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3 Complete each sentence so that it includes a suitable form of one of the verbs 
from the box, and a reflexive pronoun.

behave blame cut enjoy express hurt introduce talk

1 Have a good holiday, both of you! A nd............................_
2 Our teacher told us to stop shouting and to .....................................................
3 When I fell off the horse, I didn’t ......................................................
4 Maria knows a lot of French, but can’t ....................................................easily.
5 Let m e ...................................................... I’m Susan Dawson.
6 The accident wasn’t your fault. Don’t ......................................................
7 When I ......................... t o .......................... . other people stare at me!
8 While Tom was picking up the broken glass, h e .....................................................

4 Rewrite each sentence so that it has a similar meaning and contains the word in
bold.

1 The box isn’t empty, 
something
.....Thgns.'s somethLyvg. Lja, thg.bpx............................................................................

2 All the people were dancing, 
everyone

3 I feel annoyed, 
something

4 We haven’t got any food, 
nothing

5 The office is empty, 
no one

6 Julia is very popular, 
everybody

7 You can have whatever you like, 
anything

8 I can’t find a place to park my car. 
nowhere
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Possession

's (apostrophe s)

•  We use apostrophe s to show that something belongs to a person. We can use the s 
form without a following noun if the meaning is clear.

This is Jim’s scarf. This is Jim’s.
Those are Helen’s gloves. Those are Helen’s.
Where is the director’s office?

•  An apostrophe is sometimes used when something is part of another thing.
What is the book’s title?
What is this plant’s name?

•  With plural nouns we add the apostrophe only.
Those are the students’ coats.

•  A special use o f ’s is to refer to someone’s home, a shop name or a place name.
George bought this melon in the greengrocer’s/in Smith’s.
I went to the doctor’s and the dentist’s on the same day.

•  Apostrophe s can also be a short form of is or has.

It’s a lovely day. (It’s = It is)
It’s got a battery. (It’s = It has)

•  Other short forms also use an apostrophe to show that some letters are missing.
He’d seen the film  before. (He’d = He had)
She’d have helped you. (She’d = She would)
I’ve lost it. (I’ve = I have)

Of and compound nouns

•  We use of to show that one thing belongs to or with another thing.
It's at the end of the street. (NOT the streets end)
I haven't read the last 20 pages of the book. (NOT the book’s last 20 pages) •

•  Compound nouns are formed from two nouns together. The first noun is like an 
adjective and describes the second noun.

I saw the shirt in a shop window.
I bought some new football boots.

•  Compound nouns are very common in technical descriptions.
Loosen the corner brackets first.
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•  A hyphen is sometimes used to join the words. Check in a dictionary to see when a 
hyphen is used.

I ’ve already done the washing-up.

Possessive adjectives

•  Possessive adjectives are used before nouns.
my your her its his our their

•  We do not use an article (the or a) with a possessive adjective.
Peter is my cousin. He doesn’t live in our town.

•  We can add own to a possessive adjective for emphasis.
Paul cooks all his own meals.
This isn’t my own bike. I ’ve borrowed it from a friend.

Possessive pronouns

•  Possessive pronouns are used instead of a possessive adjective and noun.
mine yours hers his ours theirs

•  Possessive pronouns stand on their own. They are not used with another noun.
This is my bike. (possessive adjective + noun)
This bike is mine. (possessive pronoun)

•  There is no apostrophe in possessive pronouns ending in s.
Whose keys are these? Are they yours or mine?
Yours are on the table. These are mine.

Double possessive
We can also use two possessive forms together when we describe the relationship 
between people:
1 of and apostrophe s

Mike is a friend of my brother’s.
2 o f and possessive pronoun

I met a cousin of mine at the party.
A common usage of this structure is to describe things owned by people.

Do you like this new hat of mine?
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1 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.
1 Jane met a friend of her/hers in the street.
2 Lucy does all herself/her own decorating.
3 Are these scissors your/yours7.

4 The desk next to the window is my/mine.

5 Chris and Anna introduced me to a neighbour of their/theirs.

6 Excuse me, is this your/yours seat?
7 David asked if you’ve seen that old coat of his/him.

8 Pete has borrowed my/mine bike.
9 We haven’t brought our/ours books with us.

10 The dog is black and white, and its/it’s ears are very long.

2 Put an apostrophe where necessary.
1 Tell Monica its Elenas turn, not hers.

Tell Mgtu&R It's BLetUf's, turyy, hers......................

2 Alices younger brothers called Bill.

3 Tims sandwiches were tastier than ours.

4 The films beginning is good but its ending is weak.

5 Are these keys yours or hers?

6 Barbara fills in the patients record cards at the doctors.

7 When its raining, everybodys raincoats get wet.

8 The managers assistant reads all the customers letters.

9 Your sisters dog runs faster than ours.

10 Ones our teachers car and the others a visitors.
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3 Make two compound words from the words listed.
football cheese boot sandwich

•football boot cheese sm^olvvlch
window pocket coat shop

gate garden light bicycle

department cottage store country

engine singer rock fire

post sharpener office pencil

ground report school football

assistant shop station railway

4 Underline the errors in these sentences. Rewrite each sentence.
1 There are two bus stop’s near my house.

■..?.£?..two .stops .MnrvftQhoust;
2 Our cat sleep’s all day in it’s bed.

3 Have you met the sister of Jane?

4 Creature’s like these live at the sea’s bottom.

5 This book is the mine.

6 Those are two friends’ of my fathers.

7 Everybodys drawing’s were better than ours.

8 Are these yours or mine glove’s?

9 The house stand’s on it’s own at the street’s end.

10 I noticed these shoe’s in a window’s shop.

-+ SEE ALSO
V o ca b u la ry  6 : Co m p o u n d  w ords
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Linking words
This unit includes words and phrases used to organize ideas in speaking and writing. 
The position of the word or phrase is important. Sometimes a word comes in the 
middle of a sentence to join two clauses. Other times the word or phrase comes at the 
beginning of a sentence and is followed by a comma in writing or a pause in speech.

And, both, too, as well, also

•  And joins words or parts of sentences. Use both ... and to emphasize the fact that there 
are two things.

Helen put on her coat and picked up the suitcase.
Helen picked up both her suitcase and her umbrella.

•  Too, as well, as well as and also describe two actions at the same time. Note the 
positions.

Helen picked up her suitcase and her umbrella too.
Helen picked up her suitcase and her umbrella as well.
Helen picked up her suitcase as well as her umbrella.
Helen picked up her suitcase, her coat and also her umbrella.

For exam ple, such as

•  For example can be used in different positions.
Diet varies from place to place. For example, in hot countries, people tend to eat more fruit. 
In hot countries, for example, people tend to eat more fruit.

•  Use such as or like in the middle of a sentence to give examples. Like is less formal.
Such as cannot be used at the beginning of a sentence.

In hot countries, such as/like Greece, people tend to eat more fruit.

First (of all), secondly  etc., finally

•  Use first (of all) to begin a list of points in formal speech and writing, then continue 
with secondly etc.

Television has changed our lives in several ways. First of all, it has.... Secondly, 
more people ... . Finally, it has changed the way th a t....

•  Use in conclusion to introduce a final point in formal speech and writing.
In conclusion, we can say that television has both good and bad features.

As well as this, besides this
Use these in formal speech and writing to add a point. The meaning is ‘and’ but the 
phrase comes at the beginning of a sentence.

Television has changed our lives in several ways. First o f all, it has .... Secondly, more 
people .... As well as this/Besides this, more people.... 189
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In fact, actually
Use in fact and actually to give more detail, or to give surprising information.

Dave has several dogs. In fact, he’s got four. (more detail)
I thought Gina was a doctor but, in fact, she’s a vet. (surprise)
I thought Gina was a doctor but, actually, she’s a vet. (surprise)

In m y view, personally
Use these in formal speech and writing to introduce our own ideas.

Some people believe that television has killed the art of conversation. In my 
view/Personally, I think it gives people something to talk about.

Either, or

•  Either... or describes a choice or an alternative.
We can either go to the cinema, or stay at home.
Either we can go to the cinema, or we can stay at home. (NOT Or we can go ...) 

Note that the structure Or... or... does not exist in English. It is possible to begin a 
sentence with Or only when we complete someone else’s sentence.

A: 'We could go to the cinema I  suppose ...’
B: ‘ ... or we could stay at home and watch a video.’

Instead  (of)

•  Use instead (of) to mean ‘in the place of something else’.
Instead of cooking I  ordered a take-away meal.
Jill came to the party instead of her sister.

•  Use instead without of at the end of a sentence.
I  didn’t cook. I ordered a take-away meal instead.

Except
Except and except for  mean ‘not including’.

They gave presents to everyone except me.
We have painted all the house, except (for) the front door.

Even

•  Use even to say that something is surprising.
Sam studies very hard. He even gets up at 5.30 to study!

•  Use even to emphasize comparative adjectives.
This question is even harder than the last one.

Time words with other meanings
The time words since, yet and while have a different meaning when used as linking 
words, generally in writing.
since meaning ‘as’ I couldn’t swim, since I had a cold.
yet meaning ‘although’ No one replied to my knock, yet all the lights were on.
while meaning ‘although’ The first two buses were full, while the next was empty.
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1 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.
1 Mrs Davis taught us except for/instead of Mr Taylor.
2 We can either/or wait here, or phone for a taxi.
3 Helen plays the guitar and also/too writes songs.
4 In Scandinavian countries, for example/such as Finland, they have very cold 

winters.
5 Everyone in the team played badly also/except Sam.
6 All the shops were closed, since/yet it was a public holiday.
7 Jack studies and/both geography and history.
8 The Peakworth tent is strong and waterproof, since/yet light to carry.

2 Rewrite each sentence so that it has a similar meaning and contains the word in
bold.

1 Megan visited both the castle and the museum, 
too
.......M&0a Ky vIsrt&cl. c.astl& a ycd t h e . tp.fi...............................................

2 Jill was the only person who came late, 
except

3 Although I said it was raining, it isn’t! 
fact

4 Karen hurt her leg, so she couldn’t play tennis, 
since

5 My opinion is that smoking is bad for you. 
view

6 I ate the chocolate cake and the apple pie. 
as well as

7 Daniel played in goal, in his brother’s place, 
instead

8 Finally, I’d like to thank the head teacher, Ann Coles, 
in
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3 Decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each space.

Solving transport problems
Nowadays there are many good reasons for using bicycles (1) cars to travel
in city centres. (2 ) ................bicycles are (3 ) ............... silent and clean, (4 ) ...............
are easy to park. (5 ) ................using a bicycle (6 ) ...............keeps people fit. However,
city centres must (7 ) ............. have cycle lanes (8 ) ............... be free of private cars
completely. Some large cities, (9 ) .............Amsterdam in the Netherlands, are already
organized in this way. (1 0 )............. .. a combination of the use of bicycles with very
cheap or free public transport solves the problem of traffic jams and makes the city 
centre a more pleasant place.

1 A but B except for C instead of D such as
2 A As well B First of all C In fact D Personally
3 A both B and C too D as well
4 A also B for example they C except D and as well as this
5 A And B Yet C While D Secondly
6 A and B both C also D too
7 A in conclusion B either C besides this D both
8 A such as B yet C also D or
9 A such as B as well C in my view D while

10 A Personally B Finally C For example D Actually
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4 Complete each sentence with a word or phrase from the box. Use each word or 
phrase once only.

actually as well as this both either
except instead personally such as

1 Everyone...........fiKfcfipt.................Julia remembered to bring their dictionaries.
2 We’ve repaired the roof, an d ......................................we’ve repainted the whole

house.
3 ....................................... . I don’t think that there are aliens or flying saucers.
4 I managed to lose........................................my passport and my wallet.
5 I was going to go to the cinema, but I went to the theatre.....................................
6 People think that David is shy, b u t........................................he’s very talkative.
7 Some illnesses,....................................... the common cold, do not have a cure.
8 We’re going t o ........................................go camping, or stay with some friends.

5 Complete the spaces (1-10) with the words (a-j).

(1).....?..... , I'd like la (hank everyone who has helped wilh Ihe school
play. (2 ) ............  Ihe aclors, and Ihe slage hands, have worked very
hard, and everyone who Made Ihe coslumes worked hard (3 ) ...............
I  would (4 ) ..........  like lo lhank all Ihose who have sold lickels. This
year we had an (5 ) ............  larger audience lhan Iasi year, and (6 ) ........
Tuesday evening, every single sea! was sold. This year Ihe play ran
for a week (7) ............  for Iwo days. We did no! have a lol o f lime for
rehearsals, and (8 ) ............  Ihe play was a greal success. (9 ) ............ ,
I  feel lhal we should congralu/ale all Ihe aclors for Iheir wonderful
performance. (10)............ , I ’d like lo give Judy Walker, Ihe diredor,
Ihis presenl from everyone a! Ihe school.

a even 
b yet 
c as well 
d except for 
e First of all 
f In conclusion 
g also 
h Personally 
i Both 
j instead of
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Capital letters and punctuation
Capital letters

•  Use capital letters (also called
to begin a sentence 
for names of people 
for addressing people 
for personal pronoun I 
for titles of books etc. 
for names of places 
for calendar information

upper-case letters):
This is a beautiful place.
Jim, Helen
Mrs Jones, Uncle Peter, Mum  
I saw Ellen last night.
‘War and Peace’ is a great book. 
France, Hungary
Wednesday, March, New Year’s Day

•  In book and film titles, small words like and, a!the and prepositions do not usually 
have capitals, unless they are at the beginning.

'The Lord of the Rings’ is a very long book.

Some words can be written with capitals, or in lower-case. These are:
names of the seasons
decades
jobs

compass points

in Spring, in spring 
the Fifties, the fifties 
Sanderson was a good president. 
Paul met President Brunswick.
I live in the north o f Scotland. 
Sally works in the Far East.

(general use) 
(job title) 
(description) 
(place name)

Full stop (.)

•  Use a full stop at the end of a sentence. Full stops are also used in abbreviations to 
show that letters in a word are missing.

e.g. etc.
Full stops are often left out after the abbreviations Mr and Mrs.

Comma (,)

•  A comma in writing represents a brief pause in speech. It is also used in lists, except 
for the last two items where we use and.

I bought some bananas, some oranges and some potatoes.
If the last two items of the list are more than one word then we do use a comma. 

All day we cleaned the floors, washed the walls, and tidied the house.

•  Linking words at the beginning of a sentence are followed by commas.
First of all, this can be dangerous.

Linking words in the middle of a sentence have commas before and after.
Ann, on the other hand, did not agree.
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•  Commas are used with non-defining relative clauses.
Tony, who is usually late, turned up at 10.30.

•  Commas are used in direct speech.
Jim said, ‘I ’ll be late.’

But they are not used after reporting verbs in reported speech.
Jim said he would be late.

•  Commas cannot be used to join sentences directly, without any other changes.
Two men were walking down the street. They were carrying a box.

These two sentences cannot be joined simply by changing the full stop to a comma.
Two men were walking down the street, they were carrying a box.

There are other ways to combine the sentences. For example:
Two men were walking down the street, carrying a box.
Two men carrying a box were walking down the street.

Semi-colon (;)

•  A semi-colon can join two sentences with related meanings.
Road users annoy pedestrians; pedestrians annoy road users.

A semi-colon is also used to separate long items in a list.
Students are asked not to leave bicycles by the entrance; not to leave bags in the sitting 
room; and not to leave coats in the dining room.

Colon (:)

•  A colon introduces items in a list.
There are two rules: one, don’t do it; two, don’t get caught.

It can also introduce an explanation of the previous part of the sentence.
Finally, we had to stop: we were tired and it was dark.

Speech marks ('') (" ")

•  Speech marks (also called quotation marks) are used with direct speech. Punctuation 
goes inside. They can be single or double.

‘It might rain later,’ I explained.
“Why are we leaving so early?” Helen asked.

•  Titles of books, films, plays etc. are put inside single quotation marks. Punctuation is 
put outside in this case.

We went to a performance of Ibsen’s ‘Ghosts’.
However, in printed text, the titles of books, films, plays etc. are usually put in italics.

Question mark (?) and exclamation mark (!)

•  Question marks only occur after a question: What’s the time?

•  Exclamation marks are used in informal writing, but are not considered 
appropriate in formal writing: You’ll never guess what! I ’ve got engaged!
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1 Underline the sentence which is punctuated correctly.
1 a) ‘Would you mind telling me where we are?’ Petra asked.

b) ‘Would you mind telling me, where we are Petra asked?’
c) ‘Would you mind telling me, where we are,’ Petra asked?

2 a) I agreed, that a cottage in the mountains, would be better.
b) I agreed that a cottage in the mountains would be better.
c) I agreed that a cottage, in the mountains would be better.

3 a) Angela who arrived after I did, asked me when the play finished?
b) Angela, who arrived after I did, asked me when the play finished.
c) Angela, who arrived after I did asked me, when the play finished.

4 a) Peter told me, not to wait and said ‘I’ll see you later.’
b) Peter told me not to wait and said, ‘I’ll see you later.’
c) Peter told me not to wait and said I’ll see you later.

5 a) In the end I went home, I was wet and hungry, and felt ill.
b) In the end I went home; I was wet and hungry; and felt ill.
c) In the end I went home: I was wet and hungry and felt ill.

6 a) I bought some flour, some eggs, two lemons and some sugar.
b) I bought some: flour, some: eggs, two: lemons and some sugar.
c) I bought some flour some eggs two lemons, and some sugar.

2 Rewrite each sentence putting in any necessary capital letters.
1 we’re meeting uncle david on tuesday evening at eight.

we're. .lAyccLe .ory..Tuesda y . eveyuyvg. at elg h t.

2 last february i met mrs wilkinson for the first time.

3 alan lives in the south of france near Cannes.

4 we saw a great film at the abc called ‘the adventures of robin hood’.

5 we went to a party at mrs harrisons’ house on new year’s eve.

6 julia’s reading ‘a portrait of a lady’ by henry james.
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3 Rewrite each group of words so that it contains the punctuation listed.
1 First of all who is going to carry the suitcase asked Mary 

(one full stop, one comma, one question mark, speech marks)
Mary..

2 Kate said she’d be on time but I didn’t believe her 
(one full stop, one comma)

3 James said that he’d missed the train got lost and been arrested 
(one full stop, two commas)

4 When the bell rang our teacher stood up and said Stop writing please 
(one full stop, three commas, speech marks)

5 On the other hand we could go to the cinema couldn’t we said David 
(one full stop, two commas, one question mark, speech marks)

6 Good morning said Tina how do you feel today
(one full stop, one comma, one question mark, speech marks, one capital letter)

7 If I were you I’d ask for some help or perhaps start again 
(one full stop, two commas)

8 The old stadium was eventually demolished very few people went there and it was 
becoming dangerous 
(one full stop, one comma, one colon)

-» SEE ALSO
Grammar 23: Relative clauses 1 
Grammar 43: Linking words
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Spelling and pronunciation 1
Adding -ing to verbs

•  One-syllable words ending in one vowel and one consonant, double the last consonant.
swim/swimming put/putting  

Compare these words which do not double the consonant: 
shoot/shooting lift/lifting

•  Two-syllable words ending in one vowel and one consonant, double the last consonant 
when the stress is on the second syllable.

begin/beginning control/controlling
Compare these words with the stress on the first syllable: 

wonder/wondering threaten/threatening 
One exception to this rule in British English is travel/travelling.

•  Words ending in one vowel, one consonant and -e, drop the final -e.
write/writing leave/leaving

Words ending in -ful
The suffix -ful has only one l. 

beautiful successful
When -ly is added to make an adverb, the / becomes double. 

beautifully successfully

-ie or -eil
There is a useful rule: i before e except after c. 

field niece receive

This rule only works when the sound is ee’ /i:/. For example in the word reign the 
sound is different and e comes before i.

Silent letters

•  Many words contain letters which do not form a sound. These are sometimes referred 
to as ‘silent letters’. The silent letters are underlined. •

bt/mb doubt plumber thumb
kn knee knife know
ps psychology psychiatrist
sc descend ascend
St listen castle

•  q and u
The letter q is always followed by u. 

question squid acquire
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Words commonly spelled wrongly are also included here.

1 Correct the spelling where necessary.
1 decideing.....................................  7 th ier............
2 swiming.......................................  8 beatiful.......
3 foto...............................................  9 reciept........
4 qestion.........................................  10 begining.....
5 whistle.........................................  11 phychiatrist
6 knowe..........................................  12 sucesfull.....

2 Use the letters in brackets to make a word which fits the space.
1 Sue said shed (nehop)................................. me but I haven’t (iredvece)

........KCfi&yfid............a call yet.
2 When the referee blew the (stewlih)..................................the players left the

(edlif).....................................
3 Ellen (feclyslusucs)................................. completed the course in nuclear (shipscy)

4 I didn’t (wonk)............................. how to cut the string without a (inkef)........
5 The police arrested the (itfeh)................... as he was (negvial)..........................

the bank.
6 Jim asked a (siqontue).................................... but his teacher wasn’t (nilsigent)

7 At the (nigengibn)................................of the film, I had a poor (wive)
of the screen.

8 These ancient (mulcosn)........................... are (yitbuelfual)...................
made.

3 Write each verb with an -ing ending.
1 control ....C'/?wtrt?Ui<KV0..................
2 thicken............................................

3 griP ..................................................
4 choose.............................................
5 fly....................................................
6 make................................................
7 upset................................................
8 hook................................................
9 write................................................

10 improve...........................................
11 swim................................................
12 ride..................................................
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4 Correct the spelling in this letter.

Deaf Becky, 
sorry

I’m sofi j lkal I  haven't wfiten to you fof so tony. I’m affiad I’ve been 
vefy bussy at shoot, and I haven’t had much time fof wfiteing letefs. Last 
week I  finised my examenations, so now I’m getiny fedy to go on hotyday.

I was wundefing wethef you wood tike to come to stay fof a fiew 
days? You cahn meat my ffeinds, and we coud all go swimeing. The 
wheathef is featy good now heaf in Italy, and I’m shufe you will engoy 
youfshelf.

Best wishes,

Silvia

5 Correct these words commonly spelled wrongly.
1 tommorow ..............tlP.!^ora)W.................

2 Wensday ...................................................
3 advertisment ...................................................
4 neihbour ...................................................
5 thrugh ...................................................
6 greatfull ...................................................
7 neccessarry ...................................................
8 dissappointed ...................................................
9 wheather ...................................................

10 rember ...................................................
11 libary ...................................................
12 anser ...................................................

6 Underline the silent letter/s in these words.
1 debt 10 autumn
2 exhibition 11 answer
3 high 12 daughter
4 knife 13 half
5 lamb 14 light
6 psychologist 15 salmon
7 receipt 16 whole
8 what 17 would
9 yacht 18 writing
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Spelling and pronunciation 2

Same sound, different spelling
In English one particular sound can be spelt using different letters. In each group 
below the sound underlined is the same.
Vowels

company brother love trouble rubbish
road most home though low
earth further word hurt
wait great late weight
now shout drown plough

Consonants
relation shock sure conscious delicious
church furniture watch
leisure measure confusion

Same pronunciation, different spelling and meaning
Different words can have exactly the same pronunciation. Common examples are: 

court/caught stair/stare sore/saw allowed/aloud
lesson/lessen find/fined waste/waist fare/fair
warn/worn wait/weight no/know two/too

Words which look similar
Some words may have only a letter or two difference to other words, but they have a 
completely different meaning. Be careful with these commonly confused words: 

later/latter quiet/quite through/thorough formerly/formally
recent/resent accept/except insure/ensure lose/loose

Words with a syllable which is not pronounced
Some words are difficult to spell because they seem to have a syllable which is not 
pronounced. The examples below show how many syllables are normally pronounced: 

temperature (3 syllables) library (3 syllables)
Wednesday (2 syllables) vegetable (3 syllables)
people (2 syllables) interesting (3 syllables)

Nouns and verbs with c and s
Noun advice practice
Verb advise practise

How to improve spelling
•  Relate the spelling of new words to words you already know.
•  Make lists of the words you usually spell wrongly. Test yourself or ask friends to test 

you.
•  Read widely to give you experience of the way words are spelled.
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Words commonly spelled wrongly are also included here.

1 Find pairs of words with the same sound underlined.
1 (d ir t^ a company
2 plum b measure
3 heart c furniture
4 catch (worcf)
5 phone e rule
6 sure f brown
7 doubt g toast
8 food h confusion
9 caution i park

2 Underline the correct word in each sentence.
1 Please stop looking at me like that! It’s very rude to stair/stare.

2 I think you should practice/practise diving every day.
3 The doctor gave Martin a through/thorough examination.
4 Could you give me some advice/advise about language courses?
5 We wanted to go by train, but we couldn’t afford the fair/fare.

6 Could you wait a moment? I’m not quiet/quite ready.
7 Reading allowed/aloud is hard unless you have time to check first.
8 Sorry I didn’t come to your party, but I just felt two/too tired.
9 You can have model J6 or model J8, but the later/latter is more expensive. 

10 The back of the chair is nearly falling off -  it’s really lose/loose.

3 Tick (/) if a pair of words rhymes.
1 sweet/eat
2 worse/horse
3 worn/torn
4 lose/loose
5 tea/bee
6 thought/short
7 later/latter
8 word/heard

.... 9 chose/bruise
........ 10 low/go
........ 11 abroad/afford
........ 12 quite/diet

...............  13 friend/leaned

...............  14 blood/food

........  15 weight/height
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4 Correct the spelling in this letter.

beAr iulviA,
Letter .

"ThArkS -for yowr letar Ard yowr irv ittA tio r to It Alyl I ve raver 
trAveled AbrAod before., Ard I'm raAly looktr^ -forward to  StAyir<  ̂
with yow Ard yowr -fAMilly. I've Sp>okker to My ^ArrartS Ard 
they've Agreed. They SAy they're <joir̂  to  phore Soor to discws 
the ArAr^aMertS.

I've dicided to hAve SoMe ItAliAr leSorS So thAt I cap ^r Act ice 
whar I coMe to ItAly. I'd like yow to write SoMe siMpJe SertArcas 
■for Me. Pie AS a rote My raw Adress. We Moved lASt weAk Ard row 
I've <̂ ot a Mwch bi^er bedrooM.
E>est wishes,

E>ecky

GRAMMAR 46 SPELLING AND PRONUNCIATION 2

5 Correct these words commonly spelled wrongly.
1 vegtable .........VjjgftfllJ.U.............
2 langage ........................................
3 qeueu .........................................
4 recieve .........................................
5 peple .........................................
6 beatiful .........................................
7 intresting .........................................
8 biscit .........................................
9 cieling ........................................

10 difrent .........................................
11 knowlige .........................................
12 indipendant ........................................

6 There is another word with exactly the same pronunciation as the word given. 
Write it in the space.

1 ate ...........figh t..............  8 nun
2 been ................................... 9 peace
3 Czech ................................... 10 pear
4 flour ................................... 11 right
5 hole ................................... 12 rose
6 mussel ................................... 13 sew
7 no   14 stare
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CHECKPOINT 5

Units 38-46
1 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.

1 Paula keeps talking about that new bike of hers/herliner's.

2 I asked my teacher for help, but she refused to help/helping me.
3 David isn’t interested at/for/in collecting stamps.
4 Sue couldn’t swim although/as she had a bad cold.
5 It’s really dark. I can’t see anything/something/nothing.

6 I really enjoy to spend/spending time with you!
7 Ann is not very good at/by/for French.
8 Helen hasn’t told me anything/nothing about the trip.

2 Decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each space.

An unfortunate misunderstanding
Last year we ( 1 ) to have an expensive holiday, so we ( 2 ) ............. to visit some friends,
Brian and Ann, who ( 3 ) .............to live by the sea. They ( 4 ) ...............to put us up for two weeks,
and as we always ( 5 ) ............. seeing them, it ( 6 ) ...............to be a good idea. They asked us if we
( 7 ) ............. sleeping on the sofa, and said that they would ( 8 ) ...............to make us comfortable.
We ( 9 ) ............. to get there by bus, and when we arrived we could (1 0 ) .............. them sitting
in the garden. They ( 1 1 ) ............. to be glad to see us, but it was obvious that they hadn’t
( 1 2 ) ............. to see us. They said that we had ( 1 3 ) .............. to tell them when we were arriving.
We ( 1 4 ) .............feeling embarrassed, so the next day we went home.

1 A continued B couldn’t afford C liked D promised
2 A fancied B tried C wished D decided
3 A meant B kept C hoped D happened
4 A offered B admitted C enjoyed D intended
5 A denied B imagined C enjoyed D preferred
6 A began B seemed C imagined D expected
7 A minded B suggested C wanted D remembered
8 A practise B mean C learn D try
9 A suggested B tried C managed D started

10 A watch B see C keep D wait
11 A intended B pretended C expected D suggested
12 A preferred B forgotten C promised D expected
13 A forgotten B denied C seemed D chosen
14 A imagined B minded C couldn’t help D seemed
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3 Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first, using no 
more than three words.

1 Jeff was the only student who forgot the test.
Everyone remembered the test............ftx&fcptjeff...............

2 Roberta knows this town better than anyone.
N o ............................................. this town better than Roberta.

3 These two pairs of gloves belong to the twins.
These a re ............................................. gloves.

4 Andy wouldn’t carry my bag.
Andy............................................. my bag.

5 Peter is reliable.
You can ..............................................Peter.

6 Serena is one of my brothers friends.
Serena is ............................................my brothers.

7 The snow began yesterday evening.
I t ............................................. yesterday evening.

8 Do you think you could close the window?
Would you m ind............................................. the window?

4 Look carefully at each line. Some lines are correct but some have a word which 
should not be there. Tick (/) each correct line. If a line has a word which should 
not be there, write the word in the space.

Winning a million
Life changed completely for Carol Miles when she won 1 .........................
£1,000,000 in the lottery.‘I decided that to buy a ticket 2 ...... .&H&..........
while I was waiting for take the bus. I didn’t get excited 3 .........................
about it, because I didn’t expect me to win. In fact, I 4 .........................
completely forgot it to check my numbers, until a 5 .........................
friend reminded for me to do it. You can imagine how 6 .........................
surprised I was!’ Carol had often been dreamed about 7 .........................
being rich, but she has got discovered that having lots 8 .........................
of money doesn’t always mean being happy. ‘I can’t 9 .........................
enjoy for anything now. When I go out with my friends, 10 .........................
for example, they either expect me to pay or the bills, 11 ............................
or they’re angry with me when I offer to pay it. Some 12 .........................
people they are jealous of my good luck, I think, and 13 .........................
accuse me of thinking only about money. Nobody seems 14 .........................
to have understand. I thought I would enjoy myself, but 15 .........................
everyone has started to treat me with differently, except for 16 .........................
one friend of mine who has asked me to lend it him £10,000!’ 17 .........................
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5 Complete each sentence with one suitable word.

An afternoon at the bus station
Hannah had been waiting (1).......... fo x ..........a colleague of (2)............................
father’s to collect her from the bus station for more than an hour, and she was
tired (3)...........................waiting. There was (4) ............................else there, and
it had (5)...........................raining. A friend of (6)............................had lent her
an umbrella to take on her trip, but she (7)...........................to be getting wet.
Perhaps her father was angry (8)...........................her, she thought, or had simply
(9)...........................to collect her. Her mobile phone wasn’t working and there
wasn’t (10)...........................a phone box in the bus station. Why did
(11) ........................ always go wrong when she travelled by bus?
(12) ........................ the bus was crowded and she felt very uncomfortable, or
it (13)...........................stopping and the journey lasted for hours. Suddenly she
(14) ...........................a car stopping outside. (15)....................... . was waving at
her. It was her father!

6 Rewrite this letter, correcting the spelling and adding any necessary capital 
letters and punctuation.

17 H<nrforA € f r e e f ,

Bilsworfk,

Teb ot i* ?  cnr*>
l>ear
A e w  A«nvtA

if  w<*s gr<*fe foo h e r e  -Prow you <nffer so long i e*\joieA k ew in g  <nll youve 
knew s I AiAn’f  ve<*Hiz.e fk<nf you’A spenf ye«nr Abbro<nA you m usf k<nve 
k<nA o\ re ^ ly  gooA fim e in g r e e c e  ive AiciAeA fo  go fk e ir  n e * f  sum er pr<nps 
we crouA go fw o g e fk e r

ive k*nA f<nnf«nsfick y < n f  coliAge f k e  work is k^nrAer f k m  fk e  work 
we AiA «nf scool b u f  ifs  m ore in fresfing  im sfuAing bussiness <nAminisfr<nfion 
<nnA com pufer s ien ce  *nf f k e  mommenf ive *nlso wv<niA lofs o f new f  rein  As

im fkinkeing o f counting fo  brisfol fo r  c\ fe w  A<nys fo v issif my sisfer wouA 
you like fo me<nf you couA skow m e fk e  sifes <nnA we couA f«*lk <nbowf our 
olA scoolA<nys

wky Aonf you give me o\ ring <nnA we couA Aiscus if  if  wouA b e  w unA erf ull 
fo  s e e  you <ng<nne 

b e s f  wiskes 

ellen
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7 Put one suitable word in each space.
1 .....iKVS.tfifltfl................of............ going out to lunch, we stayed at home.
2 There were a dozen oranges in the bowl but you’ve eaten.........................

.........................one.
3 I thought it was Wednesday today, b u t.................................................... it’s Tuesday!
4 ................................................... I would like to thank everyone who has given help.
5 Ted is a friend.................................................... brother’s, but isn’t a friend of

6 Joe bought two shirts and a jacket......................................................
7 I really like this new coat o f ...........................Where did you buy it?
8 Kate fell over and c u t......................... on a piece of broken glass.
9 I suppose it depends.......................whether you believe........................UFOs or not.

10 The test was so hard th a t.........................our teacher didn’t know the answers.

Grammar check

1 What is the difference between these pairs of sentences? Check with 
Grammar 39 if you are not sure.
a) I tried to take an aspirin.

I tried taking an aspirin.
b) I remember to do my homework.

I remember doing my homework.
c) The boys stopped having a rest.

The boys stopped to have a rest.

2 The same verb or adjectives can be followed by different prepositions. Check 
these meanings in a dictionary:
a) You remind me of my brother.

Can you remind me about the test?
b) We’re pleased with him.

We’re pleased for him.
We’re pleased by him.

3 Only use one in formal speech and writing. Don't mix one and you.

4 Remember that using an apostrophe can mean that a letter is missing (it's = it is) 
or it can show possession (Ann's hat).

5 The best way to improve your punctuation and spelling is through wide reading. 
Make lists of words you often spell wrongly.
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1
VOC AB UL AR Y

Dealing with vocabulary
When you find a new word

If you are reading and you find a word you do not know, do not immediately use a 
dictionary. Ask yourself:

•  Is this an important, useful word?

•  Do I need to know the exact meaning?
If the word seems important, and you have time, then of course use a dictionary and 
add the word to your vocabulary notebook.
If the word seems unimportant, or you are reading just for pleasure, or you don’t have 
time, then you can:

•  leave it and come back later

•  try to guess the meaning of the word from the context

•  compare the new word with other words that look similar, then guess

•  ask someone.

Making the most of your dictionary
Choose a dictionary which has all the information you need. To use a dictionary 
effectively you need to know:

•  how to find words in alphabetical order

•  what the abbreviations in each entry mean

•  how to look for words if you don’t find them at first (e.g. look further down in the 
same entry to find other words in the family or the collocation you are looking for)

•  when to use it and when not to use it (you might get bored if you use it too much).

Keeping a vocabulary notebook
Many people, when they find a new word, just write the translation at the side of the 
page and do nothing more. But this is not the best way to learn a word: first it is hard 
to remember words in isolation, and second you need extra information about how 
the word is used, not just its basic meaning. So it is a good idea to keep a vocabulary 
notebook where you can review and revise new words. For each word in the book you 
might want to include:
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VOCABULARY 1 DEALING WITH VOCABULARY

Definition
Grammatical class (e.g. noun)
Pronunciation
Translation
Collocation (words which combine with the main word)
An example sentence that shows how the word is used
Frequency (many dictionaries have a system to show how common it is)
Formal or informal

If you put the words in a notebook it will be easier to remember them. But if you 
organize the words inside the book then it is even better. Here are some ideas:

•  Record words in alphabetical sections.

•  Make sections for different large topic areas like ‘Families and Friends’, ‘Hobbies and 
Interests’, ‘Places’.

•  Make a ‘Lexical set’. This is a small group of words based on one specific topic.

You can write this as a word spider: •

•  Make a ‘Word family’. This is a group based on word formation.
beauty noun
beautiful adjective
beautify verb

•  Make sections for idioms and special expressions.

•  Make sections for words that are useful to you personally, or that interest you, or that 
cause you problems.
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V OCABUL ARY

Word formation 1
Words can be formed by adding a prefix to the beginning or a suffix to the end. There 
are many prefixes and suffixes included in this unit and in Vocabulary 3.
Examples of prefixes: un-, dis-, im-, mis-

un- + certain uncertain dis- + appear disappear 
im- + possible impossible mis + understand misunderstand 

Examples of suffixes: -ness, -fill, -less, -ship
happy + -ness happiness care + -ful careful 
end + -less endless friend + -ship friendship 

Words of two or more syllables ending in -y change -y to -i.

1 Add a word from the box to the prefix in each sentence to make a negative 
word.

advantage agree appear employed fortunately
interesting patient understanding

1 I didn’t read all of the book because I found it un.WftitSK6S*feW!V0.......
2 Cycling has one dis..............................It makes you feel hot and sweaty.
3 Sue had a ticket for the theatre, but un............................she fell ill that night.
4 Terry can’t stand waiting in queues, because she’s very im..............................
5 You always dis............................when it’s time to do the washing-up.
6 After Jack lost his job, he was un............................for three months.
7 Oh, I completely dis............................with you. I think it was a great film.
8 Because of a mis............................. half the class went to the wrong classroom.

2 Complete the word in each sentence with a prefix from the box. 

out- over- under- re-

1 My alarm clock didn’t go off, and so I ....P.Ŷ .f....slept this morning.
2 Pete packed some shirts and socks, som e............. wear, and his jeans.
3 It’s very cold this morning, so wear your.............. coat.
4 Our team was completely.............. played by the team from Wales.
5 I’ve decided to ...............write my letter, because I made too many mistakes.
6 Steve.............. cooked the meat, and it was burnt in places.
7 I have to ...............do my homework because I got all the answers wrong.
8 The staff went on strike because they were.............. paid and overworked.



VOCABULARY 2 WORD FORMATION 1

3 Complete the word in each sentence with a suffix from the box. Make any other 
necessary changes to the word.

-er -let -hood -ship -ful -ery

1 After two years of f r i e n d . . , Kate knew David really well.
2 If you don’t speak the language you feel more like a foreign................
3 Sarah spent a very happy child.............. on a small island.
4 In the muddy field there were two large pigs and a tiny pig..............
5 Every teenage.............. knows that parents worry a lot.
6 Don’t forget to add a spoon.............. of sugar, and some milk.
7 We live in a beautiful neighbour.............. on the outskirts of the city.
8 Tina picked up a hand.............. of snow, and threw it in my face.
9 Under the floor there was a rumbling sound of machine................

10 The college sent Sue a small book.............. describing its courses.

4 Complete each sentence with a noun made from the verb given.
1 There are over one million................... .tfft'JjlflJpXfcfl.i&te............................. in this city.

inhabit
2 Greg often suffers from ...........................................................in the school holidays.

bore
3 This is the tallest..............................................................in the whole of the country.

build
4 Some students can’t find suitable..................................................................................

accommodate
5 I was upset by Carol’s ................................................................................. to help me.

refuse
6 It took Richard years to become a successful...............................................................

act
7 Every............................................................in this company has received a pay rise.

employ
8 You need a lot o f ........................................................................ to write a good story.

imagine
9 Don’t forget to turn off th e ................................................................before you leave.

cook
10 I saw an interesting......................................................................... in the local paper.

advertise
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5 Complete each sentence with a noun ending in -ness made from a word in the 
box. Make any necessary changes.

dark friendly happy lonely short sick
silly thin tired thorough

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9

10

T he....shortiA^ss.....Gf the journey surprised me, as I thought it would be longer.
Emma was impressed by th e ..................................... of everyone in her new school.
I couldn’t see anything, as the room was in complete..............................................
Old Mrs Holt’s .............................................was cured when she was given a pet cat.
The doctor told Peter that h is ............................................. was a result of overwork.
Wendy’s teacher was impressed by th e ....................................................of her work.
We wished the bride and groom ........................................in their new life together.
Joe’s teachers began to grow tired of h is ......................................................... in class.
I felt rather cold when I arrived because of th e .................................of my clothes.
Jean took a travel.................................................. pill, and then she felt much better.

6 Complete the word in each sentence with a suffix from the box.

-less -ly -y -ish -*€ -al -ous

1 Everyone thanked the firefighters for their hero....£fc.. efforts.
2 Paul received most of his music..........education from his mother.
3 The government is going to provide more houses for home..........people.
4 Lisa’s mother..........qualities made her a favourite with the children.
5 This road is extremely danger..........when the weather is bad.
6 On rain..........days, we spend a lot of time indoors watching television.
7 It was very fool..........of you to leave all the doors and windows open.
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Word formation 2
1 Underline the correct word in each sentence.

1 By 11.00 I felt so tired/tiring that I went to bed.
2 I heard the film was good, but it was very disappointed/disappointing.

3 Being alone in an old house at night can be frightened/frightening.

4 Julie was so embarrassed/embarrassing that her whole face turned red.
5 Jim gets bored/boring if he has to study too much.
6 It’s very confused/confusing to be taught in so many classrooms.
7 Andy said that the twenty-mile walk was exhausted/exhausting.
8 Are you interested/interesting in going to the beach tomorrow?
9 I was really surprised/surprising when my boss gave me the day off.

10 Why don’t you go away and stop being so annoyed/annoying]

2 Complete the word in italics in each sentence with a prefix or suffix from the 
box. Make any other necessary changes to the word.

-age dis- -ful im- un- -y -ness

1 I suppose Paul might help us, but it seems likely. ..JAWslitefiLy....
2 Fred can’t fill his pool because there’s a water short..........................
3 I found most of the maths questions completely possible..........................
4 Jan has taken up photograph as a hobby........................
5 Thanks for those notes. They were really use..........................
6 I like winter sports so I never go skiing.........................
7 When it’s time for bed I start feeling sleep.........................
8 This is a really usual stamp. I’ve not seen one like it before..........................
9 I really like Dan. He’s always so happy and cheer.........................

10 I’m writing to thank you for the kind you showed me.........................

3 Complete each sentence with a word formed from the word in bold.
1 It’s ................... .............................................cold today, considering it’s still summer.

usual
2 Actually, I thought Tony’s book was 

surprise
interesting.

3 , my father used to go to school with your father.
interest
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4 H e .............................................................................................. completed the course.
success

5 Jeans compositions are always........................................................................written.
beautiful

6 I’m ....................................................................................ashamed of your behaviour!
thorough

7 This question is ...................................................................................difficult, isn’t it!
awful

8 Mike tried .................................................................... to phone Cathy several times.
success

9 These instructions seem.......................................................................... complicated.
necessary

10 Someone h ad ........................................................................ left the front door open.
obvious

4 Complete each word with a word formed from the word in bold.
1 I can’t sit on this chair. It’s really un........................ fifi.Wifp.ttffMU...............................

comfort
2 Ann has left home and is in.................................................................. of her parents.

depend
3 These old envelopes are re........................................................so we can save money.

use
4 Not being chosen for the team was a great dis.............................................................

appoint
5 Maria and Louis have a really good......................................................................ship.

relate
6 Being un..................................................................means that you share with others.

self
7 Not taking exercise is rather un....................................................................................

health
8 David has a really un.................................................... temper, and gets angry easily.

control
9 These trousers won’t get smaller. They’re un................................................................

shrink
10 They didn’t give Gary the job as he was in...................................................................

experience
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5 Complete each sentence with a word formed from the word in bold.
1 Harry asked for a ................... X . ........................ and the cashier gave him one.

receive
2 Nina wants to be a ...............................................................and join the government.

politics
3 No one knows the exact...................................................................of the water here.

deep
4 You have to have a lot o f ......................................................................... to go fishing.

patient
5 ..................................................... is a serious matter, and you have to think about it.

marry
6 Tom sent in h is ...................................................................... for the job the next day.

apply
7 Helen’s mind is filled with all kinds of unusual............................................................

know
8 There was n o ................................................................... for the crash of the airliner.

explain

6 Complete each sentence with a word formed from the word in bold.
1 T he........................... ............................................of the diamonds baffled the police.

thief
2 Most people have no real.............................................................................. in ghosts.

believe
3 Tina had n o ......................................................................... that anything was wrong.

suspect
4 We measured th e ..................................................................of the room with a ruler.

long
5 Our teacher was really................................................................when she found out.

anger
6 George won a medal fo r................................................................................................

brave
7 Looking in the mirror too much is an example o f .......................................................

vain
8 Do you think you have th e .................................................................to pass the test?

able
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Collocations and fixed expressions 1
1 Complete each sentence with a word from the box. Each word is used THREE 

times.

do make have take give

1 ....LtflVe.....a nice day!
2 At the weekend I like to relax and ju s t................... nothing.
3 Can I ................... a chat with you sometime about Anna?
4 Hello? Is that the doctor’s surgery? I’d like to ................... an appointment.
5 I’l l ................... you my answer by the end of the week.
6 I can’t talk to you now. Could you.................. me a call later this afternoon?
7 If you have a headache you can ................... an aspirin.
8 Sometimes it’s difficult t o ................... any progress with English.
9 Sorry, I can’t come out tonight, I have to ................... my homework.

10 That was a lovely meal. I’l l ................... the dishes in a moment.
11 We always................... a lot of fun when we go out together.
12 We can’t wait any longer. We have to ................... action.
13 Would you like me to ................... you a lift to the station?
14 You can catch a taxi o r ..................the bus.
15 You should dress well for your interview to ................... £

Match each group of adjectives (1-10) with a noun (a-j).

i good impression.

1 an ambitious/a clever/a three-point a sofa
2 a sudden/a violent/a loud b sister
3 a powerful/a notebook/a desktop c control
4 a comfortable/a three-seater/a leather d plan
5 a neat/a suspicious/a software e computer
6 complete/total/quality f improvement
7 a considerable/a dramatic/a short-term g rent
8 a serious/a deadly/an infectious h explosion
9 an elder/a much-loved/an unmarried i disease

10 monthly/affordable/unpaid j package
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3 Complete each sentence with a verb from list A and a noun from list B.

A appear clear control fight protect rent return take
B behaviour call flat minute court r l r i M  

S J tV .l I  I space survival

1 You should use suntan lotion when you go to the beach to ........your
..............

2 I need t o ......................... a .......................... on my desk for my new computer.
3 Smith, the accused man, is due to ......................... in .......................... next month.
4 I left a message on her answering machine but she didn’t ......................... my

5 We can’t afford to buy a house so we’re going to
6 Small shops now have to ......................... for ....

popularity of large supermarkets .
7 Could you give me a hand? It will only.............
8 I wish more parents would......................... the

children!

4 In each sentence one of the adverbs in italics does NOT make a common 
collocation with the verb in bold. Cross out the wrong collocation.

1 ‘I’m back,’ she said especially/simply/calmly.

2 I particularly/strongly/properly dislike restaurants where the waiters are rude.
3 The government acted firmly/completely/immediately against the threat of terrorism.
4 She spoke briefly/greatly/warmly about her grandmother.
5 He went to the police and confessed his crime openly/really/voluntarily.
6 The price of oil rose highly/sharply/dramatically last month.
7 The sun was shining brightly/directly/perfectly onto the old town square.
8 Ronaldo was deliberately/largely/suddenly pushed in the penalty area.
9 He held the rope and pulled deeply/hard/gently.

10 He always spends his money strongly/carefully/wisely.

5 Cross out the words in italics which can't complete the sentences.
1 Anna is making/sitting/taking the First Certificate examination in June.
2 The students had to give in/hand in/take in their work before they left the room.
3 You’ve done/made/performed a mistake somewhere in this paragraph.
4 Harry was awarded/was given/was presented a prize at the end of his first year.
5 Maria’s teachers told her to concentrate/make an effort/try more on her work.
6 Mr Smith instructed/learned/taught me everything I know about biology.
7 Could you argue/discuss/explain to us exactly what you mean?
8 Leave enough time to check your work for errors/misunderstandings/faults.

9 I think I’ve kept out/left out/missed out the full stop at the end of the sentence.
10 When Bill had flu he was absent!apart!away from school for a week.

.............. a ........................
........because of the

a ...........................
............. of their naughty
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6 Complete each sentence with one noun from list A and one noun from list B.

A hank rubbish bargain bread sea service space stomach
student shop

B assistant account ache knife bin floor loan station
price shuttle

1 I can’t spend much money this weekend. M y................................. Wet................ is
in the red.

2 Only forty euros for a top-name sports shoe! That’s a real...........................

3 They say that in the future we’ll be able to go to the moon for our holidays by

4 There’s a lot of volcanic activity on th e ........................................................that we
don’t normally see.

5 You can pay for your university course by applying for a ...........................

6 You can’t cut thin slices from the loaf unless you use a ...........................

7 I think I’m going to go home. I’ve got a .........................................................
8 A ....................................................... told me the kitchen department was on the

ground floor.
9 It was a long drive so we stopped at a .......................................................to get some

petrol.
10 Don’t drop that paper on the pavement. Put it in th e ...........................

7 Complete each sentence with a verb phrase from the box.

afford to designed to forget to hard to hope to likely to 
slow to teach me how to try not to willing to

1 Don’t break it. I can’t .......................... f t p ................................ buy a new one.
2 The weather is changing. It’s getting much colder and we’re .............................have

snow tomorrow.
3 I’d love some more chocolate cake. It’s .............................................................. resist.
4 What do you................................................................................ gain by your actions?
5 It’s the first time I’ve tried ice-skating. Please...................................................laugh!
6 Can you................................................................................ play chess as well as you?
7 The government w as...........................................................react to the threat of war.
8 Don’t ....................................................................... buy some milk on the way home.
9 These exercises a re ............................................... strengthen your stomach muscles.

10 The owners are n o t...........................sell us the house unless we offer more money.
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Collocations and fixed expressions 2
1 Complete the expression based on the word time in each sentence, using a word 

from the box.

high in up lose on pass spare tell time take

1 Come on John! It’s ............... h i f lh .....................time you started doing some work!
2 What do you most enjoy doing in your..............................................................time?
3 I don’t go sailing often, but I enjoy doing it from time to ...........................................
4 When I have to wait at the airport, I do a crossword t o .............................. the time.
5 When Carol was given her first watch, she learned to .................................the time.
6 Sally is never late. She’s always.................................................... time for her lessons.
7 Thank goodness the doctor hurried. She saved Jim’s life ju s t............................ time.
8 Hurry up. We’ve no time to .....................................The train leaves in five minutes!
9 There’s no hurry to finish. You can .............................................................your time.

10 ‘Time’s ................................ ! This is the end of the test so stop writing now, please.’

2 Complete the sentences with the most suitable verb from the box.

burst caught got had lost made paid spent told took

1 Peter’s father................... vw,aAt............................. lots of money by selling old cars.
2 Sophie............................................. a party last week and most of her friends came.
3 I ........................................ some very good photos of our dog with my new camera.
4 Dave...................................................... a lot of money on rebuilding his motorbike.
5 The ending of the film was so sad that many people.................................into tears.
6 According to the story, George Washington always...................................the truth.
7 Kelly....................................into trouble at school for playing a joke on her teacher.
8 You didn’t understand because you........................ no attention to the instructions.
9 Jane had flu last week, and I ....................................... ,............................. it from her.

10 W e................................................our way completely and had to ask for directions.
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3 Complete each sentence with a word from the box.

alone breath difference leaf mad mess secret temper

1 I made a complete.............. ........................... Qf one exam, and had to take it again.
2 When I swim underwater I can hold m y ......................................... for two minutes.
3 Peter told the boy to leave his little brother.................................................................
4 Can you tell th e .........................................................between butter and margarine?
5 The loud music from the house next door drove M ary..............................................
6 Helen was angry with Jack, but tried not to lose h e r ...................................................
7 I’ll tell you, but only because I know that you can keep a ...........................................
8 Bob wanted to change his ways and turn over a new .................................................

4 The words in italics are in the wrong sentences. Find the correct sentence for 
each one.

1 Now that my summer holidays have begun I feel as free as houses.............................
2 Without my glasses I’m as blind as a pig. .......................
3 After our search, suddenly David turned up as large as rain! .......................
4 As cool as a bat, the robber asked for all the money in the bank! .......................
5 Our dog eats too much, and is getting as fat as a picture. .......................
6 Little Sarah looked as pretty as a cucumber in her new dress. .......................
7 Take this medicine, and in a few days you’ll be as right as life. .......................
8 Don’t be frightened of being on this plane. It’s as safe as a bird. .......................

5 Complete the expressions in italics in each sentence with a word from the box.

down life round soul sound then time wide

1 It’s extremely important. In fact, it’s a matter o f ............... Jrkf5?..................and death.

2 Ann is great fun, and is always the life a n d ............................................. of the party.

3 The police have been searching/ar a n d .................................... for the stolen jewels.
4 We were completely lost, and drove round a n d ......................................... for hours.
5 I’ve told you..................................................... and again not to write tests in pencil!
6 The two missing explorers have been found safe a n d .................................................
7 That man has been walking up a n d ...................................outside the house all day.
8 I don’t see Paul very often, but I visit him now a n d ....................................................
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Compound words
1 Complete each compound word with a word from the box.

ache ground clip cut glasses lace path post table phones

1 Make sure you walk on the foot....Jpfl.fkt........... .. because the road is dangerous.
2 I need to fix these two sheets together. Have you got a paper......................... ?
3 As I was doing up my shoe, my shoe......................... broke.
4 On our first day at school, we copied down our time...........................
5 Tom had a hair.........................yesterday and his friends made fun of him.
6 It’s really sunny today, and I’ve forgotten my sun...........................
7 Could I have a couple of aspirins? I’ve got a terrible head...........................
8 The bus swerved to avoid a dog and hit a lamp...........................
9 The picture showed a girl on a horse, with a beautiful house in the

back...........................
10 Tom was wearing ear.........................and listening to music.

2 Complete each sentence with a compound noun made from two words from the 
box.

market air alarm birthday central machine clock conditioning
fiction heating paper party report school science stick
running towel walking washing

1 I love .........S&i.e.kvftC.........................................films with robots in them.
2 Old Mr Low has a bad leg and always leans on h is ...............................

3 David’s teachers wrote lots of good things in h is ...............................

4 As soon as th e ............................................................... rings, I jump out of bed.
5 When it’s hot, I turn on th e ...............................-............................... and it cools the

room.
6 Julia invited all her friends from school to h e r ...............................

7 This house has................................................................and there is a radiator in
every room.

8 If you have any dirty clothes, just put them in th e ...............................
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9 There was a lot of water on the floor, so I cleaned it up with a ........................

10 Helen wants to get fit, so she is exercising on th e ..............................
............................... in the gym.

3 The compound nouns in italics are in the wrong sentences. Find the correct 
sentence for each one.

1 I couldn’t unscrew the pocket money, so I couldn’t drink my cola.
...bftttlA.tap.....................................................................................

2 On my way to school, I saw a fantastic bike in a bathroom mirror.

3 My bike had a flat tyre, and I didn’t have my television screen with me.

4 As the girls were leaving, they saw their teacher at the bottle top.

5 When I saw my face in the school entrance, I knew I was really ill.

6 During my favourite serial, a newsflash appeared on the door handle.

7 Paul’s parents gave him a small amount of bicycle pump every week.

8 Susie was too small to reach the shop window, so she knocked.

4 Match each situation with an object from the box.

bottle opener coffee maker dishwasher fire extinguisher
food mixer hairdrier lawn mower pencil sharpener
stain remover water heater

1 It’s quicker to use this than a towel. ................
2 Just put all the dirty plates in here. ...................................
3 Oh no, I’ve dropped ink on my trousers. ..................................
4 I can smell smoke coming from the kitchen. ..................................
5 I’ve just broken mine, and I can’t write. ..................................
6 I’m really thirsty but I can’t open this lemonade.......................................
7 That grass really needs cutting. ..................................
8 It’s much quicker preparing a cake with this. ..................................
9 If you need a bath, I’ll turn it on. ..................................

10 If you’d like a cup, I’ll just put it on. ..................................
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5 Make a compound word which describes the person in each sentence, using the 
word in italics, and a word from the box.

bather dreamer fighter keeper lifter maker manager sitter

1 Someone who spends all day lost in pleasant thoughts...............................................
2 Someone who owns or runs a shop. ........................................
3 Someone who lies in the sun to get a tan. .........................................
4 Someone who looks after a baby while you’re out. ........................................ .
5 Someone who exercises with objects of great weight. ........................................
6 Someone who is a member of the fire brigade. ........................................
7 Someone who is in charge of the branch of a bank. ........................................
8 Someone who is away from home on holiday. ........................................

6 Complete each compound word with a word from the box.

about bringing coat come doors
ground pour hill skirts stairs

1 Jane has a high in_CrOKWVtS............ , but she works very hard to earn it.
2 On our way home we got soaked in a terrific down...........................
3 You have to turn left at the next round...........................
4 Kevin fell down......................... and hurt his ankle.
5 It’s cold today, so you’d better wear your over...........................
6 That child is so polite. She obviously had a good up...........................
7 It’s a lovely day. Why don’t we have lunch out......................... ?
8 They live in a small house on the out.........................of the town.
9 It’s easy to travel in London if you use the Under...........................

10 Phew! That walk up.........................has really worn me out.
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Money and shopping
1 Replace the words in italics with one of the phrases from the box.

in a sale pay you back save up in debt second-hand 
be well-off annual income can’t afford it

1 Kate’s car was owned by someone else before her.

..... ................................................................................................................
2 We’re not going on holiday this year, because we are short of money.

3 Don’t worry, next week I’ll give you the money you lent me.

4 We decided to put money aside so we could buy a small boat.

5 I don’t want to end up owing a lot o f money to the bank.

6 What exactly is the amount of your earnings every year1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8.

7 I bought my DVD-player when the prices were reduced.

8 Mary used to have a lot o f money, but she’s quite poor now.

2 Complete the sentence with a compound noun formed from two words in the 
box. One word is used twice. Some compounds are written as one word.

assistant bag book carrier card cash credit cut 
department desk money pocket price shop store

1 Most parents give their children som e............ Ĉ.G.tee.t.tVJ.QKVCy.................to spend.
2 Please pay for your purchases at th e .............................................................................
3 You can buy a plastic bucket much cheaper in a /an .......................................... store.
4 I bought the new novel by Richard Francis in my local..............................................
5 You can buy more or less anything in a b ig .................................................................
6 T he..................................................... who served me helped me buy what I wanted.
7 I didn’t have any cash so I paid with m y ......................................................................
8 I put all my shopping in a strong.................................................................................
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3 Underline the correct word or phrase in each sentence.
1 Dora earns!gains!wins more money in her job than I do.
2 The factory workers asked for a rise in their income!reward!wages.

3 Paul borrowed/lentHoaned some money from me but didn’t pay it back.
4 I’m sorry, but we don’t accept credit cards, only cash!coins!money.

5 Is it all right if I pay with cheque/by cheque!from cheque?
6 We don’t exchange goods unless you still have the bill!cheque!receipt.

7 I’m afraid I’ve only got a £50 note. Do you have change!money/rest?.

8 I still debt!owe!own the bank more than £5000.

4 Complete the shopping situations (1-8) with a remark (a-h).
1 I can’t decide whether to buy it or not, so I think ....I.....
2 Have you got a pair like this in red?..........
3 Can I pay by credit card?..........
4 Can I help you? No thanks,..........
5 That’s £45, please...........
6 Thanks very much for your help............
7 There isn’t a price label on this shirt............
8 This computer looks difficult to use............

a Not at all, madam. It’s a pleasure.
b I’m just looking, 
c Could you explain how it works? 
d How would you like to pay? 
e We’re out of stock at the moment, 
f I’ll leave it.
g Sorry, we only accept cash or cheques, 
h How much is it? 5

5  C o m p le te  e a c h  p h ra s e  w ith  a s u ita b le  w o rd  fro m  th e  b o x .

bar box bunch carton loaf packet tin tube

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

pMbk&t............. of biscuits
............................ of toothpaste
............................ of tomatoes
............................of milk
............................of tissues
............................of chocolate
............................ofbananas
............................of bread
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2 2 6

6 Decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each space.

Shopping in the street

When I (1) . . . . Q ......shopping, I enjoy visiting street (2 )................ and looking for
(3 ) ................. I wander around looking at each (4 ) ................ , and asking about
(5 )................. Many (6 ) ................ on sale are less (7 ) ................ than those in high-street
shops, though the (8 )...............is not always as good. It also depends on how much
you want to (9 ) ................. Clothes are often (1 0 )................ , but it is difficult to
(1 1 ) .............. them on. It's always (12 )................ looking at second-hand books,
because you can (1 3 ).............. a lot of money in this way. Fresh fruit and vegetables
are usually good (14) .............. , and there is always an excellent selection. The main
problem is whether you can carry home lots of (15) .............. bags!

1 A like B make Cgo D do
2 A markets B trades C shops D sales
3 A values B cheaper C special D bargains
4 A counter B table C stall D department
5 A costs B prices C values D figures
6 A produces B shopkeepers C offers D goods
7 A expensive B cost C priced D cheaper
8 A expense B package C kind D quality
9 A spend B use C make D cash

10 A fashion B cheaper C worn D logical
11 A purchase B carry C try D wrap
12 A worth B more C been D time
13 A borrow B spend C save D count
14 A health B value C time D taste
15 A hand B papers C more D heavy
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Living space
1 Complete each sentence with a word from the box.

carpet curtains cushion drawer pillow radiator sofa socket

1 Is that chair comfortable, or would you like to use a .............. ftktStobW'V..................?
2 Mark couldn’t recharge his mobile phone as there wasn’t a .................. in the room.
3 This house has central heating, and there’s a ......................................in every room.
4 I was so tired that I fell asleep as soon as my head touched th e .................................
5 Could you draw th e ................................? Someone is staring through the window.
6 My bedroom has a fitted............................................. which covers the whole floor.
7 The knives and forks are in the second..................................................... on the left.
8 Come over here and sit next to me on th e ....................................................................

2 Complete each part sentence (1-8) with one of the endings (a-h).
1 Please sit down and make yourself
2 Many of our language students share..........
3 I like Do-It-Yourself, but I’ve decided to have..........
4 Alan seems to have so many clothes that he can never find ..........
5 If you can’t find the house you can always ask fo r..........
6 Susan lives on the tenth floor o f ..........
7 If you’re short of money you can buy..........
8 As we live in a semi-detached house, we hear..........

a room for all of them in the wardrobe.
b a block of flats on the south side of the city, 
c directions at the bus station, 
d at home, while I make some tea. 
e accommodation in the villages nearby, 
f the decorating done by a local firm, 
g a lot of noise through the wall from the family next door, 
h furniture from the street market near the cathedral.
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3 Complete the sentences with a compound word formed from two words in the 
box. One word is used twice.

arm ash basin bed bin book case chair dish down 
dust flower hole key room stairs tray wash washer

1 It’s very cold in m y ................bedtroflm.......................... . and I find it hard to sleep.
2 Sarah spent all afternoon sitting in a large....................................in front of the TV.
3 I left my socks soaking in th e ...........................................................in the bathroom.
4 Do you think you could put all your rubbish outside in th e ................................... ?
5 There’s a beautiful.......................................... full of roses right outside my window.
6 Don’t worry about the washing-up. We’ll put everything in th e ................................
7 I can’t open the front door. Something is stuck in th e ................................................
8 If you really insist on smoking, please use th is...........................................................
9 Can you com e................................................ ? There’s someone at the door for you.

10 In th is .........................................................are the dictionaries and an encyclopedia.

4 Complete each sentence with a verb from the box in a suitable form.

drop finish get look move put take turn

I’ve got nowhere to stay tonight. Can you................. .....................................me up?
We’ve bought a new house but we can’t .................................... in until next month.
Adrian doesn’t ..............................on with his neighbours, because they’re so noisy.
Jan likes cooking, but she says i t ................................................. up a lot of her time.
Don’t forget t o ............................................... off the television before you go to bed.
Helen has done most of the decorating and plans to ....................... it off tomorrow.
I have a large room, and i t ...........................................out onto a beautiful garden.

8 Karen and Mike live next door and they often...................................... in for a chat.

5 Complete each sentence using house or home.
1 Sorry, but Sue isn’t at .JflPtfiVS.... just at the moment.
2 Could you write your...............address at the top of form, please.
3 Jim and Ann share all th e ................. work, but Jim does the cooking.
4 Paul couldn’t bring up the children on his own so he employed a .........
5 I was born here in Grimsby, so, yes, it’s m y................... town.
6 No, you don’t have to pay. The soft drinks are on th e .................
7 Many young people leave................. when they study at university.
8 I don’t really like restaurant food. I prefer.................. cooking!

. keeper.
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Personal matters
1 Underline the correct word in each sentence.

1 When her bicycle was stolen, Jill became extremely angry/nervous.

2 Peter felt ashamed/embarrassed when he had to make a speech.
3 I always write thank-you letters, just to be gentle/polite.

4 You never do anything to help me! You’re so lazy/tired.

5 Penny never does anything silly. She’s very sensible/sensitive.

6 The children had to stay in the house all day and felt bored/tired.

7 Jackie doesn’t worry about anything and is always cheerful/sympathetic.

8 Mr Jackson is very annoyed/bad-tempered and often shouts at people.
9 When he heard about the accident, Alan was very damaged/upset.

2 Complete each sentence with one of the verbs from the box. Use each verb once only.

cheer complain cry nod shake his head shout smile whistle

1 Please look at the camera and ..................... S.wX.ffe................................. Say ‘cheese’!
2 If you agree with what I say, ju s t...................................................................................
3 The food in the restaurant was terrible so we decided t o ...........................................
4 I had t o ................................................Ann’s name three times before she heard me.
5 The little boy fell over and then started t o ....................................................................
6 At the end of the President’s speech, the crowd began t o ............................................
7 Paul hardly ever says ‘no’. He tends to ............................................................. instead.
8 When I try to ................................................. I put my lips together but I can’t do it!

3 Complete each sentence with a word formed from the word in italics.
1 You can’t rely on Joe. He’s very....................... .............................................................
2 Carla has very little patience. She’s very......................................................................
3 Jack shows no interest in this subject. He’s ............... ..................................................
4 Pat is lacking in honesty. She’s ......................................................................................
5 Bill doesn’t act like a friend. He’s .................................................................................
6 Lisa doesn’t have much experience of this work. She’s ...............................................
7 Max never acts politely. He’s .........................................................................................
8 The official did not help us very much. She w as........................................................
9 Graham doesn’t consider other people. He’s ...............................................................

10 Sophie refused to cooperate with the police. She w as.................................................
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4 Complete each sentence with an adjective from the box. Use each adjective 
once only.

ashamed annoyed disappointed exhausted
fascinating glad jealous terrified

1 When her team lost the cup final, Ruth felt very......................................................
2 I w as................... when James accepted my invitation to dinner but didn’t turn up
3 Mark w as................................when he saw smoke coming from the planes engine
4 Thanks for your letter. I’m ..................................... to hear that you’re feeling better
5 David w as....................................to tell his parents that he had been sent to prison
6 After running for 15 kilometres, Tina felt completely..............................................
7 Helen felt..................................when she saw her boyfriend talking to another girl
8 Mrs Hobson told us about her life. She’s a ......................................................person

5 Replace the words in italics in each sentence with one of the phrases from the 
box.

are fond of fancy fed up with get on my nerves
give up let me down longing for put me off

1 I’m really looking forward to a few weeks’ holiday!
......... ............................................................................

2 Sarah has decided to do without chocolate.

3 I wanted to study biology, but my teacher discouraged me.

4 Sports programmes on television really annoy me.

5 Do you feel like going to the cinema this evening?

6 Why can’t you tell the truth? I’m tired of your excuses!

7 Terry and I like going for walks in the country.

8 George agreed to help me, but then disappointed me.
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6 Complete each sentence with a word from the box.

conscience death hand heart fflood
tears temper thanks trouble voice

1 The children were happy because their teacher was in a good..........KkVPP.ct..............
2 .....................................to Mr Dawson, our car was repaired in time for our holiday.
3 Ruth was helpful, and went to a lot o f ................................. to make us comfortable.
4 Harry was leaning out of the window and shouting at the top of h is ........................
5 When Alice heard the bad news, she burst in to ...........................................................
6 Neil is a very kind person. H is.................................................... is in the right place.
7 If you do something bad, it will be on your.......................................for a long time.
8 I was really angry, and lost m y ............................................. .. and shouted at people.
9 We need some help. Could you give us a ...................................................................?

10 The first time I saw a horror film, I was scared t o .......................................

7 Match positive and negative words and put them in the columns below.

cheerful clever lazy tense kind generous miserable
mean relaxed stupid hard-working unpleasant

Positive Negative

8 Complete the text with the correct forms of the words in brackets.
Last week something very (1) .......(embarrass) happened to me. I
was on a plane and suffering from (2 )...................................(bore). Then I noticed
that the man in front of me was acting in an (3 )...................................(usual) manner.
He was talking to himself and laughing, and his (4 )...................................(behave)
started to worry me. I thought he might be having a panic attack or some kind of
(5 )...................................(break). I called the cabin attendant who asked me how
she could be of (6 )...................................(assist). I was about to point at my fellow
passenger, when I realized the (7 )...................................(explain).
(8 )..................................... (fool) I hadn’t realized that he was watching a DVD on his
laptop!
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Family and friends
1 Complete each sentence with a word from the box.

alike children couple elder engaged friendship 
housewife husband single twin

1 Jane got married to h e r................. hw&bfliA/Cl.......................... , Bob, four years ago.
2 Jane’s friends think that she and Bob are the perfect.................................................
3 They haven’t got any............................................... yet, but they want a large family
4 Jane’s .......................................... sister, Mary, was born half an hour before she was
5 Jane and Mary look.......................................................but are not exactly the same
6 Mary isn’t married. She says she prefers to b e ...........................................................
7 She says she believes in .......................................... . but doesn’t believe in marriage
8 Diana is Jane and Mary’s ................................sister. She calls them her ‘little sisters
9 Diana has been........................................ for three years, but hasn’t got married yet

10 She has a career and doesn’t like the idea of being a ..................................................

2 Complete each sentence with a noun formed from a verb in the box.

acquaint celebrate die engage greet marry relate resemble

1 All Sue’s friends an d ............... LftU&LY'US........................................came to her party.
2 I occasionally meet Terry, but he’s more a /an ...................................... than a friend.
3 When Paul arrived, he received a warm and friendly.................................................
4 Six months after the ir............................................... . Michael and Lisa got married.
5 There was a great..................................in the village when their team won the cup.
6 In an ideal........................................ husband and wife share each other’s problems.
7 Dina and her mother look alike. There is a strong....................................... between

them.
8 Matt cried when he heard about th e .................................................... of his old dog.
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3 Underline the correct word in each sentence.
1 Children are not allowed to see this film. It’s for adults/old only.
2 By the time the vet arrived, the injured cat was already dead/died.

3 Unfortunately it rained on Nick and Helens wedding/marriage day.
4 David and Diana have two sons and one daughter/girl.

5 I think we should try to understand the problems of aged/old people.
6 There should be more facilities for youth/young people in this town.
7 More than fifty relatives/parents were invited to Jack’s party.
8 It’s my anniversary/birthday today. I’m 18 years old.

4 Complete each part sentence (1
1 I’ve started going
2 When little Tina is grown
3 I wonder if you could put
4 Carol doesn’t really get
5 Everyone says that Tom takes
6 Let’s have some friends
7 Do you think you could look
8 Why don’t we all get
9 Ellen and Laura were brought 

10 If I have time I’ll drop

10) with an ending (a-j).
a after his father.

together again next Friday evening? 
up by an aunt after their parents died, 
in on Steve for a chat, 
after my dog while I’m away? 
out with George’s younger sister, 

g round for dinner on Friday, 
h on well with her mother-in-law. 
i up she wants to be an astronaut, 
j us up for a few days next week?

5 Match each sentence (1-8) with a sentence (a-h) which helps to explain the 
meaning of the word in italics.

1 We’ve got a new neighbour called Helen Willis......?.....
2 This is Sue. She’s a colleague of mine............
3 Andrew is going to be our best man............
4 At the end of the evening I thanked our host............
5 I’m sure that Mary will be a wonderful bride............
6 Next week I’m going to stay with my grandparents............
7 I’ve always got on well with my sister-in-law............
8 Georgina is the ideal guest............

a I was happy that he’d invited me to his party, 
b Even before she married my brother we’d become good friends, 
c She always offers to help in the house when she stays with us. 
d We both work in the same department at the bank, 
e She moved into the house next door yesterday, 
f They’re both in their seventies, but they live a very full life, 
g When John and I get married, he’ll stand next to John, 
h She’s a dressmaker, and has designed her own wedding dress.
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The body and clothes
1 Underline the correct word in each sentence.

1 The trousers are the right length, but the stomach/waist is too small.
2 I like this watch, but the strap is too small for my palm/wrist.
3 The hand has four fingers and a thumb/toe.

4 When Robert is nervous he tends to bite his nails/joints.

5 This bag has a strap and I can carry it on my neck/shoulder.

6 Gina twisted her ankle/elbow and she can’t walk very easily.
7 Paul dropped the stone on his foot and broke two toes/fingers.

8 When you’re worried, lines appear on your eyebrows/forehead.

2 Decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each space.

Choosing clothes can be difficult. Some people want to be (1 ) ......, but they don't want to
look exactly ( 2 ) ..............everybody else. Not all clothes are ( 3 ) ................for work or school, perhaps
because they're not ( 4 ) ..............enough, or sim ply not ( 5 ) ...................It is easy to buy the (6 ) ................
size , and find that your trousers are too ( 7 ) ..............., especially if you’re a bit ( 8 ) .................. Very
( 9 ) ..............clothes make you feel (1 0 ) ................, but if they (1 1 )................in the washing machine,
then you have the same problem! If you buy light (1 2 )..............clothes, then they might not be
(1 3 )..............enough for winter. If your shoes are not (14 ) ................, and if you aren’t (1 5 )................for
the co ld , you might look good, but feel terrible!

1 A of fashion B fashioned C fashionable D fashion
2 A alike B like C similar D same
3 A fitted B suitable C comfort D equal
4 A formal B strict C uniform D suited
5 A comforting B comfort C comforted D comfortable
6 A false B mistake C wrong D error
7 A straight B close C stiff D tight
8 A slim B overweight C thin D enormous
9 A loose B lose C loosened D lost

10 A thin B slim C narrow D spare
11 A lessen B reduce C decrease D shrink
12 A of cotton B in cotton C cotton D cottoned
13 A warm B cold C hot D cool

14 A tight B enclosed C firm D waterproof
15 A worn B clothed C dressed D fitted
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3 Complete each sentence with a verb from the box. Use each verb once only.

disguise dress up fit go with look put on suit wear

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

This dress doesn’t ............................ tv£......................................... me. It’s far too big.
The children decided to ................................................... as astronauts for the party.
Sue always seems to ............................. trousers. She says they’re more comfortable.
I like your new haircut. It makes you......................................................... younger.
It’s a nice pullover, but the colour doesn’t .............................................................you.
The escaped prisoner managed t o ........................................ himself as a policeman.
I got up late and had only a few minutes t o ...........................................my clothes.
I don’t think that yellow socks............................................................... a black suit.

4 Match the words from the box with the definitions.

blouse cap dress shorts skirt sleeve sock suit

1 part of an item of clothing for covering the arm
...s.Lf&Yf!..............................

2 woman’s or girl’s clothing that covers the body from shoulders to knee or below

3 jacket together with trousers or skirt made from the same material

4 a soft covering for the head worn by young people, and in some sports

5 trousers that end above or at the knee

6 item of clothing for women or girls that hangs from the waist and covers all or part 
of the legs

7 item of clothing for women or girls covering the upper half of the body

8 soft item of clothing that covers the lower leg and foot inside the shoe
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5  C o m p le t e  e a c h  e x p r e s s io n  in  italics w ith  o n e  o f  th e  p a r ts  o f  th e  b o d y  fro m  th e  
b o x .

arms eye face foot hair hand head heart leg tongue

1 The word is on the tip o f m y ............t .............., but I just can’t remember it.
2 Crossing the mountains on my own was a /an ............................. -raising adventure.
3 I know this is hard to believe, but you m ust................................................ the truth.

4 It is now over 30 years since man first se t ............................................. on the moon.
5 After his long trip Tom’s parents welcomed him with open .........................................
6 Peter knows the songs b y ....................................and doesn’t need to look at a book.
7 Try to stay calm, and don’t lose yo u r ............................ .. and everything will be fine.
8 Have I really won the prize, or are you only pulling m y ............................................ ?
9 Lisa needs some help with her suitcase. Could you give her a ..................................?

10 I waved at Ann, hoping to catch her ...................................... .. but she didn’t see me.

6  L a b e l th e  d ra w in g  w ith  th e  w o rd s  in  th e  b o x .

ankle bottom cheek chest (man)/bust (woman) chin elbow
heel hip knee neck shoulder thigh waist wrist
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Problems
1 C o m p le te  e a c h  s e n te n c e  w ith  a v e r b  fro m  th e  b o x .

blocked collapsed crashed exploded
flooded injured sank trapped

1 Yesterday a lorry................... G.ifftSl'l.cM
2 The falling roof tiles.............................
3 The old wooden building....................
4 A terrorist bom b...................................
5 The river burst its banks an d ...............
6 Rocks and mud from the mountain....
7 The storm at sea....................................
8 The rising w ater....................................

.................. into a bus at the traffic lights.

. several passers-by, though not seriously.

...........................................in a high wind.

............... at the railway station last week.
....................... the town during the night.
........................... the main road yesterday.
....................... several small fishing boats.
two families in their homes for six hours.

2  U n d e r lin e  th e  c o rre c t  w o rd  o r  p h ra s e  in  e a c h  s e n te n c e .

1 The doctor gave Sue a prescription/recipe for some medicine.
2 Tim’s mother used a thermometer to take his fever!temperature.

3 It took Julie a long time to get over!get off her illness.
4 The cut on Katrinas leg took a long time to cure/heal.

5 I couldn’t run because I had a hurt/pain in my leg.
6 I bought these sea-sickness pills from the chemist’s/physicians.

7 David was ill with flu/cold for two weeks.

3  C o m p le te  e a c h  s e n te n c e  w ith  a w o rd  fro m  th e  b o x .

ambulance bandage blood hospital
operation patient surgeon ward

1 A long w hite.................... ............................................. was wound around my arm.
2 This....................................... was built only two years ago, but is already too small.
3 T he........................................ in the bed next to mine was a man with a broken leg.
4 The doctor told Jim that he would have to have a /an .................................................
5 Ewan’s bed is in a small..................................................................... with two others.
6 Joanna was operated on by the best............................................................ in the city.
7 Some people feel faint when they see.....................................
8 Stephen was hurt in an accident and a passer-by called a/an
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4 C o m p le te  e a c h  s e n te n c e  w ith  a c o m p o u n d  n o u n  m a d e  fro m  tw o  w o rd s  fro m  th e  
b o x .

air bus car centre city failure hour jam
park parking pollution power rush shortage stop
strike ticket traffic train water

1 The roads were crowded and I was stuck in a/an ..........JR.W,.......
2 T he............................................. . is bad in this city. It’s getting hard to breathe!
3 All the lights went out because there was a/an ....................................................
4 I left my car in the wrong place and the police gave me a /an ........................

5 I couldn’t use the railway yesterday because there was a /an ........................

6 I had to pay a fortune to leave my car in a multi-storey

7 I waited at th e .................................................. for hours but all the buses were full.
8 There is always a lot of traffic during th e ....................................................
9 It doesn’t rain a lot here, and now there is a /an ....................................................

10 The Government banned all cars from th e ...................................................

5 Match the beginnings of the sentences (1-10) with the endings (a-j).
1 Firefighters managed to p u t a  fire accidentally.
2 After a few minutes a fire..... b fire to the house deliberately.
3 It was believed that someone se t..... c spark from a passing train.
4 Luckily Paul carried a fire..... d into flames.
5 The fire was started by a ..... e heat inside the burning car.
6 Metal melted from the intense.... f out the fire after two hours.
7 I could hardly breathe because of th e ......  g thick cloud of smoke.
8 The old theatre caught..... h extinguisher in his car.
9 The wooden hut was burnt to .....  i a heap of ashes.

10 In seconds the building burst.... j engine arrived at the blaze.

6  U n d e r lin e  th e  b e s t  w o rd  in  i ta l ic s  to  c o m p le te  e a c h  s e n te n c e .

1 The bus crashed/collided/hit with a lorry.
2 Fortunately none of the passengers was badly damaged/injured/wounded.

3 I think you might have something suffering/ill/wrong with your foot.
4 Why don’t you make a/an appointment/interview/meeting to see the doctor?
5 The drivers on the metro are out of order/off work/on strike at the moment.
6 The buses are really blocked/crowded/populated in the rush hour.
7 Sorry I’m late, but I was involved in a road accident/breakdown/emergency.

8 A car hit/knocked/touched me off my bike, but I’m not hurt.238
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7 Match each sentence (1-10) with a sentence (a-j) which has a similar meaning.
1 They arrived too late to see her. ...j.....
2 They didn’t think it was safe............
3 They asked her to come next week instead............
4 They argued with her...........
5 They were injured............
6 They didn’t know where they were going............
7 They asked someone to tell them the way...........
8 They’ve cancelled their party...........
9 They saw her afterwards............

10 They did what she suggested...........
a They asked for directions, 
b They had a row with her. 
c They met her later on. 
d They were hurt, 
e They put her off for a week, 
f They felt it was dangerous, 
g Their party is off. 
h They’d lost their way. 
i They took her advice, 
j They missed her.

8 Match the beginnings of the sentences (1-14) with the endings (a-n).
1 Clean the table. It’s r e a l l y .... a back to front.
2 I can’t get in. The door i s .......... b blocked.
3 The water won’t go away. The sink is ........  c dusty.
4 Don’t drink from that glass. It’s .................. d creased.
5 I can’t eat this bread. It has .......... e leaking.
6 Don’t drink that cola. It has .......... f cracked.
7 You’re wearing your pullover.......... g gone stale.
8 The table cloth is ...... with food. h in a mess.
9 That shirt needs ironing, it’s very..............  i stained.

10 Everything is wrong. My life is .......... j out of order.
11 Oh no! My ice cream is all over my shirt. It has ........... k crashed.
12 The program on my computer has stopped working. It has .......... 1 melted.
13 Water is coming through the ceiling! A pipe must b e ...........  m gone flat.
14 The lift isn’t working again. It’s .................. n stuck.
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Travel and holidays
1 D e c id e  w h ic h  a n s w e r  (A , B, C  o r  D) b e s t  f its  e a c h  s p a c e .

Most people enjoy going (1) for their holidays, and having the opportunity to
(2)........... in an interesting city or a seaside (3)...............If you speak (4).............
languages, you can make new friends, and (5)........... home some interesting (6)............ as
presents. But before you can do that, you have to (7)........... your destination, and that is
often a problem! If you fly, then you may find that your flight has been (8).............
(9)........... by train can also be difficult, since trains are often (10).............in the summer,
and you might have to reserve a (11)........... in advance. Whichever way you (12)..............
you can have problems with your (13)............. and it is often difficult to find good
(14)............. Apart from this, you might not be able to afford the (15)............ !

1 A out B  forward C abroad D foreign
2 A remain B  pass C spend D stay
3 A resort B  post C too D one
4 A strange B  stranger C foreigner D foreign
5 A fetch B  take Cgo D get
6 A memories B  souvenirs C memoirs D recollections
7 A reach B  arrive Cgo D travel
8 A waited B  reversed C delayed D booked
9 A Journeys B  Travels C Voyages D Passes

10 A filling B  occupied C overdone D crowded
11 A post B  chair C seat D position
12 A voyage B  travel Ctrip D tour
13 A baggages B  luggage C goods D sacks
14 A staying B  homes C lodges D accommodation
15 A fare B  fair C far D fur
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2  C o m p le te  e a c h  s e n te n c e  w ith  a w o rd  fro m  th e  b o x . U se  e a c h  w o rd  o n c e  o n ly .

after down for off in out up

1 The car broke................................in the mountains, and we couldn’t find a garage.
2 James had to se t........................................................at dawn to catch the early train.
3 Sue’s bike passed me, and I had to ride fast to catch....................................with her.
4 I arrived at the airport, checked...................................... and then had some coffee.
5 We were heading................................Paris, but we were not in a hurry to get there.
6 Jill ra n ...................................................of money after a week, and had to go home.
7 Our next-door neighbours looked...............................our dog while we were away.

3  C o m p le te  e a c h  s e n te n c e  w ith  a w o rd  fo rm e d  fro m  th e  w o rd  in  b o ld .

1 They told me to ask at th e ...................... tWWV..................................................... desk.
inform

2 The plane gathered speed as it roared along th e ..........................................................
run

3 T he...............................................................................of our plane has been delayed.
depart

4 The plane made a bumpy......................................................................... and I felt ill.
land

5 The clerk asked me if I had made a ..............................................................................
reserve

6 I got a seat because of another passenger’s ...................................................................
cancel

7 We arrived late at th e ............................................................... and missed the plane.
air

8 We fastened our seatbelts and prepared fo r..................................................................
take

4 C o m p le te  e a c h  p a r t  s e n te n c e  (1 - 1 0 )  w ith  o n e  o f  th e  e n d in g s  (a - j)  a n d  m a k e  a 
c o m p o u n d  w o rd .

1 I sent my friend a post.......... a suit with you to the beach.
2 I fastened my seat.......... b table turned out to be wrong.
3 We stayed on a small camp.......... c belt, and waited for take-off.
4 I always forget my guide.......... d port, you must tell the police.
5 Don’t forget to take your swim.......... e hiking can be dangerous.

6 If you lose your pass.......... f side when I was little.

7 We stayed in a quiet guest.......... g card of the town where I stayed.

8 The train time.......... h book when I visit old cities.

9 I used to like going to the sea.......... i house down by the river.
10 Nowadays I’m afraid that hitch.......... j site just outside the town.
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5 Underline the correct word in each sentence.
1 In Greece we visited several ancient/antique temples.
2 Whenever Lucy travels by boat she feels seasick/dizzy.

3 Brighton is a popular/touristic seaside town.
4 Holidays in the mountains are always more relaxed/relaxing.

5 We always eat the local/topical food when were abroad.
6 On my summer holidays I like getting suntanned/sunburnt.

7 It may not be easy to find accommodation at reasonable/logical prices.
8 After cycling all day, Bill was completely exhausted/tired.

9 The owner of the hotel gave us a kind/warm welcome.
10 Jack likes spending most of his holiday in the open/plain air.

6 The words in italics are in the wrong sentences. Find the correct sentence for 
each one.

1 We spent two weeks in a lovely seaside station.
...resort...............................................................

2 Jim stayed the night in a small bed and hostel.

3 Karen was exhausted after her fifteen-mile holiday.

4 Martin and Carol had a great time on their camping cards.

5 As it was cheaper, I bought a return stop.

6 We managed to find some petrol at a remote filling village.

7 The bus made an overnight breakfast in a town near the border.

8 The family rented a cottage in a country walk for the summer.

9 Students can save money when they travel by staying in a youth resort.

10 David never takes cash on holiday. He always uses credit ticket.
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Interests and free time
1 Underline the most suitable word in each sentence.

1 United managed to beat/win City in the last minute of the match.
2 At the end of the play, everyone in the theatre exploded/applauded.

3 The cycling club is doing/holding a meeting next Thursday.
4 The youth orchestra has acted/performed all over Europe.
5 I’m doing/going fishing next week. Do you want to come?
6 David passes/spends an hour every day playing computer games.
7 Did you enjoy/please yourself at the folk festival?
8 We were late and so we lost/missed the beginning of the film.

2 Match each word from the box with one of the explanations.

athletes audience cast competitors fans
group members spectators team viewers

1 People who watch a sporting performance.
....spu&fcGtaKS.............................................

2 People who exercise and take part in games of speed and strength.

3 People who support a sport, or a famous person.

4 People who together take part in a sport.

5 People who all belong to the same club.

6 People who play rock music together.

7 People who listen to or watch a play or performance.

8 People who watch television.

9 People who act together in a play.

10 People who are all trying to win the same prize.
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3 Complete each sentence with a word from the box.

exhibition line medal prize queue 
rod screen ticket tyre whistle

1 Helen won first........................... .................................................. in the competition.
2 When Steve won the race, he was given a gold...........................................................
3 We had to wait in a /an ......................................before we could get into the cinema.
4 Rachel had to push her bike after she got a flat...........................................................
5 There was so much shouting that no one heard the referees.....................................
6 I’ve got a spare.................................for tomorrows concert. Do you want to come?
7 Have you seen the new .....................................of paintings at the National Gallery?
8 I’m going fishing tomorrow. I’ve just bought a new ...................................................
9 Kate was the first runner to cross the finishing..........................................................

10 We didn’t enjoy the film because we were too close to th e .........................................

4 Complete each sentence with a word from the box.

drop go join knock live make stand turn

1 Lenny ‘The Fist’ Smith, the boxer, said he would..........................out his opponent.
2 Carol won the match because the other player failed to ....................................... up.
3 The singer asked the audience to ......................................... in and all sing together.
4 It was a reasonable film, but it didn’t really...........................up to my expectations.
5 Tom and Sue used to ............................ ................................................... out together.
6 From my seat, I couldn’t .................................out what was happening on the stage.
7 The referee made it clear that he would n o t.................................for bad behaviour.
8 Peter had to ................................................. out of the race after his car broke down.

5 Match each activity (1-8) with a place (a-h).
1 Sunbathing and wearing swimming costumes.....!?..... a a stage
2 Watching elephants dancing............ b a running track
3 Doing keep fit exercises............ c a party
4 Crossing the finishing line............ d a funfair
5 Taking a dog for a walk............ e a circus
6 Celebrating someone’s birthday........... f a park
7 Riding a ghost train or a big wheel............ g a gym
8 Speaking clearly so the audience can hear........... h a beach
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6 Decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each space.

Music

What kind of music do you (1) ? Some people like going to (2 )..........
concerts, and listening to (3 )............The (4 )...........wear very formal clothes, and
the (5 )..........is silent until the end of the (6 ).............Perhaps you’re a rock music
(7)............Rock concerts are often held at football (8 )........... or in parks.
(9 )..........of the audience dance to the music, or sing the songs. (10)...........music
is (11)..........at weddings and parties in many countries, and some people
(12)..........their own music at home. Nowadays we (13)...........music in shops
and lifts, and many people (14)..........their own music with them, or even
(15)..........to music when they study. Music is everywhere!

1 A listen B enjoy C have D preferring
2 A classic B classics C classical D classified
3 A a group B an orchestra C a band D a record
4 A musicians B actors C musicals D instruments
5 A spectators B people C guests D audience
6 A happening B action C music D performance
7 A fan B enthusiasm C reader D friend
8 A matches B stadiums C pitches D pools
9 A Members B Selections C Persons D Those

10 A Historical B Nation C Traditional D Ancient
11 A acted B formed C done D played
12 A do B get C make D take
13 A listen B hear C perform D understand
14 A carry B wear Clift D play
15 A hear B have C follow D listen
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Places
1 Decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each space.

A  h o u s e  in t h e  c o u n t r y

The house is situated among beautiful (1) ...... two miles from the nearest
village, surrounded by (2 ) ............... On a (3 ) ...............a short distance from the
house is a (4 ) ............... and a small (5 ) ...............flows past the end of the garden,
which also contains a small (6 ) ............... The name of the house, Rose Cottage,
is on the garden (7 ) ............... from which a (8 ) ...............leads to the (9 ) ...............
door. On the (10 ).............floor there is a large (11 )...............room, a dining room,
a kitchen, and (12 )............... (1 3 )...............there are three bedrooms. There is also
a garage next to the house. The village has a post (1 4 )............., a small shop
and a pub, and there is a railway (15 ).............three miles away.

1 A view B scenery C sights D looks
2 A grass B flats C earth D fields
3 A mountain B peak Chill D summit
4 A wood B greenery C jungle D forest
5 A river B channel C stream D canal
6 A sea B bath C water D pond
7 A gate B door C opening D entrance
8 A road B path C way D pavement
9 A forward B front C first D further

10 A bottom B back C ground D earth
11 A lounge B seating C saloon D living
12 A bathroom B bath C basin D washing
13 A Over BUp C Upstairs D Higher
14 A shop B centre C place D office
15 A station B stop C post D base
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2 Underline the most suitable word in each sentence.
1 We arranged to meet in the centre of town in the main place/square.

2 Their cottage is in the heart of some beautiful country/countryside.

3 The children spent all day playing on the sandy beach/seaside.

4 I dropped my ice cream on the earth/ground, so I couldn’t eat it.
5 Thisfootpath/pavement leads across the fields to the village.
6 There was a wonderful scenery/view from my hotel room.
7 You can’t stop here. Car park/Parking is not allowed in this street.
8 Helen decided to leave the country/land and work abroad.

3 Complete each sentence with a word from the box.

block centre crossing hall roundabout
part place station traffic zone

1 The police officer asked me to go with him to the police............S fd tlM ................
2 When you get to the second....................................................................... turn right.
3 The mayor’s office is in the tow n..................................................................................
4 Margaret lives on the top floor of a ..................................................................of flats.
5 Cars have to stop for you if you use a pedestrian........................................................
6 W hich.......................................................................................of town do you live in?
7 You can buy fresh fish in the market...................................................... every Friday.
8 Take the first turning on the left after the next set o f .......................................lights.
9 The centre of town is now a traffic-free....................................and cars are banned.

10 A new shopping...................................... has been opened on the edge of the town.

4 Replace the words in italics with one of the words from the box.

capital crowded international isolated 
local neighbouring rural urban

1 It’s much healthier to live in a country area, far away from the city.
...mxni..................................................

2 Sue has just moved to a nearby town.

3 We lived in the middle of nowhere in an out o f the way cottage.

4 Paris is the most important city of France.

5 There is not a lot of world news in this newspaper.
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6 I do my shopping at the neighbourhood shops, not in the town centre.

7 At weekends the town centre is always fu ll o f people.

8 There is far too much pollution nowadays in city areas.

5 Complete each compound noun with a word from the box.

about bridge ground path park roads side skirts

1 Our children spend a lot of time having fun at the local play....... .0JT0KKV-M..............
2 When you reach the cross..................................................... take the road to Linton
3 You have to turn left when you reach the next round................................................
4 We can’t leave the car here. We’ll have to look for a car............................................
5 Follow this foot............................................................until you reach the main road
6 There was an old woman selling fruit at the road......................................................
7 Paula lives on the out..............................of the town, where the countryside begins
8 You can cross the railway line by walking over a foot................................................

6 Match the words from the box with the explanations.

bridge bungalow caravan castle cottage 
semi-detached house terraced house tower

1 A strong building made in the past to defend people against enemies.
.... aastUt...................................................................................

2 A small house on wheels which is pulled by a car.

3 A house which is one of a pair of houses joined together.

4 A house with only one floor.

5 This carries a road or railway over a river.

6 A house which is part of a row of houses all joined together.

7 A small house in the country.

8 A tall building standing alone, or as part of a castle or church.
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Food and drink
1 Underline the correct word in each sentence.

1 Would you like a bread/roll with your soup?
2 The first course/plate consisted of cold fish and salad.
3 That was a really lovely food! meal. Please let me pay for you.
4 I felt so thirsty that I drank two cans/tins of cola.
5 Nowadays many people buy frozen/iced food instead of fresh food.
6 Could you give me the receipt/recipe for this cake? It’s delicious!
7 This pie is fantastic! It’s really tasteful/tasty.
8 Helen is a really good cook/cooker.

9 Can I have a fork!spoon so I can stir my coffee?

2 Complete each sentence with a suitable verb from the box.

add bake boil chop fry grate mix peel roast squeeze

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9

10

John decided to ................KP.Q.5it.......................... the beef in the oven for two hours.
Put all the ingredients in a bowl and ...........................................them together well.
First.................................................................................the onions into small pieces.
I wanted to .................................. some cakes this morning, but I didn’t have time.
Taste the soup, an d .........................................................salt and pepper if necessary.
.......................................................the potatoes, and then cut them into large pieces.
These vegetables taste great if you ................................them for a minute in hot oil.
................................................................ some cheese, and sprinkle it over the pasta.
.............................................................a lemon and sprinkle the juice over the salad.
....................................................................... the rice in salted water for ten minutes.

3 Complete each phrase with a suitable word from the box.

bacon biscuits butter chips fork salt saucer vinegar

1 pepper and ............•?#.!&..................  5 fish and
2 knife and ...................................... 6 oil and
3 egg and ...................................... 7 cup and
4 bread and ...................................... 8 tea and
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4 Complete each phrase with a suitable word from the box.

bar carton cup glass jar loaf pinch slice

1 a ......................................of bread or cake 5 a
2 a .................................... of chocolate 6 a
3 a .................................... of jam 7 a
4 a .................................... of tea 8 a

5 Match each description with the name of a kind of food from the box.

cheese chop grape lamb lettuce onion pie plum

1 Green or purple fruit which grows in bunches.
......0r«T*.............................................

2 Vegetable with a strong smell, which makes you cry when you cut it.

3 Plant with large green leaves used in salads.

4 Meat from a young sheep.

5 Meat, vegetables or fruit baked in pastry.

6 Small sweet fruit with red or yellow skin, and a stone in the centre.

7 Solid food made from milk.

8 Piece of pork or lamb with a bone, cut from the ribs of the animal.

6 Complete each sentence with a word from the box. 

bill book dessert menu takeaway tip

1 We weren’t sure what to have, so we asked for th e ................. W&Mt:........................
2 Tony finished his meal, paid th e .......................................... . and left the restaurant.
3 After two courses we felt full, so we didn’t have any..................................................
4 We stayed in and phoned for a .....................................................instead of cooking.
5 This is a popular restaurant and you have t o ..................................................a table.
6 The service was excellent so we left a large............................................ on the table.

of bread 
of water 
of salt 
of milk
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7 Complete each sentence with a  or s o m e ,  or leave the space blank.
1 I’d like............................Sk.......................... chicken, please, a large one for roasting.
2 Could I have............................................................................................bread, please?
3 Do we have time fo r....................................................... snack before our bus leaves?
4 Would you like to come to ........................................... lunch with me on Thursday?
5 There’s ........................................................milk jug in the cupboard near the fridge.
6 George has decided to go o n ................................................ diet, starting next week.
7 I’m going to have..........................................................cheese and tomato sandwich.
8 For breakfast I ea t.......................... toast and marmalade, and drink a glass of milk.
9 Do you like.........................................................yoghurt? Personally, I can’t stand it!

10 Tim managed to ea t.............................. chicken, but felt too ill to eat anything else.

8 Label the vegetables with the words in the box.

asparagus aubergine (Br)/eggplant (Am) bean broccoli 
cabbage carrot cauliflower celery courgette (Br)/zucchini (Am) 
leek lettuce mushroom onion pepper
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Work and study
1 U n d e r lin e  th e  c o r re c t  w o rd  in  e a c h  s e n te n c e .

1 Penny took three exams and managed to pass/succeed them all.
2 Most people would prefer a job/work which was near home.
3 Tim had to learn/teach 50 children how to swim.
4 I can’t come to the cinema tonight. I’m reading/studying for a test.
5 Rita did very well, and was given maximum grades/marks.
6 Every Friday, the builders are given their salary/wages.

7 It’s hard reading aloud/loudly when you don’t understand the words.
8 The manager told David to make an application/invitation for the job.
9 Ann works in advertising and earns/wins a very high salary.

2  C o m p le t e  e a c h  s e n te n c e  w ith  a w o rd  fro m  th e  b o x .

business date heart phone practice rules time work

1 Before her history exam, Laura learnt a list of dates b y ............... M?.#..
2 The manager will be with you in a moment. He’s on th e .........................
3 I haven’t spoken Spanish for ages and I’m a bit out o f ..............................
4 Ever since Tim lost his job he’s been out o f ..............................................
5 Bringing your mobile phone to the class is against th e ............................
6 This factory isn’t very modern. Most of the machines are out o f ............
7 Our maths teacher is always late. He’s never o n .......................................
8 Mrs Smith isn’t here at the moment. She’s away o n ..................................

3  C o m p le t e  e a c h  s e n te n c e  w ith  a  w o rd  fro m  th e  b o x .

get hand keep look pick stand take write

1 If you don’t know the answer,...................................... it up in the back of the book.
2 My boss wouldn’t let m e ........................................time off to go to a football match.
3 Stop talking, and ........................................................................... on with your work!
4 George finds it hard t o ........................................ up with the rest of the maths class.
5 Carol stayed in France and managed t o .......................................... up the language.
6 If you speak so fast I can’t ................................................... down what you’re saying.
7 Don’t forget to check over your work before you ................................................it in.
8 Mrs Wood is going to ..................................in for your teacher while he’s away.
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4  C o m p le te  e a c h  s e n te n c e  w ith  a w o rd  fo rm e d  fro m  th e  w o rd  in  b o ld .

1 Nowadays it’s very important to get a good.............. ...................................................
educate

2 Our company helps...............................................................people to find new jobs.
employ

3 Paul has good ideas, but writes very.............................................................................
care

4 Helen has become a ........................................................................... businesswoman.
succeed

5 I hope to leave school with some useful.......................................................................
qualify

6 Mr Dale was m y ........................................................for ten years, and paid me well.
employ

7 According to th e ....................................................... . the French lesson starts at ten.
time

8 Cathy has three jobs, so she has a h igh ........................................................................
come

9 John’s ..........................................................of history is amazing for a boy of his age.
know

10 All th e .............................................................. in this company are given free meals.
employ

5  M a tch  e a c h  s e n te n c e  (1 - 1 0 )  w ith  a s e n te n c e  (a - j)  w h ic h  h a s  a s im ila r  m e a n in g .

1 She was given the sack. . 3 ..... a She was given a better job.
2 She got a rise........... b She answered an advertisement.
3 She got a promotion............ c She decided to leave.
4 She retired............ d She did the job carefully.
5 She did it for a living........... e She didn’t have a job.
6 She resigned............ f She earned her money that way.
7 She was unemployed............ g She was dismissed.
8 She applied for the job............ h She wanted a better job.
9 She was ambitious............ i She was old and stopped work.

10 She was conscientious............ j She was given more money.
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6  D e c id e  w h ic h  a n s w e r  (A , B, C  o r  D) b e s t  f its  e a c h  sp a c e .

Are the years you (1) at school the best years of your life? Personally, I found
most (2).......... rather uninteresting. We had to sit at our (3)........... in silence and
(4).......... attention. The teachers used to (5)........... on the blackboard and
(6).......... us difficult questions. We also had to (7)........... lots of homework, and
(8).......... it in on time. We had to wear a school (9)........... . and we had to obey lots
of (10)........... 1 (H )...........school as soon as I could and started (12)............ I read
books at the public (13)............and later I decided to (14)........... college. I really
enjoyed studying because I was older and knew that I wanted some (15)............
When I was at school, I was just the wrong age!

1 Ago B have C pass D spend
2 A lectures B lessons C them D class
3 A chairs B desks C posts D parts
4 A pay B make C have D follow
5 A read B sit C write D talk
6 A make B do C get D ask
7 A answer B do C take D finish
8 A write B hand C pass D complete
9 A uniform B robe C dress D cloth

10 A ways B rules C laws D time
11 A passed B qualified C examined D left
12 A job B labour C employee D work
13 A bookshop B shelves C library D university
14 A go B attend C study D follow
15 A qualifications B examinations C papers D grades
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The natural environment
1 Underline the correct word in each sentence.

1 Before we set off, we listened to the climate/weather forecast.
2 Paula saw a flash of lightning/thunder and then heard a deep boom.
3 The traffic had to slow down because of the thick fog/vapour.

4 There won’t be much rain. It’s only a shower/stream.

5 Spring is my favourite season/term of the year.
6 Last summer was very hot, and there was a real heatwave/temperature.

7 Look at those clouds! There’s going to be a blast/storm.
8 On a hot day in summer, I look forward to the chilly/cool evening.
9 We were caught in the rain and got damp/soaked to the skin.

10 In the morning there was half a metre of ice/snow blocking the road.

2 Choose the word which best matches the description.
1 Large white water bird with a long neck. duck/t^warf)

2 Four legged animal with horns, good at climbing. goat/sheep
3 Sea animal with a shell and claws. crab/frog
4 Insect with large, beautifully coloured wings. bee/butterfly
5 Small reptile with four legs and a long tail. lizard/snake
6 Small flying insect which drinks blood from the skin. fly/mosquito
7 Small animal with long ears living in a hole in the ground. fox/rabbit
8 Plant-eating animal with long legs and neck. lion/giraffe

9 Eight-legged creature which catches insects. bat/spider

10 Young animal which barks, often a pet. kitten/puppy

3 Complete each sentence with a word from the box.

bark berry blossom branch leaf root thorn trunk

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Sue managed to reach th e .......feKflJft&lfl.......... of a tree and climb up to the window.
I felt ill after I ate a red ................................................... from a bush in the woods.
The wall was cracked by th e .................................... of a tree growing underneath it.
In the autumn, every...............................on the tree turns yellow and then falls off.
Liz hurt herself on a ............................................. while she was picking some roses.
T he.................................... of this tree can be removed and used as a kind of paper.
In spring all the apple trees are covered in w hite.........................................................
An oak tree has a very broad....................................... sometimes
two metres thick.

, sometimes
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4 Choose the best ending (a-h) for each sentence (1-8).
1 In cities the air is hard to breathe because of car ....f.....
2 The earths climate is changing because o f ..........
3 Not having enough of something is called a ..........
4 Air, sea and land can suffer from ..........
5 Throwing things away unnecessarily is called..........
6 A mixture of smoke and fog is called..........
7 Things which we throw away are called..........
8 To avoid wasting things we can u se ..........

a waste, 
b pollution, 
c recycling, 
d global warming, 
e rubbish, 
f exhaust fumes, 
g shortage, 
h smog.

5 Decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each space.

The Threat to the Environment
Nowadays people are more aware that wildlife all over the world is in (1) . . . A ......
Many (2 ).............of animals are threatened, and could easily become (3)...............
if we do not make an effort to (4 ).............them. There are many reasons for this.
In some cases, animals are (5 ).............for their fur or for other valuable parts
of their bodies. Some birds, (6 ).............as parrots, are caught (7 )................. and
sold as pets. For many animals and birds, the problem is that their habitat -  the
(8 ).............where they live -  is (9 )................. More (10)............... is used for farms,
for houses or industry, and there are fewer open (11).............than there once
were. Farmers use powerful chemicals to help them grow better (12).............,
but these chemicals pollute the environment and (13).............wildlife. The most
successful animals on earth -  human beings -  will soon be the only ones 
(14)............. , unless we can (15)...............this problem.

1 A danger B threat C problem D vanishing
2 A marks B more C species D forms
3 A disappeared B vanished C empty D extinct
4 A harm B safe C protect D serve
5 A hunted B chased C game D extinct
6 A like B such C or D where
7 A lively B alive C for life D for living
8 A spot B point C place D site
9 A exhausting B departing C escaping D disappearing

10 A earth B land C soil D area
11 A spaces Bair C up D parts
12 A products B fields C herbs D crops
13 A spoil B harm C wound D wrong
14 A survived B over C missing D left
15 A answer B calculate C solve D explain
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6 Complete each sentence with a pair of verbs from the box with opposite 
meanings.

save improve clean up cut down destroy let plant pollute 
prevent protect recycle waste remain throw away change 
get worse

1 People should be encouraged to .....p.TO.'tfSfit..... the environment, rather than
....Mesto.y..... it.

2 We should try t o ........................ disasters happening, not ju s t......................... them
happen.

3 We should encourage people t o ........................ beaches, and n o t.........................
them.

4 It would be a good idea t o ........................more trees, not to ..........................trees.
5 It is better t o ........................ things than treat them like rubbish and

........................ them ...........................
6 We need to ...................... gas and electricity, rather th a n ........................... them.
7 Unless w e........................ public transport, traffic jams caused by polluting cars

are going to ..........................
8 In fact, all of us need to ........................ the way we live, because if we

........................as we are now, our problems will increase.

7 Complete each sentence with a pairs of words from the box.

country/city beach/seaside farm/cottage fence/hedge hills/mountains 
rocks/stones paths/tracks stream/river town/village crops/weeds

1 Elderly people often move away from th e .......Wfcy......... to live in the
.......

2 I’ve often walked u p ........................ . but I don’t like climbing..........................
3 A boat can sail up a ........................ . but a ........................ is too small.
4 If you go for a walk, stay on th e .......................... If you follow any of the animal

........................you might get lost.
5 Farmers try to get rid of all th e ........................ and increase the quantity of

........................ they grow.
6 I come from a little..........................The nearest big .. .......................is Bedford.
7 At the end of the garden is a wooden........................ .. but down each side there’s a

flowering..........................
8 The woman who milked the cows on th e ........................ lived in an old

........................with a garden.
9 Whenever I go to th e ........................ .. I enjoy taking a walk along the

10 Tom was sitting among the 
the sea.

, throwing small into
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Tools and technology
1 Underline the correct word in each sentence.

1 In the USA it’s called a cell phone’, but in the UK it’s a mobile phone/pocket phone.

2 In Britain most private cars run on gas/petrol or diesel.
3 Ann’s friends bought her an electric/electrical mixer for her birthday.
4 Peter had to push his bike when he got a flat tyre/wheel.

5 This car has got a really powerful engine/machine.

6 When the machine is on, a little red light/torch comes on.
7 The noise of the workmen banging in nails/screws was disturbing.

2 Match the words in the box with the explanations.

answering machine camera dishwasher photocopier 
mobile phone sewing machine vacuum cleaner

1 Use this if you can’t stay in to take your calls. ....<?. KVSw?rLvcQ . wv&ftb&KVI?....
2 Use this to make calls when you’re out and about......................................................
3 Use this to do your own dressmaking. ..............................................
4 Use this to get rid of dust and dirt. ..............................................
5 Use this to take a snapshot for your album. ..............................................
6 Use this to deal with dirty cutlery and crockery. ..............................................
7 Use this if you need several pages all the same. ..............................................

3 Complete each phrase in italics with a verb from the box.

blow break cut go plug ring run turn warm wear

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9

10

I’m sorry I can’t talk now, but I’l l ............... Q&Q...................... back in half an hour.
The police think that a car bomb was used to ..................................up the building.
These tyres are strong, and won’t .............................................................out for ages.
Jane’s old car used t o ....................................................................... down all the time.
You can .....................................in the vacuum cleaner to the socket by the window.
If you don’t pay the electricity bill they w ill....................................................you off.

I think it’s time to ................................................... off the television and go to bed.
Whenever there is a thunder storm, all the lights................................................out.

You don’t have to ...............................up the engine first, even in very cold weather.
If you leave the radio on all night the battery will....................................... out.
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4 Complete the sentences about computers with a word from the box.

button cursor hard disk highlight icon
print out memory modem website

1 The computer stores large amounts of information on its .........Lfiti-SJS,....................
2 When a program is running, it is using the computer s ............................................
3 A small picture that represents a program is called a /an ...........................................
4 The flashing symbol that shows where text will appear is th e ..................................
5 After finishing a document you may want t o ....................... what you have written
6 You can click the left or right m ouse..........................................................................
7 Organizations use the Internet to provide information about themselves -  they put

the information on their..............................................................................................
8 You connect the computer to the Internet via a /an ...................................................
9 Hold down the left mouse button and drag the cursor across any text that you

want to ...........................................................................................................................

5 Replace the general group word in italics in each sentence with a specific 
example from the box.

ear cello electric toothbrush oven 
frying pan gun ladder saw

1 The police discovered the vehicle more than 20 miles away.
. . . . . o n y ..................................................................................................................................................................

2 My sister bought me this gadget to clean my teeth.

3 The builders left their equipment outside the house.

4 The cost of the kitchen includes a/an electrical appliance.

5 This kitchen utensil is lightweight and non-stick.

6 I had to use a/an tool to cut the floorboards in half.

7 One of the robbers was carrying a/an weapon.

8 This instrument is rather heavy to carry.
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6 Complete each sentence with a word from the box.

battery handle key lock plug socket switch wire

1 Lisa turned the door.........h ..........., opened the door and entered the room.
2 My watch stopped working because th e .................................................had run out.
3 The television wont work in this room, as there isn’t an electric..............................
4 Bill pressed the light........................................ .. but none of the lights was working.
5 To wind up this old clock you need a special kind o f ..................................................
6 Mary put the key in th e .............................................................. but it wouldn’t turn.
7 I’ve bought an electric kettle, but the lead hasn’t got a ...................................... on it.
8 The electric bell didn’t work because th e ..............................................had been cut.

7 Match each sentence with the object you need in each situation.

binoculars compass hairdrier iron lawnmower
pump razor scissors thermometer tin-opener

1 There is no air in either of these tyres.
....p.W J'Vfcp...................................................................................

2 Do you fancy some tinned salmon for lunch?

3 The grass in the back garden is awfully long.

4 Sam has been letting his beard grow but now he’s going to shave.

5 Mine is really long and I need more than a towel.

6 I’ve got to cut the ends off the legs of my new jeans.

7 Do you think I’ve got a temperature?

8 It’s difficult to see wild animals when they’re so far away.

9 Jean was completely lost, and needed to know where north was.

10 You can’t go out with all those creases in your shirt.
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Everyday objects
1 Underline the correct word in each sentence.

1 I have to do some sewing. Do you have a pin!needle*.

2 You need special glue/sticker when you make model aeroplanes.
3 I always carry a carving knife/penknife in my pocket.
4 Paul keeps his papers together with a rubber band/rubber ring.

5 Sheets of paper can be fastened together with a paperclip/zipper.

6 I wrapped up the parcel using brown paper and rope/string.

1 Helen took the cutters/scissors and started trimming Mary’s hair.
8 Oh bother! One of my shirt bottoms/buttons has fallen off.
9 As David was tying his shoelace/shoestring, it broke.

10 Little Susie usually ties up her hair with a red ribbon/strip.

2 Match each sentence with the object you need in each situation.

diary envelope correction fluid file notepad
notice ruler sharpener stamp

1 It’s important to let everyone know what time the meeting starts.
...xwtite...............................................................

2 Hang on a minute, I’ll just write down those details.

3 Oh dear, I’ve written my name in the wrong place.

4 Write down the date of the next match so you don’t forget.

5 I’ve written my letter but I’ve got nothing to put it in.

6 I keep losing the sheets I wrote my homework on.

7 How long is this piece of paper exactly?

8 What a nuisance! My pencil has broken.

9 My letter’s ready for the post. How much will it cost?
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3 Complete each sentence with a word from the box.

alarm comb gown hanger mirror pillow
slippers table toothpaste towel

1 My hair is in an awful mess. Have you got a /an ................ £0.KVk!?.............................?
2 When I get up I put on my dressing............................................ and go downstairs.
3 It’s sometimes a shock to see yourself in a ...................................................................
4 Helen always sits at her dressing.............................................. and brushes her hair.
5 When I’m in the house I take off my shoes and put on m y ........................................
6 I want to clean my teeth but I can’t find any................................................................
7 Every morning at 6.30 th e ............................................ clock goes off and I wake up.
8 You can wash your hands here, and there’s a /an .............................behind the door.
9 I can’t get to sleep unless I have a really comfortable..................................................

10 You can put your coat in the wardrobe on a coat.......................................................

4 Match the words in the box with the explanations.

street sign hedge kerb lamppost pavement
pedestrian-crossing gate subway

1 This is a safe place to go from one side of the street to the other.

2 This has a light at the top in the street.

3 This is where people walk in the street.

4 This is a kind of wall made of a living plant.

5 This closes the opening in an outside wall.

6 This is a line of stones between the footpath and the road.

7 This helps you know where you want to go.

8 This is a way of crossing under the road.
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People
1 Underline the correct word in each sentence.

1 Mrs Grant is a good employee/employer and pays her staff well.
2 Excuse me, but are you the ower/owner of this bike?
3 Tom works in a local garage as a car engineer/mechanic.

4 I want to borrow some money, so I’m seeing the bank boss/manager.

5 Little Jimmy has got a new professor/teacher at his primary school.
6 Helen joined the army as an officer/official, and is now a captain.
7 The house really needed decorating so I called a painter/wallpaper.

8 Please ask the cash/cashier for a receipt.
9 Have you thought about getting a job as a waiter/table server?

10 I waited for my letters, but the poster/postman was late as usual.

2 Match a person in the box with each problem.

carpenter dentist electrician gardener guide 
optician photographer plumber vet

1 The lawn is really long and there are weeds everywhere.
.....0jRWl/JKWJjr......................................................................

2 I want to visit as much of the old city as possible in an afternoon.

3 The taps don’t work, and there is water all over the floor.

4 I want a special portrait for my eighteenth birthday.

5 One of my fillings has come out, and I’ve got terrible toothache.

6 I want to use the wood from these shelves to make a bookcase.

7 When I turn on the television, all the lights go off.

8 I can’t see to read very well and I think I need glasses.

9 Benny hurt one of his paws when I was taking him for a walk.
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3 Complete each sentence with a word from the box.

assistant flatmate employee guest host
member partner supporter team-mate

1 Peter has just become a /an .................... .......................................of the fishing club.
2 I started this business with m y ...................... . Mary Downing, about ten years ago.
3 I’ve got a new ...................................... to help pay the rent. She moved in last week.
4 We provide every...................................in the hotel with whatever he or she needs.
5 At the end of the party, Bill thanked h is ............................................... and then left.
6 A ny.................................who wishes to work at weekends should see the manager.
7 I’ve been a /an ....................................of Hull City FC for as long as I can remember.
8 Mary was m y ................................................. last year in the basketball tournament.
9 This job is a lot for one person, so we think you need a/an .......................................

4 Match each word from the box with an explanation.

celebrity coward expert favourite fool 
genius liar miser optimist pessimist

1 Someone who does not have any courage.
... Gownroj............................................................

2 Someone who hates spending money and becomes rich by keeping it.

3 Someone who says that a bottle is half full.

4 Someone who is very well known in the media.

5 Someone who is loved more than any other.

6 Someone who has special knowledge or training.

7 Someone who does something silly or mistaken.

8 Someone who has very great ability or special talent.

9 Someone who says that a bottle is half empty.

10 Someone who does not tell the truth.
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5 Complete each sentence with a group word from the box.

audience cast crew crowd group
queue society staff team trio

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8 
9

10

T he........... G-JTCVy.................. of the ship cheered as the new captain came on board.
Paula has just joined the dramatic................................................................at school.
The head teacher thanked th e .................................................... for working so hard.
There was a long.................................................of people waiting in the post office.
A huge.................................................had assembled outside the Presidents palace.
The members of th e .....................................play the violin, the piano and the cello.
A small.....................................................of us went on a trip to Rome last summer.
When the music stopped, th e ..........................................applauded for ten minutes.
Last year Helen was the captain of the basketball........................................................
When the play ended all th e ......................................came on stage and took a bow.

6 Complete each sentence with a word formed from the word in bold.
1 This city has over half a million.......................... .........................................................

inhabit
2 Margaret has decided to have a career as a ...................................................................

politics
3 Every.................................................................. in this country has the right to vote.

city
4 Eric studied hard to become a rock..............................................................................

guitar
5 After the crash, Carla was the only...............................................................................

survive
6 Davids mother is a famous............................................................................................

science
7 At 19, Tony became a professional................................................................................

crime
8 I’ve always wanted to be a jazz.......................................................................................

music
9 It’ll take Kate years to become a ....................................................................................

law
10 Jack was m y..................................................................................in the tennis match.

oppose
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1 Tenses
Present simple
I / you / we / they like it. She / he / it likes it.
Do you like it? Does she like it?
You don’t like it. He doesn’t like it.

Present continuous
I am going.
She / he / it is going.

You / we / they are going.

Are you going? Am I going?
I am not going. Is she going?
She isn’t going. You aren’t going.

Present perfect
I / you / we / they have left. She / he / it has left.
Have they left? Has she left?
They haven’t left.
Present perfect continuous

He hasn’t left.

I / you / we / they have been waiting. She / he / it has been waiting.
Have you been waiting? Has she been waiting?
We haven’t been waiting. 

Past simple

He hasn’t been waiting.

1 1 /  you / she / he / it / we / they started, (regular)
Did you start?
You didn’t start.

2 1/ you / she / he / it / we / they went, (irregular)
Did you go?
You didn’t go.

Past continuous
I / he / she / it was going. You / we / they were going.
Was he going? Were you going?
She wasn’t going. You weren’t going.

Past perfect
I / you / she / he / it / we / they had left.
Had he left?
They hadn’t left.
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Future perfect
I / you / she / he / it / we / they will have finished. 
Will they have finished?
They won’t have finished.

2 Reported Speech
‘I always drink milk.’
‘I’m leaving.’
‘I’ll be back soon.’
‘I’ve forgotten it.’
‘I took it.’
‘I was reading.’
‘I had left by then.’
‘I must go.’
‘I can help.’
‘I would like to help.’

3 Passive Tenses
Active
He helps.
He is helping.
He has helped.
He helped.
He was helping.
He will help.
He will have helped.

4 Infinitives
Present:
Present passive:
Past:
Past passive:

5 Participles (-ing forms)
Present:
Present passive:
Past:
Past passive:

He said (that) he always drank milk. 
She said she was leaving.
He said he would be back soon.
She said she had forgotten it.
He said he had taken it.
She said she had been reading.
He said he had left by then.
She said she had to go / must go.
He said he could help.
She said she would like to help.

Passive
He is helped.
He is being helped.
He has been helped.
He was helped.
He was being helped.
He will be helped.
He will have been helped.

to like 
to be liked 
to have liked 
to have been liked

liking 
being liked 
having liked 
having been liked
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Infinitive Past simple Past participle
be was / were been
beat beat beaten
become became become
begin began begun
bend bent bent
bite bit bitten
blow blew blown
break broke broken
bring brought brought
build built built
burn burnt / burned burnt / burned
burst burst burst
buy bought bought
catch caught caught
choose chose chosen
come came come
cost cost cost
cut cut cut
deal dealt dealt
dig dug dug
do did done
draw drew drawn
dream dreamt / dreamed dreamt / dreamed
drink drank drunk
drive drove driven
eat ate eaten
fall fell fallen
feed fed fed
feel felt felt
fight fought fought
find found found
fly flew flown
forbid forbade forbidden
forgive forgave forgiven
freeze froze frozen
get got got
give gave given
g° went gone
grow grew grown
hang hung hung
have had had
hear heard heard
hide hid hidden
hit hit hit
hold held held
hurt hurt hurt
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Infinitive Past simple Past participle
keep kept kept
know knew known
lay laid laid
lead led led
learn learnt / learned learnt / learned
leave left left
lend lent lent
let let let
lie lay lain
light lit lit
lose lost lost
make made made
mean meant meant
meet met met
pay paid paid
put put put
read read read
ride rode ridden
ring rang rung
rise rose risen
run ran run
say said said
see saw seen
sell sold sold
send sent sent
set set set
shake shook shaken
shine shone shone
shoot shot shot
show showed shown
shut shut shut
sing sang sung
sink sank sunk
sit sat sat
sleep slept slept
speak spoke spoken
spell spelt / spelled spelt / spelled
spend spent spent
stand stood stood
steal stole stolen
stick stuck stuck
swim swam swum
take took taken
teach taught taught
tear tore torn
tell told told
think thought thought
throw threw thrown
understand understood understood
wake woke woken
wear wore worn
win won won
write wrote written
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UNIT 2 embarrassed im'baerost
accommodate [v] o'knmodeit embarrassing im'baerosig
advantage ad'va:ntid3 exhausted ig'zoistid
advertise aedvotaiz exhausting ig'zoistig
agree o'gri: experience ik'spiorions
appear o'pio explain ik'splein
bore [v] bo: frightened 'frait(a)nd
bride braid frightening 'frait(o)mg
dark da:k health hel0
employ im'ploi interested 'introstid
employed im'ploid likely 'laikli
fortunately 'foitjonotli long log
friendly 'fren(d)li marry 'maeri
groom gru:m necessary 'nesos(o)ri
hero 'hiorou obvious 'obvios
inhabit in'hasbit politics 'pnbtiks
interesting 'introstig receive ri'siiv
lonely 'bunli relate ri'leit
muddy 'mAdi shrink Jnrjk
patient [adj] 'peiJ(o)nt surprised sa'praizd
rise raiz surprising so'praizig
sick sik suspect so'spekt
silly 'sili thief 0i:f
strike straik tiring 'taiorig
thin 0in usual 'juguol
thorough '0Aro vain vein
tired 'taiod
understanding ,Ando'staendig UNIT 4

account o'kaunt
UNIT 3 ache eik
able 'eib(o)l action 'aekJ(o)n
anger 'aerjgo affordable o'fo:dab(a)l
annoyed o'noid ambitious asm'bijos
annoying o'nong bargain 'ba:gin
apply o'plai behaviour bi'heivjo
appoint o'point briefly 'briifli
awful 'o:f(o)l brightly 'braitli
believe bi'liiv call [n] ko:l
boss bos calmly ka:mli
brave breiv carefully 'keof(o)lli
comfort 'kAmfot chat tjffit
confused kon'ljuizd clear klio
confusing kon'ljuizig comfortable 'kAmftob(o)l
control kon'troul complete kom'pli:t
deep di:p completely kom'pli:tli
depend di'pend considerable kon'sid(o)rob(o)l
disappointed ^iso'pointid court ko:t
disappointing ^iso'pointig deadly 'dedli
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d e e p ly 'diipli
d e lib era te ly d i'lib (a )ra tli
d e s ig n e d  to d i'za in d  tu:
d esk to p 'd e sk to p
d irec tly d i'rek (t)li
d ise a se d i'z iiz
d ra m a tic dra'm astik
d ra m a tica lly dra'm aetikli
e ld er 'e ld s
e x p lo s io n ik 'sp lau 3 (a )n
fig h t fait
firm ly f3:m li
flat flaet
g en tly 'd3entli
greatly 'greitli
hard ha:d
h ig h ly 'haili
im m e d ia te ly i'm i:d is tli
im p r o v e m e n t im 'pru ivm ant
in fe c t io u s in'fckjos
largely 'la:d3li
lea th er 'leda
lo a n b u n
lo u d laud
m o n th ly 'm Anflli
neat ni:t
n o te b o o k 'naut,buk
o p e n ly 'aupanli
p ack age 'paskid3
p articu lar ly pa 'tik ju la li
p er fec tly 'p3:fik (t)li
p lan plten
p o w er fu l 'pauaf(a)l
p rice p rais
p ro p er ly 'propali
q u a lity 'kwobti
read ily 'redili
relax ri'laeks
rent rent
return ri't3:n
ser io u s 'siarias
sh arp ly Ja:pl i
sh o r t-te r m Joit'tsim
sh u ttle 'jAt(3)l
s im p ly 'sim p li
so ftw a re 'sD f(t),w e3
sp a ce sp e is
sto m a ch 'stAm ak
su d d e n 'sAd(a)n
su d d e n ly 'sA d(a)nli
su rv iv e sa 'v a iv
su sp ic io u s sa'spifas
to ta l 'tsu t(s )l
u n m a rr ied An'maerid
u n p a id A n'peid
v io le n t 'va ia lan t

voluntarily 'VDlan'tedrili
warmly 'wa:mli
willing to 'wilnj tu:
wisely waizli

UNIT 5
alone a'laun
breath brefl
burst b3:st
caught ks:t
crossword 'krt^waid
difference 'difrans
early '3:li
get ready get redi
have fun haev fAn
hurry 'hAri
leaf li:f
lose lu:z
lost lDSt
mad maed
paid peid
pass pa:s
round raund
secret 'si:krst
soul Saul
sound saund
spare speo
spent spent
take it easy teik it i:zi
temper 'temps
wide waid

UNIT 6
air ea
alarm a'laan
bicycle pump 'baisik(s)l pAmp
bottle opener 'bot(a)l aup(a)na
bottle top 'bDt(s)l top
central 'sentrol
clip klip
coffee maker 'knfi meika
conditioning k3n'dij‘(3)mg
door handle do: haend(a)l
dreamer 'dri:ma
fiction 'fikj(3)n
fighter 'faita
fire extinguisher 'faia ik'stiggwija
food mixer fu:d miksa
ground graund
hairdrier 'hea(draia
heating hi:tig
keeper 'ki:pa
lace leis
lawn mower 'lain maua
lean li:n
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manager 'mtemd39 store sta:
pencil sharpener 'pens(a)l Ja:p(a)na tin tin
pleasant 'plez(3)nt tube tju:b
pocket money pokit mAni value 'vaelju:
post paust wage weid3
pour po: well-off ,w el'D f
report ri'pait
screw skru: UNIT 8
serial 'siarial ash
set set bathe beid
soak sauk bookcase 'buk,keis
stain remover stein ri'muivs cave keiv
stick stik ceiling 'si:lii)
swerve SW3IV cellar 'sela
television screen 'teli,vi3(3)n skri:n chimney 'tjnnni
tyre 'taia cooker 'kuka
washing 'wojiq curtain 'k3:t(a)n
water heater 'wo:t3 hi:t3 cushion 'kujlain

dish dijUNIT 7 drawer 'dra:a
afford a'fa:d drop drop
annual income 'tenjual inkAm dust dASt
assistant 3'sist(3)nt fence fens
bar ba: floor fla:
bargain 'ba:gin gate geit
bill bil hole haul
borrow 'borau housework 'hauSjWaik
bunch bAntJ pillow 'pilau
card ka:d radiator 'reidi.eita
carrier 'kaeria roof ru:f
carton 'ka:t(3)n sink sigk
cash kaej- socket 'sokit
change tjeind3 step step
cheque tjek towel 'taual
coin kain tray trei
credit 'kredit wash-basin 'wD^beislaln
debt det
department di'paitmant UNIT 9
earn 3:n angry 'aerjgri
gain gein ashamed a'Jeimd
goods gudz bad-tempered ,baed 'tempad
income 'inkAm bored ba:d
lend lend cheer tjia
loaf laof cheerful 'tjiaf(a)l
loan bun complain kam'plein
owe 3U conscience konJ(a)ns
own sun consider kan'sida
packet 'paekit co-operate kau'npareit
pay back pei baek cry krai
quality 'kwobti damaged 'd£emid3d
receipt ri'siit death de0
reward rt'woid fancy 'faensi
sale sell fascinating 'faesineitig
second hand sekond hand fed up with fed Ap wid
stall sta:l generous 'd3enaras
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gentle 'd3ent(3)l husband 'hAzbond
give up giv Ap marriage 'maerid3
glad glaed parent 1 pears nt
heart ha:t relative 'relativ
honesty 'onisti resemble ri'zemb(3)l
jealous 'd3elos single 'sigg(3)l
kind kaind twin twin
lazy 'leizi wedding 'wedig
let (someone) down 'let (someone) daun youth ju:0
long for tog fa:
mean [adj] mi:n UNIT 11
miserable 'miz(a)rab(a)l ankle 'aegk(3)l
mood mu:d blouse blauz
nervous 'n3ivas bottom 'botam
nod nod bust bASt
patience 'peij(a)ns cap kasp
polite pa'lait cheek tji:k
politely pa'laitli chest tjest
put (someone) off put (someone) 'of chin tjin
relaxed n'laekst disguise dis'gaiz
rely ri'lai dress up dres Ap
sensible 'sensob(a)l elbow 'elbau
sensitive 'sensativ eyebrow 'ai.brau
shake (ones) head jeik (one’s) hed fit fit
shout jaut forehead 'fbrid
stupid 'stjuipid go with gau wi6
sympathetic ,simp3'0etik heel hi:l
tear [n] tia hip hip
tense[adj] tens joint d3aint
terrified terafaid loose lu:s
trouble 'trAb(a)l nail neil
unpleasant An'plez(3)nt overweight ,auva'weit
upset Ap'set palm pa:m
voice V3IS put on put on
whistle 'wis(a)l shoulder 'Jaulda

shrink JrigkUNIT 10 sleeve sli:v
acquaint a'kweint suit [n] suit
adult 'tedAlt suit [v] suit
aged eid3d thigh 0ai
alike a'laik thumb 0Am
anniversary ^m'vaisfsjri tight tait
best man best masn waist weist
bride braid waterproof 'waita^ruif
celebrate 'sela,breit wear wea
colleague 'koliig wrist rist
couple 'kAP(3)l
daughter 'do:t3 UNIT 12
engaged in'geid3 d ambulance 'asmbjulans
friendship 'fren(d)Jip ash aef
grandparent lgraen(d)lpe3r9nt back to front baek ta frAnt
greet gri:t bandage 'baendid3
guest gest blaze bleiz
host hsust block btok
housewife 'haus^aif blood bkd
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chemist 'kemist
cold [n] kould
collapse ko'laeps
crack kraek
crash kraej
crease kri:s
cure kjuo
dusty 'dAsti
explode ik'spbud
failure 'feilja
fever 'fiiva
flame fleim
flood [v] fUd
flu flu:
get off get of
get over get Suva
go flat gou Hast
go stale gau steil
heal hi:l
heat hi:t
hospital 'hnspitfajl
hurt h3:t
injure 'ind33
jam d3aem
(in a) mess (in a) mes
operation |Dp3'reif(a)n
pain pern
parking pa:kir)
patient [n] peij(9)nt
physician fi'zij(a)n
pollution pa'lu:J(a)n
prescription pri'sknpj(3)n
recipe 'resapi
rush
shortage 'jA:tid3
sink [v] sigk
sore sa:
spark spa:k
stain stein
strike straik
surgeon 's3:d3(a)n
temperature 'tempritja
throat 0raut
ticket tikit
tile [n] tail
trap [v] trasp
ward wa:d

UNIT 13
abroad a'braid
ancient 'einj(a)nt
antique aen'tiik
cancel 'kasnsfajl
crowded 'kraudid
delay di'lei

depart di'pait
destination ,desti'neij(3)n
dizzy 'dizi
fare fes
hostel 'hnstfojl
inform in'foim
land [v] laend
local 'buk(3)l
logical 'lDd3ik(3)l
luggage lAgid3
plain plein
popular 'popjob
reasonable 'ri:z(3)n3b(3)l
relaxing ri'laeksig
reserve ri'z3:v
resort ri'zoit
seasick 'si: sik
seat si:t
sunburnt 'sAn,b3:nt
suntanned 'sAn,taend
topical 'tDpikfajl

UNIT 14
applaud a'pb:d
athlete 'ae01i:t
audience 'o:dbns
beat bi:t
cast ka:st
circus 's3:kas
competitor kom'petito
draw dro:
equal 'iikwal
exhibition ,eksi'bij(3)n
fan fasn
funfair 'fAn^ea
gym d3im
join d3Din
knock nDk
line lain
medal 'medfajl
member 'membo
miss mis
perform pa'foim
please [v] pli:z
prize praiz
queue kju:
rod rod
running track 'rAnirj trask
screen skri:n
spectator spek'teib
spend spend
stage steid3
team ti:m
tyre 'taia
viewer 'vjuia
win win
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UNIT 15 grape greip
bridge brid3 grate greit
bungalow 'bAqgo^ou iced aist
capital 'kaepit(3)l jar d3Q:
caravan 'kaerovaen lamb Ism
castle 'ka:s(3)l leek li:k
cottage 'kotid3 lettuce 'letis
country 'kAntri meal mi:l
countryside 'kAntri^aid mix miks
crossing 'krosiq mushroom 'mAjruim
crossroads 'krns^audz peel pi:l
crowd kraud pepper 'peps
earth 3:0 pie pai
footpath 'fut,pa:0 pinch [n] pmtj
international ^nto'nasjXofnol plum pkm
isolated 'ais3,leitid recipe 'resopi
land laend roast roost
neighbouring neiboriq roll rool
outskirts 'au^skaits saucer 'so:s3
pavement 'peivmont slice [n] slais
place pleis snack snask
roundabout 'raonda.baut squeeze skwi:z
rural 'ruorol takeaway 'teiks^ei
scenery 'siinori tasteful 'teis(t)f(9)l
seaside 'si:,said tasty 'teisti
semi-detached lsemidi'taetJ't tip tip
square skwes vinegar 'vimga
terraced house 'terost haus
tower 'tauo UNIT 17
urban '3:ban aloud a'laod
view vju: application ^pli'keijfajn
zone zaon bureau 'bjuarsu

UNIT 16 care kea
conscientious ^Dnji'enjas

asparagus a'spaeregas date deit
aubergine buba^iin earn 3:n
bacon 'beikan educate 'edjukeit
bake beik factory 'faektri
bean bi:n give (someone) giv (someone)
beef bi:f the sack 6a saek
biscuit 'biskit grade greid
boil boil job d3nb
broccoli brnksli (for a) living (for a) livig
butter 'bAta mark ma:k
cabbage 'kaebid3 on business Dn biznas
cauliflower 'kol^flaua promotion pra'maujfab
celery 'sebri qualify 'kwnhfai
chop [n] tjop resign ri'zain
chop [v] tjop retire ri'taia
courgette ko:'3et rise [n] raiz
course ko:s rule ru:l
dessert di'z3:t salary 'saebri
food fu:d succeed sak'siid
frozen 'frauz(3)n unemployed ^mm'pbid
fry frai wage weid3
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UNIT 18 spider spaido
bark [n] ba:k storm stoim
bat baet stream striim
bee bi: swan swon
berry 'beri ■ term t3:m
blast bla:st thorn 03:n
blossom 'blns(3)m throw away '0r3U3,wei
branch braintj" thunder '0Anda
butterfly 'bAt3,flai track track
chilly 'tfili trunk trArjk
clean up kli:n'Ap vanish 'vaenij
climate 'klaimat waste weist
cool ku:l weather 'weds
crab kracb weed wi:d
crop
cut down

krop 
kAt daun UNIT 19

damp daemp answering machine 'a:ns(3)rirj msjiin
destroy di'stroi appliance s'plaisns
duck dAk battery 'baet(3)ri
exhaust ig'zoist binoculars bi'nokjulaz
fly flai blow up [v] blsu Ap
fog fbg break down 'breik daun
forecast 'fo:ka:st button 'bAt(3)n
fox fbks camera 'kaem(3)r3
frog frog cello 'tjelau
giraffe d33'ra:f compass 'kAmpss
global 'gbub(3)l cursor 'k3:s3
goat gaut cut off 'kAt of
heatwave 'hi:t,weiv electrical i'lektrik(3)l
hedge hed3 engine 'end3in
hill hil equipment I'kwipmsnt
ice ais frying pan 'fraiir) ,pacn
kitten 'kit(3)n gadget 'gaed3 it
lightning 'laitnig gun gAn
lion 'laian handle 'haend(3)l
lizard 'lizad hard disk ha:d disk
mosquito mo'skiitau highlight 'ha l̂ait
path pa:0 icon 'aiknn
plant [v] plaint instrument 'instrumant
pollute ps'luit iron [n] 'aisn
prevent pri'vent ladder 'lacda
protect prs'tekt lock Ink
puppy PApi modem 'maudem
rabbit 'raebit nail neil
recycle ri:'saik(3)l non-stick ,nan stik
recycling rii'saiklig oven 'AV(3)n
root ru:t petrol 'petrsl
rubbish 'rAbij- photocopier 'fsutau^Dpis
season 'si:z(3)n plug in [v] pbg in
sheep fi:P plumber 'plAms
shower 'Jaua print out 'print aut
smog smog pump pAmp
snake sneik razor 'reiza
snow snau run out rAn aut
soaked saukt saw [n] so:
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scissors 'sizaz UNIT 21
screw skru: boss bDS
sewing machine 'sauig majiin carpenter 'kaipinta
switch switj cashier kas'Jia
thermometer Ba'mDmita celebrity sa'lebrati
tin-opener 'tin 'aup(a)na coward 'kauad
tool tu:l crew kru:
toothbrush 'tu:0,brAj crime kraim
torch to:tJ employee im'plaii:
utensil ju:'tens(a)l employer im'plaia
vacuum cleaner 'vaskjuam 'kli:no engineer ^ndgi'ma
vehicle 'vi:ik(a)l expert 'eksp3:t
weapon 'wepan favourite 'feiv(a)rat
wear out wea(r) aut flatmate 'flaet,meit
website 'web,sait fool fu:l
wire 'waia genius 'd3 i:nias

guest gest
UNIT 20 guide gaid
broom bru:m host haust
carving knife 'ka:vig naif law la:
comb kaum liar 'laia
correction fluid ka'rekj(a)n 'fluad miser 'maiza
diary 'daiari officer 'ofisa
doormat 'dô maet official a'fij(a)l
dustbin 'dAs(t)bin oppose a'pauz
envelope 'envalaup optician DP'tiJ(a)n
file fail optimist 'optimist
fireplace 'faia^leis partner 'pa:tna
glue glu: pessimist 'pesamist
gown gaun postman 'paus(t)man
hanger 'hasga professor pra'fesa
hook huk society sa'saiati
kerb k3:b staff sta:f
lamppost 'laemp,paust supporter sa'poita
needle 'ni:d(a)l survive sa'vaiv
notepad 'nau p̂aed teammate 'tim^meit
notice 'naotis trio 'tri:au
paperclip 'peipa,klip waiter 'weita
pedestrian crossing pa'destrian 'krnsig wallpaper 'wadpeipa
penknife 'pen^aif
pin pm
ribbon riban
rope raup
rubber band 'rAba baend
ruler 'ru:la
shoelace 'Ju:,leis
sign sain
slippers 'slipaz
stamp staemp
string strig
subway 'sAb(wei
tablecloth 'teibla^klnB
toothpaste 'tu:0,peist
zipper 'zipa

m



GRAMMAR INDEX

Ability 17, 18 
Adjectives 34 
Adverbs 34 
Advising 22 
A fte r  29 
A go  4, 29 
A ll 33 
A lth o u g h  21
A n yo n e , an yb o d y , a n y th in g  41 
Articles (a /a n , the, zero) 31, 32, 33 
As 20
As a resu lt 20
Asking for information 22
Asking, agreeing and refusing 22
Af la s t 29
B e a b le  to  17,18
B ecau se  20
B oth  33
B u t 21
B y  32
C an  17
C a n ’t  17
C a n ’t  h a ve  18
Capital letters 44
Certainty 17, 18
Comparative adjectives 35
Comparative adverbs 35
Compound nouns 42
C o u ld  17
C o u ld  h a ve  18
Countable and uncountable 30
D esp ite  21
D id n ’t n eed  to  18
Double possessive (a  f r ie n d  o f  John’s) 42 
E ach  33
Either, n e ith e r  33 
Either, o r  43 
E nough

N o t  + adjective + enough  20 
N o t + en ou gh  + noun 20 

E ven  th ough  21 
E ven tu a lly  20 
E very  33
E veryon e , everyb o d y , e v e ry th in g  41 
E x cep t 43

First conditional 12 
For

time 4, 6, 29 
purpose 19 

For ex a m p le  43 
Frequency adverbs 3 
Functions 22

w ill, shall, g o in g  to  9 
Future continuous 9 
Future perfect 9 
Future time 8,9 
G oin g  to  8 
H a d  b e tte r  17 
H a d  to  18
H a ve  so m e th in g  d o n e  16
H a ve  to  17
H o p e  14
H o w e v e r  21
I f  I  w ere  y o u  13
I f  o n ly  14
I f  sentences 12
In f a c t  43
In o rd e r  to  19
In sp ite  o f  21
In th e  e n d  20, 29
Indirect questions 25
Infinitive of purpose 19
In stea d  43
Intensifies (very, really, ex trem ely ) 34 
It and th ere  27 
Its and i t ’s  27 

L a te r  29
Making offers 22 
M a n y  and m u ch  30 
M a y  17 
M a y  h a ve  18 
M ig h t 17 
M ig h t h a ve  18
Modals in conditional sentences 13 

present and future 17 
past 18 

M u st  17 
M u st h a ve  18 
N ee d n ’t  h a ve  18
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No 33
No-one, nobody, nothing 41
None o f 33
Not a 33
Nowadays 29
Obligation 17, 18
Offering 22
On the other hand 21
On time 29
One 41
Opinions and advice 17, 18 
Ought to 17 
Ought to have 18 
Passive voice 15,16 
Past continuous 4 
Past perfect simple 5 
Past simple 4 
Permission 17, 22 
Phrasal verbs 36, 37 
Place and position 28 
Plurals 30
Possessive adjectives (my etc.) 42 
Possessive apostrophe 42 
Possessive of 42
Possessive pronouns (mine etc.) 42 
Possibility or uncertainty 17,18 
Prepositions 28, 40 
Present continuous 2, 3 
Present continuous future use 8 
Present perfect continuous 7 
Present perfect simple 6, 7 
Present simple 2, 3 
Present simple timetable future 9 
Promising 22 
Punctuation 44 
Questions 25, 26
Reflexives (myself etc.) 41 
Relative clauses 23, 24 
Reply questions 26 
Reported speech 10,11 
Reporting verbs 11 
Requesting 22 
Say, tell, speak 10 
Second conditional 12, 13 
Shall 9
Short answers 25 
Should 17 
Should have 18 
Since

reason 20 
time 6, 29

So 20
So much, so many, so few, so little 20 
So that 19
So/such + adjective + (noun) that 20 
Some 33
Someone, somebody, something 41 
Spelling 45, 46 
State and action verbs 3 
Suggesting 22 
Superlative adjectives 35 
Tag questions 25 
Text organizers 43 
That 23 
There and it 27 
There, they’re and their 27 
Third conditional 13 
Though 21 
Time 29 

in, on, at 
during

Time expressions 29
with past simple and past continuous 4 
with present perfect simple 6 

Too + adjective 20 
Transitive and intransitive verbs 15 
Unless 12 
Until 29 
Used to 5
Verbs followed by infinitive 38, 39 
Verbs followed by -ing 38, 39 
Verbs followed by prepositions 40
What I w ant ... 24 
Which 23
While and whereas 21
W h ile  and w h en  4
Who 23
Whom 23
W h ose  23
Will 8
Wishes 14
Would in functions 12,22 
Would (repeated actions) 5 
Yet 6,21
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In some cases more than one 
answer is acceptable.

Grammar starter test
1 Units 1 to 9
A 1 are you doing

2 I saw
3 I have been
4 I had left
5 will have started
6 Are you having
7 I have ever tasted
8 does a ticket to 

London cost?
B 1 do the shops close

2 have you been studying 
(most likely answer)/ 
have you studied

3 have broken
4 feel
5 Have you been waiting
6 did Sam go
7 built
8 will be sitting

2 Units 10 to 18
A 1 told/asked

2 could
3 found
4 were
5 has/had
6 had
7 studied/worked/tried
8 been

B 1 be able
2 should
3 might have left
4 can’t be
5 should have brought
6 don’t have
7 needn’t have bought
8 should

3 Units 19 to 28 
A 1 enough bread

2 What
3 go
4 despite
5 leaves

6 too tired
7 who
8 mind 

B 1 such a
2 aren’t I
3 at home
4 you prefer/like
5 in the end
6 There seems
7 so that
8 Even though

4 Units 29 to 37
A 1 really freezing

2 The French
3 There is
4 for four years
5 by four o’clock
6 better than
7 long hair
8 brought up 

B 1 takes after
2 none of
3 in the car
4 the tallest
5 on time
6 some
7 looking
8 is

5 Units 38 to 46
A 1 Everything

2 mind
3 instead
4 would
5 about
6 mine
7 apologize
8 belong

B 1 Someone phoned and 
I told them that you 
were out.

2 Don’t forget to be here 
by nine o’clock.

3 Helen cut herself 
with a knife while she 
was cooking.

4 Whose books are 
these? Are they yours?

5 I offered to carry her 
bags but she refused to 
let me.

6 On the way home, I 
stopped to buy some 
milk at the 
supermarket.

7 Could you explain 
something to me 
please?

8 I took both my 
raincoat and my 
umbrella with me.

Grammar 1
1 1/ 2d 3 b 4 c 5 h

6j 7 m 8 a 9 e lOf
11 g 12k 13 n 14 i

2 1 b 2d 3 e 4 a 5 h
6g 7c 8 f

3 1 b 2a 3 b 4 c

Grammar 2
1 1  do you go

2 are you waiting
3 doesn’t know
4 I’m having
5 do you leave
6 is happening
7 do you know
8 I’m having

2 1 does Sue live
2 you know Jim
3 are you doing at the 

moment
4 you sitting here
5 we change trains here
6 are you wearing two 

pullovers
3 1 Naomi and Bill aren’t

watching television.
2 Peter doesn’t like 

chocolate cake.
3 I’m not using this 

pencil at the moment.
4 The children aren’t 

having lunch in the 
kitchen.
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I don’t get up early on 
Saturday.
Elena isn’t writing a 
novel.
D o you like 
does the sun rise 
are you reading 
I’m having 
don’t use computers 
It’s snowing 
are you talking 
goes
Do you wear 

10 She’s building 
1 writing 9 using

digging 10 waiting
taking 11 washing
deciding 12 riding
swimming 13 flying
having 14 studying
lying 15 going

8 reading

Grammar 3
1 l b  2a 3 a

6a 7b 8 b
2 1 I don’t believe

2 has
3 I’m leaving
4 are you doing
5 You’re being
6 I’m driving
7 are we eating
8 tastes
9 are you going

10 I don’t understand
3 1 hate

2 are you going
3 do you wear
4 think
5 doesn’t usually sit
6 are you looking at
7 Does this bus stop
8 am not taking

4 la  2g 3 b  4 e
6 h 7 d 8 c

5 1 do you usually do
2 only eats
3 Do you know
4 are you staring
5 Do you speak
6 is staying
7 You’re putting
8 Are they speaking

4 b 5b

5 f

Grammar 4
1 1 was washing, rang

2 did you feel
3 got, received
4 went swimming
5 bit, screamed
6 sang, ate
7 fell, happened
8 was washing up, broke
9 see, missed

10 were you doing, 
phoned

2 1 /  didn’t enjoy the
concert.

2 Did you eat all the 
bread?

3 John spent a lot.
4 I didn’t feel well 

yesterday.
5 Anna bought a car.
6 Did they win the 

prize?
7 Paul speaks Greek.
8 I didn’t pay all the 

bills.
while 6 ago 
Last week7 when 
when 8 in 
at 9 When 
While 10 ago

1
2
3
4
5
1 c

6g
1
2
3
4
5
6 
7

2a 
7 h

3 f 
8 d

4 e 5b

woke up, told  
was waiting, arrived 
wanted, chose 
was studying, phoned 
found, was looking for 
was watching, arrived 
went out, was lying

8 went, did you eat

Grammar 5
1 1 When we had eaten

lunch, we sat in the 
garden.

2 While I was looking 
for my keys, I 
remembered Id left 
them at home.

3 Paula used to play 
badminton when she 
was at school.

4 When I got into bed, I 
fell asleep immediately.

5 When 1 Pinallv/’d

8

9

10

2 1

6
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9

10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
1 
2
3
4
5
6 
7 
1

finally found the 
house, I knocked at 
the door.
After Jill gave/had 
given Nick his books, 
she went home.
Maria used to live/ 
lived in Sweden when 
she was a child.
I used to get up early 
when I went sailing. 
The Vikings sailed to 
North America a 
thousand years ago. 
Juliet was sure she’d 
seen the tall man 
before.
was waiting, noticed, 
hadn’t been 
went, found, had 
stolen
met, thought, had 
seen
got off, was walking, 
realized, had left 
had bought, didn’t 
have
said, hadn’t arrived
had broken
wanted
had stolen
thought
had done
needed
didn’t know
had flown
had been/was
took place/had taken
place
used to have 
would/used to read 
would/used to meet 
didn’t use to like 
used to write 
used to live 
used to be 
would/used to cheer 
had taken 
didn’t use
didn’t have/had lost 
used to play 
get up 
we’d missed 
would/used to spend 
When I ’d  washed and
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got ready, I w ent out 
to m eet m y friends.

2 I knew much more 
about the job when I’d 
visited their offices.

3 When Id looked at the 
new dress, I asked how 
much it cost.

4 I felt much more 
independent when Id 
passed my driving test.

5 Anne went on holiday 
when shed saved 
enough money.

6 When the team had 
finally won the match, 
they ran round the 
pitch to celebrate.

G ra m m a r 6
1 1 H ave you  cut

2 Ve had
3 has never seen
4 has stolen
5 haven’t slept
6 Ve just broken
7 hasn’t won
8 Have you ever eaten

2 1 Ve been m arried
2 ’ve been
3 ’ve written
4 ’ve never eaten
5 ’ve loved
6 ’ve broken

3 1 since 6 for
2 always 7 never
3 ever 8 So far
4 just 9 often
5 yet 10 already

4 1 Ve worked here
2 haven’t been/’ve never 

been
3 My pen has
4 have left
5 ’ve just seen
6 haven’t finished
7 you been
8 ’ve left
9 haven’t spoken

10 Anna woken/got

G ra m m a r 7
1 1 I ’ve lived

2 left
3 has just stolen

4 I’ve decided
5 I lost
6 It’s started
7 We’ve visited
8 I’ve been standing
9 has been

10 We went
2 1 lost,’ve just lost

2 work, ’ve decided
3 ’ve been, ’ve come
4 Have you seen, left
5 had, caught
6 ’ve never eaten, ate
7 hope, ’ve cooked
8 have taken up
9 reached, weren’t

10 has had, ’s gone
3 1 have you seen, ve

been looking forward
2 ’ve been studying, 

haven’t finished
3 ’ve been phoning, ’s 

gone
4 Have you heard, has 

robbed
5 ’ve broken, has written

4 1 Ve been living
2 has gone
3 ’ve been having
4 haven’t finished
5 just left
6 haven’t been
7 haven’t eaten/’ve never 

eaten
8 forgotten

5 1 so 6 teaching
2 since 7 yet
3 been 8 has
4 met 9 practising
5 recently 10 taught

6 1 My penfriend has
been writing to me for 
years.

2 We started this course 
three weeks ago.

3 ‘What have you been 
doing all day?’ ‘I’ve 
been writing letters.’

4 When did you arrive 
in this city?

5 Have you ever been to 
India?

6 Paula has been staying 
in a hotel by the sea.

7 I’ve been feeling ill for

three weeks/I fe]t ill 
three weeks ago.

8 I’ve lived/I’ve been 
living in this city since 
I was born.

9 I’ve been waiting here 
for ages. Where have 
you been?

10 Tony has left his 
books on the bus.

G ra m m a r 8
1 l b  2b  3a  4 a  5b 6a
2 1 is join ing/is going to jo in

2 won’t be
3 s going to snow
4 ’m going out
5 ’re going to knock
6 will probably ride
7 is going to give/is 

giving
8 ’m going to go
9 ’re going to hit

10 will probably win
3 1 ’m having a p a rty

2 going to rain
3 our team will
4 won’t be
5 is going to finish
6 ’ll meet you
7 are we meeting/going
8 will visit/will come to 

visit
4 1 I ’m going sw im m ing

next Saturday. Would 
you like to com e?

2 /
3 The boat is turning 

over! I think it’s going 
to sink!

4 /
5 The weather forecast 

says it’s definitely 
going to be sunny 
tomorrow.

6 /
7 Sorry, I won’t see you 

tomorrow. I have to go 
to London.

8 Bye for now. I’ll see 
you later this evening.

5 1 I'm going to study
engineering in France.

2 I’m going to have a 
party next Friday.
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3 We’re going to the 
doctor’s, so we can’t 
come.

4 Kelly will probably get 
the job.

5 Martin’s wife is going 
to have another baby.

6 Sarah will be late -  she 
always arrives late.

7 The score will be 3-0.
8 It’s going to snow 

tomorrow.
6 1 getting

2 Shall
3 won’t
4 will
5 Perhaps
6 going
7 won’t
8 Shall

Grammar 9
1 1 will be lying

2 rings
3 We’ll be moving
4 does your train leave
5 you leave
6 will you be working
7 I’ll be
8 won’t stop

2 1 e 2b 3a 4 f 5c 6d
3 1 /

2 you grow
3 /
4 you give
5 arrives, I’ll let
6 be using
7 she’ll have left.
8 I’ll do it.

4 1 Shall we play tennis?
2 I’m going to study 

Arabic in Cairo.
3 I’ll be home by 

midnight.
4 I’ll meet you later.
5 Will you go to the 

shops for me?
6 We won’t make too 

much noise.
7 Shall I help you with 

those bags?
8 We’ll come back later 

if you like. /Shall we 
come back later?

5 1 ’ll have finished
2 meet next/again, I’ll 

phone
3 I check the spelling
4 let me share her
5 we have
6 leave/go until I
7 the lesson has finished
8 you be doing

Checkpoint 1
1 1 /  used to ride

2 Shall I
3 Have you seen her
4 have you been 

working
5 I haven’t finished
6 I was washing
7 are you staring
8 I’m having
9 stops

10 did you last go
2 1 arrived, Steve had

2 I help
3 do you usually
4 has been playing
5 I’ll
6 was having
7 is staying
8 haven’t seen
9 you doing

3 1 do you do
2 ran
3 was sitting
4 don’t understand
5 realized
6 ’m studying
7 was reading
8 know
9 ’m staying 

10 did you do
4 1C 2 A 3 D 4 D 5 B

6 A 7 C 8 C 9 D 10 B
11 B 12 D 13 A 14 C 15 A

5 1 before
2 since
3 all week
4 yet
5 As soon as
6 never
7 lately/recently
8 at/by
9 for

10 By the time

6 1 been 10 will
2 / 11 shall
3 / 12 have
4 have 13 /
5 had 14 been
6 / 15 /
7 / 16 have

oo are 17 be
9 been

7 1 had stopped
2 I haven’t played it 

before.
3 When did Pete write 

to you last?
4 Do you ever go to the 

cinema?
5 I went to the beach 

every day.
6 She’s playing 

basketball.
8 1 Have you finished yet?

2 I’ll see you tomorrow!
3 Did you have a nice 

time?
4 Do you know what I 

mean?
5 Are you coming out 

for a drink later?
6 Have you been waiting 

long?

Grammar 10
1 1 Sally said that she’d

lost her keys.
2 Chris said/told me 

that he must leave 
early.

3 Maria and Tony
said they would see us 
tomorrow.

4 Tom said, ‘I’m coming 
to your party.’

5 Sue said that she’d 
written a letter to Lisa.

6 Steve told us/said that 
he was arriving at 
8 .00.

7 ‘I’ve bought a new 
bike,’ Pam told us.

8 ‘What’s the matter?’ 
Ellen asked.

2 1 I’vefinished
2 I’ll be back at 6.00
3 I’m going to go 

shopping
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4 I want to make a 
phone call

5 I’ve forgotten my 
homework

6 I have to be back by 3.30
7 I’ll let you know
8 I’m going to be late

3 lc  2e 3b 4a 5d
4 1 told

2 spoke, said
3 said, told
4 told, saying
5 told, tell
6 told, spoke

5 1 wouldn’t be there
because she was 
having a party

2 ’d lost the map and 
(that) he didn’t know 
the way

3 she finished the book, 
she was going to 
watch television

4 was doing some 
homework but he 
wouldn’t be long

5 ’d got up late and 
(that) he’d missed the 
bus

Grammar 11
1 1 whether, was

2 when, would
3 if/whether, had
4 if/whether, took
5 where
6 if/whether, had

2 1 Are you having lunch
or going out?

2 What did you do 
yesterday

3 Do you often go 
sailing

4 How many German 
books have you read

5 Are you going to 
change schools

6 Who do you sit next 
to in class

3 1 if/whether I was
staying there all 
summer

2 what ‘procrastinate’ 
meant

3 if/whether I’d done my 
homework

4 when her birthday was
5 if/whether I’d 

remembered to lock 
the door

6 why I’d turned off the 
television

4 1 Mike promised Sue
he would be at her 
house before 8.00.

2 Chris invited Jean to 
(go to) the cinema.

3 Patsy advised Dave 
not to eat too much.

4 Nick suggested going 
for a walk.

5 Carol apologized for 
breaking the window.

6 Bill offered to do the 
washing-up.

7 Tina’s mother 
congratulated her on 
passing her driving 
test.

8 Pat refused to open 
his mouth.

5 1 I’ll have
2 forget to bring your 

dictionary
3 I were you, I’d open
4 promise not to be
5 won’t leave
6 didn’t sell

Grammar 12
1 1 we’re, will be

2 lived, we’d see
3 take, we’ll arrive
4 don’t hurry, we’ll be
5 were, would be able to
6 don’t wear, you’ll feel
7 studied, would get
8 had, I’d ride
9 lend, I’ll let

10 had, I’d give
2 1 fall in, will get

2 were/was, ’d go
3 knew, ’d tell
4 run, ’ll catch
5 rains,’ll go/could go
6 had, ’d join

3 1 would
2 unless

3 would
4 Unless
5 Would
6 Would
7 would
8 If
9 would

10 unless
11 Would
12 if
13 Unless
14 if
15 If

4 1 j 2g 3 1 4 n 5 m
6 a 7c 8 e 9 d 10b

l l i 12 f 13 h 14 k
5 1 had, d be able

2 take, ’ll feel
3 ate, would live
4 became, ’d buy
5 leave, will give
6 follow, ’ll come
7 used, wouldn’t be
8 touch, won’t bite
9 leave, ’ll give

10 lived, wouldn’t want
6 1 wear a pullover, you’ll

feel cold
2 you don’t take your 

umbrella, you’ll get wet
3 don’t get up now, 

you’ll be late for school
4 you take a map, you’ll 

get lost
5 get very hungry if 

we don’t feed it now/ 
unless we feed it now

6 go for a walk if it rains

Grammar 13
1 1 What would you do if

you had wings?
2 If I were you, I’d leave 

now.
3 How would you feel if 

you lived on Mars?
4 If I were you, I’d buy a 

bike.
5 What would you do if 

you were rich?
6 What would you say if 

Jim came with us?
7 If I were you, I’d take 

the bus.
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8 What would you do if 
you lost your keys?

2 1 had phoned, would
have given

2 took, might feel
3 had driven, wouldn’t 

have crashed
4 had come, would have 

enjoyed
5 I’d known, would have 

sent
6 helped, might be
7 had tried, could have 

won
8 wore, wouldn’t get

3 1 had left early, wouldn’t
have missed

2 ’d bought more milk, 
would have had

3 ’d taken/’d 
remembered to take 
a map, wouldn’t have 
got lost

4 ’d gone to bed, would 
have woken up

5 had made a shopping 
list, wouldn’t have 
forgotten to buy/ 
would have 
remembered to buy

6 ’d realized you were 
tired, wouldn’t have 
asked you to go

7 had sailed across 
the Atlantic, would 
have reached

8 ’d turned left at the 
station, wouldn’t have 
lost

Grammar 14
1 1 hadn't sunbathed

2 could stay
3 could swim
4 had
5 could see
6 didn’t sit
7 had
8 enjoy
9 could

10 I’ll
2 lb  2b 3a 4b 5a

6b 7b 8a 9a 10 a
3 1 had brought

2 had bought

3 went
4 knew
5 had taken
6 hadn’t bought
7 had finished
8 spoke/could speak

4 (Suggested answers)
1 I had a sandwich
2 you have a good
3 could stay
4 lived
5 danced/could dance

5 1 hadn’t wasted
2 weren’t
3 was
4 could go
5 had
6 didn’t have to
7 hadn’t moved
8 wasn’t

Grammar 15
1 1  by someone 

2 -

3 by a doctor
4 -
5 -
6 by the postman
7 by the police
8 by someone

2 1 was questioned
2 is watched
3 will be finished
4 has been elected
5 is being rebuilt
6 has been closed
7 is written
8 was stolen
9 will be met 

10 was won
3 1 Many pet dogs are lost

every year.
2 The injured man was 

taken/has been taken 
to hospital.

3 A new bridge is being 
built across the river.

4 All the food at the 
party was eaten.

5 Nothing will be 
decided before next 
Saturday.

6 The match is being 
played on Friday 
evening.

7 The robber unlocked 
the door with a false 
key.

8 This book was written 
by Sam’s father.

4 1 has been discovered
2 will be opened
3 was painted by
4 will be announced
5 is being redecorated
6 have been arrested
7 are sold by
8 is being built

5 1 The casino has been
closed.

2 The match has been 
postponed.

3 English is spoken all 
over the world.

4 The new swimming 
pool has been opened.

5 This purse was left in 
the classroom 
yesterday.

6 Traffic has been 
banned from the city 
centre.

7 A new government 
has been elected.

8 The flat was broken 
into last night.

6 1 Penicillin was
discovered in 1928 by 
Fleming.

2 not possible
3 Six survivors were 

rescued from the 
water.

4 The winner of the race 
was congratulated by 
the president.

5 not possible
6 The two missing 

children were found 
in a local park.

7 Her new book will be 
published next year.

8 not possible

Grammar 16
1 1 cut

2 taken
3 sent
4 serviced
5 broken
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6 offered
7 were you born
8 repaired
9 was given 

10 was made
2 1 had his

2 was lent to me by
3 had one of my teeth 

taken
4 was born
5 sold a rock concert 

ticket
6 his house broken into
7 were you
8 was given this ring by 

my
9 is being kept 

10 will be sent
3 1 I’m having my car

serviced tomorrow.
2 I had my bike stolen 

yesterday.
3 We had our house 

painted last year.
4 I’m having my tooth 

taken out tomorrow!
5 I’ve just had my hair cut.
6 Were having our 

new carpet fitted 
tomorrow.

7 Ann has just had her 
portrait painted.

4 1 is believed to be living
2 is supposed to fall
3 is expected to win
4 is thought to be 

planning
5 is said to be making
6 is reported to disagree

17
6 may not
7 can’t be
8 must be

■ 9 could be
10 can’t come

n really

Grammar 17
1 1 might

2 can’t be
3 must be
4 could be
5 might

2 1 can swi
2 might
3 can’t be
4 must work
5 can’t come
6 might (be able to) see 

you tomorrow
7 your teacher can’t come
8 must be very hot

9 can I open 
10 must be

3 IS 2D 3 S 4 D 5S
6 D 7 S 8 S 9 D 1 0 D

4 1 You ought to see a
dentist.

2 We don’t have to go to 
school tomorrow.

3 That can’t be John, 
because he’s in Paris.

4 Ann could/might/may 
be at home.

5 You’d better wear a 
warm coat today.

6 I may be late.
7 I don’t think (that) 

you should/ought to 
go skiing.

8 You can’t leave your 
bike here.

1 have 6 had
2 should/ought to 7 can’t
3 must 8 have
4 may/might 9 able
5 must/should 10 ought

6 1 I think you’d better/
you should take more 
exercise.

2 The plane should land 
soon.

3 You can’t use a 
dictionary.

4 That can’t be Sue. She’s 
abroad.

5 I may/might come to 
your party.

6 You mustn’t drop litter 
in the street.

7 You don’t have to wait.
8 You should stay/ought 

to stay in bed today.
9 I may/might see you 

at the end of the week.
10 You must be here on 

time tomorrow.
11 You’d better go to the 

dentist’s.
12 Jane must feel very 

tired after her long 
journey.

Grammar 18
1 1 must have dropped

2 could/may/might have 
missed

3
4
5
6
7
8 
9

10
2 1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8

3 1

2

3
4

5

6

7

8
4 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

could/was able to 
should have told 
didn’t have/need to 
can’t have taken 
may/might not have 
needn’t have 
have/need to buy 
shouldn’t have 
have studied so late 
you able to stop him 
have to/need to work 
hard
have lost his way 
have hurt yourself 
have told me 
have enjoyed it 
have helped her 
should have taken an 
umbrella
must have left it on 
the bus
couldn’t get through 
should have bought 
her a present 
shouldn’t have fed/ 
given it oranges 
might have forgotten 
the address 
ought to have studied 
harder
could have had fun 
Luckily Anna was able 
to put out the fire 
before the fire engine 
arrived.
You shouldn’t have 
spent so much time 
on Question 1.
The thief must have 
broken the window to 
get in.
You needn’t have 
cleaned all the 
windows.
Someone must have 
taken the money 
from your coat.
You can’t have seen 
Jack because he was 
at home.
At my school we 
didn’t have to take lots 
of exams.
The bus left at 6.00am,
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so I had to go to bed 
early.

9 I may/might/could 
have left my keys at 
home, but I’m sure I 
had them when I left.

10 We should have 
stayed at home.

Checkpoint 2
1 asked
2 had
3 had
4 said she didn’t want me
5 can’t have stolen
6 had
7 you’d better
8 would be
1 / 10 if
2 if 11 can
3 they 12 have
4 to 13 /
5 paint 14 was
6 to 15 if
7 / 16 been
8 must 17 us
9 have 18 /
1C 2 A 3 B 4 A 5 D
6 D 7 B 8 C 9 A IOC
11 D 12 A 13 C 14 B
15 D

4 1 don’t have to 5 must
2 mustn’t 6 could
3 might have 7 had to
4 have to 8 should

5 1 knew the answer, I
would help you

2 you run fast, you’ll feel 
tired

3 was arrested by two 
policewomen

4 had left early, we 
wouldn’t have missed 
the train

5 I hadn’t eaten all the 
ice cream

6 tell me where the bus 
station is

7 is being built by the 
local council

8 were you, I’d go to the 
doctor’s

9 was broken (by 
someone) with/using 
a hammer

10 Amy to buy some milk
6 1 have to go

2 I were
3 my hair cut
4 have missed
5 was invented
6 have forgotten
7 had
8 must have worked

7 1 having our house
2 had his car
3 he’d
4 wouldn’t take
5 tell me when
6 unless
7 wouldn’t have
8 can’t have

Grammar 19
1 1 so that

2 to
3 in order to
4 could/would
5 for
6 couldn’t/wouldn’t
7 can
8 could

2 1 I went to the shops for
some eggs.

2 Nicola came here to 
have a meeting with 
the director.

3 We went on holiday for 
a rest.

4 Mike plays chess to relax.
5 I opened the window 

for some air.
6 Cristina went 

shopping for some 
new clothes.

7 I went to a private 
school to learn 
English/to have 
English lessons

8 Sam went to a 
specialist for 
treatment.

3 1 left work early, he
could go

2 was rebuilt, make it
3 gave Jack her phone 

number, he could/ 
would call

4 put on some suntan 
oil, I don’t/wo n’t get

5 hid the presents, 
nobody would/could 
see

6 had the party in a 
large hall, people 
would/could

7 arrived early, he 
could/would get

8 changed seats in the 
cinema, I could see

9 some sandwiches, 
wouldn’t feel hungry

10 arrived early at the 
airport, she had plenty 
of time

11 set his alarm clock, he 
could/would wake up

12 wore heavy clothes, we 
wouldn’t get cold

13 thedogonitslead.it 
didn’t/wouldn’t 
frighten

14 wore a funny hat, his 
friends would notice

Grammar 20
1 1 such

2 so many
3 too
4 so few
5 so
6 so much
7 in the end
8 so much
9 tall enough

10 so little
2 1 so 7 few

2 too 8 such
3 much 9 so
4 many 10 too
5 enough 11 so
6 little

3 1 too
2 as/because/since
3 so much
4 so many
5 so
6 so few
7 enough
8 so
9 so little

10 As/Since/Because 
4 1 7  stayed at home and

had a rest because I 
felt really tired.
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2 I didn’t use that piece 
of string, because it 
wasn’t long enough.

3 It was such a difficult 
question that I had to 
ask for help.

4 There were too few 
seats for all the guests.

5 There were too many 
guests and not enough 
seats.

6 We can’t put that box 
in the car as there’s too 
little space.

7 I’ve got too little time 
to do all my work.

8 I’ve got so much work 
that I can’t go out.

9 She had so many 
children that she 
didn’t know what to do.

10 The play was so good 
that the audience 
cheered.

5 1 Sorry, but I haven’t got
enough time.

2 Erica is not old 
enough to drive a car.

3 Paul has so many 
friends that he’s always 
busy.

4 We had too little time 
to go sightseeing.

5 It’s so hot that I can’t 
think!

6 There was so much 
snow that we couldn’t 
travel.

7 It was such a long way 
that we decided to 
drive there.

8 As/Since/Because I’d 
run a long way, I felt 
exhausted./I’d run 
such a long way that I 
felt exhausted.

6 1 enough to be in the
basketball team.

2 to the house, because/ 
as it’s not very far.

3 such a long fdm that 
we missed our last bus.

4 unhappy that she 
cried.

5 much money that he 
doesn’t know what to 
do with it.

6 old enough to get 
married.

7 enough money to buy 
this bike.

8 enough plates I’m afraid.

Grammar 21
1 1 however

2 Although
3 Although
4 On the other hand
5 but
6 despite
7 In spite of
8 although

2 1 Although
2 but
3 However
4 even
5 still
6 although
7 Despite
8 spite

3 1 the snow, we went out
for a walk.

2 some experts think 
prices will fall, others 
disagree.

3 losing at half time, our 
team won in the end.

4 it was hot, Diana wore 
her winter clothes.

5 but/, however, this 
summer it’s rained all 
the time.

6 having a headache,/his 
headache, James still 
read until late.

7 but/, however, he (still) 
did well in the test.

Grammar 22
1 Id  2b 3 g 4 j 5 f

6c 7 i 8a 9e lOh
2 1 Would you mind

2 If I were you, I’d write
3 go
4 Could you
5 Would you like
6 I won’t do it
7 Shall I help
8 Why don’t you go

9 Could I borrow 
10 should go

3 1 you mind taking
2 ’d rather have/’d prefer
3 Can you wait
4 Can/May I leave
5 you turn off
6 How about going
7 won’t talk
8 Shall I help
9 mind telling me 

10 were you
4 1 should

2 Can/Could/Would
3 Can/Could/Would
4 Will/Would
5 Let’s
6 mind
7 rather
8 Can/Could/Would
9 Would 

10 can/may

Grammar 23
1 1 who 5

2 whose 6
3 who 7
4 which

2 1 whose 5
2 that 6
3 whose 7
4 who

3 1 D 2 N 3 N 4 D 5N 
6 N 7 D

4 1 The book that John
was reading was a bit 
frightening.

2 /
3 In the end, our holiday 

was the best that we had 
ever had.

4 The dentist who I go 
to isn’t very expensive.

5 The film which we saw 
last week was much 
better than this one.

6 /
7 /

5 1 These are the boys I
went on holiday with.

2 This is the letter I’ve 
been waiting for.

3 That’s the shop Sue 
bought her bike from.

that
whose
whose

whose
who
who
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4 That’s the hotel I 
stayed at.

5 Tim is someone I 
hardly ever write to.

6 Do you know who this 
book was written by?

7 Ravenna was the most 
interesting town we 
stayed in.

8 United were the best 
team (that) we played 
against.

6 1 Friday was the last 
tim e that I saw  Jim.

2 The island that/which 
we visited was 
extremely beautiful.

3 The girl that/who I met 
was a friend of Philips.

4 The meal that/which we 
ate wasn’t very tasty.

5 Gina was the first 
person that/who I 
asked.

6 The book that/which 
I read didn’t explain 
the problem.

7 The teacher that/who 
we usually have was 
away ill.

8 The friends that/who 
I met last night send 
you their love.

Grammar 24
1 1 which 6 that

2 What 7 whose
3 who 8 who
4 whose 9 which
5 that 10 who

2 1 his 5 it
2 / 6 /
3 it 7 they
4 she

3 1 The m useum  that we
w ant to visit opens 
a t 12.00.

2 The boy whose bike 
was taken visited the 
police station.

3 The friend who met 
me at the airport 
carried my suitcase.

4 The meal that Tom 
cooked was delicious.

5 The friend who is 
staying with me comes 
from Paris.

6 The man whose wallet 
I found gave me a 
reward.

7 The shop in the centre 
that I go to is cheaper./ 
The shop that I go to in 
the centre is cheaper.

8 The girl whose party I 
went to phoned me.

9 I know someone who 
likes you.

10 The film that we saw 
last week was more 
interesting.

4 1 /  6 what/who
2 what 7 /
3 /  8 /
4 what 9 who
5 /  10 What

Grammar 25
1 1 What time do you

usually get up?
2 What were you 

reading?
3 Why did you go there?
4 What have you done/ 

eaten so far?
5 What do I have to do 

now?
6 How did you feel 

yesterday?
7 What are you doing?
8 Why did you leave 

early?
9 Where did you leave 

your bike?/Where’s 
your bike?

10 Who’s coming to your 
party?

2 1 Who lives next door?
2 Who do you play 

with?
3 Who teaches you 

maths?/What does 
Mrs Dawson teach 
you?

4 What do you (usually) 
eat for lunch?

5 What frightens you?
6 Who do you talk to 

most?

7 Who do you sit next 
to in English?

8 What helps you study? 
3 1 I haven’t 5 I didn’t

2 I am 6 I can’t
3 I did 7 Ido
4 I will 8 he isn’t

Grammar 26
1 1 I haven’t 6 they can

2 I do 7 I won’t
3 I am 8 she hasn’t
4 she didn’t 9 it is
5 he has 10 she didn’t

2 1 Have we 6 Is there
2 Don’t you 7 Has she
3 Did she 8 Haven’t
4 Don’t you you
5 Is he 9 Isn’t there

10 Did you
3 1 aren’t we 6 don’t they

2 have you 7 do you
3 aren’t you 8 don’t you
4 will you 9 hasn’t he
5 isn’t he 10 should I

4 1 Paul doesn’t like
football, does he?

2 You’ve got a sister, 
haven’t you?

3 You haven’t done your 
homework, have you?

4 You sat next to Ellen, 
didn’t you?

5 The guests haven’t 
arrived, have they?

6 Your name is John, 
isn’t it?

7 Your name isn’t John, 
is it?

8 I didn’t leave my wallet 
on the desk, did I?

5 1b 2b 3b 4a 5b 6b
6 1 what the time is

2 what this means
3 how much this costs
4 what time the 

museum opens
5 if/whether I’m in the 

right seat
6 where Asham Street is
7 if/whether this is 

Trafalgar Square
8 when this bus leaves

7 1 b 2b 3a 4a 5c 
6c 7b 8a 9b 10a
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Grammar 27
1 1 there

2
3
4

5 there, there
6 It’s
7 their
8 its

5 It
6 There, it
7 It, there, 

there

It’s
they’re 
its

1 There, It
2 It, it
3 It, there
4 It
1 There is a small 

restaurant
2 It’s strange that you went
3 There’s a big tree at 

the end of my
4 It seems that Brian
5 It’s really cold
6 It’s a long way from here
7 There aren’t any/There 

are no batteries in your
8 It appears that we’re

3 they’re
4 whose
5 for
6 because
7 Although
8 in
9 so

10 In spite of
1 but we decided
2 used to work
3 such a
4 the rain
5 about spending
6 There are
7 don’t/won’t feel
8 It’s strange
9 enough money 

10 you mind
IB  2 C 3 C 4 A
6 D 7 B 

11C 12 B
8 A 9 D 

13 D 14 A

5 D 
10 B 
15 C

7 1 read a book which she 
really

2 who visited me 
brought me a

3 that I stayed in was 
cheaper than

4 friend whose bike I 
borrowed wanted it

5 to buy the vase (that) I 
saw in the

6 who sings in the 
group has got

7 I met a girl whose 
brother is in my

8 that we’re taking leaves
9 who knocked at the 

door was selling
10 which I saw with Luke 

was
8 1 /  10 you

2 who 11 /
Grammar 28 4 1 on 6 on 3 to 12 that
1 1 at 6 in 2 beside 7 at 4 Then 13 he

2 on 7 over 3 to 8 opposite 5 so 14 at
3 to 8 on 4 at 9 inside 6 who 15 /
4 in 9 on 5 near 10 at 7 she 16 it
5 below 10 in 5 1 H ave you ever been to 8 them 17 so

2 i / 6 / Am erica?
2 in 7 on 2 Has A ndrew  ever been
3 in 8 / to Am erica?
4 at 9 in 3 Does Rita like rap music?
5 by/beside 10 over/ 4 Do you like rap

through music?
3 1 in 6 inside 5 Did you enjoy the

2 on 7 on film?
3 on 8 out 6 Did Nigel enjoy the
4 in 9 on film?
5 on 10 at 7 Are you going to

4 1 in 5 on London next summer?
2 at 6 to 8 Is Maria going to
3 in 7 in London next summer?
4 in 8 over 9 Can I borrow your

5 1 in 5 opposite mobile phone?
2 next 6 near 10 Could you lend me
3 to 7 on your mobile phone?
4 inside 8 on 6 1 You’ve got

6 1 at 5 on/over 2 won’t they
2 over 6 in 3 Let’s go
3 near 7 on 4 ’re not leaving
4 under 8 on 5 haven’t they

Checkpoint 3 6
7

can’t you 
You weren’t

i 1 in order to 8 do you
2 too 9 weren’t they

10 didn’t forget

9 much

Grammar 29
1 1 one day

2 Nowadays
3 This morning
4 by
5 the day after tomorrow
6 During
7 afterwards
8 on

2 1 we had/had had lunch,
we went for a coffee

2 on time for lessons
3 until 8.00
4 three months ago
5 at 12.00
6 first of January
7 day after tomorrow
8 for three

on
ago
later
during
At
nowadays
in

8 afterwards
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4 1 I go to the seaside in policeman/ 4 1 T he/-, a, -
summer. policewoman 2 -, the, a

2 I’ve been at this school 3 a, - , the
since 2009. Grammar 31 4 the, a, a

3 George had a bath and 1 1 H ave you  ever visited 5 The, the, the
then washed his hair. the United Kingdom? 6 -, the, an, -

4 Dina was at my house 2 On our trip, we visited 7 -, the, a
until 10.00./Dina Canterbury Cathedral. 8 a, the, the
didn’t leave my house 3 Love is a wonderful 9 the, the, the
until 10.00. thing. 10 a, the

5 The train arrived on 4 Pets are not permitted 11 The, a, a
time. in this hotel. 12 -, a, the

6 I’ll arrive by 2.00. 5 A rabbit is a small 5 1 Could you get a loaf o f
7 Paul tried hard but wild furry animal bread from  the baker’s?

in the end he gave up./ with long ears./ 2 Milk is good for
he gave up in the end. Rabbits are small wild children.

8 I wasn’t in time to say furry animals with 3 John is at work at the
goodbye to Lisa. long ears. moment.

5 1 last 5 one/some 6 New York is in the 4 We travelled to
2 During 6 on United States of Hungary by car.
3 After 7 afterwards America. 5 Have you got a
4 for 8 at 2 1 - brother or sister?

2 a 6 The war between the
Grammar 30 3 an, - two countries was the
1 1 H ow  much 2 are 4 a, an longest in history.

3 some 4 some 5 a, - 7 Who was the first
5 much 6 How many 6 > astronaut who walked
7 a 8 was 7 -, a on the moon?

2 1 an 5 many/- 3 1 is an 8 The Nile is the longest
2 a 6 a 2 in a river in the world.
3 some 7 some 3 Parking is 9 The first time I saw
4 - 8  any/many 4 Fabio is at Kate I knew she was

3 1 give you  som e advice 5 the station on the girl for me!
2 any clean trousers
3 There isn’t much
4 needs washing
5 wasn’t in the book
1 some wood
2 There was
3 any
4 a chicken
5 was very useful
6 How many
7 It’s green
8 they’re on their way
9 noise
1 water
2 news
3 glasses
4 luggage
5 eggs
6 scissors
7 loaf
8 police officer/

Grammar 32
1 1 the 6 the, the

2 the, the 7 a
3 an, the 8 a
4 An 9 a
5 the, the 10 the, the

2 1 plays the piano
2 help the
3 bike is the
4 has an appointment at 

the
5 was about the life
6 was scored by the

3 1 The, the, the
2 the, -
3 a, the
4 the, the
5 the, the, a
6 the, a, the
7 A, a, a
8 the, the

10

11

12

6 1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8

7 1
2

Jim is studying maths 
and wants to be a 
teacher.
We went to the USA 
for a holiday and had 
a good time.
When I’m at home in 
the evening I like to 
listen to the radio. 
Helen was the 
you have a dog at 
a chemistry 
The present (that/ 
which) my friends 
is the capital of 
The first lesson 
tomorrow is 
the phone for you 
The film (that/which) 
we saw last night 

a) -  b) The
a) -  b) the
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3 a) The b) - 3 a beautiful red silk 6 Too much exercise can
4 a) The b) - dress make vou feel tired.
5 a ) - b) the 4 a pair of antique silver 7 Paula felt happy when
6 a) The b) - jugs her exams were over.
7 a) The b) - 5 a small plastic bowl 8 Carlos has never
8 a ) - b) the 6 a long winding arrived late at school.

country road 9 One boxer hit the
Grammar 33 7 some dirty old other reallv hard right
1 1 no 4 Some football boots on the chin.

2 each 5 either 8 a long yellow cotton 10 I’m not really
3 Not one 6 both tyres skirt interested in this car.

2 1 not one 4 all, each
2 no 5 none
3 All 6 either

3 1 Every dog in the
garden was barking.

2 Not a single person 
came to the meeting.

3 None of my friends 
has got a car.

4 Neither of these chairs 
is comfortable.

5 There were no boys in 
the class.

6 All we want to do is 
try our new computer 
game.

7 Both books are 
interesting.

4 1 None o f  these books
is/are interesting.

2 All you have left is ten 
minutes.

3 Neither of the hotels 
was/were suitable.

4 Not a single person 
replied to my letter.

5 Both Paul and his 
brother David are ill.

6 All of the team played 
well.

7 Every house in the 
street was searched 
(by the police).

8 Some of the questions 
in the test were 
difficult/hard.

5 lf l  2 b  3b  4 a  5 a  6b
7b 8 b

Grammar 34
1 1 a large old green

plastic bag
2 two square wooden 

tables

9 a glass of cold freshly 
squeezed orange juice 

2 1 boiling 6 fantastic
2 gigantic 7 worried
3 tired
4 cool

8 warmer
9 bored

5 exciting 10 interested 
3 1 The old couple lived

happily together.
2 You’ve worked hard.
3 Chris and Paul walk 

slowly.
4 Georgia plays the 

piano well.
5 Sue dances gracefully.
6 Kate isn’t well/doesn’t 

feel well.
7 Michael skated 

wonderfully.
8 Mary writes carefully.
9 Alex slept badly.

10 Ann completed the
course successfully. / 
Ann successfully 
completed the course. 

6 fast4 1 happy
2 well
3 hardly
4 good
5 ill

7 quite
8 hard
9 terrible 

10 extremely
1 Peter has been 

working very hard.
2 My sister bought me 

a lovely blue woollen 
sweater.

3 This book I’m reading 
is excellent/extremely 
good.

4 David felt bad because 
he’d shouted at his 
mother.

5 Everyone in the team 
played well.

Grammar 35
1 1 as tasty as

2 the most interesting
3 oldest
4 than
5 worse
6 tallest
7 as hard as
8 worse
9 longer than 

10 more quietly
2 1 the longest

2 less entertaining
3 faster than
4 the hottest
5 better than
6 (just) as tall as
7 more difficult
8 as large as
9 not as big as/just as 

big as/bigger than
10 the worst

3 1 as good a runner as
David (is)

2 tallest (person) in the 
class

3 more than me/than I 
have

4 longer than Jane’s 
(hair)

5 noisiest student in the 
school

6 as interesting as this 
one (is)

7 go faster than this/go 
any faster

8 eat as much as Helen 
(did)

4 1 just as, as
2 the most
3 more/less, than, did
4 more
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5 than, the
6 the least
7 just as, as
8 less, than
1 biggest 9 harder
2 greatest 10 -
3 - 11 fitter
4 - 12 -

5 - 13 -

6 fatter 14 -

7 smallest 15 wider
8 —

Grammar 36
1 1 c 2 e 3h 4a 5d

6b 7 f 8 g
2 1 at 1 up

2 for 8 on
3 to 9 up
4 down 10 up
5 over 11 to
6 for 12 out

3 1 didn’t live up to
2 drop in on
3 run out of
4 get on with
5 caught up with
6 looking forward to
7 keep up with
8 cut down on

4 1 Brian takes after his 
mother.

2 We’ve run out of food!
3 Mike and Tom don’t 

get on well with each 
other.

4 Jean is very good at 
dealing with people.

5 The handlebars on my 
bike need seeing to.

6 Julia was very ill, but 
she’s got over it now.

7 What exactly are you 
getting at?

8 Paul’s new school 
didn’t live up to his 
expectations.

Grammar 37
1 1 wash 5 try

2 look 6 fill
3 set 7 turned
4 called 8 dropped

2 1 Turn the lights off when
you leave the school.

2 Jack turned up 
halfway through the 
lesson.

3 We can put you up for 
a week.

4 Marta is getting on 
well in her English
class.

5 Anna grew up in 
Uruguay.

6 How do you turn on 
the computer/turn the 
computer on?

7 Carol looked up the 
dates/looked the dates 
up in an encyclopedia.

8 Surfing is a great 
sport. When did you 
take it up?

3 l c  2 h 3 a  4 f  5d
6 e 7g 8 b

4 1 As soon as we had
packed our bags, we set 
off on our journey.

2 You should look up 
new words in a 
dictionary.

3 The opening of the 
new stadium was put 
off for a week.

4 The doctor told Mr 
Davidson to give up 
smoking.

5 Can I try on this coat?
6 What a mess your 

room is in! Can you 
clear it up, please?

Checkpoint 4
1 1 better 5 best

2 each 6 for
3 hard 7 no
4 some 8 is

2 ID  2 A 3 C 4 A 5D
6 D 7 B 8 C 9 B 10A

11 B 12 D 13 C 14 B 15 C
3 1 of these

2 until
3 smoking is allowed
4 some advice
5 as long as
6 since
7 classroom
8 on foot

9 any further 
10 in time

4 1 /  can put you up.
2 Carlos can’t put up 

with the noise of 
planes any more.

3 Peter is getting on well 
at university.

4 I’ll clear up the room 
if you do the washing 
up.

5 We’re heading for 
Madrid.

6 Why don’t you look 
up this word/look 
this word up in the 
dictionary?

7 Jane takes after her 
father.

8 Nina’s father is trying 
to give up smoking.

1 / 10 more
2 the 11 one
3 it 12 /
4 a 13 after
5 was 14 after
6 / 15 up
7 ago 16 once
8 much 17 the
9 the 18 ✓
1 the 9 the
2 - 10 any
3 - 11 the
4 the 12 the
5 for 13 the
6 - 14 a
7 lot 15 either
8 much
1 a single
2 no cheese
3 rich are
4 beautifully
5 the worst film
6 until

8 1 much, than
2 the, than
3 the, a
4 some, much
5 all, both
6 as, as
7 until, by
8 best, ever

9 1 I’m really interested in
travel.
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2 Kate’s brother is a 
doctor.

3 I ate some food with 
Jack, and after that I 
went home.

4 Milk is good for you.
5 Can you give me some 

advice?
6 I’ve looked in the box. 

Everything is broken, 
I’m afraid.

7 They will have 
finished the new 
hospital by the end 
of May./They won’t 
have finished the new 
hospital until the end 
of May.

8 There’s a police 
officer/policeman/ 
policewoman waiting 
outside.

9 I come to class on 
foot.

10 Your hair is very 
beautiful.

Grammar 38
1 1 Jim can’t afford to

go to the cinema twice 
a week.

2 David wishes to leave 
the room.

3 /
4 I’d really like to go 

swimming on 
Saturday.

5 Emma pretended to 
leave, but waited 
outside.

6 /
7 My bike seems to have 

something wrong with 
it.

8 The director refused 
to answer Helen’s 
phone call.

2 1 loves 6 continued
2 afford 7 bear
3 happen 8 offered
4 expected 9 pretended
5 learned 10 prefers

3 1 to let me leave early
2 singing/to sing for an 

hour without stopping

3 (that) you’ve passed 
the exam

4 to do well/that he’ll do 
well

5 to do for the summer
6 clearing up my room
7 to go to the cinema 

with me
8 to get married
9 to see you later

10 to do this evening
4 1 seems 6 refused

2 hate 7 chose
3 want 8 like
4 asked 9 decided
5 hopes 10 agreed

5 1 What do you intend to
do?

2 I can’t bear getting up 
early!

3 I expect to see you in 
the morning.

4 Susan promised to be 
back at 6.00.

5 Tom refused to help.
6 I offered to help Joe.
7 Ellen couldn’t afford 

the ticket.
8 Pat learned to drive 

when he was young.

Grammar 39
1 1 to lock 5 to open

2 to have 6 to take
3 talking 7 sky-diving
4 being 8 starting

2 1 you fancy
2 (that) he’d
3 I suggest/How about
4 keeps interrupting
5 Do/Would you mind
6 Imagine being
7 can’t help

3 1 chose 5 denied
2 afford 6 admitted
3 mind 7 decided
4 meant 8 fancy

4 1 try 5 denied
2 pretended 6 practise
3 expect 7 imagine
4 meant 8 refused

5 1 forget 5 kept
2 means 6 tried
3 admit 7 remember
4 stop 8 stand/bear

6 1 Helen has stopped
going to the gym.

2 I heard that you have 
passed your driving 
test.

3 I don’t see how we can 
do it.

4 Do you mind getting 
home late?

5 I fancy spending the 
day at the beach 
tomorrow.

6 Your dog keeps 
chasing my cat.

Grammar 40
1 1 from 5 about

2 to 6 for
3 for 7 on
4 to

2 1 laughs at
2 succeeds in
3 apologizes for
4 depends on
5 knows, about
6 belongs to
7 reminds, of

3 1 right about
2 good at
3 famous for
4 interested in
5 annoyed with
6 kind to
7 frightened of

4 1 Dick was bored with
his work.

2 This town reminds me 
of Glasgow.

3 Emma knows a lot 
about biology.

4 I’m looking for the art 
gallery.

5 I’m fond of cream 
cakes.

6 Sue is married to Adrian.
7 Dina is kind to 

animals.
8 Ugh! This cake tastes 

of rubber!
9 Lisa is jealous of you!

10 I feel excited about
our new house!

5 1 ’m angry with
2 ready
3 good at
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4 felt upset about
5 dreamed about
6 rely on
7 bike to Jack
8 afraid of

6 1 explain, to
2 belonged to
3 depends on
4 paid for
5 apologized, for
6 remind, of
7 succeeded in
8 wait for

7 I d  2 f 3 e 4b 5g 
6 a 7 c

Grammar 41
1 1 anyone

2 anything
3 nothing
4 someone
5 anything
6 Someone
7 anything
8 No one
9 anywhere 

10 somewhere
2 1 do anything

2 knows Mary better 
than I do/than me

3 was late yesterday
4 nothing/no work
5 ask you something
6 here drinks
7 replied when I 

phoned/answered the 
phone

8 someone going to 
drive us there

9 I go I make friends
10 called for you this 

morning
3 1 enjoy yourselves

2 behave ourselves
3 hurt myself
4 express herself
5 introduce myself
6 blame yourself
7 talk, myself
8 cut himself

4 1 There’s something in
the box.

2 Everyone was dancing.
3 Something has annoyed 

/is annoying me.

4 There’s nothing to 
eat./We’ve got nothing 
to eat.

5 There’s no one in the 
office.

6 Everybody likes Julia.
7 You can have anything 

you like./Anything 
you like, you can have.

8 There is nowhere to
park my car.

Grammar 42
1 1 hers 6 your

2 her own 7 his
3 yours 8 my
4 mine 9 our
5 theirs 10 its

2 1 Tell Monica it’s Elenas
turn, not hers.

2 Alice’s younger 
brother’s called Bill.

3 Tim’s sandwiches were 
tastier than ours.

4 The film’s beginning 
is good but its ending 
is weak.

5 Are these keys yours 
or hers?

6 Barbara fills in the 
patients’ record cards 
at the doctor’s.

7 When it’s raining, 
everybody’s raincoats 
get wet.

8 The manager’s 
assistant reads all the 
customers’ letters.

9 Your sister’s dog runs 
faster than ours.

10 One’s our teacher’s car 
and the other’s a 
visitor’s.

3 1 football boot, cheese
sandwich

2 shop window, coat 
pocket

3 garden gate, bicycle 
light

4 department store, 
country cottage

5 fire engine, rock 
singer

6 post office, pencil 
sharpener

7 football ground, 
school report

8 shop assistant, railway 
station

4 1 There are two bus 
stops near my house.

2 Our cat sleeps all day 
in its bed.

3 Have you met Jane’s 
sister?

4 Creatures like these 
live at the bottom of 
the sea.

5 This book is mine.
6 Those are two friends 

of my father’s.
7 Everybody’s drawings 

were better than ours.
8 Are these gloves yours 

or mine?/Are these 
your gloves or mine?

9 The house stands on 
its own at the end of 
the street.

10 I noticed these shoes 
in a shop window.

Grammar 43
1 1 instead of 5 except

2 either 6 since
3 also 7 both
4 such as 8 yet

2 1 Megan visited the castle
and the museum too.

2 Everyone was on time 
except Jill.

3 I said it was raining 
but, in fact, it isn’t!

4 Since Karen had hurt 
her leg, she couldn’t 
play tennis.

5 In my view, smoking 
is bad for you.

6 I ate the chocolate 
cake as well as the 
apple pie.

7 Daniel played in goal 
instead of his brother.

8 In conclusion, I’d like 
to thank the head 
teacher, Ann Coles.

3 1 C 2 B 3 A 4 D 5D 
6 C 7 B 8 D 9 A 10 B

4 1 except
2 as well as this
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3 Personally
4 both
5 instead
6 actually
7 such as
8 either

5 1 e 2 i 3 c 4 g 5 a  6
d 7 j 8 b 9 h 10 f

Grammar 44
1 1 a  2b  3b 4 b  5c  6a
2 1 Were meeting Uncle

David on Tuesday 
evening at eight.

2 Last February I met 
Mrs Wilkinson for the 
first time.

3 Alan lives in the south 
of France near 
Cannes.

4 We saw a great film 
at the ABC called 
‘The Adventures of 
Robin Hood’.

5 We went to a party at 
Mrs Harrisons’ house 
on New Year’s Eve.

6 Julia’s reading ‘A 
Portrait of a Lady’ by 
Henry James.

3 1 ‘First of all, who
is going to carry the 
suitcase?’ asked Mary.

2 Kate said she’d be on 
time, but I didn’t 
believe her.

3 James said that he’d 
missed the train, got 
lost, and been 
arrested.

4 When the bell rang, 
our teacher stood up 
and said, ‘Stop 
writing, please.’

5 ‘On the other hand, 
we could go to the 
cinema, couldn’t we?’ 
said David.

6 ‘Good morning,’ said 
Tina. ‘How do you feel 
today?’

7 If I were you, I’d ask 
for some help, or 
perhaps start again.

8 The old stadium was 
eventually demolished: 
very few people went 
there, and it was 
becoming dangerous.

Grammar 45
1 1 deciding

2 swimming
3 photo
4 question
5 /
6 know
7 their
8 beautiful
9 receipt

10 beginning
11 psychiatrist
12 successful

2 1 phone, received
2 whistle, field
3 successfully, physics
4 know, knife
5 thief, leaving
6 question, listening
7 beginning, view
8 columns, beautifully

3 1 controlling
2 thickening
3 gripping
4 choosing
5 flying
6 making
7 upsetting
8 hooking
9 writing

10 improving
11 swimming
12 riding

4 Dear Becky,
I’m sorry that I haven’t 
written to you for so long. 
I’m afraid I’ve been very 
busy at school, and I haven’t 
had much time for writing 
letters. Last week I finished 
my examinations, so now 
I’m getting ready to go on 
holiday.
I was wondering whether 
you would like to come to 
stay for a few days? You can 
meet my friends, and we 
could all go swimming. The 
weather is really good now

here in Italy, and I’m sure 
you will enjoy yourself. 
Best wishes,
Silvia

5 1 tomorrow
2 Wednesday
3 advertisement
4 neighbour
5 through
6 grateful
7 necessary
8 disappointed
9 weather/whether

10 remember
11 library
12 answer

6 1 debt
2 exhibition
3 high
4 knife
5 lamb
6 psychologist
7 receipt
8 what
9 yacht

10 autumn
11 answer
12 daughter
13 half
14 light
15 salmon
16 whole
17 would
18 writing

Grammar 46
i I d  2 a 3 i 4 c

6b 7 f 8 e 9 h
2 1 stare 6 quite

2 practise 7 aloud
3 thorough 8 too
4 advice 9 latter
5 fare 10 loose

3 1 / 2 - 3 /
4 - 5 / 6 /
7 - 8 / 9 /

10 / 11 / 12 -
13 - 14 - 15 -

4 Dear Silvia,
Thanks for your letter and 
your invitation to Italy!
I’ve never travelled abroad 
before, and I’m really looking 
forward to staying with you 
and your family. I’ve spoken
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to my parents and they’ve 
agreed. They say they’re 
going to phone soon to 
discuss the arrangements.
I’ve decided to have some 
Italian lessons so that I can 
practise when I come to Italy. 
I’d like you to write some 
simple sentences for me. 
Please note my new address. 
We moved last week and 
now I’ve got a much bigger 
bedroom.
Best wishes,
Becky

5 1 vegetable
2 language
3 queue
4 receive
5 people
6 beautiful
7 interesting
8 biscuit
9 ceiling

10 different
11 knowledge
12 independent

6 1 eight 8 none
2 bean 9 piece
3 check 10 pair
4 flower 11 write
5 whole 12 rows
6 muscle 13 so
7 know 14 stair

Checkpoint 5
l 1 hers 5 anything

2 to help 6 spending
3 in 7 at
4 as 8 anything

2 IB  2D 3 D 4 A 5
6 B 7 A 8 D 9 C 10

11 B 12 D 13 A 14 C
3 1 except Jeff

2 one knows
3 the twins’
4 refused to carry
5 rely on
6 a friend of
7 began/started snowing
8 closing

4 1 / 10 for 7 1 Instead o f
2 that 11 or 2 every single
3 take 12 it 3 in fact
4 me 13 they 4 In conclusion
5 it 14 / 5 of my, mine
6 for 15 have 6 as well
7 been 16 with 7 yours
8 got 17 it 8 herself
9 / 9 on, in

5 1 fo r 10 even
2 her
3 of
4 no one/nobody
5 begun/started
6 hers
7 seemed
8 with
9 forgotten

10 even
11 something
12 Either

13 kept
14 saw
15 Someone 

6 Dear David,
It was great to hear from 
you after so long. I enjoyed 
hearing all your news. I 
didn’t realize that you’d spent 
a year abroad. You must have 
had a really good time in 
Greece. I’ve decided to go 
there next summer. Perhaps 
we could go together.
I’ve had a fantastic year 
at college. The work is 
harder than the work we 
did at school, but it’s more 
interesting. I’m studying 
Business Administration 
and Computer Science at the 
moment. I’ve also made lots 
of new friends.
I’m thinking of coming to 
Bristol for a few days to visit 
my sister. Would you like to 
meet? You could show me 
the sights and we could talk 
about our old schooldays. 
Why don’t you give me a ring 
and we could discuss it? It 
would be wonderful to see 
you again.
Best wishes,
Ellen
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Vocabulary 2
1 1 uninteresting

2 disadvantage
3 unfortunately
4 impatient
5 disappear
6 unemployed
7 disagree
8 misunderstanding

2 1 overslept
2 underwear
3 overcoat
4 outplayed
5 rewrite
6 overcooked
7 redo
8 underpaid

3 1 friendship
2 foreigner
3 childhood
4 piglet
5 teenager
6 spoonful
7 neighbourhood
8 handful
9 machinery 

10 booklet
4 1 inhabitants

2 boredom
3 building
4 accommodation
5 refusal
6 actor
7 employee
8 imagination
9 cooker

10 advertisement
5 1 shortness

2 friendliness
3 darkness
4 loneliness
5 tiredness
6 thoroughness
7 happiness
8 silliness
9 thinness 

10 sickness
6 1 heroic 

2 musical

3 homeless
4 motherly
5 dangerous
6 rainy
7 foolish

Vocabulary 3
1 1 tired

2 disappointing
3 frightening
4 embarrassed
5 bored
6 confusing
7 exhausting
8 interested
9 surprised 

10 annoying
2 1 unlikely

2 shortage
3 impossible
4 photography
5 useful
6 dislike
7 sleepy
8 unusual
9 cheerful

10 kindness
3 1 unusually

2 surprisingly
3 Interestingly
4 successfully
5 beautifully
6 thoroughly
7 awfully
8 unsuccessfully
9 unnecessarily 

10 obviously
4 1 uncomfortable

2 independent
3 reusable
4 disappointment
5 relationship
6 unselfish
7 unhealthy
8 uncontrollable
9 unshrinkable

10 inexperienced
5 1 receipt

2 politician

3 depth
4 patience
5 Marriage
6 application
7 knowledge
8 explanation

6 1 theft
2 belief
3 suspicion
4 length
5 angry
6 bravery
7 vanity
8 ability

Vocabulary 4
1 1 Have

2 do
3 have
4 make
5 give
6 give
7 take
8 make
9 do

10 do
11 have
12 take
13 give
14 take
15 make

2 Id  2 h 3 e 4a
6c 7 f 8 i 9b

3 1 protect, skin
2 clear, space
3 appear, court
4 return, call
5 rent, flat
6 fight, suvival
7 take, minute
8 control, behaviour

4 1 especially
2 properly
3 completely
4 greatly
5 tr/r%r\ I Itri  c u l ly

6 highly 
7 perfectly 
8 largely
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9 deeply 
10 strongly

5 1 making
2 take in
3 done, performed
4 was presented
5 make an effort, try
6 instructed, learned
7 argue, discuss
8 misunderstandings, 

faults
9 kept out 

10 apart
6 1 bank account

2 bargain price
3 space shuttle
4 sea floor
5 student loan
6 bread knife
7 stomach ache
8 shop assistant
9 service station 

10 rubbish bin
7 1 afford to

2 likely to
3 hard to
4 hope to
5 try not to
6 teach me how to
7 slow to
8 forget to
9 designed to

10 willing to

Vocabulary 5
1 1 high

2 spare
3 time
4 pass
5 tell
6 on
7 in
8 lose
9 take 

10 up
2 1 made

2 had
3 took
4 spent
5 burst
6 told
7 got
8 paid
9 caught

10 lost

3 1 mess
2 breath
3 alone
4 difference
5 mad
6 temper
7 secret
8 leaf

4 1 a bird
2 a bat
3 life
4 a cucumber
5 a pig
6 a picture
7 rain
8 houses

5 1 life
2 soul
3 wide
4 round
5 time
6 sound
7 down
8 then

Vocabulary 6
l 1 footpath

2 paperclip
3 shoelace
4 timetable
5 haircut
6 sunglasses
7 headache
8 lamppost
9 background

10 earphones
2 1 science fiction

2 walking stick
3 school report
4 alarm clock
5 air-conditioning
6 birthday party
7 central heating
8 washing machine
9 paper towel

10 running machine
3 1 bottle top

2 shop window
3 bicycle pump
4 school entrance
5 bathroom mirror
6 television screen
7 pocket money
8 door handle

4 1 hairdrier

2 dishwasher
3 stain remover
4 fire extinguisher
5 pencil sharpener
6 bottle opener
7 lawn mower
8 food mixer
9 water heater 

10 coffee maker
5 1 day-dreamer

2 shopkeeper
3 sunbather
4 babysitter
5 weightliffer
6 fire fighter
7 bank manager
8 holidaymaker

6 1 income
2 downpour
3 roundabout
4 downstairs
5 overcoat
6 upbringing
7 outdoors
8 outskirts
9 Underground 

10 uphill

Vocabulary 7
1 1 second-hand

2 can’t afford it
3 pay you back
4 save up
5 in debt
6 annual income
7 in a sale
8 be well-off

2 1 pocket money
2 cash desk
3 cut-price
4 bookshop
5 department store
6 shop assistant
7 credit card
8 carrier bag

3 1 earns
2 wages
3 borrowed
4 cash
5 by cheque
6 receipt
7 change
8 owe

4 1 / 2e 3g 4b
6a 7h 8c

5 d
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5 1 packet
2 tube
3 tin
4 carton
5 box
6 bar
7 bunch
8 loaf

6 1C 2 A 3D 
6 D 7 A 8 D

11C 12 A 13 C

Vocabulary 8
1 1 cushion

2 socket
3 radiator
4 pillow
5 curtains
6 carpet
7 drawer
8 sofa

2 Id  2 e 3 f 
6b 7h 8 g

3 1 bedroom
2 armchair
3 wash basin
4 dustbin
5 flowerbed
6 dishwasher
7 keyhole
8 ashtray
9 downstairs 

10 bookcase
4 1 put

2 move
3 get
4 takes
5 turn
6 finish
7 looks
8 drop

5 1 home
2 home
3 house
4 house
5 home
6 house
7 home
8 home

Vocabulary 9
1 1 angry

2 embarrassed
3 polite
4 lazy
5 sensible
6 bored

7 cheerful
8 bad-tempered
9 upset

2 1 smile
2 nod
3 complain
4 shout
5 cry

4 C 5 B 6 cheer
9 A 10 B 7 shake his head

14 B 15 D 8 whistle
3 1 unreliable

2 impatient
3 uninterested
4 dishonest
5 unfriendly
6 inexperienced
7 impolite
8 unhelpful
9 inconsiderate

4 a 5c
10 uncooperative

4 1 disappointed
2 annoyed
3 terrified
4 glad
5 ashamed
6 exhausted
7 jealous
8 fascinating

5 1 longingfor
2 give up
3 put me off
4 get on my nerves
5 fancy
6 fed up with
7 are fond of
8 let me down

6 1 mood
2 Thanks
3 trouble
4 voice
5 tears
6 heart
7 conscience
8 temper
9 hand 

10 death
7 Positive 

kind 
cheerful 
clever 
generous 
relaxed 
hard-working lazy

8 1 embarrassing
2 boredom

VOCABULARY ANSWERS
3 unusual
4 behaviour
5 breakdown
6 assistance
7 explanation
8 Foolishly

Vocabulary 10
1 1 husband

2 couple
3 children
4 twin
5 alike
6 single
7 friendship
8 elder
9 engaged 

10 housewife
2 1 relations/relatives

2 acquaintance
3 greeting
4 engagement
5 celebration
6 marriage
7 resemblance
8 death

3 1 adults
2 dead
3 wedding
4 daughter
5 old
6 young
7 relatives
8 birthday

4 1/ 2 i 3j 4 h 5a
6g 7 e 8 b 9 c 10 d

5 1 e 2d 3g 4 a 5 h
6 f 7b 8 c

Vocabulary 11
1 1 waist

2 wrist
3 thumb
4 nails
5 shoulder
6 ankle
7 toes
8 forehead

3 1 fit
2 dress up
3 wear
4 look
5 suit
6 disguise

Negative
unpleasant
miserable
stupid
mean
tense

2 1C 2 B 3 B 4 A 5D 
6C 7 D 8 B 9 A 10B 

11D 12 C 13 A 14 D 15C
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7 put on 4 operation 4 relaxing
8 go with 5 ward 5 local

4 1 sleeve 6 surgeon 6 suntanned
2 dress 7 blood 7 reasonable
3 suit 8 ambulance 8 exhausted
4 cap 4 1 traffic jam 9 warm
5 shorts 2 air pollution 10 open
6 skirt 3 power failure 6 1 resort
7 blouse 4 parking ticket 2 breakfast
8 sock 5 train strike 3 walk

5 1 tongue 6 carpark 4 holiday
2 hair 7 bus stop 5 ticket
3 face 8 rush hour 6 station
4 foot 9 water shortage 7 stop
5 arms 10 city centre 8 village
6 heart 5 I f  2) 3 b 4 h 5c 9 hostel
7 head 6 e 7 g 8 a 9 i 10 d 10 cards
8 leg 6 1 collided
9

O
hand 2 injured Vocabulary 14

10 eye 3 wrong l 1 beat
6 a cheek 4 appointment 2 applauded

b chin 5 on strike 3 holding
c neck 6 crowded 4 performed
d chest (man)/bust 7 accident 5 going

(woman) 8 knocked 6 spends
e waist 7 l j  2 f 3 e 4 b 5 d 7 enjoy
f thigh 6 h 7 a 8 g 9 c 10 i 8 missed
g knee 8 1 c 2 n 3 b 4 f 5 g 2 1 spectators
h shoulder 6 m 7 a 8 i 9 d lOh 2 athletes
i elbow 111 12k 13 e 14 j 3 fans
j wrist 4 team

k hip Vocabulary 13 5 members
1 bottom 1 1C 2D  3 A 4 D 5 B 6 group

m ankle 6 B 7 A 8 C 9 A 10 D 7 audience
n foot 11C 12 B 13 B 14 D 15 A 8 viewers

2 1 down 9 cast
Vocabulary 12 2 off 10 competitors
l i crashed 3 up 3 1 prize

2 injured 4 in 2 medal
3 collapsed 5 for 3 queue
4 exploded 6 out 4 tyre
5 flooded 7 after 5 whistle
6 blocked 3 1 information 6 ticket
7 sank 2 runway 7 exhibition
8 trapped 3 departure 8 rod

2 1 prescription 4 landing 9 line
2 temperature 5 reservation 10 screen
3 get over 6 cancellation 4 1 knock
4 heal 7 airport 2 turn
5 pain 8 take-off 3 join
6 chemist’s 4 l£  2c 3 j 4 h 5a 4 live
7 flu 6 d 7 i 8 b 9 f lOe 5 go

3 1 bandage 5 1 ancient 6 make
2 hospital 2 seasick 7 stand
3 patient 3 popular 8 drop
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5 1 h 2 e 3 g 4 b 5 f
6 c 7 d 8 a

6 1 B 2 C 3 B 4 A 5 D
6D 7 A 8 B 9 A 10C

11 D 12 C 13 B 14 A 15 D

Vocabulary 15
l IB 2D 3 C 4 A 5 C

6 D 7 A 8 B 9 B 10C
11 D 12 A 13 C 14 D 15 A

2 1 square
2 countryside
3 beach
4 ground
5 footpath
6 view
7 Parking
8 country

3 1 station
2 roundabout
3 hall
4 block
5 crossing
6 part
7 place
8 traffic
9 zone 

10 centre
4 1 rural

2 neighbouring
3 isolated
4 capital
5 international
6 local
7 crowded
8 urban

5 1 playground
2 crossroads
3 roundabout
4 car park
5 footpath
6 roadside
7 outskirts
8 footbridge

6 1 castle
2 caravan
3 semi-detached house
4 bungalow
5 bridge
6 terraced house
7 cottage
8 tower

Vocabulary 16
1 1 roll

2 course

3 meal
4 cans
5 frozen
6 recipe
7 tasty
8 cook
9 spoon 

2 1 roast
2 mix
3 chop
4 bake
5 add
6 Peel
7 fry
8 Grate
9 Squeeze

10 Boil 
1 salt 5 chips
2 fork 6 vinegar
3 bacon 7 saucer
4 butter 8 biscuits
1 slice
2 bar
3 jar
4 cup
5 loaf
6 glass
7 pinch
8 carton/glass
1 grape 5 pie
2 onion 6 plum
3 lettuce 7 cheese
4 lamb 8 chop
1 menu 4 takeaway
2 bill 5 book
3 dessert 6 tip
1 a
2 some
3 a
4 -
5 a
6 a
7 a
8 -  /some
9 -

10 some 
8 a lettuce 

b broccoli 
c cauliflower 
d pepper 
e leek 
f onion 
g mushroom 
h asparagus 
i courgette

j celery 
k cabbage
1 bean 

m carrot
n aubergine

Vocabulary 17
1 1 pass

2 job
3 teach
4 studying
5 marks
6 wages
7 aloud
8 application
9 earns

2 1 heart
2 phone
3 practice
4 work
5 rules
6 date
7 time
8 business

3 1 look 5 pick
2 take 6 write
3 get 7 hand
4 keep 8 stand

4 1 education
2 unemployed
3 carelessly
4 successful
5 qualifications
6 employer
7 timetable
8 income
9 knowledge 

10 employees
5 1* 2j 3a 4 i 5 f

6 c 7 e 8b 9 h 10 d
6 ID 2 B 3 B 4 A 5 C

6 D 7 B 8 B 9 A 10 B
11 D 12 D 13 C 14 B 15 A

Vocabulary 18
1 1 weather

2 lightning
3 fog
4 shower
5 season
6 heatwave
7 storm
8 cool
9 soaked 

10 snow
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2 1 swan 2 goat
3 crab 4 butterfly
5 lizard 6 mosquito
7 rabbit 8 giraffe
9 spider 10 puppy

3 1 branch 5 thorn
2 berry 6 bark
3 root 7 blossom
4 leaf 8 trunk

4 1/ 2d 3 g 4 b 5 a
6 h 7 e 8 c

5 1A 2 C 3D 4 C 5 A
6 B 7 B 8 C 9 D 10B

11 A 12D 13 B 14 D 15 C
6 1 protect, destroy

2 prevent, let
3 clean up, pollute
4 plant, cut down
5 recycle, throw (them) 

away
6 save, waste
7 improve, get worse
8 change, remain

7 1 city, country
2 hills, mountains
3 river, stream
4 paths, tracks
5 weeds, crops
6 village, town
7 fence, hedge
8 farm, cottage
9 seaside, beach 

10 rocks, stones

Vocabulary 19
1 1 mobile phone 5 engine

2 petrol 6 light
3 electric 7 nails
4 tyre

2 1 answering machine
2 mobile phone
3 sewing machine
4 vacuum cleaner
5 camera
6 dishwasher
7 photocopier

3 1 ring 5 plug 9 warm
2 blow 6 cut 10 run
3 wear 7 turn
4 break 8 go

4 1 hard disk 2 memory 
3 icon 4 cursor
5 print out 6 button 
7 website 8 modem 
9 highlight

1 car
2 electric toothbrush
3 ladder
4 oven
5 frying pan
6 saw
7 gun
8 cello
1 handle 5 key
2 battery 6 lock
3 socket 7 plug
4 switch 8 wire
1 pump
2 tin-opener
3 lawnmower
4 razor
5 hairdrier
6 scissors
7 thermometer
8 binoculars
9 compass

10 iron

ocabulary 20
l needle
2 glue
3 penknife
4 rubber band
5 paperclip
6 string
7 scissors
8 buttons
9 shoelace

10 ribbon
1 notice
2 notepad
3 correction fluid
4 diary
5 envelope
6 file
7 ruler
8 sharpener
9 stamp
1 comb 6 toothpaste
2 gown 7 alarm
3 mirror 8 towel
4 table 9 pillow
5 slippers 10 hanger
1 pedestrian crossing
2 lamppost
3 pavement
4 hedge
5 gate
6 kerb
7 street sign
8 subway

Vocabulary 21
l 1 employer

2 owner
3 mechanic
4 manager
5 teacher
6 officer
7 painter
8 cashier
9 waiter

10 postman
2 1 gardener

2 guide
3 plumber
4 photographer
5 dentist
6 carpenter
7 electrician
8 optician
9 vet

3 1 member
2 partner
3 flatmate
4 guest
5 host
6 employee
7 supporter
8 team-mate
9 assistant

4 1 coward 2 miser
3 optimist 4 celebrity
5 favourite 6 expert
7 fool 8 genius
9 pessimist 10 liar

5 1 crew 6 trio
2 society 7 group
3 staff 8 audience
4 queue 9 team
5 crowd 10 cast

6 1 inhabitants 2 politician
3 citizen 4 guitarist
5 survivor 6 scientist
7 criminal 8 musician
9 lawyer 10 opponent
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Intermediate
La n g u a g e  Practice
F u lly  u p d a t e d  3 r d  e d i t io n  w i t h  C D - R O M  N e w !

Intermediate Language Practice is the reference and practice book for students at 
intermediate / B1 level. Now in full colour, this new edition retains all the original 
features which make the Language Practice series so popular, including clear grammar 
explanations, plenty of practice and regular review units. Themed vocabulary units 
contextualize essential intermediate level words and phrases, offering a variety 
of exercise types to help students understand and use the new vocabulary. The 
accompanying CD-ROM includes extra practice for all the units covered in the book, 
with exercises based on international computer-based test types. The test generator 
includes 1,000 items to test students on all areas covered by the book.

Who’s it for?
Ideal for students preparing to take intermediate level examinations, it can be used both 
in the classroom and for self-study.

Key features

• Easy to understand explanations of intermediate level grammar
• Extensive practice of all grammar points in a variety of exercise types
• Intermediate vocabulary and phrasal verbs practice
• Regular review sections, grammar index and wordlist
• NEW CD-ROM features fun and engaging exercises for all grammar and 

vocabulary areas covered in the book
• Printable and on-screen tests for all grammar and vocabulary areas.

E le m e n ta ry
L an g ua g e
P ra c tice

In te rm e d ia te
L a n g u a g e
P ra c tic e

F irs t
C e rtif ic a te
L a n g u a g e
P ra c tic e

A d v a n c e d
L a n g u a g e
P ra c tic e

W ith  Key 9 7 8 -0 -2 3 0 7 -
2 6 9 6 -3

9 7 8 -0 -2 3 0 7 -
2 7 0 1 -4

9 7 8 -0 -2 3 0 7 -
2 7 1 1 -3

9 7 8 -0 -2 3 0 7 -
2 7 0 6 -9

W ith o u t Key 9 7 8 -0 -2 3 0 7 -
2 6 9 7 -0

9 7 8 -0 -2 3 0 7 -
2702-1

9 7 8 -0 -2 3 0 7 -
2 7 1 2 -0

9 7 8 -0 -2 3 0 7 -
2 7 0 7 -6

C a m b rid g e  
ESO L e xam s

KET PET FCE C A E /C P E

C o u n c il o f 
E urope  level

A2 B1 B2 C 1 /C 2


